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1.1 About this work
Immittance1 spectroscopy is a well-established and versatile method with a broad range
of applications in a wide variety of different fields and subjects, ranging from science to
industrial solutions [3]. Specific examples of its application are given in section 1.2.1.
Although immittance spectroscopy is widely applied, commonly used strategies of
analysing its measured data do not exhaust its full potential: On the one hand, the rarely
used [119], but at least in some situations physically correct, process-independent Poisson-
Nernst-Planck models2 might describe any combination of processes by falling back onto
eective parameters which, without any indication, do not necessary represent any actual
underlying physical property of the system under investigation. On the other hand, the
most common form of analysis is by electrical equivalent circuits (EECs). These are mere
analogues which ‘are almost always assigned without regard to the physics of the system’
[110]. Due to this fact, their problem with circuit ambiguity in general (compare Figure
1.1) and the type of parameters which are obtained, EECs almost never represent the
underlying physics and their parameters are likely irrelevant and incomparable between
different experiments.
While analogues ‘may produce plots that are impressive in their fit to the experimental
data, they do little to advance the science’ [110]. By introducing the dependence on
external parameters in Maxwell’s extension of Ampère’s law, an EEC for a homogen-
eous piece of material is derived that allows replacing idealised lumped components,
like resistors and capacitors, by process-specific physical models dependent on external
parameters. Utilising these models for measurements over a range of external parameters
in combination with global fits, that do extract relevant physical parameters (e. g. ac-
ceptor concentrations or bulk permittivities) describing all varied external conditions
simultaneously instead of resistances and capacitances per condition, allows identifying
as well as understanding the underlying physical processes whilst extracting physically
relevant parameters comparable between different experiments and more easily verifiable
as reasonable in comparison to resistances and capacitances. Voltage-dependent immit-
tance spectra, as utilised in this work, include the full information of a conventional
1Immittance, at first a coinage by Bode [11] to generalise the equivalent representations of impedance
and admittance, was later further extended into a universal designation for any equivalent representation
of impedance, explicitly including those not influenced by dimensions: e. g. admittance, complex permit-
tivity, complex conductivity or modulus [113]. Since this work exclusively deals with electrical immittance
spectroscopy, the prefix ‘electrical’ is generally omitted, for any type of immittance.
2This designation has its usual meaning in the context of immittance spectroscopy as given in reference


















(d) Circuit for DLC on stainless steel in electrolyte by Liu et al. [103]
Figure 1.1: The challenges of circuit ambiguity using the example of diamond-like carbon: Di-
verse variants to represent the DLC in an EEC, used to fit measured immittance spectra, are
used. Subfigures (a)-(d) show four exemplary representatives, where the components that should
according to the corresponding authors be associated with diamond-like carbon (DLC) coat-
ing are coloured in green. In circuit (d) the parallel resistor is partially attributed to the DLC.
Since in conventional EECs the fit parameters are resistances and capacitances (inductances rarely
play a role within the typical frequency range of immittance spectroscopy), comparison of the
results of different works is rarely possible. Further, some arrangements of components may
ignore the underlying physics and, as a result, the different components are not exclusively rep-
resenting the suggested pieces but are rather a combination of different pieces of the system.
As a result, (accidental) usage of a circuit not representing the underlying physics may lead to
misinterpretations.
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current-voltage measurement. Additionally, they include the capacitive properties of
the system. Consequently, even without introducing the presented novel approach of
analysis, different serial pieces of the system3 can principally be separated by their distinct
capacitive bypass. As a result, the current-voltage behaviour of each separate piece can
be extracted individually. Bulk and electrode processes or the influence of high-resistive
contacts are inherently separable and can be analysed individually without involving
unconfirmed resistance models representing parasitic contributions around the actual
piece of interest in the experiment. The introduction of process-specific physical models
with dependence on external parameters is, of course, not limited to the resistive part.
Successfully fitting a serial piece simultaneously including external-parameter depend-
ent models for both, resistive and capacitive part, can be seen as strong indication that
the respective piece was correctly identified and, hence, its major underlying processes
adequately understood. Furthermore, this is a convenient approach to study the compat-
ibility of the involved dielectric and electric models at simultaneously obtained, hence
self-consistent, data for the immittance of a serial piece. The approach becomes especially
fruitful if both models share mutual parameters that may, consequently, be combined to
single constants in the global fit. Although dielectric and electric behaviour is measured
jointly, the processes responsible for each contribution can be quite different. Therefore,
values of shared parameters obtained in such a way, that is furthermore not influenced by
serial parasitic resistances and can due to the self-weighting effect of the models by their
dependence on external parameters also include data from transition regions, may be con-
sidered more reliable as compared to those extracted solely on the basis of conventional
current-voltage analysis. As a result, in the analysis of heterostructures with a thin film
of tetrahedral-amorphous carbon (ta-C) on different crystalline p-type silicon substrates
performed in this work, as many mutual parameters as possible were fitted jointly. Next
to a joined acceptor concentration that could describe both voltage-dependentmodels for
the resistance as well as for the capacitance of a depletion layer forming in p-type silicon,
fit parameters could also be combined for the bulk properties of the thin film.
Latter could be used to verify a correction (suggested in this work) in the calculation
of the superimposed field from the externally applied potential difference within the
physical basis of the Frenkel-Poole model (i. e. without the need of introducing any
more recent physical concepts like quantummechanics or more elaborate local environ-
ments), that unexpectedly resolves an over 50 year old [80, 163] quantitative deviation
of the Frenkel-Poole model (a semi-classical conduction model based on the process of
introducing charges into the conductive band4 by field-assisted thermal excitation from
charged traps [46]). Through many enhancements of the Frenkel-Poole model over the
years (contributions by different researchers are reviewed in section 5.6.1), especially a
three-dimensional description of the local potential landscape first introduced by Jon-
3In this work, the word ‘piece’ designates a distinct unit of a potentially larger system, i. e. consisting
of multiple pieces. The word ‘part’ is used to reference a subgroup of elements in a circuit, often the
representation of a certain piece in the circuit.
4The term ‘conductive band’ is used troughout this work as a generalisation that shall indicate that it
can be the conduction band in an n-type material, the valence band in a p-type material and, further for
both cases, it can be the corresponding mobility edge if the material is disordered.
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scher [80], a consistent description for small fields could be derived that resolved one of
two major [144] quantitative differences between experimental data and the description
of the model. The up to now [163] remaining deviation of an, in comparison to the
predicted barrier-lowering coefficient, too shallow slope extracted from experimental
data, could in this work be explained by using the, within the concept of classical elec-
trodynamics required, internal field (i. e. the field inside a polarisable material) for the
linear superimposed field in the local potential landscape around the trap, instead of the
external field. That such a simple correction, which does not resolve any of the many
remaining fundamental limits of the Frenkel-Poole model (discussed in section 5.6.2),
especially concerning the description of the local potential landscape, could eliminate
the one remaining quantitative deviation of the Frenkel-Poole model may at first seem
surprising. However, a first attempt in understanding why the basic description might
be sufficient is given in section 5.6.4. Verifying this hypothesis is a unique opportunity to
test the capabilities of voltage-dependent immittance spectroscopy in a context where
usually conventional current-voltage analysis is applied. Especially in this case, where
the presence of permittivities (which are basically the fundamental dielectric property)
within the resistive part is in question, the unification of fit parameters mutually shared
between resistive and capacitive models, which is an integral part of the proposed novel
approach of analysing immittance spectra using process-specific physical models depend-
ent on external parameters, can unfold its full potential. Since it is found that a model,
correctly calculating the internal field, with a connection of the permittivity can describe
the system equally well as a model where both parameters can be chosen freely (in fact,
in the free case, the fitting routine even chooses comparable values for the permittivity
in resistive and capacitive part) this is a strong indication that the correction proposed
in this work was indeed the missing feature of the Frenkel-Poole model that resolves the
deviation between experimentally obtained and predicted barrier-lowering coefficients.
Since it is actually quite surprising that such a simple correction within the concept of the
Frenkel-Poole model could actually be responsible, instead of introducing more elaborate
physical concepts or refinements around the crude assumption of the local potential
landscape, this work also re-examines the structure of defects in undoped covalently
bound semiconductors that may potentially represent those trap centres in the Frenkel-
Poole theory. The central potential of such traps is indeed highly oriented and neither
spherically symmetric nor at all well described by a Coulomb potential. Furthermore, the
central part of such potentials is indeed sensitively dependent on the distinct material. In
fact, the Frenkel-Poole conduction is observed for a substantial range of materials, with
essentially only one similarity: a low mobility. Already this empirical finding suggests
that a feature which is very different for all of these materials, namely the core potential of
structural defects, should either not be a dominant property in the process or it should be
an attribute of the model which is varied accordingly with the different specimens. The
answer to the question why such a ‘simple’ model might describe the situation correctly
is assumed to lie within the simplicity of the model itself. The Frenkel-Poole model is
restricted to sufficiently high temperatures at which a significant amount of charge carriers
can be thermally excited over relatively high barriers (e. g. in comparison to doping-levels
in silicon). The relevant maximum of the barrier for the charges must be sufficiently
4
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distant from the immobile oppositely charged trap centre that their respective interaction
can be described by a Coulomb potential with the bulk permittivity of the surrounding
medium. From the calculation of binding energies for deep level traps, which besides also
gives the potential landscape of these traps, it is known that the binding energy, which is
a parameter in the Frenkel-Poole model, is dominated by the core potential. However,
any defect that is charged when empty (structural defects, e. g. dangling bonds, can fall
into that category) has also an, usually assumed Coulombic, outer part of the potential.
This outer potential was found by Grimmeiss and Skarstam [55] to show a hydrogenic
characteristic and dominate the properties of excited states for deep centres.
The Frenkel-Poole conduction is obviously dominant in a regime (of voltage and
temperature) where the thermal excitation over the barrier is sufficiently prominent to
significantly exceed the contributions of any other current-transport process. Exactly
then, the dominant contribution is by those charge carriers that have enough energy
to overcome the final, that is the outer, barrier by the Coulombic interaction. The
measurement in that regime only perceives those charges which fulfil these requirements
(i. e. the high enough thermal energy) and since the charges overcome the barrier thermally,
a process for which only the highest point of the barrier is decisive, the knowledge of
the core potential may be restricted to the binding energy, which is a parameter in the
Frenkel-Poole model. In summary, the Frenkel-Poole model is observed in a region
where its assumptions, though very crude, are representing exactly the remaining relevant
properties. The discrepancy in the barrier-lowering coefficient can be explained by an
omitted factor in its calculation. Interestingly, Poole already explains in a footnote of his
publication [149, third footnote on p. 128] that he omitted this factor since he is only
interested in a qualitative description and it seems to have been forgotten ever since.
5
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1.2 A broader perspective - general impact of this work on the
field of immittance spectroscopy
1.2.1 Applications of immittance spectroscopy
One of the most obvious applications of immittance spectroscopy is in (electrical [17]
or acoustical[5]) engineering, where it is an especially important tool to characterise any
form of signal transmission: not only from cables or air but alsomore complex devices, ex-
plicitly including attenuators and amplifiers. Immittance spectroscopy is also commonly
applied to characterise batteries and related materials [70, p. 430]. Its application ranges
from battery health tests in workshops [20, 181] to understand the underlying physics in
completely new types of batteries, e. g. all-solid-state thin-film microbatteries [98]. For
the latter its unique properties that allowing, non-invasively and non-destructively, to
obtain in situ information on degradation mechanisms and possible bottlenecks in the
electrochemical reactions are of primary importance [69]. In a context where chemical
reactions are involved, the measurement is referred to as electrochemical immittance (or
impedance) spectroscopy (or EIS). It has been used in this field from the end of the 19th
century onwards [110] and is still a standard method to determine corrosion properties
[124, pp. 463-505] or chemical reaction rates in general [99, pp. 1-3]. For the former, the
possibility of investigating the specimens in very different environments is of great benefit.
The corrosion of a material or coating over time may be tested in the actual environment
of interest itself. For example, to predict the in vivo ageing behaviour of metallic implant
medical devices more realistically and especially include the often neglected influence
of proteins and amino-acids on the corrosion of Ti-6Al-4V, a titanium alloy typically
used for implants and prosthesis, the impedance of a specimen may be measured while
corroding in different solutions, including blood [152]. The work of Shih et al. [165], also
mentioned in the publication of Pound, measures the corrosion even in vivo. Although
they did not use impedance spectroscopy (their measurement was electrostatic), the tech-
nique could in principle have been applied. In commercially available cardiac pacemakers,
built-in time-dependent impedance measurement is used within human bodies [133].
The application of immittance spectroscopy in the investigation of biological samples is
almost as old as the method itself (confer [56, pp. 411-418]). In comparison to competing
measurement methods, immittance spectroscopy may often be more cost efficient and
less time-consuming. For example, immittance spectroscopy may be used as ‘a quick and
easy alternative to the expensive and slow study of skin biopsies by microscopy’ for an
early detection of diabetes-related changes in the human skin [102]. Though this method
has been used in biology or medicine already for a long time, the number of potential
applications in this field is steadily increasing, especially those gathering properties to-
wards smaller structures. The review by K’Owino and Sadik on applications in the fields
of ‘rapid biomolecular screening’ and ‘cell culture monitoring’ already mentions label
and mediator-free strategies for rapid screening of biocompatible surfaces, monitoring
pathogenic bacteria, as well as the analysis of heterogeneous systems, like biological cells
and tissues [92]. Even the detection of base pair mismatches in the DNA sequence, e. g.
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of Hepatitis B virus, Tay-Sachs disease orMicrocystis spp, is possible [92]. Through differ-
ent adsorption and desorption rates antigens binding on antibodies present in human
diseases, e. g. human mammary tumours may be detected; as may be pathogens, like
the Hepatitis B virus or small amount of drugs and toxins (limit of detection around
10 nmol l−1). Furthermore, immittance spectroscopy allows the real-time monitoring of
cell spreading as well as real-time detection and quantification of microbes, e. g. Listeria
innocua, which enables monitoring the condition of food products like milk.
Further applications inmaterial [153] and semiconductor physics [138] aswell as geology
[155] are possible.
1.2.2 Impact of this work on immittance-spectra analysis in other fields
All the above mentioned areas face similar challenges, as mentioned in the beginning of
the introduction. The referenced examples still use EECs and in consequence have to deal
with all resulting drawbacks, especially circuit ambiguity. Since different arrangements of
circuit components are equally likely, depending on the chosen structure, the extracted
relevant parameters (e. g. the concentration of a toxin) do not necessarily represent the
actual value. In the end, in every application the resistances and capacitances should be
converted into meaningful parameters.
The application of the presented approach is possible directly for at least every solid
part that is described in an EEC. If, for example, the electrodes are coated with a material
exhibiting Frenkel-Poole conduction, its description should, hence, include the model
accordingly. In order to do that, it is important to know which component(s) of a circuit
represent which piece of the system. At least for resistors or capacitors, that should be
converted to the relevant parameters, a one-to-one assignment between components and
underlying processes is necessary.
Unlike in the case of a solid state system investigatedhere, in these very different biologic
fields, models for conduction or polarisation processes are typically not available. The
presented approach might, hence, not directly be applied. However, the basic concept
of the novel approach, the introduction of process-specific physical models dependent
on external parameters may still be beneficial. Though the use of different conditions
is expected to be more restricted than for inanimate, inorganic systems, it might still be
possible to trigger some reactions within the system. If for example, the generation of ions
at the cell membrane is dependent on some stimulus or some concentration of a species
that may be introduced, this dependence might be directly included in the describing
circuit. The above mentioned biological scenarios are possibly preferentially described by
spatially-extended simulations. Also in those, the explained concept may be included by
using condition-dependent models for specific relevant properties, e. g. the number of
ions at a membrane may still be calculated dependent on some concentration of a certain
protein instead of simply fitting its value for each protein concentration separately.
Although, again, indirectly, the concept of this work may be successfully applied to
inorganic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Possibly the best lumped-component
descriptions of an electrochemical system, like a battery, are given by the specific solutions
of Poisson-Nernst-Planckmodels. Although thesemodels can lead tomisleading paramet-
7
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ers, if some processes or ionic species where omitted. As described inmore detail in section
5.1.2, the basic concept of the novel approach, the introduction of process-specific physical
models dependent on external parameters, can be combinedwith lumpedPoisson-Nernst-
Planck models. In this case the process-specific physical models are not included as circuit
components, but to replace the fit values independent of external parameters, like the dis-
sociation of the local species. As those parameters become external-parameter-dependent
functions, global fitting of immittance spectra for different conditions, including auto-
matic local weighting of parameters due to their specific regions of importance, becomes
possible and the probability accidental description with effective parameters is reduced.
8
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1.3 The exemplary experimental application
As already indicated above, this work focuses primarily on the development of a novel
method to analyse experimentally obtained immittance spectra by using process-specific
physical models dependent on external parameters. Ultimately, this allows the extraction
of process-specific parameters which are inherently linked to a physical meaning (e. g. an
acceptor concentration or a barrier height, instead of a resistance or a capacitance) and
can, hence, be better compared between experiments. Furthermore, the introduction
of models with dependence on external parameters eliminates circuit ambiguity which,
as can be seen in Figure 1.1, also improves the comparability between different experi-
ments. Moreover, the regions of importance for the respective processes are automatically
weight by the parameter-dependence of the models. Additionally, external-parameter
dependence enhances the association of circuit components with distinct pieces of the
system under investigation and reduces the absorption of deviations, e. g. by an incom-
plete model on one piece, into the fit parameters of another piece. Finally, if the same
underlying physical properties are present in different models for the same piece they
may be shared and, consequently, fitted jointly, even between capacitive and resistive
properties.
The application of this novel approach on sampleswith ta-C films on p-type silicon sub-
strates, with different doping concentration, is only an example. However, as explained
below, a carefully chosen one.
The analysis of depletion layers in silicon, usually in form of capacitance-voltage meas-
urements, is probably one of the most common applications of immittance spectroscopy
in semiconductor physics. In comparison to many other systems investigated by immit-
tance spectroscopy, which often rely on empiric models, depletion layers are relatively
well-investigated and -understood phenomenawhich have theory-basedmodels [138][176,
pp. 245-297]. The latter is not only true for the capacitance of a depletion layer, but also
for its resistance-voltage characteristic, i. e. its static current-voltage relation [176, pp. ,
245-286]. As already explained, the novel approach in this work is based on introdu-
cing physical models dependent on external parameters. In the case of the depletion
layer, both resistive and capacitive properties are dependent on the external parameter
voltage and both models are based on microscopic assumptions (which is what is meant
in this work by physical model dependent on external parameters). Voltage-dependent
immittance spectra, as those obtained in this work, not only contain the capacitance-
voltage information, but also the full resistance-voltage characteristic. Furthermore, the
higher number of frequencies in the approach introduced in this work as compared to
conventional capacitance-voltage analysis (often only one high- and one low-frequency
measurement are performed [138, pp. 321-333, 388-389]) allows distinguishing and poten-
tially identifying different serial parts in the system. This allows identifying potential
parasitic contributions and, as also utilised in this work for the thin film, the introduction
of separate descriptions for each serial piece of the complete system. For the depletion
layer in silicon, well-known literature values exist for most model parameters (see section
2.4.1 for the sources of the literature constants for the depletion-layer model used in this
work). The remaining parameters, which are determined by the fit, affect both, resistive
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and capacitive properties. This enables evaluating yet another consequence of the novel
approach: the simultaneous fit of parameters shared between the resistive and capacitive
model. As a result of all above points, the presence of a silicon depletion layer in the
experimental example system is a unique opportunity to compare the capabilities of
the novel approach presented in this work with well-established conventional methods
of analysing depletion layers. Interestingly, conventional capacitance-voltage analysis
usually does not utilise the resistive information contained in the immittance measure-
ment [138, pp.pp. 321-333, 388-389]. Although works often present resistive as well as
capacitive analysis of the same system, the results are usually obtained in different set-ups
(e. g. confer [18] and [49]). Consequently, the separately obtained measurement data
is usually also independently analysed and only at the end both results are compared.
As explained above, the novel approach presented in this work combinedly fits shared
parameters and uses the voltage-dependent immittance spectra which contain both, the
complete resistive and capacitive, information. Since a single measurement with the same
set-up is utilised, to extract both kinds of data, resistive and capacitive information may
be expected to be more likely consistent as compared to a case with two distinct set-ups.
The well-established conventional methods of analysis for depletion layers in silicon and
their relatively well understood properties make them a suited candidate for a comparison
between the conventional capacitance-voltage analysis and the approach presented in this
work. This comparison, shown in section 4.1.2.1, suggests that the extracted parameters
between both methods of analysis are in agreement.
In this work, not solely the depletion layer in silicon alone is investigated, but a com-
plete metal/insulator/semiconductor (MIS) structure, where the thin-film material ta-C
acts as fairly leaky insulator material.5 The analysis of a complete MIS structure is es-
pecially valuable, firstly, since this is a very common and often analysed system in the
semiconductor industry and, secondly, since the novel approach presented in this work
can bring its full potential to bear for systems consisting of multiple serial pieces. While
for the depletion layer in silicon both, capacitive and resistive, properties are depend-
ent on voltage, the bulk-capacitance of the amorphous thin film material, with solely
one atom species consequently connected by non-polar bonds, is not expected to be
dependent on it. The resistance, on the other hand, is known to exhibit Frenkel-Poole
conduction (e. g. confer to the voltage and often also temperature-dependent current-
voltage analysis of [38], [168, 91]6, [90], [53], [132] and in particular Ronning et al. [156],
Hofsäss [68] and Brötzmann et al. [15] who used the identical set-up for the synthesis
of the ta-C film) which is again a process dependent on voltage. For this specific model
a quantitative discrepancy between the experimentally obtained and theoretically pre-
dicted barrier-lowering coefficient exists. According to the Frenkel-Poole theory (see [46]
5This material system was designated MASS for metal/amorphous semiconductor/semiconductor by
Brötzmann et al. [14, 15].
6In these two latter works, the conduction process is interpreted as Schottky-emission process solely
due to the deviation in the barrier-lowering coefficient. The authors were obviously unaware of the fact
that this deviation from the theoretically predicted value is almost always observed for the Frenkel-Poole
model, specifically also in systems where the current-voltage characteristic was proven to be bulk-limited,
e. g. [129].
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and the estimation in section 4.2), the dynamic permittivity (at optical frequencies) is
the only value in the barrier-lowering coefficient which is not a natural constant. The
usually observed too low barrier-lowering coefficient may be ascribed to a permittivity
greater than the corresponding literature value. This was a typical quantitative argument
against the correctness of the, in some eyes, too simple model which neither takes more
modern physical concepts into account nor uses a realistic potential landscape (see full
discussion in section 5.6). In this work, a correction of the Frenkel-Poole model or rather
the commonly used calculation of the applied field in the Frenkel-Poole model is pro-
posed. Instead of the external electrical field, the internal field is used. This correction is
completely within the concept of classical electrodynamics and, hence, also within the
scope of the Frenkel-Poole model, rather than an introduction of different physical con-
cepts like the introduction of quantum-mechanical processes. Since the novel approach
of analysis, presented in this work, measures and fits resistive and capacitive properties
simultaneously and fits shared parameters like the permittivity jointly, the test of the
correction was a uniquely suited task for the novel approach.
Tetrahedral amorphous carbon is a specifically suited material for both, studying the
Frenkel-Poole model and finding a unified microscopic theory for ac as well as dc proper-
ties. The latter mainly because it is a typical disordered system with the consequential
well-known constant phase response. The former, since it is a relatively simple material,
especially the in the mass-selective ion-beam deposition (MSIBD) grown variant which
has a characteristically low number of foreign contaminants [101, pp. 211-213] and a high
sp3 content [154]. The amorphous structure of the thin ta-C film, which is assumed to be
homogeneous, renders the material isotropic which specifically reduces the complexity
of the long-range binding potential between the exiting electron and its trap, because
it allows the assumption of a spherically symmetric potential (for distances sufficiently
large than the lattice constant, see the specific discussion in section 5.6.4). Especially the
MSIBD-grown ta-C which is particularly pure, even mono-isotopic, and has a rather high
sp3 content in comparison with other methods of synthesis, can be expected to consist
almost entirely of carbon atoms. Consequently, as opposed to many other dielectrics
exhibiting Frenkel-Poole conduction, polar bonds should play no role in the conduction
process. Furthermore, again as distinguished from other representatives, typical bulk
dielectric relaxations or resonances may be neglected below optical frequencies. Frenkel-
Poole conduction may only occur in materials with sufficiently low mobility which is
usually connected to some element of disorder [82]. Ta-C is a typical representative of
disordered solids, including its property to exhibit a constant-phase behaviour with a
constant phase around 0.8π at low frequencies. The high number of defect states in a
disordered material also has the advantage that space-charge layers at the interface, inside
itself, in contact with othermaterials are highly unusual [80]. Consequently, usingmetals,
Ohmic contacts are rarely a problem on disordered solids. In this experiment, Au/Cr and
Al/Ti contacts, evaporated onto ta-C, resulted in indistinguishable voltage-dependent
immittance spectra.
Although not the primary focus of this work, the used example system ta-C/p-Si is
uniquely suited to illustrate the benefits of this novel method of analysis. Furthermore,
the ta-C thin films in this work, synthesised by mass-selective ion-beam deposition, could
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be a candidate to resolve what is said to be one of the major challenges of solid state
physics [118], or even, the ‘most important unsolved problem in physics today’ [147]: a
unified microscopic theory for the ac and dc properties of disordered dielectrics.
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1.4 Structure of this book
The theory part of this work which is divided in four different sections, can be found in
chapter 2. In the first section, Maxwell’s extended version of Ampère’s law for the total
current density and the approximation of its exclusive separation, in electric and dielectric
contribution caused by static charge transport processes and polarisation mechanisms, is
introduced while allowing for non-linear responses dependent on external parameters,
before finally, geometries are introduced in the last part of the first section. This creates
the perquisites to interpret the equation for the total current as EEC, which is addressed in
the second section of the theory. Each homogeneous piece of the system can be described
as universal Voigt-circuit element. Different possible arrangements of circuit components
representing the dielectric contributions are presented, handling parallel processes and
the combination of serial pieces to the complete system are explained. The origin of
lossy polarisation processes, specifically within the region of dielectric relaxation, are
focused upon in more detail, since the given interpretations of the resulting constant
phase element in many other works are limited to only surface roughness, though there
are much more possible reasons. The final section of the theory explains the global fitting
procedure for systems involving physical models dependent on external parameters as
components of the circuit and also reveals some benefits of this approach.
The next chapter shows the synthesis of the samples, their subsequent preparation for
the measurement, the experimental setup itself and an explanation of the global fitting
process.
The fourth chapter shows and interprets the measured immittance spectra and their
fits with distinct model variants. In the first section the focus is on the depletion layer
in the substrate and its dependence on the different doping levels. It is shown how a
parameter can be jointly used within resistive and capacitive models. For comparison
with the novel approach a conventional capacitance-voltage analysis is performed. In the
subsequent section, different models for the thin film are compared. Each model uses
a distinct connection between resistive and capacitive part of the thin-film immittance
model. The distributions of residuals, plotted over the external-parameter space or in
statistical representations, are compared to determine whether the correction, suggested
in this work, to calculate the internal field (for the linear, superimposed field that lowers
the Coulombic potential) can resolve the decades old deviation between the measured
and predicted slope (i. e. barrier-lowering coefficient) in the Frenkel-Poole model.
In first section of the fifth chapter, the discussion, other approaches using lumped
components to analyse immittance data are compared: the most common method of
analysis using EECs and specific lumped solutions of the Poisson-Nernst-Planck equa-
tions. In the subsequent section, the benefits of the presented approach, specifically
for the investigated material system are discussed. The next section compares different
concepts of extracting the static permittivity of a material, especially in the context of
findings in this work related to the correction of the Frenkel-Poole model. The fourth
section of chapter 5 discusses the range of frequencies at which the exclusive separation
into static conduction and dielectric processes is valid. In the subsequent section, the
various benefits of this approach, which includes the full information of a conventional
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current-voltage measurement, in comparison with conventional current-voltage analysis
are presented. The sixth and final section of the discussion, focuses on the Frenkel-Poole
model. In the fist part its advancements are presented. In the second part its remaining
limits. Subsequently, the disappearance of the permittivity is discussed, before finally,
possibilities why the corrected Frenkel-Poole model can explain experimental data despite
its prevailing deficiencies, especially in the description of the local environment of the
trap, are presented.
The last chapter of thiswork summarises the findings andpoints out future possibilities
resulting from this work.
1.4.1 Typographic specifics
Sometimes, the reader will find text passages that have broader margins and smaller text
as compared to the other parts. This book tries to manage the balance act of addressing
advanced readers, who are considered experts in the field of immittance spectroscopy
or electric properties of disordered materials and want to get more information about
the underlying physics of their investigated system from of the immittance data while
further find answers to the questions they were afraid to ask, as well as novices to the
field of immittance spectroscopy, who want to begin their journey in the exciting field of
immittance spectroscopy with a condensed, modern introduction including all need-to
know facts. To accomplish this goal, parts that contain more detailed information that
might not be relevant for advanced reader have wider margins and smaller text.
Besides the usual usage of italic font to indicate a foreign origin of words, text is slanted
to emphasise key points or to introduce major keywords.
A ‘[...]’ in direct citations indicates words that were left out, hence it is not a part of
the citation, but a comment by the author of this work. Double quotation marks inside




2.1 Derivation from Maxwell’s equation of total current density
2.1.1 Introduction
Thenovel approachpresented in thiswork,which also includes thenon-linear dependence
of the process-specific physical models on external parameters, especially including the
applied field, requires a more general theory as compared to conventional EECs using
solely idealised lumped components.
Conventional EECs are ambiguous, i. e. different arrangements of idealised lumped
components can produce identical immittance spectra over all frequencies [192] (cir-
cuit ambiguity and its challenges are discussed in greater detail in section 5.1.1). The
values of the parameters of the components, which for conventional EECs solely take the
form of resistances, capacitances, inductances, etc., are, however, for each of the several
arrangements of the components very different. This makes the extraction of inform-
ation about the underlying physics as well as the comparison of results using different
arrangements extremely difficult (compare Figure 1.1). J.Macdonald suggested finding the
one, of several arrangements of components, which correctly represents the underlying
physics by analysing the system at different temperatures or bias voltages [114]. This
might select the correct arrangement of circuit components, however, it would still not
change the fact, that the extracted parameters are resistances, capacitances etc., instead of
parameters characterising the underlying physical properties (e. g. the concentration of
the involved defects and their energetic distance to the conductive band). In contrast to
general parameters like resistances which are independent of an underlying process, above
mentioned physical properties carry a specific meaning and can be directly compared
between different experiments.
The main goal of the novel approach of analysing immittance spectra, by directly
including process-specific physical models as components in the electrical equivalent
circuit, is to find and extract information about the underlying physics of the investigated
system. An important and necessary requirement for this primary goal is to select the
arrangement of circuit components that represents the underlying physics correctly and,
in consequence, leads to a bijective association of circuit components to physical processes
in the system under investigation, i. e. each individual process in the system should
be represented exclusively by specific parts of the circuit. This one-to-one mapping of
components and physical processes (as illustrated in Figure 2.1) allows extracting the
physical parameters of the corresponding processes, unaltered by the influences of other
accidental contributions. Furthermore, when process-specific physical models dependent


























formula containing physically relevant parameter
external-parameter-dependent physical model
1:1
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the one-to-one assignment of circuit components with underlying
physical processes, i. e. one physical process should be represented exclusively by one specific
component (or one specific pair of components, for a delayed response) in the EEC and vice
versa, which facilitates extracting the desired process-specific information. In the exemplary
schematic the Frenkel-Poole conduction mechanism is exclusively associated with a resistor. To
ensure the one-to-one assignment, in the presented approach, models are directly included as
model-based parameter-dependent components of the circuit (in this example a model-based
parameter-dependent resistor). The model itself consists not only of an external-parameter-
dependent formula, but it further includes the underlying physical concept, e. g. a vision about
the microscopic processes, and a (usually) characteristic appearance in a plot of resistance (or capa-
citance etc.) against the external parameters. Instead of resistances for each condition, physically
relevant parameters are fitted directly, e. g. rather than fitting n resistances for n different applied
bias voltages the barrier height ΦT (exemplary included in the illustration) and permittivity (con-
tained inβ) are optimised to jointly describe the response for several conditions (compare section
5.1.1.2 and Figure 5.1). The next step is the connection of the permittivity in the barrier-lowering
coefficientβ of the resistive model with the value extracted from the corresponding capacitive
part of the piece (confer section 2.4).
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equally well fitting different arrangements of the components is no longer possible.
A physical model is based on a conception of the underlying physics, i. e. dominant
microscopic processes involved in the material are associated with the model. From this
underlying physical concept a formula is derived that is usually, as a consequence of the
dependence on external parameters of themicroscopic processes, also dependent on them.
The formula may further contain system-specific parameters, e. g. the density of traps
and their energetic distance to the mobility edge, which would directly be fitted in the
presented approach. As a consequence, fitting a component with the wrong model is
either not possible at all (i. e. when there is mathematically no stable solution or the side
conditions are violated) or leads to unphysical system-specific parameters (the more usual
scenario). On the other hand, if a model is in good agreement with themeasured data, it is
very likely that the underlying physics is correctly assigned. The fact that, by fitting these
models, specific parameters of the involvedmaterials are extracted, opens newpossibilities:
other experiments to extract the same parameters may be used in combination to verify
the plausibility or give possibly a more accurate value of a parameter, that may then be
assumed fixed within the immittance fits.
Many process-specific physical models are non-linearly dependent on the applied field
and other external parameters. Consequently, the derivation of the circuit to describe a
single homogeneous piece1 takes this into account. As a result, during thewhole derivation
non-linear dependence on external parameters is considered.
As a consequence of causality (confer [96, pp. 331-336, 349-354]), and unaffected by the
consideration of non-linearity [164], any permittivity different from the one of free space
requires, as can be deduced from Kramers-Kronig relations, lossy polarisation processes
in the material [78, p. 49]. The polarisation processes, e. g. (partial) alignment or creation
of dipoles, are unavoidably non-instantaneous [164] and therefore associated with a finite,
possibly external parameter dependent, time constant. The loss of the polarisation process
inevitably leads to a finite phase delay and, as later explained in detail, to complex phasors
of the permittivity (confer [33, pp. 89-95]). In other words, any phase delay is connected
to a lossy polarisation mechanism (and vice versa) and, as a result, the permittivity of
anything but free space (which has only purely imaginary phasors) has complex phasors
and is dependent on frequency.
For a wide variety of very different materials (see Figure 2.2), a broad distribution
of resonances is observed, manifesting itself in a broad resonance peak in the typical
frequency range of immittance spectroscopy [83, 84, 79]. This resonance peak, that is
usuallymodelledwith a constant phase element [25, 47] (which ismathematically identical
to the ‘universal capacitor’ introduced by Jonscher [83, 84]), can have various reasons [79,
104, 40, 87]. Any long-tailed distribution of resonances will lead to the approximately
constant phase behaviour [37, 27]. Nevertheless, it seems that many authors are still
associating this effect solely with surface roughness [1]. Due to the confusion in this area,
introducing lossy polarisation processes in our derivation will be more pronounced and
1Typically, a system under investigation consists inevitably of multiple pieces, even if a single homo-
geneous piece of material is investigated, contacting the material usually leads to changed properties close






Figure 2.2: All plots from reference [84]. (a): Dielectric losses for some polymeric materials
(details in [84]), point styles indicate different temperatures which were shifted laterally to make
the loss peaks coincide. In comparison, an ideal Debye peak which is almost never observed
in any real material. (b): Ac conductivity for different materials vertically displaced for clarity
(data for one letter is on a common logσ -scale). (c): The same data of (b) but on a common
log scale showing the relatively narrow range of ac conductivity even for very different materials.
Materials in (b) and (c): a single-crystalline silicon (3 K, 4.2 K, 8 K and 12 K), b single-crystallineβ
aluminium, c amorphous silicon (84 K to 295 K), d different chalcogenide glasses, e single-crystal
anthracene at 294 K with 1 mol saline solution as contact f single-crystal anthracene (bottom) and
evaporatedβ carotene (top), to show difference in dc properties and similarity in ac behaviour g
trinitrofluorinone-polyvinyl carbazole (TNF PVK) h three glasses at room temperature: 50P2O5-
50FeO, 50P2O5-40FeO-10CaO, 50P2O5-25FeO-25CaO i 80V2O5-20P2O5 glass at three temperatures
j evaporated amorphous siliconmonoxide 211 K to 297 K k stearic acid in the dark and in presence
of ultraviolet light l amorphous (top to bottom) As2Se3, Se, As2Se3 at 300 K mAs2Se3 at 300 K
including higher frequencies. Reprinted by permission fromMacmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature
267(5613), 673–679, copyright 1977.
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thoroughly explained. A constant phase θ over a certain frequency range is equivalent to
a constant ratio of real and imaginary part of the immittance, since e. g. for the impedance
Z = R+ iX with reactance X ∈R and resistance R ∈R+0 the phase














for X < 0 and X > 0, respectively. While the ratio between real and
imaginary part of the immittance remains constant, in experiments, each value usually
shows approximately a power-law dependence on frequency [37], whereas the constant
phase element predicts an exact power law dependence (see section 2.2.5).
2.1.1.1 Structure of the chapter
The main goal of this chapter is to derive the correct arrangement of EEC components
for a single homogeneous piece of a possibly larger system (i. e. potentially consisting of
multiple pieces) and, finally, the connection of the different sub-circuits to amodel for the
complete system. Only using such an arrangement where each component corresponds
to a single microscopic process allows including physical models dependent on external
parameters that specifically describe the corresponding process as circuit component.
Before the actual derivation of the EEC, conventions in this work, especially for that
subsequent derivation, are defined (see section 2.1.1.2).
In the second part of this chapter the derivation begins (see section 2.1.2), at first in
time domain, the different contributions of Maxwell’s equation of total current are ex-
plained and, in a nutshell, arguments for assuming the ‘free’ current to be caused by static
charge transport models presented (the justification of this important approximation are
discussed in more detail in section 5.4.1). Subsequently, external-parameter-dependent
functions, as place holders for definite physical models for conductivity and permittivity,
are included and their general form, especially their dependence on frequency and the
necessity of their complex values, explained, while also the transition into frequency
domain (see section 2.1.3) is performed.
In the third part of the derivation, geometry is included (see section 2.1.4) to finally
arrive at amore general expression for the impedance of a single homogeneous piece. Since
non-linear dependence on the applied field is allowed, the derived quantity is actually
more than the impedance.
Details of this ‘universal impedance’ are addressed in depth in the last part of the
derivation (section 2.1.5). After that, a short introduction into constant phase elements is
given, including their possible origins (see section 2.2.5). Subsequently, see section 2.2.3,
it is explained in more detail how to deal with multiple processes in a singe homogeneous
piece and usual conventions for high-, respectively, low-frequency-limiting elements are
presented. On the one hand, it is usually impossible to isolate a homogeneous piece
of a system and, on the other hand, many investigated systems consist of several pieces
anyway. Hence, in the final part (see section 2.3) of this chapter the connection ofmultiple




In the following section, the electrical equivalent circuit representing a single homogen-
eous, non-magnetic (µr = 1), non-ferroelectric, isotropic bulk
2 of material is derived
directly fromMaxwell’s equation of total current. As usual in the field of immittance spec-
troscopy, each piece and, consequently, the systems are described as two-port networks. It
is generally assumed in this work that half of thewavelength of any applied electrical signal
is much larger than any of the dimensions of the system. For the most part the derivation
is, as common for immittance spectroscopy, in frequency-domain. That is why functions
in time-domain have a tilde over the designation, e. g. J̃, while for addressing a function in
general, e. g. to describe a property applicable to the representative of a function in both
domains, a ⋆ is used as accent, e. g.
⋆
J. From this example, it can also be seen that spatially
vectorial quantities are written as bold letters. Since the applied field
⋆
E (i. e. Ẽ(t ) or E(ω),
see above) is a very important external parameter in this non-linear derivation, it is always
written explicitly. Other external parameters are combined in a parameter set
⋆
P . The
idea of the other parameters is that they are potentially time dependent, since they are
varied, but the variation should be between single measurements of the immittance, so
that the one (complex valued) immittance is measured for each condition. During the
variation of the applied field, to measure the immittance of the sample at one specific
condition, the external parameters should be constant.3 Although different processes
might depend on very different parameter sets, to avoid unnecessary syntactical overhead,
in the derivation all parameter sets are denoted
⋆
P , no matter what their specific content
is. Using the omitted mathematically more strict convention: a sum S̃ of two functions
Ã and B̃ dependent on different parameter sets P̃A and P̃B would actually result in their
union
Ã(t ,P̃A)+ B̃(t ,P̃B) = S̃(t ,P̃A∪ P̃B).
Like in this case, also in all other cases in this work concerning the parameter sets, the tilde
above the parameter set should not indicate that the set P̃i changes with time, but instead
its components p̃ j , i. e. ∀ p̃ j ∈ P̃i : p̃ j ≡ p̃ j (t ). To avoid unnecessarily long formulae the
explicit time (frequency) dependence of external parameters
⋆
p j and the applied field
⋆
E
is, if not stated otherwise, omitted. The explicit time dependence of response functions,
in the example above Ã, B̃ and S̃ , shows that the functions do not instantaneously react
on the changes of the external parameters but have some finite time delay. To stress the
fact that almost all static current transport models (that due to a lack of alternatives have
to be used to describe the dc current contribution, see section 2.1.2) are designed for
2As later explained in 2.3, the derived fundamental description is not different whether it is a bulk or
interface piece, the models for the specific elements, on the other hand, are.
3These assumptions are chosen to account for realistic measurement scenarios. For example, if one
measures at different temperatures, temperature will obviously vary over time. However, one would
stabilise the temperature to perform the measurement of an immittance spectrum at one temperature.
Varying the temperature while obtaining the spectrum would lead to results which were very difficult to
interpret.
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equilibrium conditions, i. e. usually do not have an explicit time dependence and, as a
result, react instantaneously, there is no explicit time dependence for those functions,
representing static conduction models.
In this work, it is convention for the order of harmonics of a function, periodic in time
domain, to have the same numbering as the power of the fundamental frequencyω0,
hence, the 0th order harmonic corresponds to the static offset, the 1st order harmonic
corresponds to the coefficient of the fundamental frequency (i. e.ω(1)
harm
= 1 ·ω0 =ω0)
and so on (ω(n)
harm
= n ·ω0). Harmonics with higher order than the first order harmonic
are called higher harmonics.
Let f be a periodic function in frequency domain with f (ω) = f̂ e i (ωt+φ), with the
real valued amplitude f̂ ∈ R. The phasor
–
f̂ of the periodic function f is defined as
the product of the real amplitude with the complex phase term e iφ, i. e.
–
f̂ ≡ f̂ e iφ,
so that f (ω) =
–
f̂ e iωt . In frequency domain and assuming (as usual in this work) a
homogeneous, isotropic response, a response function can be represented by a complex
frequency-dependent function, e. g. ∀ω : h(ω) ∈C. If the response function is real, e. g.
∀ω : h(ω) ∈R, the response is in phase with the stimulus, since it does only change the
amplitude of the phasor(s) of the response.
Directly connected to the fact that an in time-domain real valued function may be de-
scribed by superposition of its odd and even contributions, the responsemay be separated
in in-phase and quadrature contributions. In frequency-domain, this corresponds to a
description using real and imaginary part. To make the mathematical formulations easier,
it is, if not stated otherwise, assumed throughout the work that the stimulus has a real
phasor. That allows deducing that when the phasor of the response is real, consequently,
the phasor(s) of the response function must be real, as well. Whether the phasor of the
response is complex or purely imaginary, since a phasor of the response function with
non-vanishing imaginary part leads also to a non-vanishing imaginary part of the phasor
of the response, i. e., assuming causality, a delayed response to the stimulus. Non-linear
response functions cause poly-harmonic responses to periodic stimulus. Hence, the
response can be expressed using multiple phasors–ĥ
(n) designating the phasor of the nth
order harmonic with n ∈N0. If all phasors are real, the response is, just like in the linear
case, in phase with the stimulus, i. e. does not have a delay. For non-periodic signals, this
means that purely real valued response functions do not lead to retardation. For more
information about non-linear response functions and their different representations the
review of Peterson [145] is recommended.
2.1.2 The total current density and its contributions
According to Maxwell [126] the total current density J̃tot through a non-ferroelectric,
non-magnetic, isotropic material can in time-domain be expressed as
J̃tot(t , Ẽ,P̃ ) = J̃free(t , Ẽ,P̃ )+





with ‘free’ current density J̃free and electric displacement field D̃.
The two different terms, of the total current density J̃tot in equation (3.1a) the ‘free’
current density J̃free and, respectively, the displacement current density ∂ D̃/∂ t , are ex-
clusively associated with the two different contributions from conduction processes and
dielectric processes, respectively. Throughout thewholework circuit elements or quantities
in the formulae are colour coded to be clearly associated with the different contributions.
In the following two sections, it is explained what kind of processes contribute to which
of the two terms of the total current density
⋆
Jtot. As a consequence, immittance spectro-
scopy related assumptions about the different contributions can be introduced yielding
a description of the total current density
⋆
Jtot in which familiar process-specific physical
models can be directly included. Here only an essential summary for the two different
terms is given:
The first term, the ‘free’ current density
⋆
Jfree, is assumed to exclusively result from
conduction processes (see below in subsection 2.1.2.1 for the discussion on the term ‘free’).
Those conduction processesmust principally allow charge carriers to migrate from one side
of the material to the other. Further, in a later defined (but for immittance spectroscopy
solely important) low-frequency regime L, the cause for the ‘free’ current density is the
continuous movement of charges across the material that leaves the ‘centre of gravity’ of
the charge distribution (on average) unchanged [78, p. 41]. However, in addition to the
fact that this definition by Jonscher is only valid in this to be explained ‘low-frequency
regime’ L, one has to add that local dipoles can temporarily be created, since the local
carrier distribution and their movement are commonly statistical processes. Yet, for
sufficiently large volumes, the polarisation vanishes on average.
The second term, the time derivative of the electric displacement field ∂ D̃/∂ t , also
called displacement current density, is exclusively associated with polarisation processes.
Those processes lead to repositioning or separation of charge carriers due to the applied
field, thereby creating dipole moments that in total result in a non-vanishing polarisation
in the material. The statement by Jonscher [78, p. 41], that no charges may migrate
through the dielectric as a result of those processes, is tendentiously vague since the
conduction process and the dielectric process in a single material can originate from the
same underlyingmechanism [37]. For example, the Barton-Nakajima-Namikawa relation,
confirmed for many materials, implies the same underlying process for static conduction
and dielectric properties (confer references [36, 182] and see subsection 6.2.4).
2.1.2.1 The contributions to the ‘free’ current density and their properties
Time (frequency) dependence of conduction processes Beside their dependencies on
external parameters (which might themselves vary in time), especially their possibly
non-linear response to the applied field, that is discussed later, conduction processes are
generally explicitly time (analogously frequency) dependent. The explicit time (frequency)
dependence is a consequence of a non-instantaneous response of the resulting current to
the applied field. The delay in the response to a change in field is dependent on the process
itself, but always finite (as explained in [78, pp. 36-52]). It is shown below that, depending
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on the relation of the magnitude of the delay to the abruptness of the time derivative of
interest (analogously frequency range of interest), the response of the conduction process
can be divided into three regimes.
The differential equation for the motion of a charged particle in the theory developed
by Drude [4, pp. 1-20] can, omitting the specific reasons for the damping (e. g. collisions),
be interpreted more generally, to approximate (with certain restrictions) any situations
of damped movement of idealised charge carriers.
Of course, this reduces the situation only to the main ideas of a charge transport
process, since it is a classical, mean-field, continuous media, point-charge approximation.
Furthermore, the time-variant analysis of theDrudemodel used here is just to get a general
idea of the properties of the time (frequency) dependence of conduction processes (which
is rarely discussed in the context of immittance spectroscopy). In detail, especially also
due to the fact that the Drude model does not include even very fundamental properties
of materials, e. g. band structures, the Drude model would give a poor description for
experimental conductivity data in many materials. Hence, the author does not at all want
to suggest to use the Drude model to interpret any experimental data. On the contrary,
the conduction in many materials is expected to be much more complicated in general,
and, especially in our context, to have a more complicated frequency dependence.
However, the one very important fact, that at some critical abruptness of the stimulus
(i. e. at some critical frequencyω(dc)c ) the conduction mechanism cannot contribute to
the ‘free’ current J̃free any longer, can be derived through the following theoretical analysis
of the above given model by Drude.
The first fact that can be derived from the simple model given above, that does very
likely not vanish for more complex conduction models, is that any form of damping,




, at which the charge carriers cannot follow the applied field any longer
(in consequence also the corresponding contribution to the ‘free’ current density de-
creases rapidly). Even if there are several time constants or it is a distribution of values
instead of a single constant, there are always slew rates (frequencies) at which the process
cannot contribute any longer. The damping, in the (differential) equation of motion
of the charged particle with mass of Drude, leads to a critical time constant τ(dc)c that
separates the corresponding low- (L = {ω |ωτ(dc)c ≪ 1}) and high-frequency regime
(H= {ω |ωτ(dc)c ≫ 1}) of the process. The transition region around the resonance of the
conduction process (T= {ω |ωτ(dc)c ∼ 1}) is specific to the corresponding conduction
process and its form of damping. In the low-frequency regime L the response can be
regarded as instantaneous to the stimulus. In the high-frequency regimeH, on the other
hand, the charge carriers are too slow to follow the applied field. In the intermediate
region, the transition region T, the highest values of the imaginary part may be observed.
The properties of this transition region itself cannot be narrowed down from the above
considerations which intentionally describe the problem in the most general way possible.
Silveira and Lima [169] solve a more general version of Drude’s equation of
motion for the charge carrier: the stochastic Langevin equation. They show the
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influence of the charged particles inertia, which was neglected in Maxwell’s original
theory [30]. Silveira and Lima find a finite time constant, delaying the response
of the free current J̃free to the applied field. This constant divides the conduction
mechanism in its different regimes, L and H. Finally, they arrive at an explicitly
frequency-dependent conductivity Jfree. This means that, in the end, also in a more
refined approach the above derived result remains unchanged.
In the case, that the applied field changes much faster than the process-specific critical
frequencyω(dc)c , the contribution of the conduction process to the ‘free’ current density
⋆
Jfree either decreases or the conduction process contributes to polarisation.
The charge transport in insulators typically involves (randomly arranged) localised
electrically active states [58] while the charge transport in metals, on the other hand,
is through charge carriers propagating in delocalised states [10]. As discussed in more
detail later, in section 5.4.1, the critical time constant of conduction processes based on
charge carriers propagating in delocalised states is too short to play a significant role in
the typical frequency ranges of immittance spectroscopy. Hence, for the frequencies
used in immittance spectroscopy, those metallic conduction processes can be assumed to
be in their low-frequency regime L. The process of movement of charges in insulators
through randomly arranged localised states does, in the frequency range relevant for
immittance spectroscopy, contribute to both, the free current and to the displacement
current, at the same time (see below, section 5.4.1 and section 6.2.4). It will be shown
in section 5.4.1, that it is justified to assume for insulators, just as for metals, that the
contributions of those processes to the free current
⋆
Jfree are in a subset of the low-frequency
regimeL, at the frequencies relevant for immittance spectroscopy. As already mentioned,
in the low-frequency regime L the ‘free’ current density
⋆
Jfree can be assumed to result
exclusively from static conduction processes (also called dc conduction processes). This
does change the following properties: Generally, the non-instantaneous response of the
conduction process leads to an explicit frequency (or respectively time) dependence of
the conductivity. As a consequence of this delayed response, the phasors are in general
complex quantities in frequency domain, i. e. ∀n :
–
σ̂ (n) ∈C (whereas a phasor must be in
C\R to generate a delay). This allows a delayed response of the current with respect to the
applied field, which is, here and everywhere else in this work, without loss of generality
assumed to always have a phase of zero. In the low-frequency regime L, on the other
hand, the response of the conduction processmight be assumed instantaneous and, hence,
the conductivity is only implicitly dependent on the frequency (through the external
parameters and explicitly the applied field), i. e. σstat(E,P ). Furthermore, all phasors of a
non-delayed response function are purely real ∀n :
–
σ̂ (n)stat ∈R, meaning that the response
is in phase with the applied field. Consequently, in time domain the explicitly time-
dependent conduction models can be replaced by the corresponding time-independent,
hence, instantaneously responding static conduction models σ̃stat(Ẽ,P̃ ).
To differentiate the ‘free’ current density
⋆
Jfree in general from the ‘free’ current density
calculated only using static conduction models, the latter is from now on called static
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In frequency domain, the static ‘free’ current density J(stat)
free
can be calculated using
Ohm’s law (confer [93, p. 3]), which is (in this work as compared to the source) further gen-





(E,P ) = σstat(E,P )E(ω). (3.2a)
Although the static conductivity shows, in contrast to the conductivity in general, no
explicit frequency dependence, the time-domain representation of the conductivity looks
more complicated, since the dependence on the applied field still leads to an implicit
time dependence and, furthermore, the product in frequency domain converts in a









Ẽ(t − t ′),P̃

Ẽ(t ′). (3.2b)
As a consequence of the fact that the static conductivity is only implicitly frequency
dependent through the applied field itself, its variation is (as explained above) always in
phase with the applied field. The other external parameters are assumed to be constant
during the immittance measurement of a certain condition (compare section 2.1.1.2 about
the variation of external parameters in time).
Due to the fact that codomains of static conductivities in frequency domain are real,
the static ‘free’ current density in time domain J̃(stat)
free
(Ẽ,P̃ ) responds instantaneously to




(E,P ) has no explicit time (or analogue, frequency) dependence. Furthermore, the





are (assuming periodic stimulus5) purely
real, i. e. in phase with the applied field, as well.
The above assumption lays the foundation for using models that were developed to
describe static conduction in the corresponding medium. In contrast to conduction
processes in general, those dc conduction models understandably assume equilibrium
conditions and, hence, do not include (explicit) time dependence (compare examples for
different dc conduction models in Table 5.1). As a result of the assumptions made above,
these models can be used to calculate the (static) ‘free’ current density in the frequency
range of immittance spectroscopy.
Due to the variation of the applied field Ẽ(t ) and the other external parameters P̃ (t )
with time the (conductivity and in consequence also the derived) ‘free’ current density J̃free
4Usually one assumes that the explicitly time dependent conductivity vanishes for t > t ′ so that the
integration is until infinity and it really becomes a convolution. One may still use this formula, which is
valid, but then one has to use Laplace transform instead of Fourier transform. Anyway, causality forces
that the current density at time t should depend neither on future values of the applied field nor future
values of the conductivity.




is, however, still implicitly time dependent. Furthermore, the ‘free’ current density J̃free is
usually non-linearly dependent on the applied field (see the examples for process-specific
physical models dependent on external parameters in Table 5.1), which is represented by
its dependence on the time-varying applied field Ẽ. In addition to the applied field, the
‘free’ current density can depend on external parameters, like the temperature (confer to
models in Table 5.1), an applied external magnetic field [178, 177] or on pressure applied
to the material [43]. All these other dependencies on external parameters are jointly
represented by the dependence of the ‘free’ current density J̃free on the external parameter
set P̃ (see section 2.1.1.2). For the conductivity these dependencies on external parameters
and applied field are important, since it is known to have a much stronger dependence
on those parameters than the permittivity [37].
All properties for the ‘free’ current density mentioned above are included in equation
(3.1a) by replacing the explicitly time dependent, non-instantaneous and (in frequency
space) complex ‘free’ current density J̃free = J̃free(t , Ẽ,P̃ ) by the above described only
implicitly time dependent, instantaneously responding and, hence, having purely real
phasors in frequency space, static ‘free’ current density J̃(stat)
free
= J̃free(Ẽ,P̃ ), resulting in
J̃tot(t , Ẽ,P̃ ) = J̃
(stat)
free
(Ẽ,P̃ )+ ∂ D̃(t , Ẽ,P̃ )
∂ t
(3.1b)
The derivation itself does not require the assumptions made above. It would generally
also work with a time dependent, delayed ‘free’ current density J̃free(t , Ẽ,P̃ ) and it is
the hope of the author that more conduction models recognising the time dependence
will emerge in the future (in this context see also subsection 6.2.4). The assumptions
become necessary due to the fact that, because of the absence of alternatives, dc conduction
models are used to calculate the ‘free’ current density. Furthermore, these dc models
consider the dependence on external parameters which is, as explained later, a key feature
in identifying the different parts of the system. An exemplary, but not exhaustive, list
of external-parameter-dependent dc-conduction models, specifically some which are
commonly found in dielectric films in CMOS technology based on transport through
localised states, are given in Table 5.1.
Same underlying mechanism for ac and dc conductivity possible As already shortlymen-
tioned in the explanation of equation 3.1a, steady conduction and dielectric processes can
originate from the same underlying mechanism [37]. An example for the correlation of
these processes is the experimentally verified Barton-Nakajima-Namikawa relation [37].
Another understandable example for the same underlying mechanism can be pictured at
an insulator with dominant conduction through a defect band. As a consequence of an
assumed spatially statistical arrangement of traps, there are situations where two traps are
close to each other, have high mutual transition probability, while being spatially more
isolated from other traps. The alignment of a charge carrier in these two trap states with
the applied field is exactly the ‘pair approximation’ model for polarisation in a disordered
material by Pollak and Geballe [148]. In addition to the dielectric contribution, the same
traps can contribute to a steady current through the material [58].
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In electrolytes charge carriers can be mobile molecules that propagate through a liquid.
If these molecules are themselves polar, one molecule can contribute to the ‘free’ current
density by spatial propagation and, at the same time, to the dielectric displacement current
density by rotational alignment [33, pp. 59-76].
Excursion - The identifier ‘free’ In this work, the common convention in literature
to call the current density already present in Ampère’s law [146, pp. 16-18], which is not
part of the contribution of the derivative of electric displacement field introduced by
Maxwell [146, pp. 16-18], ‘free current density’
⋆
Jfree is used. Consequently, the index ‘free’
is utilised on the respective symbols in formulae. The reader may have noticed, that the
term ‘free’ was in this context, so far, always in quotation marks. The reason for that is,
that the designation ‘free’ can be misleading, since the charge carriers that contribute to
the corresponding current do not actually have to be free.6 In metals, up to frequencies
in the THz range [143, p. 21] which is a superset of the frequency range of interest in this
work, the free current density
⋆
Jfree is caused by the charge carriers that propagate quasi-free
through the delocalised states [10]. In most cases, immittance spectroscopy is used to
investigate systems, at least, containing dielectrics. To be a dielectric, i. e. an insulator7, the
material should have as few as possible electrons or holes in its corresponding conductive
bands. Often, the parasitic process leading to the finite resistivity of a dielectric, is a result
of charge carriers propagating through unwanted (energetically and spatially randomly
arranged) localised defect states [58]. Between the jumps, these carriers are not free,
but the opposite, bound. Through trapping and detrapping [46] (which involves the
conductive band) or hopping [136, 135] (which only involves the localised states) the
charge carriers can percolate from one side of the dielectric to the other. Since new carriers
are injected from one electrode and collected through the other electrode, the overall
‘centre of gravity’ of the charge distribution does not change ([78, p. 41] - as already
mentioned above, at least in the low-frequency regime L and neglecting temporary local
dipoles due to the statistical nature of the process) and the contribution is, hence, to the
free current density
⋆
Jfree. Similarly, ionic conduction in solids, which can for the following
arguments be treated equivalent to conduction of charges through localised states [37],
can contribute to the free current density by hopping from one side (or a specific space in
an amorphous matrix) to the next. Between the jumps, the position of the ions is fixed at
the corresponding lattice site and, thus, not free.
An illustrative example is the movement of electrons in a disordered insulator. Dis-
ordered insulator should not imply no order at all, but some certain random element,
e. g. a crystal with some randomly arranged defects. The electrons can percolate through
6This distinction born out of necessity appears when dealing with the Maxwell’s equations in matter
(sometimes also called ‘Maxwell’s macroscopic equations’) to distinguish the various contributions by
different mechanisms to the total current, e. g. in [44, pp. 125-129] and [73, pp. 13-16].
7Dielectrics are insulators [78, p. 1], [39]. The two terms just emphasise different aspects of such a
material [39]: Insulator, from the Latin word for island ‘insula’, expresses the fact that islands of charges
may exist in such a material [39] and the suffix ‘tor’ creates an agent noun indicating that something is
performed. Dielectric, on the other hand, is derived from the Greek word ‘dia’ (prefix ‘di’) meaning across
, i. e. the (non-conducting) material placed across the plates of a capacitor [39].
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defect-rich parts, i. e. hop from one localised defect to another, until they eventually
migrate from one electrode to the other [80]. Disordered or not, in materials where
current flow is the result of charge movement in localised states, the charge is bound to a
specific defect between jumps and therefore not free [80]. Still, the resulting direct current
density has to be ascribed to the free current density J̃free since it is the only remaining
term for a response caused by a time-independent, i. e. static, stimulus.
Special properties of the displacement current density Since most properties of the dis-
placement current density ∂ D̃/∂ t will become more clear later when the derivation is
continued in the frequency domain, here only a summary of the most important differ-
ences will be given, that will be discussed in detail in section 2.1.3.1, delimiting it from the
contribution of the free current density J̃free.
There is always a contribution to the displacement current density ∂ D̃/∂ t from free
space ǫ0 · ∂ Ẽ/∂ t which is independent of external parameters. Since the principle of
causality is assumed to be valid in this work, the contribution of free space is the only
lossless contribution to the displacement current density ∂ D̃/∂ t and, hence, the only
contributionwhich is exactly in quadraturewith the applied field Ẽ. In frequency domain,
this quadrature in phase, as compared to the applied field E (with purely real phasor),
represents a contribution to the total current Jtot with purely imaginary phasors.
The remaining contributions to the electric displacement field D̃ are combined in the
polarisation P̃ of the material. Although polarisation exists also in the electrostatic case,
as a result of the time derivative, only polarisation varying with time can contribute to
the displacement current density ∂ D̃/∂ t . The link between causality, lossy and non-
instantaneous polarisation, as well as its necessity to have any other permittivity than the
permittivity of free space, is explained in reference [78, pp. 36-52] with the introduction of
the Kramers-Kronig relations. Any other (lossy) polarisation process in the material leads
to a complex contribution with finite real components of the phasors and, hence, a larger
phase shift than the case of exactly−90° of the free-space contribution. Due to causality,
or more graphically, because no polarisation process, i. e. neither (partial) alignment nor
creation of a dipole, can be instantaneous resulting in finite time constants, the imaginary
and real phasors of the polarisation processes vary with frequency as specified by the
Kramers-Kronig relations (confer [78, pp. 36-52]). Hence, the electric displacement field
D̃ is explicitly time, respectively frequency, dependent. Just like for the static conductivity
σstat (for which some models are exemplary given in Table 5.1), there are also process-
specific physical models for polarisation processes that depend on external parameters,
e. g. polarisation is known to be dependent on pressure applied to the material [31] or the
temperature can vary the speed of an orientational motion of a dipole in a viscous liquid
[160]. Furthermore, for a consequent consideration of large-signal analysis the electric
displacement field D̃ is assumed to depend on the applied field.
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2.1.3 The total current density in frequency domain
As immittance spectroscopy is most commonly performed and analysed in frequency
domain [7, p. 4], the derivationwill be continued in that domain. Since the timederivative
∂ X̃ (t )/∂ t of a function X̃ in time domain becomes iωX (ω) in frequency domain, the
Fourier transform of the total current density J̃tot in equation (3.1b) is
Jtot(ω,E,P ) = J
(stat)
free
(E,P )+ iωD(ω,E,P ). (2.3)
It should be noted, that the parameterω is not necessarily the frequency of the stimulus,
just as t is not necessarily the length of a period. Further, the term displacement current
density in frequency domain shall only designate the termωD. As a result of this conven-
tion, the real parts of the phasors of the displacement current density are the imaginary
parts of the phasors of the total current density.
2.1.3.1 The displacement current in detail
As already explained in section 2.1.2.1, the electric displacement field D can be divided in
the two contributions from free space ǫ0E and from the material, the polarisation P,
D(ω,E,P ) = ǫ0E+P(ω,E,P ). (2.4)
The polarisation P is, as also already mentioned in section 2.1.2.1, due to causality a quant-
ity with complex phasors. It is a result of the (partial) alignment or induction of dipoles
in the material. In frequency domain, it can be expressed by the product of the free-space
component ǫ0E with the dimensionless, frequency- and generally external-parameter-de-
pendent electrical susceptibility χ with complex phasors. Hence, the electrical susceptib-
ility χ is a measure of how strong the polarisation P in the material is in ‘units’ of the
free-space component ǫ0E of the displacement current densityωD, i. e.
P(ω,E,P ) = ǫ0χ (ω,E,P )E. (2.5)
Due to connection over the Fourier transform, in time domain the polarisation P̃ is
proportional to the convolution of the electric field E with the electrical susceptibility χ̃ .
Complex and non-linear permittivity From Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5) follows that the electric
displacement field
D(ω,E,P ) = ǫ0 [1+χ (ω,E,P )]E.
The term in braces is, conform to the usual definitions in standard literature (e. g. [78,
pp. 36-47]) called relative permittivity and defined as
ǫr(ω,E,P )≡ [1+χ (ω,E,P )] .
As already explained, in absence of alternatives, dc current models are used to calculate





. These static models fail to take frequency dependence as
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well as a delayed response into account. On the other hand, models for the susceptibility
χ and all quantities derived from it (i. e. the [relative] permittivity ǫ[r], polarisation P
and electric displacement field D) consider frequency dependence and delayed response.
As a consequence of the delayed response, which is, as explained below, equivalent to
the fact that there can be no lossless polarisation process for anything but free space, the
permittivity is a quantity with complex phasors. Separating the permittivity into its real
component in quadrature with the applied field E (in compliance with the usual literature
conventions, indicated by a ‘ ′ ’) and the imaginary component in phase with the applied
field E (indicated by a ‘ ′′ ’) leads to
ǫ(ω,E,P ) = ǫ0ǫr(ω,E,P )
= ǫ0ǫ
′
r(ω,E,P )−iǫ0ǫ′′r (ω,E,P )
= ǫ′(ω,E,P )−iǫ′′(ω,E,P ), (2.6)
where the quantity ǫ, with its real ǫ′ and imaginary ǫ′′ components, respectively, is the
permittivity of the material [33, p. 94]. In the case of non-linear responses, the phasors of
the permittivity are separated in their real and imaginary parts which exclusively belong
to ǫ′ or ǫ′′, respectively. It should be noted that, due to the multiplication with the
imaginary unit i , the real part of the permittivity contributes to the imaginary part of the
total current density while the imaginary component of the permittivity contributes, in
turn, to the real part of the total current density.
Following the notation of Debye [33, p. 94], K. Cole and R. Cole [27], Jonscher [78,
p. 46], and others, as well as most engineering textbooks, the imaginary component of the
permittivity is defined with negative sign. Both notations, negative or positive imaginary
part, can be used equivalently. They result from the direction of rotation of the oscillating
part of the electric field in the complex plane with increasing time. This work uses the
notation with the oscillating part exp(+iωt ) for the applied field, which means rotation
of the oscillating part inmathematical positive sense, and results in the negative imaginary
part (compare derivation of Debye in [33, p. 91]).
Illustratively, the polarisation response in a material due to an externally applied field
cannot be instantaneous [164], because the (spatial) separation of charges or (at least
partial) alignment of a dipole is always associated with some inertia and hence requires a
certain, sometimes very short but still finite, time. A finite delay in time domain represents
an unavoidable phase shift and, consequently, a non-vanishing imaginary part of the
permittivity in frequency domain. Hence, for any material (i. e. everything but vacuum)
the (relative) permittivity ǫ(r) is a quantity with complex phasors (confer [33, pp. 89-95]
for the linear case). Assuming causality, it can be derived from the Kramers-Kronig
relations (which are also valid for non-linear systems [164]) that for any permittivity
differing from the value of free space, the electrical susceptibility χ of the material has to
be, first, a function with complex phasors, second, its value must change with frequency
and third, each of its two components χ ′ and χ ′′ contains the complete information of
the response [78, pp. 36-52]. As a result of their relation with the susceptibility, other
frequency-domain representatives of quantities, namely the electric displacement field D,
the polarisation P, the (relative) permittivity ǫ(r) and the displacement current density
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ωD, have (except for free space) complex valued and frequency dependent phasors as
well.
Since the real and imaginary parts of the phasors are exclusively associated with either
g ′ or g ′′, with g = P , D ,χ ,ǫ(r), the base function g is from now on called complex, if
both parts g ′ and g ′′ are finite, independently of the form of the potentially complex
oscillatory part. Furthermore, it is called purely real, if the part g ′′ is zero, or purely
imaginary, if the part g ′ is zero, although in the case on non-linear response, dependent
on its form, the potentially complex oscillatory part of the harmonics may always force
complex values.
Inserting the formulation for the complex permittivity, equation (2.6) in the total
current density in frequency domain equation (2.3), results in:
Jtot(ω,E,P ) = J
(stat)
free












(E,P )+ωǫ′′(ω,E,P )E+ iωǫ′(ω,E,P )E. (2.7c)
It can be seen that the imaginary part of the permittivity ǫ′′ belongs to the component of
the total current density in phase with the driving field and consequently contributes
to the power loss [78, p. 45]. Thus, ǫ′′(ω,E,P )/ǫ0 = ǫ′′r (ω,E,P ) = χ ′′(ω,E,P ) is
often referred to as the dielectric loss [78, p. 45]. The real part of the permittivity ǫ′,
on the other hand, is in quadrature with the driving field and, hence, in phase with the
real part of the polarisation and electric displacement field [compare equation (2.8) with
equations (2.3) and (2.7a)]. As a result, it does not contribute to the loss [78, p. 45].
Depending on the individual polarisation process, both parts of the complex permit-
tivity can depend on various external parameters. As derived from the Kramers-Kronig
relations, they are both always explicitly dependent on frequency [164]. Other dependen-
cies vary with the individual polarisation mechanism: for example, in a material where
the local dipoles are caused by field-assisted trapping and detrapping of carriers in an
area of high defect concentration, analogue to the static transport [46], a dependence of
temperature and electric field might be assumed. Another example, already mentioned
above, may be the dependence of permittivity on applied pressure [31].
Usually, there is not one but various different polarisation processes with at very
different resonance frequencies [78, pp. 50-51]. Around their resonances the loss becomes
significant and both components of the permittivity change rapidly [78, pp. 50-51]. While
the imaginary part of the permittivity has local maxima at the resonances the real part
has smooth downward-steps with increasing frequency around each resonance while it is
almost constant between resonances of large enough distance in frequency [78, pp. 50-51].
The smooth steps of the real part of the permittivity are downwards with increasing
frequency since for frequencies much below the resonance, the polarisation process is fast
enough to unrestrictedly contribute to the polarisation. At much higher frequencies the
polarisation process is too slow to contribute. Around the resonance of the polarisation































Figure 2.3: Exemplary development of the total current density Jtot, free current density Jfree, and
the realωD ′ and imaginaryωD ′′ component of the displacement current density of a resistor
bypassed by a parallel constant phase element with n ≈ 0.7 (leading to a constant phase of around
−63°) with increasing frequencyω. The value is comparable with the one extracted in this work
for the constant phase element of the thin ta-C film. The electric field E is assumed to be purely
real and the orientation of the vector is shown as a reference.
energy for the corresponding process. In equation (2.7c) it can be seen that, in the regions
between the resonances, where the permittivity is almost constant and its imaginary part
negligible, the displacement current densityωD will be almost purely real and increase
linearly with frequency. As shown later that is the reason for a capacitor to create a bypass
linearly increasing in frequency between resonances.
2.1.3.2 Interpretation of the resulting total current density and its contributions
Including the formulation of the free current density J(stat)
free
based solely on static conduct-
ivity σstat, equation (3.2a), in the formulation of the free current density, equation (2.7c),
with inserted and explicitly written real and imaginary component of the permittivity,
the final formula with geometry-less quantities for the total current density becomes
Jtot(ω,E,P ) =

σstat(E,P )+ωǫ′′(ω,E,P )+ iωǫ′(ω,E,P )

E. (2.8)
In Figure 2.3 the development of the total current density and its different contributions is
calculated for the common example of a resistor parallel to a constant phase element with
n ≈ 0.7 which results in a constant phase of around 63°. Similar to the reciprocal relation
between impedance and admittance that changes the sign of the imaginary part, in the
current density representation the phase of a capacitive element is, like in the admittance,
positive and not negative, as it would be for the impedance.
Alternate interpretation: ac conductivity Instead of describing the current with the com-
plex permittivity ǫ, some communities define the complex ac conductivity σac, see e. g.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the exemplary geometry assumed in the derivation. The area A should
be sufficiently large to ignore border effects. The material is supposed to be homogeneous,
isotropic, non-magnetic and non-ferroelectric, hence, all field lines are assumed to be parallel and
in the direction of the field which is applied normal to the surfaces with area A. The length of the
chunk of material is d , with d ,A≪ λ(ωmax)2 . The surfaces with area A are normal to each other
and their normal vector attacking on the centre or mass of the areas are on one straight line.
[40]. Using the assumptions in this work, the relation between these quantities can be
described as
σ ′ac(ω,E,P )≡ωǫ′′(ω,E,P ) (2.9a)
σ ′′ac(ω,E,P )≡ωǫ′(ω,E,P ) (2.9b)
where real and imaginary part are reversed as compared to the complex permittivity
[40]. One might think of the ac conductivity as expanding the free current density Jfree,
excluding the dc contribution, with an additional real and imaginary term to describe the
part of the displacement current densityωD of the total current density while completely
omitting permittivity.
2.1.4 Introducing geometry
Rather than geometry-less quantities, e. g. conductivity σ and permittivity ǫ, that were
used in the derivation so far, EECs contain the geometry-including pendants, like resist-
ance R and capacitance C . The geometry of systems investigated by immittance spec-
troscopy, and hence extraction of the corresponding geometry-less quantities, is usually
much more complicated, for example, as in the case of than parallel plates. In the first
step of analysing experimental results of immittance measurements, where EECs are
utilised, the data is still ‘affected’ by geometry. Hence, in the next step of the derivation,
spatial dimensions, i. e. geometry, have to be included. For simplicity, but without loss of
generality, the problem is described assuming a parallel plate geometry, whereas other
geometries would just lead to more complicated geometric factors. As explained above,
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a homogeneous, isotropic, non-magnetic (µr = 1), non-ferroelectric, bulk of material
with permittivity ǫ(ω,E,P ) and static conductivity σstat(E,P ) is assumed, compare
illustration in Figure 2.4. Both planar, parallel contact planes with area A and genus zero
are supposed to have identical shape and the axis of the non-oblique cylinder, gaplessly
filled with the material, of length d should be parallel to the normal vectors of the contact
areas. The area A is assumed large enough to neglect electric field lines in the volume
outside and close to the border of the cylinder. Further, half of the wavelength of any
applied signal should bemuch larger than any of the dimensions of the system. As a result,
there are only straight, parallel field lines in the cylinder between, and orthogonal on, the
two contact areas. It follows that the current density and electric field are normal to the
two contact areas as well. Hence, the geometry allows assuming solely scalar quantities.










where Itot and V are the total current and the externally applied voltage between the
contact areas, respectively. Including equations (2.10) and (2.11) into equation (2.8) yields














By partial expansionwith the geometric factor A
d
the terms in the braces can be interpreted
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= [iXC (ω,V ,P )]−1 = ZC−1. (2.13c)
As shown in (2.13a), the product of the static conductivity with the geometric factor
leads to the reciprocal static resistance. The real part of the displacement current density
multiplied with the geometric factor results in the reciprocal dynamic resistance, compare
equation (2.13b). Finally, equation (2.13c) shows that the product of the imaginary part of




−1 = iωC .
With the geometry included, i. e. by inserting equations (2.13a), (2.13b) and (2.13c),
equation (2.12) becomes
Itot(ω,V ,P ) =





The quantity in square brackets in equation (2.14) is almost the admittance, that is the
reciprocal impedance (why only almost is explained in section 2.1.5).
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Alternate interpretation: complex capacitance Sometimes, the imaginary part of the
permittivityωǫ′′ is not interpreted as a dynamic resistance as in (2.13b), but instead as an
imaginary part of a complex capacitance, corresponding directly to the real and imaginary
components of the complex permittivity:












(e. g. confer [78, pp. 65-66] for the linear case). This work focuses on the analysis of immit-
tance data with EECs. From this perspective, representing the real-valued contributions
to the impedance as resistors has several advantages:
As a first consequence, a resistor, in an EEC, in that case always represents a component
that does not introduce an out-of-phase component with respect to the applied field
and, consequently, a capacitor always represents a purely out-of-phase component with
respect to the applied field.
As explained in sections 2.1.2.1 and 5.4.1, the frequency range relevant for immit-
tance spectroscopy is a subset of the low-frequency regime L of any conduction
process. Consequently, the delayed response of conduction processes and, hence,
its imaginary part can be neglected. As a result, conduction processes, in an EEC,
are always represented by process-specific, parameter-dependent resistors that have
purely real phasors. Representing the loss of a polarisation process, that is a con-
tribution in phase with the applied field and hence a part with real phasors, as a
resistor as well means that all resistors in an EEC have always real valued phasors
and are in phase with the applied field.
In the eyes of the author, resistors always representing contributions in phase with the
applied field and capacitors representing always an out-of-phase contribution seemsmore
intuitive, than using the identical symbol of a capacitor for an in-phase component and a
component in quadrature to the applied field.
The second consequence is that all resistors are always components of loss, while
all capacitors (and inductors) are always components that store their reactive power in
electric (or respectively magnetic) fields. In the end, the symbols of the components in
an EEC always have the above mentioned properties and one does not have to look at
the designation of the capacitor to find out weather it is a lossy component or a regular
capacitance-like component.
2.1.5 Universal immittance
The quantity in square brackets in equation (2.14) is (as mentioned in section 2.1.4)
only almost the admittance because it is, just as all other immittances, only defined for
linear systems, i. e. where the response is a linear function of the stimulus.8 The used
8Conventional immittance, as used in the context of immittance spectroscopy, is based on linear systems
theory [111, 110] and its linearisation is the fundamental property of impedance spectroscopy [99]. However,
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formulation is more general and explicitly includes non-linear response to the stimulus.
In situations where this distinction is important, ‘universal’ is added to distinguish the
regularly used (linear) immittance from the universal immittance allowing non-linear
response that is derived in this work. Hence, the quantity in the brackets in equation
(2.14) is the universal admittance, i. e. the inverse of the universal impedance
Ztot(ω,V ,P ) =
¦
R−1stat(V ,P )+R−1dyn(ω,V ,P )+






































Figure 2.5: The non-linear current-voltage characteristic of a diode in the limit for infinitesimal
frequencies, i. e. purely resistive equilibrium current response. In both cases, the periodic stimulus
is a sinusoidal voltage signal oscillating around a bias voltage of zero, illustrated as vertical sinus
with hidden time axis. The resulting current response is given in frequency domain and in time
domain right of the current-voltage characteristics with hidden time axis in the inset. In (a) the
small-signal approximation is used. Consequently, the response is the same as if the oscillation
took place on the shown tangent instead of the true, non-linear current-voltage characteristic.
In (b), on the other hand, large-signal analysis is performed. Hence, the oscillation follows the
curvature of the non-linear response.
The response of a linear system contains only the fundamental frequencies of the
stimulus as well as a constant offset (zero-frequency coefficient) if the oscillation is biased
(see Figure 2.5awhere the unbiased situation is illustrated). In consequence, a linear system
does not addmultiples of the fundamental frequency, the so-called higher harmonics (see
Figure 2.5b and section 2.1.1.2 for the definition of harmonics). As a result, a sinusoidal
stimulus with fundamental frequencyω0 leads to a response with exclusively frequency
ω0. This makes calculus with linear systems mathematically simpler since their response
there are and were always efforts, though different from the realisation presented in this work, to include
higher harmonic responses. Possibly due to the easier handling of conventional immittance, poly-harmonic
analysis is still rarely applied. Consequently, any immittance is always referring to the linear form and if
higher harmonics are meant it is specifically mentioned.
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can be described by a single phasor, a complex quantity that holds the information of the
amplitude of the response (representing the magnitude of attenuation or gain) and the
phase shift as compared to the stimulus.
The response of a non-linear, periodic system is poly-harmonic, i. e. besides the fun-
damental frequency higher harmonics are present, leading to a mathematically more
complicated situation since multiple phasors have to be considered. Furthermore, addi-
tionally to the static offset due to a biased stimulus, the zero-frequency coefficient of the
response can be influenced by the asymmetry around the operation point. Since these
are, for amplifiers, unwanted, but inevitable, and well-known effects they are summarised
under the term harmonic distortion [166]. Unlike in the development of an amplifier, in
science, the observation of harmonic distortion in the investigation of a system is neither
good nor bad, since it is just another property of the system under investigation and gives
information about its non-linear nature and, as such, it should be exploited although it is
mathematically more difficult.
There is a distinct difference between the constant offset for linear responses and
non-linear responses. In the linear case, it is just a consequence of the applied bias
voltage, resulting in a steady response that is superimposed to the oscillation (as the
stimulus in Figure 2.5a is oscillating around zero bias, the zero-frequency component
equals zero, as can be seen in the frequency domain representation of the linearly
assumed response). In the non-linear case on the other hand, asymmetry around
the operation point alters the offset, in comparison to the linear case, as can be seen
in the frequency domain representation of the non-linear response in Figure 2.5b.
To avoid themore complicatedmathematics andmore challenging experimental setups,
it is quite common to linearise a non-linear response function, e. g. ξ (E ,P ), at a cer-
tain operation point EO, i. e. ξ
(lin)
EO





. If the amplitude Ê of the stimulus is








EO+ Ê cos (ω0t )

, the linear approxima-
tion of the value of the response function at the operation point EO becomes exact (this
implies that the static value for the response is determined from the non-linear function).
If the amplitudes in an experiment are sufficiently small that this linear approximation,
also called the small-signal approximation, is acceptable, the amplitude can be ignored.
This approach is called small-signal analysis and currently the de-facto standard in the
analysis of immittance spectroscopy (e. g. see [110, 7]). The contrary approach, that takes
the value of the amplitude into account, is called large-signal analysis.
In Figure 2.5 the difference between large- and small-signal analysis are illustrated at
the example of the non-linear characteristic of a purely resistive diode (meaning that the
frequency is almost zero). Since a purely resistive characteristic is assumed, the coefficients
of the response function are all real values. The frequency of the oscillation is assumed
to be sufficiently small, that the current response is in its equilibrium. The stimulus is a
sinusoidal voltage oscillating around a bias voltage of zero. The finite amplitude of the
stimulus reaches the points in the current-voltage characteristic indicated by the coloured
contour. In Figure 2.5a small-signal analysis is performed. Hence, instead of following the
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correct, non-linear current-voltage characteristic as marked in Figure 2.5b by the coloured
contour, the response is determined by the resistance at the point of the bias voltage only,
not taking the amplitude of the signal into account. This corresponds to assuming a linear
relation, thus, as illustrated in Figure 2.5a, a tangent in the current-voltage characteristic.
As a result, the oscillating voltage does not follow the actually non-linear current-voltage-
curve, but instead oscillates on the indicated tangent. As can be seen in the illustrated
response, especially in its frequency domain representation, the current response has
exclusively the same frequency as the voltage stimulus. From the increasing gap between
the actual current-voltage characteristic and the tangent, the deteriorating accuracy of
the approximation for increasing oscillation amplitude can be seen directly. In Figure
2.5b large-signal analysis is performed. In this case, the oscillation follows the non-linear
current-voltage characteristic instead of the tangent. The difference is immediately visible
from the form in the given current response in time domain. The frequency-domain
representation of the current response, only shown to the seventh harmonic, has in this
case finite coefficients for all multiples of the fundamental frequency. The finite value at
the frequency zero, represents the static offset in the current response. It can be seen in
the time-domain representation at the fact, that the area of the oscillating current above
and below the abscissa is not equal. Further, the non-sinusoidal form in the time-domain
representation leads to the harmonics at twice the fundamental frequency and higher. In
summary, using the admittedly rather large amplitude in our example while assuming
small-signal-approximation, so that the measurement setup gives only the fundamental
frequency response, one would only measure the fundamental coefficient of the response
in the frequency-domain-representing inset in Figure 2.5b and interpret this as the actual
response that would than be assumed as in Figure 2.5a. All other values in the inset would
be neglected. Depending on the non-linearity of the characteristic of the system, the
chosen amplitude and the purpose of the analysis, it should be clarified whether this
approximation would be appropriate or not.
An important issue, especially since most available instruments used in immittance
spectroscopy are still only designed for linear system response, is that one has to recognise
the non-linearity of the response of the system. In an experimental setup capable of
measuring non-linear response that is straight forward, since the presence of harmonics in
the response can be seen directly. If the setup expects linear response, one may utilise the
above given definition of the small-signal analysis: the immittance should be measured as
a function of the signal amplitude, preferably under conditions where the non-linearity
of the system under investigation is (expected to be) most pronounced. For decreasing
amplitude the measured immittance should converge to the zero-oscillation-amplitude
limit. Since the signal-to-noise ratio might become quite small at the lower end of oscil-
lation amplitudes this characterisation of the amplitude dependence of the immittance
might be performed with a sufficiently high number of repetitions.




small enough to neglect the oscillation amplitude and assume small-signal analysis to be
valid [7, p. 5]. However, for cryogenic measurements such small amplitudes are almost
impossible and, further, for measurements at room temperature hard to handle (usually
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causing larger errors). With the above mentioned measurement of the immittance as a
function of the oscillation amplitude, amplitudes that are sufficiently low to assume small-
signal approximation but larger than the thermal voltage and, hence, in a usable voltage
range can be determined. Otherwise, performing large-signal analysis is recommendable.
As alreadymentioned, in some cases, e. g. usually when working with high-power amp-
lifiers [100], the non-linearity of the response has to be considered. As the understanding
of the underlying physics is (as usually and understandably in that field) of lower priority,
it is an accepted solution to add additional components (resistors, capacitors, etc.) in the
EEC to model the harmonic response [159]. Instead of using such a descriptive approach,
it can in some cases, especially when a physical model for the system under investigation
is known, be advantageous to work with the universal immittance as defined in this work
(or rather in the corresponding paper [3]). The direct insertion of the field or voltage
and external-parameter dependent process-specific physical model then accounts for the
higher harmonics.
The additional information from the non-linear part of the response might in general
also be used, e. g. as additional verification that the correct model was selected. There
are several ways to include the additional information from the non-linear character
of the response in the analysis. The most direct one is possible if the set-up is capable
of measuring the amplitude of the harmonics directly. Then the amplitudes of the
harmonics, calculated from the assumed non-linear process-specific physical model, can
be fitted to the measured amplitudes by adjustment of the system-specific parameters
(of course, only those, not in literature). If unrealistic values are required for the system-
specific parameters or the model cannot explain the observed amplitudes at all, the model
should be modified or exchanged.9 In many cases the experimental setup allows only the
determination of the linear parts of the response, i. e. measurement of a regular (linear)
immittance. In this case a non-linear model can still be beneficial, since part of the applied
power is in the harmonics. The non-linear model can be utilised to calculate the correct
fraction of the part of the power in the response with fundamental frequency. The fit of
the linear immittances then considers this attenuation. The use of the knowledge of the
underlying non-linearmodel presented last is, actually, just the correct application of small
signal analysis. None the less, it is effective in ascertaining the correct underlying physics
and rarely done. Usually, immittance spectroscopy is performed oscillating only around a
single bias voltage, i. e. the operation point is not varied. Also variations of other external
parameters are rare. By choosing a sufficiently small amplitude, the linear immittance
at a certain bias voltage (or applied field) can be determined in good approximation. To
utilise the known non-linearity of the model, multiple bias voltages are applied (static
offsets of the stimulus are chosen). Then, a global fit (for all different bias voltages and
other varied external parameters at once) of the calculated to the measured immittances
gives the system-specific parameters. In that way all advantages of the traditional linear
analysis, like the easier mathematics of linear system analysis as well as the possibility to
9This point is about the dismissal of clearly unfounded models. Of course, one may always have




use conventional immittance measurement setups, are combined with the benefit that
underlying physical processes are verifiable. If the model fits physically useful system-
specific parameters can be extracted. The selection of an unsuited model cannot describe
the development of the immittance with bias voltage and would lead to large differences
between the measured and the corresponding calculate immittances at a high number
of bias voltages. All three above explained approaches utilise the external parameter-
dependent process-specific physical models instead of idealised lumped components.
Hence, the underlying physical processes can be identified and the physically useful
system-specific parameters extracted.
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2.2 Interpretation as EEC
2.2.1 Fundamental interpretation
For the time being, let us assume solely a single static conducting process and one polar-
isation process in the material. In that case, the universal impedance
Ztot(ω,V ,P ) =
¦
R−1stat(V ,P )+R−1dyn(ω,V ,P )+

iX ′C (ω,V ,P )
−1©−1
, (2.1.5)
derived above, can be interpreted as a parallel arrangement of following circuit compon-
ents:
A (frequency-independent) static resistor Rstat, that represents the dc conductionmech-
anism (see Table 5.1 for some examples of process-specific physical models dependent on
external parameters that are commonly observed in dielectrics used in the area of CMOS
technology). Particularly for this resistance it is of paramount importance that it can be
dependent on various external parameters, including the applied field (e. g. for stronger
dependence on temperature of the static conductivity than the permittivity confer [37]).
A dynamic resistor Rdyn, that represents the dielectric loss of the permittivity, is fre-
quency dependent and has infinite resistance in the limit of zero frequency, since there
cannot be any lossy polarisation for static fields.
A frequency-dependent capacitor C ′ that represents exclusively the part of the permittiv-
ity in phase with the applied field (hence the ‘′’ in accordance with the usual conventions
in this work).
As will be explained soon, the total permittivity of a material is given by a sum of the
specific permittivities each representing a specific polarisation processes in the material
(confer [143, p. 19]) and the permittivity of free space. The latter is, as already explained
in section 2.1.2.1, the only permittivity that is neither dependent on frequency nor lossy.
As explained later, it is beneficial to describe this purely real capacitance (i. e. purely
imaginary reactance) by a separate frequency-independent capacitor, the high-frequency
limit capacitor C∞, in parallel to the other circuit components.
This arrangement is, however, not the only possibility. In the next section, it is ex-
plained which processes must be in parallel and which might be arranged differently,
before the common case of multiple processes in a single homogeneous part of material
is explained. To introduce useful simplifications for usual experimental situations, let the
highest frequency in the experiment beω(exp)max and, correspondingly, the lowest frequency
in the experiment beω(exp)
min
.
2.2.2 Alternate arrangements of circuit components
Since all dynamic contributions are derived from the time derivative of the electric dis-
placement field in equation (3.1a), they must not contribute for static signals. Hence, in
the limit of a non-varying signal (ω → 0), the impedance has to converge against the
static resistance of the system. Furthermore, since this is a mean-field approximation
and no direct coupling is assumed between the distinct processes, all permittivities and
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conductivities in the homogeneous material experience the same potential difference,
excluding a serial arrangement of the dynamic components with respect to the static
resistor. Hence, the static resistor has to be a parallel bypass to the dynamic part and each
branch of the dynamic part, whatever the subsidiary arrangement of the dynamic resistor
and capacitor, that could bypass the static resistor must have infinite impedance at zero
frequency.
At extremely high frequencies (far beyond any frequency used in immittance spec-
troscopy) all polarisation processes and conduction processes are too slow to respond
and the material becomes ‘transparent’ to the electromagnetic field. In this case, the only
remaining contribution is the contribution of free space and, hence, the only remaining
component is the high-frequency limit capacitor C∞. Since it has to bypass all other parts
and especially also the static resistor, it has to be parallel to the static resistor and all other
components.
The total permittivity of a material is the result of all its electromagnetic resonances.
More precisely, each resonance leads to a summand in the total permittivity of a material












(Ptot)−ω2+ iωγ j k(Ptot)
.
whereω j k(Ptot) = ħh−1

E j (Ptot)− Ek(Ptot)

are transition frequencies, between lower
energy levels Ei with populations Ni and upper energy levels E j with populations N j ,
f j k are the corresponding transition probabilities, γ j i are the damping coefficients, m
and e are the mass and charge of an electron, andPtot shall indicate the dependence on
all external parameters including the electrical field (hence the index ‘tot’). Each distinct
energy difference leads to a separate resonance. Although the physical mechanism of the
excitation might be identical, in this work, every resonance is seen as a separate process.
The product of the total permittivity with the applied electric field, e. g. in equation
(2.7b), leads in equations (2.13c) and (2.13b) to the dynamic capacitance and resistance,
respectively. Applying the distributive law to the sum, each summand, i. e. each separate
polarisation process, corresponds to a parallel branch, since the electric field is always
identical. The subsidiary arrangement of the real and imaginary part might, on the other
hand, be both: either parallel or serial. Of course, the already mentioned very important
property of the dielectric current density (that can be seen in equation (3.1a) at the fact
that the dielectric current density is the time derivative of the electric displacement field)
that there cannot be any dielectric contribution to the total current density at ω = 0
remains. That means, that, if those dynamic components for a single process would
both be arranged in parallel to the others, their impedances must both be infinite in
the static limit. A closer look at their definitions, hence, leads to some restrictions: Any
reactance with constant capacitance obviously becomes infinite, since XC =
1
ωC . For a
reactance with frequency-dependent capacitance XC =
1
ωC (ω) (see (2.13c)) this means that
(close toω = 0) forω→ 0 the capacitance must converge with frequency with a higher
power than−1, i. e. C (ω)|ω=0 = O (ωm)with m ∈ {k ∈R|k >−1}. Analogue for the
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is no reason, not to use the equivalent serial representation of these specific polarisation
process describing components. In that case, only one component must be infinite at
zero frequency, i. e. the restriction must only account for one of the components, either
the dynamic equivalent series resistance or the dynamic equivalent series capacitance (it is
important to note that the equivalent series components have very different functions).
It might, however, be more intuitive that lossy and purely polarising part perceive an
identical voltage drop.
2.2.3 Multiple processes
2.2.3.1 Multiple static conduction processes
It is not unusual that there are multiple static conduction processes in a material [28]. As
an illustrative example, think of an insulator with energetically and spatially randomly
arranged electrically active defects in the energy gap. There might be charge transport
from trap to trap by tunnelling from one trap to the next. Additionally, the charges can
jump from trap to trap by thermal excitation over the barriers between the neighbouring
traps. Furthermore, shallow traps just below a conductive band can lead to a higher
concentration of free charges (electrons or holes, dependent on whether the conductive
band is the conduction or valence band) in the conductive band. Even in this very simple
example which is probably a very common situation in insulators, there are three different
processes. As distinct bypasses through the homogeneous material, all three processes see
the same electric field and must be in parallel to each other. In the high frequency limit,
they are all bypassed by their respective high frequency limit capacitors C∞ and in the
low frequency limit, all parallel conduction processes are the only remaining paths in the
circuit with finite impedance.
Without the dependence on external parameters the explicit introduction of parallel
conductive processeswouldnot bepossible. The correspondingparallel resistorswouldbe
indistinguishable and condense into a single resistance. Including the external-parameter-
dependent process-specific physical models into the resistive components is precisely the
prerequisite to separate parallel transport processes. The possibility to identify, describe
and even quantify distinct conduction processes is the foundation of understanding the
underlying processes in the system under investigation.
Tips for identifying unknown conduction process If the parallel process is unknown, one
might start by adding a constant resistance in parallel with the known process(es). After
fitting every investigated condition, the development of this resistance with the variation
of the investigated parameters might give a clue about the process. This method, however,
only works if only a few, better only a single, of the parallel conduction processes is
unknown.
Anothermethodof determining anunknownconductionprocess is to performa global
fit of the datawithout it and plot the residuals dependent on the external parameters. If all
systematic information has been described by the EEC the residuals should be randomly
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distributed, typically assumed normally distributed, since a missing process can usually
not be compensated by the other processes without leading to unrealistic or at least
unusual fitting parameters. Furthermore, the other processes should usually not be able
to absorb all deviations of the missing process. If the fitting parameters of the known
process are forced to stay within realistic values the mentioned plot of residual should
show a curvature that looks similar to the missing process.
A good start for each piece that is relevant (and hence should not be simplified with
the above presented approximations) is the circuit shown in Figure 2.6b. At first only
include the dominant processes, e. g. the dominant conduction process, unless the other
important processes are already known. Then subsequently add more details until no
further models can be used to explain the remaining deviations. It is not unlikely that the
residuals are not purely random. This does not necessarily indicate that there are missing
processes, but it can also be due to an imperfect model itself.
Why it is beneficial to introduce a model at least in one component per piece Using only
idealised lumped components changing from their parallel arrangement into their equi-
valent serial arrangement is straight forward, since it is only associatedwith changing resist-
ance and capacitance values (compare Figure 1.1 and confer example in [114]). The changed
capacitance or resistance of the respective component might, in the end, not necessarily
look suspicious. By assuming amore complicated, external-parameter-dependent relation,
even for either the static conduction process or dielectric process alone, the conversion,
e. g. into the equivalent serial representation, would lead to a very different, unusual for-
mulation for the resistance model. As a consequence, it becomes straightforward to spot
unusual arrangements of the circuit components, even without introducing complicated
models for the capacitance. The introduction of external-parameter-dependent models is,
hence, an easy way to eliminate accidental misarrangement of circuit components. Since
static conduction processes are usually more strongly influenced by external parameters
(e. g. by temperature, confer [37]) and many models are known, they are a good starting
point.
2.2.3.2 Multiple polarisation processes
Indifferent of the used arrangement (parallel or serial arrangement of the corresponding
dynamic resistor and dynamic capacitor) for the single polarisation process, the com-
ponents of each individual polarisation process must, as explained above, be parallel to
each other. Otherwise, different polarisation processes would see different voltage drops.
The individual arrangement of polarisation processes themselves and the description of
multiple contributions in one material is discussed in section 2.2.2.
2.2.3.3 The ‘real’ high-frequency limit capacitor and the experimental high-frequency limit
capacitor
It has been suggested to introduce the high-frequency limit capacitor C∞ as separate
circuit component. It has the index ‘∞’, because for extremely high frequencies, far
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beyond the frequencies of immittance spectroscopy, after all resonances of the material
this capacitancewill be the only dielectric contribution. Since the permittivity of free space
is a constant, this capacitor represents the geometry, which is why it is sometimes called
geometric capacitance. In many experiments, especially in electrochemical setups the
system under investigation can have complicated, stretched-out geometries. In those cases
the high-frequency limit capacitance is not defined for a single homogeneous component
but for the whole system, designated C (geo)∞ , and can be used to normalise the values of
other circuit components (see [7, p. 99]). Furthermore, this capacitor determines the




∞ . However, when the highest




≪ 1, the high frequency capacitor might be omitted [7, p. 99].
In immittance spectroscopy the highest frequencies are below the frequencies of optical
resonances and, hence, also far below the region where the ‘real’ high-frequency limit
capacitor C∞ becomes important. Instead, there are still some polarisation processes
with resonances at much higher frequencies that are fast enough that they are almost
lossless, i. e. purely real. It would be unnecessarily complicated to account for them in
the fitting routine with their complex models. Since their resonances are far away and
for several of those processes their corresponding contribution to the permittivity is
indistinguishable in the frequency range of the experiment, all the processes relevant
only at much higher frequencies can be combined in an effective high-frequency limit
capacitor specific to the frequency range in the experiment. Hence, for most experiments
it is useful to introduce an experimental high-frequency limit capacitorC (exp)∞ that replaces
the ‘real’ high-frequency limit capacitor C∞ in the EEC. Interestingly, as described in
reference [190], the experimental high-frequency limiting capacitor is frequently even
used to extract the static permittivity.
2.2.4 Summarising the findings as EEC
The above-derived arrangement of components for a single homogeneous part of ma-
terial is illustrated in the EEC in Figure 2.6a. The fact that dynamic components can
be arranged either in parallel or in series is represented by a parallel arrangement for the
first polarisation process and a serial arrangement for the second polarisation process.
Further, a new dielectric component, the constant phase element (CPE), designated K ,
is introduced in Figure 2.6a. It is a very often used element in immittance spectroscopy
and results typically from disorder causing a broad distribution of resonance frequencies.
Because of its common use in immittance spectroscopy it is discussed in more detail in its
own section 2.2.5.
Usually, in immittance spectroscopy only the first peak of dielectric relaxation is char-
acterised (compare the frequency classification in Figure 5.2 and the immittance spectra
of various different materials given in Figure 2.2). It is typically caused by a broad distri-
bution of resonance frequencies and well isolated from all higher frequency responses.
As a result, the latter can be combined with the response of free space in the experimental
high-frequency-limiting capacitor (see the constant phase element in the circuit in Figure
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Figure 2.6: (a) The general circuit describing a homogeneous piece of material with n static
conduction processes represented by the resistors R(stat)1 . . . R
(stat)
n (they determine the resistance
of the material atω = 0), m distinct lossy polarisation processes that can either be represented
in their equivalent serial or parallel representation and have infinite impedance forω = 0 and a
distributed resonance described by a constant phase element K . Except for broadband dielectric
spectroscopy there is rarely more than one resonance of distinct polarisation processes observed.
The capacitor C∞ represents the free space contribution and is, hence, purely real and frequency-
and external parameter independent (unless the external parameter changes the geometry of
the piece itself). (b) Experimentally relevant approximation for immittance spectroscopy, where
usually only the first broad resonance peak is observed. All other resonances have much higher
frequencies than the highest frequency in the experiment and hence almost no loss. As a result they
can be condensed with the free-space contribution in a single high-frequency capacitor C (exp)∞ .
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2.6b), that was introduced before, while the first broad resonance peak is described by the
constant phase element (the capacitorC (exp)∞ in the same figure). If the immittance spectra
is measured in a range of conditions where there is only a single dominating transport
process, the parallel arrangement of resistors can be approximated by the one representing
the dominant transport process, R(stat)
dom
. In the end, for most immittance measurements,
a homogeneous piece of material can be described by the circuit shown in Figure 2.6b.
While multiple conduction processes are quite common, observation of more than the
one distributed resonance peak of the constant phase element is rather unusual in the
frequency range of immittance spectroscopy. In the related field of broadband dielec-
tric spectroscopy, the observation of the resonances of multiple polarisation processes is
intended and their separate representation as shown in the circuit in Figure 2.6a advisable.
2.2.5 The constant phase element: a single lumped component combining
both dynamic parts
The first step towards introducing a constant phase element was done in 1928 when
K. Cole [24] introduced a constant m to describe a frequency dependent capacitive
behaviour that leads to the (later) name-giving constant phases different from π
2
(which
would be the phase of ideal, purely real-valued capacitors [47]). It is also worth noting
that this is the same paper where the representation of impedances in the complex plane,
later called Cole-Cole plot (after K. Cole and his brother R. Cole), is shown for the first
time. It is shown that oneVoigt-circuit element in series to a resistor10 leads to a semi-circle
response in the complex impedance plane. The centre of the arc is on the abscissa for m =
0 and deeper (with respect to−ℑ(Z)which is usually the plotting direction in immittance
spectroscopy) for larger m, in such a situation the response is called ‘depressed semi-circle’.
In a slightly different description which, however, leads to the same immittance response,
Fricke [47] introduced the constant phase element in the form used in this work. This is
also the formulation known as ‘universal dielectric response’ as introduced by Jonscher
in 1977 [84]. This designation subsumes the commonality of non-Debye immittance
responses for the first dielectric relaxation in almost all kinds of solids (see Figure 2.2).
Indeed ‘pure Debye behaviour is hardly ever found in nature’ [79]. In the famous [26]
publication by K. Cole and R. Cole [27], that lead to the designation Cole-Cole plot, the
Cole brothers associated the constant phase behaviour with a distribution of resonance
frequencies. This is, indeed, the most basic physical interpretation of constant phase
elements. It indicates that some ‘property’ is distributed which, subsequently, acts as a
distribution in resonance frequencies. It does not have to be the surface roughness (of the
electrodes) which seems to be the most commonly given reason in many experimental
works (confer [1]). In fact, more accurate finite-element simulations indicate that the
constant-phase elements usually associated with distributions of time constants at the
surface cannot be attributed to ‘the leading explanation’ [1] of surface roughness [1].
10In thementioned publication, circuit ambiguity already becomes apparent, since two different circuits
are shown that both lead to the same response for all frequencies. Since the problem of ambiguity for
conventional EECs was already mentioned, here circuit B is chosen, to have a single consistent example.
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Distribution of any relevant physical property, including permittivity, resistivity, structure
or reactivity, normal to the surface might result in such a behaviour [65]. Very different
models that can explain the constant phase behaviour due to the charge transport over
localised states are reviewed by Lang and Elliott [97, 40]. Other possible explanations are
given in [87]. The constant phase for an extended frequency region also implies that the
ratio of loss is independent of frequency in that region [79].
The constant phase element assumes a specific, often observed, relation between the


















with n ∈ [0,1] (where 1 would correspond to an ideal capacitor and 0 to an ideal resistor)
and pseudo capacitance K(E ,P ) ∈ R+.11 In a case where this relation is observed, the
respective dynamic resistor and capacitor for this process may be replaced by a single con-
stant phase element. Parallel polarisation processes should still be expressed in their usual
form of two components in either parallel or serial representation parallel to the constant
phase element, as indicated in Figure 2.6. In many cases the constant phase element is the
lowest observed dielectric relaxation and all higher polarisation effects are outside of the
measured frequency range (see section 5.6.3). In such a situation all polarisation processes
with much higher frequency as the highest in the experiment may be approximated by
the frequency-independent experimental high-frequency-limiting capacitor C (exp)∞ . Such
a circuit which should be a valid approximation for a single homogeneous part in most
immittance experiments is shown in Figure 2.6b.
The many possible reasons for constant phase elements, that are also discussed and
extended in section 5.6.3, clarify why it might not be possible to transform a constant
phase element straight forwardly into a static permittivity, that is if it is at all a bulk
property of the material and not caused by an interface effect.
11Additional representations of the constant phase element in different immittances, e. g. reactance,
impedance or complex capacitance, are given in the publication [3] which is complementary to this work.
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2.3 Modelling a complete system under investigation
consisting of multiple different parts
Experimentally, the investigation of a single homogeneous piece is a rare case. Often,
systems under investigation consist of multiple pieces. Since its very beginning, imped-
ance spectroscopy has been used to investigate biological systems [56, pp. 411-418]. One
great advantage of immittance spectroscopy is the possibility of in vivomeasurements on
humans, animals or micro-organisms (confer 1.2.1). It is the very nature of those speci-
mens to consist of multiple pieces. Maybe the largest field of immittance spectroscopy,
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, involves measurement of reactions at interfaces
and, hence, deals with systems of multiple pieces [110]. In almost all cases where immit-
tance spectroscopy is used multiple pieces are present and their interface contributions
important.
Even if the intention is to investigate a single homogeneous piece of material, this
is usually not straight forward. Contacting a material without introducing parasitic
impedances can be an incredibly complicated task. In the case of semiconductors or
insulators the most common effect is the build-up of a space-charge layer which can have
significant impact on the measured impedance and is usually very strongly dependent on
temperature and applied voltage. Even the cause of this phenomenon itself is neither easy
to understand nor to control [184]. The first idea that the effect is caused by different
work functions of the involved materials which had been around some time could not
explain the experimental findings [130]. Gap states at the interface introduced by the
metal, by disorder, by defect-related states or by surface states, also do not seem to be the
last answer[183, 185].
From these examples it can be learned that two homogeneous pieces in contact have
usually to be described as at least three homogeneous components (‘at least’ refers to the
fact that the third interface part might not be regarded as homogeneous). As a result the
circuit for two stacked pieces of material in contact consist of three of the derived circuits
illustrated in 2.6a. Serially stacked, meaning that while measuring the impedance in
stacking direction, the circuits have to be arranged in series, since the pieces including the
interface see only their respective voltage drop and have their corresponding conduction
and polarisation processes (measurement contacts have been neglected in this example).
While parallel stacking of the pieces, meaning measurement orthogonal to the stacking
direction, leads to an arrangement of the sub-circuits in parallel, since current can flow
through material A, material B or along the interface (not that unusual and important
for polycrystalline materials), while the voltage drop is identical for all parts. Hence, it is
important to notice that the homogeneous piece which is often mentioned in this thesis)
is not necessarily a piece of bulk material.
Although the explained arrangement might seem obvious, many EECs have different,
even unphysical, arrangements. This is not merely the opinion of the author of this
thesis. Below are some highlights of a publication by D. Macdonald [110]. Reflecting
the development of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, D. Macdonald directly
addresses the mentioned problem: ‘[...] the tools used to interpret impedance data fall
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into two classes: (i) analogs and (ii) physical models. Analogs [...] do not pretend to
describe the physico-electrochemical properties of the system, but simply reproduce the
properties.’, further, ‘The analogs are almost always assignedwithout regard to the physics
of the system.’ and most important ‘There is also a tendency to declare the first analog
that is found to account for the impedance data to be the “model” [...]’ [110].
2.3.1 Useful approximations and tips
Due to the limited frequency-range of an experiment, not all processes have to be included.
On the contrary, explicitly including models, for example, for polarisation processes that
have their resonances at far higher frequencies than the highest frequency in the experi-
mentω(exp)max would just lead to overparametrisation. For that specific case, it was already
mentioned to use an experimental high-frequency-limiting capacitor C (exp)∞ . Assuming






and resistance that is so high that it is already bypassed below the lowest
frequency in the experimentω(exp)
min






). Such a material might be approximated by the capacitive
components alone, or if the frequency is high enough even only by its experimental high-
frequency-limiting capacitor C (exp)∞ alone. This is a rather unusual case in immittance
spectroscopy since the low-frequency end is usually not restricted.
More common is the opposite case, where amaterial is a very good conductor and its cut-
off frequency is far higher than the highest frequency in the experiment,ωco≫ω
(exp)
max . In
that case it is again superfluous and even adverse (again unnecessary overparametrisation,
since the effect of these parameters is not significantly included in the measured data) to
account for the corresponding dielectric processes. Those pieces are then best described
by the static resistor only. This description is rather common in immittance spectroscopy.
Leads, substrates and pieces, which have large extent (and hence low capacitance), are
typically solely represented by a resistor.
The remaining component can, however, in the case of both approximations still be
dependent on external parameters. Pieces of the system for which above mentioned
approximations are used, should not be the one of main interest, since the experiment
should be designed to have the relevant relaxations or resonances inside the frequency
range of the investigation. One reason is that as a consequence of representing some parts
purely as resistors, if they are in parallel without a model they would condense into a
single resistor for which the separate serial parts cannot be extracted.
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2.4 The benefit of combining resistive and capacitive models
It is a normal (and also advisable) procedure in physics to obtain the same parameters
through different experiments or measurement techniques. Obtaining similar values
from distinct observations, which usually tend to have different systematic deviations,
increases the confidence in the extracted parameter itself and, since the interpretation
of a measurement is usually also connected to a certain (physical) concept, it further
indicates that the underlying assumptions were model-independent and reasonable, i. e.
the resulting parameter is consistent with its meaning in multiple distinct models and,
hence, likely not only amodel-specific empirical quantity which not necessarily represents
any actual property of the system. Different measurement methods can be quite distinct
and, thus, need inevitably separate analysis for their corresponding results. Consequently,
instead of a combined evaluation, only the end results can be correlated (and possible
deviations interpreted).
The case of immittance spectroscopy is somewhat special: two distinct (i. e. principally
unlinked) properties of a system, resistive (based on charge transport) and capacitive
(based on dipole arrangement or generation), can be obtained in a joint characterisa-
tion. Since the same set-up is used and corresponding (resistive and capacitive) parts are
simultaneously obtained in a single experiment, the extracted properties are inherently
compatible and self-consistent. In contrast to many other techniques, immittance ana-
lysis and current-voltage measurements are not only very similar, but voltage-dependent
immittance spectra also contain the current-voltage information anyway (temperature
or any other dependence ascertained, as well). In both cases, the stimulus is the applied
potential difference, though it is oscillating around a bias voltage for immittance spec-
troscopy. At very low frequencies, static resistors contribute predominantly and in this
‘quasi-static limit’, the current-voltage properties can be extracted straightforwardly from
the immittance spectra.
It is, hence, quite surprising that, of all things, with this method12, which is frequently
used to extract parameters of depletion layers, a joint analysis is rarely done. Quite often
even different instruments are used to extract current-voltage behaviour and capacitance-
voltage characteristic. Indeed, both information are included in a voltage-dependent
immittance analysis and, hence, a joint evaluation to extract the same parameters from
resistive and capacitive parts of the immittance is possible. For example for a diode, the
acceptor concentration or possibly the Schottky-barrier height (exceptions for letter case
are discussed in the following subsection) might be obtained from the current-voltage
measurement as well as from capacitance-voltage analysis (confer [176, pp. 245-297, 362-
407] and [138]).
In this work, voltage-dependent immittance spectra are obtained using bias-voltage
steps of 0.05 V combined with a small oscillation amplitude of 30 mV. The voltage de-
pendence can in principle also be obtained, in amore cumbersomeway: without bias steps
but instead using a sufficiently large oscillation amplitude (wide enough that it encom-




passes the full range of bias voltages of interest) by extraction of the non-linearity from
higher-harmonic generation. This may become increasingly difficult, with devices work-
ing in frequency space, the lower frequencies become (since latter contain the resistance-
voltage information this quasi-static range should not be omitted).
Finally, voltage-dependent immittance spectra give the current-voltage characteristic
with very useful additional information. Separate serial pieces of the system can be
identified by their distinct capacitive bypasses and the obtained resistance specifically
associated with each of these pieces. Further, the combined evaluation allows connecting
capacitive and resistive parts of each piece. As they are already often theoretically linked
anyway (e. g. permittivities are included to calculate internal or effective fields in the system
and the acceptor concentration is a relevant parameter in capacitance-voltage and current-
voltage behaviour, simultaneously), the combined evaluation can also asses whether the
often only statically used models harmonise with the corresponding capacitive part at all.
Since different aspects of themeasured data can be used to determine identical parameters
this can either be used to evaluate the quality and consistency of the usedmodels, to check
the self-consistency of the data itself (a typical task in immittance spectroscopy [42]) or,
finally when consistency was validated and no model could describe the situation, to
devise new explanations. Below, it is shown, using the example of the depletion-layer and
thin film description in the metal/ta-C/p-Si/metal system, which and how correlations
of capacitive and resistive part can be used.
Indeed, there are empirical quantitative relations between resistive and capacitive
properties in systems with transport through localised states [36] that are obtained for
a wide variety of very different materials [182]. This is generally acceptedly seen as an
indication for a joint basis for both contributions [118]. Up to now, a unified microscopic
theory that jointly explains dc as well as ac properties for suchmaterials ismissing and even
considered by some authors as one of the major challenges in physics or solid state physics
of our time [118, 147] The novel method of analysis, where the relevant quantities of
process-specific physical models dependent on external parameters and are directly fitted
in global fits of complex immittances for all conditions, is uniquely suited to validate
such models: The immittance measurement allows isolating the specific contribution of
the relevant (serial) piece, i. e. parasitic contributions can be removed, and the remaining
relevant immittance data contains both, self-consistent ac and dc properties. The method
of analysis directly extracts relevant physical parameters based on both parts and, since
the data can be assumed self-consistent, the compatibility of the electric and dielectric
description can be assessed with a single data set. The thoughts on this opportunity are
continued in section 6.2.4. A very similar verification of the compatibility between dc
and ac models is performed in the context of assessing the correction of the Frenkel-Poole
model that should surprisingly eliminate a decade old quantitative deviation between
theoretically and experimentally obtained barrier-lowering coefficient (see section 4.2).
The basis for these evaluations is the sharing of parameters betweenmodels (especially also,
but generally not exclusively limited to, resistive and capacitive models) that is presented
in this section. Then again, for the analysis of a future unified theory explaining ac as
well as dc properties, only one model would be used. Hence, the latter would be an
intra-model while earlier mentioned assessment was an inter-model comparison.
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2.4.1 The combination of models for the depletion layer
As explained above, the current-voltage and capacitance-voltage measurements are some-
what similar. Voltage-dependent immittance spectroscopy contains information of both
techniques mentioned above: complementary voltage-dependent resistive and capacitive
properties which are, furthermore, separably associable with each distinct serial piece
in the system. Hence, an analysis of the data using jointly resistive and capacitive mod-
els simultaneously allows the extraction of parameters, present in both models, for the
depletion layer based on both contributions.
In the case of the depletion layer in silicon, three fit parameters13 are used in bothmodels
that could in principle be combined: the acceptor concentration, for which only a range
was specified by the wafer manufacturer, the Schottky-barrier height and an effective
flat-band voltage shift. In fact, these parameters are the only fit parameters at all for the
whole depletion layer circuit (except for the power of the constant phase element which is
just fitted to validate that its value is comparable to unity). All remaining parameters were
taken from literature. This includes mathematical constants and natural constants but
also the relative static permittivity of silicon [176, p. 849], effective masses for electrons
and holes [54], the acceptor level of boron [71, p. 416], . Also all functions behind deduced
values are only executed once and their results are used for both parts. This includes
the Fermi-level (using a formula from Sze [176, p. 27]), the intrinsic Fermi-level (using
a formula from Ibach and Lüth [71, p. 412]), the band gap (calculated using an empiric
formula found by Thurmond [179]), the intrinsic carrier density (calculated using an
empiric formulawith parameters determined byMisiakos et al. [134]), the effective density
of states in the valence band (using a formula from Ibach and Lüth [71, p. 411]), the total
number of holes (formula again from [71, p. 419] but including effects of intrinsic charge
carriers and spins) and the total number of negative charges in the depletion layer (based
on the ionised acceptors using Fermi-Dirac statistics, accounting for the spin and intrinsic
charge densities).
2.4.1.1 The acceptor concentration
In a first model for a similar ta-C/p-Si heterostructure [2], only the resistive model had
been implemented, but the capacitance of the depletion layer was only approximated
by a constant parallel capacitance. Furthermore, the acceptor concentration, which
was specified through the resistivity by the manufacturer as being between 1Ωcm to
10Ωcm was not fitted, but instead set to a value corresponding to 5Ωcm. After the
voltage-dependent capacitance was included, still using the fixed value of 5Ωcm, and
fitted for the first time, the cut-off frequency did not fit to the experiment well. Except
for the Schottky-barrier height, which was already varied in the fit (later separately, see
section 4.1.2 and especially its subsection 4.1.2.1), the acceptor concentration was the only
13As already mentioned, in this work, the designation ‘fit parameters’ is only used for those parameters
that have to be (or should, although there is a confirmed literature value, anyway be) determined by a fit.
Of course, there are various, so-called, system-specific parameters which are shared between the mentioned
resistive and capacitive description, e. g. the area, the permittivity of silicon, the energy of the acceptor level,
effective masses, and also natural constants.
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remaining fit parameter in the capacitance model. As a consequence of the mismatch in
cut-off frequency, it was decided to also vary the acceptor concentration in the fit, as a
joint single parameter for resistive and capacitive part. After the first fit with a variable,
but joined, acceptor concentration, not only the capacitive part fitted the experimental
data much better than the constant approximation used before, but also the resistive
part had a better agreement with the data as ever before. It could be seen, how well
the one acceptor concentration could describe both parts together. Additionally, this
showed that the capacitive properties were much more sensitive on this parameter. The
resistive behaviour had a discrepancy, but not too severe, and at that time the deviation
was not identified as being connected to the acceptor concentration. The capacitive
properties were, in comparison, useless with the arbitrarily set acceptor concentration
corresponding to 5Ωcm. That both parts benefited from the jointly fitted acceptor
concentration significantly and are well described, with a single joint parameter that
expresses a certain physical meaning, indicates that the described impedance is very likely
actually from the depletion layer. Furthermore, both models seem to be compatible
with respect to this parameter. The consistency of the parameter over different models
indicates that its meaning is sound. Already the successful combination of this parameter
between resistive and capacitive models indicates the potential of this novel approach
and its leap ahead in comparison to conventional analysis that uses ambiguous EECs,
based solely on idealised lumped components, where the association of different circuit
components with distinct pieces in the system is inherently unreliable.
2.4.1.2 The Schottky-barrier height
Unlike the acceptor concentration that is used as joint parameter for the capacitive and
resistive model of the depletion layer, the Schottky-barrier height could not be shared
between both parts. Indeed, at the time of the above example about the introduction of a
voltage-dependent capacitance model and the discovery that the acceptor concentration
should be varied, there was still a unique Schottky-barrier height used for both models
(compare Figure 2.7a). This lead to severe discrepancies of calculated and measured im-
mittance, the highest just above zero bias voltage with decreasing differences for increasing
(reverse) bias voltages and starting for frequencies from around 2 kHz (confer Figure
2.7). Especially latter property was not as salient as one might expect. In fact, the resistive
model already showed pronounced deviations in a similar bias voltage region (it still does,
as can be seen in Figure 4.9), so that at first, the deviation in approximately the same
bias range at higher frequencies could be confused with a consequential deviation in the
description caused by a bad approximation of the resistive values (compare the residuals
of the model with a single joint Schottky-barrier height and with separated, effective,
barrier heights in Figures 2.7a and 2.7b, respectively). However, the affected region was
already at frequencies higher than the cut-off frequency and the deviation continued
further to higher frequencies. Since these high-frequency values were not resistive any
more, also in the calculated immittance model, the deviation could no longer be linked
to the resistive part at these frequencies.
The idea of using the same value for the Schottky-barrier height is not only the first
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Figure 2.7: Final residuals of fits (of sample 1346aCrAu1with thin filmmodel 3) assuming a single
Schottky-barrier height (a) in comparisonofusing two separate barrier heights (b) for the capacitive
and resistive model of the depletion layer part. The larger residuals for voltages between 0 V and
1 V for frequencies roughly below 100 Hz are caused by a discrepancy in the resistive description
that can also be found in Figure 4.9. This resistance deviation causes a subsequent deviation of
the cut-off frequencies that can be seen in the range of 0 V to roughly 3 V at frequencies between
100 Hz and 10 kHz (this can, due to the absence of the superimposed capacitive deviation, be seen
best in Figure (b)). The capacitive deviation if the same Schottky-barrier height as in the resistive
case would be used can be seen in Figure (a). In Figure (b) the capacitive shift is taken into account
using a single separate Schottky-barrier height for the capacitance model. This approximation
does neither recognise the frequency dependence of the shift nor the also frequency-dependent
stretch-out of the capacitance-voltage curve. The colour scale is identical to the one used in all
residual contour plots in this work which given in Figure 4.20g.
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logical choice, indeed, also in ‘typical’ literature one finds that there should not be a differ-
ence in this value whether it was determined from capacitive or resistive measurements.
For example, Sze states [176, p. 292] that for intermediate contacts with clean interfaces
there should be almost no discrepancy between Schottky-barrier heights determined from
capacitance-voltage and current-voltage measurements. This statement (which seems to
be the source of confusion as will be shown below) is, however, only true in the context
of contacts withmetals which are clean, annealed and after passivation of dangling bonds,
since charged defects in insulating materials connected to the semiconductor, even for
perfect trap-free interfaces, shift the flat-band voltage (from which the apparently differ-
ent Schottky-barrier height would be extracted) [161]. Without converting this shift into
a concentration of charged defects, this feature would appear as an apparently different
Schottky-barrier height varying with frequency in the capacitive model in comparison to
the resistive model (confer [138, pp. 423-491] [176, pp. 390-395]). Additionally, even for
clean interfaces with metals without passivation, interface traps also lead to apparently
different values of the Schottky-barrier heights from capacitive and resistive properties,
because the traps at the interface lead to a stretch-out of the capacitance-voltage plot [161].
Dependent on the charge of the interface traps the corresponding stretch-out also results
in a frequency-dependent contribution to the shift [161]. Furthermore, a clean interface
is not expected in our case, in which the sample was not annealed after the deposition
of carbon ions with an impact energy of 100 eV. This is expected to lead to a very high
number of defects around the interface which are not covered by usual descriptions of
such interfaces.
Interfaces can generally not be ideal in that sense, otherwise the Schottky-barrier height
would be identical for both measurement methods and equal to the work function
difference which is never the case [185]. Unavoidable, deviations from ideality14 (e. g.
charged defects in the insulatingmaterial [138, pp. 423-491], traps due to spatially extended
disorder [176, p. 292], dangling bonds at the interface or even the difference in atom species
at the interface itself [185]) lead either to traps at the interface or charged defects in the
insulator. These traps or defects both influence, even dominate, the voltage-dependent
resistive and capacitive properties. However, dependent on their properties, the effect on
resistive properties is distinctly different from the effect on capacitive properties. In the
static (i. e. resistive) case all traps and charged defects contribute with their equilibrium
occupation, while for the dynamic (i. e. capacitive) case the amount of involved traps and
defects decreases with increasing frequency, depending on their respective capture and
emission rates [162, pp. 258-267]. Hence, the flat-band-voltage shift is even dependent
on frequency (and ambient temperature). Furthermore, also in capacitance-voltage
measurements the bias voltage varies slowly in comparison to the oscillating signal: the
slow bias leads to different occupation statistics of the traps at the interface and the
14Ideality is in this context an ambiguous term, since ideal interfaces without passivation or an-
nealing should have at least the traps caused by the contact of different materials themselves. Al-
though, the term ‘ideality’ is not used in this way, e. g. in reference [176, pp. 362-430] where the ideal
metal/insulator/semiconductor-structure is introduced as completely without any defects. In consequence,
this work follows the established usage of the word ‘ideal’, within the context of interface defects, which
assumes no interface states whatsoever.
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oscillating signal charges and discharges, dependent on the bias voltage, other trap levels.
Latter traps are then of course selected due to the frequency of the applied signal. While
the slow offset always selects identical occupation statistics per voltage, the measured
capacitance is decreasing at the same bias voltage with increasing frequency, since fewer
interface traps are charged and discharges in a period. This leads to the so-called ‘stretch-
out’ of the capacitance-voltage curve (confer [138, pp. 380-388] and [161]). Dependent
on the type (either behaving donor- or acceptor-like) and frequency dependence of
the interface traps, the stretch-out can also result in shifts that could even change their
direction for different frequencies. Ignoring the origins based on disorder (structural
defects at the interface and absence of atomic flatness) mentioned above for the moment,
a simple image of dangling bonds is also not correct [185]. Indeed, the calculation of
interface defect states, even at an atomically flat interface, is much more complex than
the superposition of the different orbitals at the interface [185]. However, using much
more detailed theories, as those presented by Tung [185], is (as indicated before) not
justified in the case of the interfaces in this work, which are not in any way annealed
or passivated after their deposition with 100 eV and may, consequently, be assumed to
deviate significantly from the results for atomically flat surfaces.
To sum it up, deviations between the Schottky-barrier heights extracted either from
capacitance-voltage analysis and current-voltage measurements are not unusual. In fact,
the frequency-dependence of shift and stretch-out of the flat-band voltage (corresponding
to the built-in potential derived also from the Schottky-barrier height) was thoroughly in-
vestigated for decades to understand the consequences of interface traps or charge defects
(mobile or immobile) in the insulator and to extract the corresponding concentrations
(for this quite extensive field it is conferred to its ‘standard reference’ by Nicollian and
Brews [138]15 in which many examples of how this apparent shift in the Schottky-barrier
height is converted into defect densities are given and newer works of Schroder [162, 161]
which use a pedagogically more pleasant description and add some more recent insights).
The different barrier heights may today only be neglected because the knowledge on
metallisation of silicon (which includes ‘soft’ processes that do not create disorder at the
interface, annealing and passivation) has advanced to such a point that above described
interface defects may be ignored [162, p. 90]. The consequences of the statement by Sze,
about comparable Schottky-barrier height values independent from whether they were
extracted from capacitance-voltage or current-voltage measurements (already mentioned
above [176, p. 292]), even seemed to have let to considerable confusion: The work of
Song et al. [172], that investigates aluminium contacts on p-InP, explicitly mentions the
statement of Sze and then tries to find reasons for different values, also referencing other
works with similar findings and based on principally completely valid idea of Ohdomari
and Tu [140] that the metallisation can lead to different barrier heights. Song et al. con-
sequently introduced a distribution of barrier heights to explain the difference in the
values of the Schottky-barrier height extracted form capacitance-voltage or current-voltage
measurements. Their concept is not in question here (a distribution of barrier heights




might very well be a contribution to the discrepancy), but the complete negligence of the
long-known influence of interface traps (confer e. g. [138, 162, 161]) which are unavoidable
even for extremely well prepared contacts at atomically flat interfaces [185] (and may only
be rendered unimportant by passivation) is questionable. As found above, traps at the
interface or in an insulator (if present) are generally not at all surprising. The work of
Song et al. is cited over 350 times (according to the publisher website and the Web Of
Science by Thomson Reuters, both visited at 29 June 2016). The most cited publication
of those is by Werner and Güttler [189] which also ignores any defects at the interface, in
this case potentially partially justified, for silicides on silicon, but rather not for the other
mentioned materials. Any charged defect in the vicinity of the interface may contribute
to the flat-band voltage shift. Except for very clean interfaces, distinct contributions
changing the effectively observed Schottky-barrier height may jointly contribute. The
one contribution that cannot be removed is the fundamental one due to the presence
of different materials which is explained in [185]. It is highly improbable that, without
mentioning any specific passivation methods etc., Song et al. [172] would have a distri-
bution of Schottky-barrier heights but no other interface traps (even discounting those
unavoidable ones, for the moment).
Both types of defects are expected to be present in the heterostructure investigated in
this work. Since (up to now) the available immittance data does not allow distinguishing
the different contributions, the densities of interface traps and charged defects in the
insulator could not be separately determined. Otherwise, it would be useful to fit these
values directly, instead of two Schottky-barrier heights. For now, different barrier heights
have to be used for capacitive and resistive properties. Their difference is, however,
interpreted in distinct extreme cases as defect concentration of either interface traps or
charged defects in the insulator and analysed in more detail in section 4.1.2.1. A possible
next step, after the space of measured conditions was extended so that at least some
different contributions might be distinguished, would be to account for the frequency
dependence of shift and stretch-out of the apparent Schottky-barrier height. Then a
joint fit of the Schottky-barrier height between resistive and capacitive models might be
possible.
2.4.1.3 General requirements before further combinations of fit parameters
The analytical models that were applied in this work and describe the depletion layer,
are still regularly applied to analyse experimental data as well as extract certain key para-
meters and, further, include more effects as some models most often applied to analyse
the characteristics of metal/semiconductor interfaces. For example, many publications
do not include the effect of Schottky-barrier lowering, though, precisely accounting
for that phenomenon solved the discrepancy between the capacitive and resistive part
and, furthermore, lead to a reasonably good description of the measured reverse bias
current-voltage behaviour (other authors compensated for this discrepancy by including
parallel ‘leakage’ resistors [15] which can due to its missing voltage dependence, only be
a crude approximation). On the other hand, it is still worth mentioning that to arrive
at those analytical descriptions of the diode certain approximations and restrictions are
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unavoidable. Indeed, there are models taking more phenomena into account or even
calculate almost arbitrary geometries, doping concentrations etc. much more fundament-
ally, e. g. solving Schrödinger-Poisson-current equations for finite-element models and
quantum-mechanically correct modelling of the interface [180]. It is expected that those
highly advanced numerical models, which are usually used to simulate systems rather than
fitting experimental data, would lead to much better descriptions of the experimental
findings. On the other hand, it is still impressive that using these more basic, common,
analytical models could lead to such a good agreement and even interesting new findings.
Conclusively, there are still a lot of exciting more advanced models to combine with this
novel approach of using and analysing immittance data.
This work, however, focuses on a general idea of analysing immittance data. The
performed experiment is only an example to show the presented approach experimentally
applied, in general, and its usefulness of extracting parameters, separating serial pieces
and for the validation of models containing constants present in both, resistive as well as
capacitive properties, in specific. The best possible description of the depletion layer in
the investigated samples is, hence, not a priority. It is believed, that the benefits of this
approach, with respect to the depletion layer, become already apparent by the successful
combination the acceptor concentration in its different parts. Furthermore, the utilisation
of a joint parameter for ac and dc properties is, within this exemplary experiment, also
used for the thin film description. For an experiment really focusing on the understanding
of a specific heterostructure, a broader range of parameters is suggested, so that also the
Schottky-barrier height might be fitted jointly and the difference ascribed to interface
traps or charged defects in the insulator accordingly. Further, different, more refined,
models may be utilised instead of these analytic solutions.
2.4.2 The combination of models for the thin film
As explained in the last subsection, for extraction of the properties of depletion layers
both approaches, using ac and dc experiments, are common. The extracted parameters
can, however, dependent on which effects were included in the underlying models, have
different values. For example, by including the contributions of interface traps and
charged defects in the insulator, the otherwise appearing quantitative differences for the
Schottky-barrier height, depended on whether it was extracted from ac or dc properties,
can be mapped to densities of the respective defect type. This is, on the one hand, not the
end of the road to understand the physics of the depletion layer, because these interface
defects may be due to fundamentally different origins (e. g. by disorder at the interface or
due to those states that would also unavoidably occur at an atomically flat surface due
to the interaction of the orbitals of different materials [185]). On the other hand, it is a
possibility to use a joint fit parameter for the Schottky-barrier height while the difference
is at least converted to total defect densities, which might be separated further, but are at
least from the present standpoint actually the source of the difference. Even to at least
distinguish between the defects in the insulator or at the interface already requires the
measurement under specific varied external parameters. The above described challenges
may be the reason that capacitive and resistive models for the depletion layer were not
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applied as combined fit models in the literature. Furthermore, the separate extraction of
ac properties was usually based on the capacitance extracted form only two frequencies
[138, pp.pp. 321-333, 388-389], instead of a complex immittance spectra (declaring two
values not to be enough to call it a spectrum) for different voltages. From the above
given example of a depletion layer, where ac as well as dc methods are both common
approaches to extract fundamentally identical properties of the same system, two things
might be learned for the combination of ac and dc fit parameters in the thin-film model,
which unlike the depletion layer has not commonly be analysed with both methods:
First, it is obviously not generally possible to straightforwardly combine parameters,
since ac and dc properties are more or less sensitive to different features in the system.
Secondly, for a principally common basis of the effect (e. g. in the case of the depletion
layer interface effects are responsible for both properties, but their different time constants
alter the capacitance dependent on frequency) the consideration of further properties in
the models can explain discrepancies in the extracted parameters.
As explained above, the specific discrepancies found for the Schottky-barrier height
depending on the chosenmeasurementmethodwere extensively investigated in literature.
Hence, utilising shared fit parameters for both, capacitive and resistive, models for the
depletion layer was in case of the depletion layer more obvious. For the Frenkel-Poole
model, on the other hand, a joint analysis of dielectric and electric properties, as performed
in this work, with single parameters shared between the models was never done before.16
This is actually surprising, since a major deviation of the resistive Frenkel-Poole model
frommeasured data is connected to the dynamic permittivity, a capacitive quantity, in
the barrier-lowering coefficient. The permittivity was usually taken from literature, only
very rarely (e. g. in [61]) the same sample was analysed with current-voltage analysis
and the permittivity measured in the same work (but then also in a second experiment
with different set-up and separate analysis). The experimentally obtained value of the
barrier-lowering coefficient principally suggested a larger permittivity then the literature
values. Problematic may be that, although many enhanced Frenkel-Poole models exist
(see section 5.6.1 where a detailed overview of the development of Frenkel-Poole models
is given), most importantly the correct allowance for all three dimensions, even today
the initial version by Frenkel [46] seems to be the most commonly used one. On the
other hand, as the different enhancements usually (except the one of Ieda et al. [72] since
they introduced a factor that allows freely manipulating the slope) converge against the
16The attempt to generalise the Frenkel-Poole model for alternating fields by Jonscher and Loh [86]
takes a completely different approach (than the one presented in this work) by introducing an effective
temperature, dependent on the frequency and only for the slope, in order to describe the changes in the
in-phase component of the current through the thin film. The out of phase component, which corresponds
to the capacitive properties, was neither determined quantitatively nor used in the analysis at all (hence, this
is not a joint analysis of dielectric and electric properties). The permittivity was arbitrarily chosen and never
discussed (it was of course unnecessary to change the permittivity since exclusively the slope was divided by
the effective temperature which was redetermined for each frequency and could, hence, absorb all occurring
changes). The introduction of an arbitrary effective temperature for the electron system in Frenkel-Poole
models has since then been abandoned. For the above reasons and especially since the permittivity can, by
compensation through an unrestricted effective temperature, be arbitrarily set in this description, its value
is inherently unimportant.
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same or at least a very similar slope for sufficiently high fields, the permittivity can still be
regarded as principally overestimated in the Frenkel-Poole model.
As will be explained much more thoroughly in sections 4.2 and 5.6, the question arose,
whether the factor in barrier-lowering coefficient was actually the permittivity at all or a
dielectric constant at some other frequency. So it was suggested that it was neither simply
the dynamic permittivity nor the static permittivity but some weighted mean between
these values [64]. In section 4.2.1, it is estimated within the concept of the Frenkel-Poole
model that the dynamic permittivity should be chosen. One reason that it might not
at all be the (dynamic) permittivity is that the assumption of a Coulombic potential is
essential for the specific form of the barrier-lowering coefficient. Deviations in the poten-
tial landscape could, hence, reveal themselves as different values for the barrier-lowering
coefficient. That typically structural defects, which are principally not well described by
effective-mass theory but rather leading to highly localised deep traps [41, pp. 281-334],
are assumed to be involved solidifies the assumption that it might not be the permit-
tivity at all. Neither are the ground states of deep traps assumed to have a Coulombic
geometry at all, e. g. in strongly directional binding systems like covalent materials, (the
excited states, on the other hand, may indeed have a hydrogenic characteristic [55]) nor
would it be expected for such highly localised defects (maybe even on the order of one or
two inter-atomic distances) that the macroscopic permittivity of the material would be
relevant in the respective microscopic volume in general. Despite the limitations of the
underlying concept of the Frenkel-Poole model (many were also not cleared up by pro-
ceeding enhancements, a detailed overview of the remaining limits of the model is given
in section 5.6.2) and the consequent questions whether the interpretation of the barrier-
lowering coefficient is reasonable altogether, in this work a connection was introduced
between the permittivity in the barrier-lowering coefficient and the one extracted from
dielectric components. Furthermore, it was noted that the externally applied potential
difference was obviously never correctly converted into an internal field (see sections 4.2
5.6) which might be interpreted as an apparent factor for the barrier-lowering coefficient
and consequently an overestimated permittivity in the Frenkel-Poole model. The field
dependence in the Frenkel-Poole model arises from a barrier-lowering of the otherwise
Coulombic trap potential by a superimposed field that is supposed to be caused by the
applied potential difference (confer [46], but also all other subsequent advances of the
model discussed in section 5.6). As will be further explained in section 5.6.3 the field
that is superimposed to the trap potential must be the internal field, see equation (4.6),
which accounts for the polarisability of material in which the trap exists. The usually
used external field cannot be seen by the charge in the trap. It would only be correct in
the vacuum case where a trap would on the other hand not occur. The internal field is
calculated using the static permittivity, since the resistive part is dependent on the bias
voltage which is varied comparably slow.
As a result, the model of Connell et al. [28] (which is three-dimensional and offers
the most sound description for the escape probabilities in every direction, see 5.6) was
selected and the correction to use the internal field applied. Three different models for
the thin film were compared that connect the permittivity extracted from the capacitive
properties in different ways with the resistive model of the thin film (see section 4.2 for a
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detailed description of the different connections and section 4.2.3 for their evaluation).
In the first model, the permittivity for the conversion into the internal field (which is,
due to the slow variation of the bias voltage, supposed to be the static permittivity)
is the sum of the contributions extracted from the high-frequency-limiting capacitor
and the constant phase element (both of the thin film), while the permittivity in the
barrier lowering coefficient uses only the contribution of the high-frequency-limiting
capacitor (implying that it should be the dynamic permittivity only). This model would
be correct if the constant phase element would contribute to the static permittivity, as
suggested for specific interpretations of the element by Lunkenheimer [107, 108], and
if the permittivity from the high-frequency-limiting capacitor would approximately
correspond to the dynamic value.
As explained in section 2.2.4 and Figure 2.6b, in an experiment with limited
frequency range the permittivity for high frequencies leads to an effective purely real
high-frequency-limiting capacitor for the specific frequency range in the experiment
denoted with C (exp)∞ . There are usually further resonances expected between the
permittivity for optical frequencies which is supposed to be in the barrier-lowering
coefficient of the Frenkel-Poole model and what would be the high-frequency-limit
capacitor in our experiment. Then again, specifically for this material it might
(as is explained in section 5.3) be plausible to assume other polarisation processes
might be negligible. For other materials, where this might not be the case, the
dynamic permittivity from the barrier-lowering coefficient should however still
be resembled by an extra capacitor in parallel to the other parts of the thin film.
This extra capacitor would represent the contributions of the permittivity from
optical frequencies and above. The high-frequency-limiting capacitor would then
represent the contributions for frequencies above the highest in the experiment
but below optical frequencies. The separation into capacitors guarantees that the
permittivity in the barrier-lowering coefficient is not overestimated (by implying
restrictions based on the dielectric part which are valid as long as the permittivity
in the barrier-lowering coefficient is not in the vicinity of a resonant absorption
process).
In the second model, the static permittivity was extracted only from the high-frequency-
limiting capacitor, too. This approach corresponds to the procedure used by Young
and Frederikse [190], who are affiliated to what is now called the National Institute of
Standards and Technology of the United States of America, to compile a list of references
for static dielectric constants of inorganic solids. The third model has no connection (i. e.
no jointly fitted shared parameters) between the resistive and capacitive values at all. Since
both ‘permittivities’ in the exponent of the resistive model are factors to the square root
of the field and both unrestricted in this last model variant, they are combined to a single
arbitrary value freely variable in the fit and unconnected to the dielectric properties. If this
model would be the only one leading to a sufficiently well description of the experimental
data, one could deduce that the proposed connections between dielectric properties and
the resistive model do not exist. It would follow as well that the underlying assumptions
of the Frenkel-Poole model itself cannot be entirely correct.
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The proposed method of analysis and the usage of voltage-dependent immittance
spectra, instead of conventional current-voltage analysis, are uniquely suited for the above
described specific case, to determine whether a dielectric parameter plays a role in the
resistivemodel andwhether the correction to calculate the internal field introduced in this
work is valid. Due to the identical set-up and simultaneous measurement of capacitive
and resistive properties, the resulting immittances are self-consistent. Directly including
models for dc as well as the ac parts allows global fitting of the relevant model parameters
(partially shared between the models) for all conditions together. These are optimal
preconditions to validate the comparability of electric and dielectric models.
In summary, different connections between the capacitive and resistive properties of the
thin film are evaluated in this work. Some of them are based on an additional correction,
introduced in this work, to calculate the internal field around the trap correctly within
the concept of the Frenkel-Poole model. Instead of (quasi-)capacitances the permittivities
are fitted in the dielectric models. Hence, dependent on which of the several descriptions






Each process step, after dicing the substrates of the samples from their individual wafers,
was, when possible, performed simultaneously. It will be mentioned explicitly, if samples
were not in the same batch during a process step.
Using optical lithography, two rectangular aluminium back contacts (compare Figure
3.1), of 3 mm of height and 925 µm of width (thickness around 300 nm), with a gap of
1.15 mm between their long edges were deposited on the unpolished side of two types
of boron-doped p-type silicon substrates (7.5 mm× 7 mm× 0.525 mm) with resistivity
(as specified by the manufacturer MTI) of 1Ωcm to 10Ωcm and <0.005Ωcm. Prior
to thermal evaporation of 300 nm aluminium (with 5Å s−1) in a Leybold Univex 350
universal vacuum coating system, onto all samples shown in this work simultaneously,
the native oxide and any contaminants, remaining after previous acetone and isopropyl
alcohol treatment1, were removed by in situ argon plasma etching. During sputtering and
evaporation the samples were rotated while the sample holder temperature was kept con-
stant at 295 K by water cooling. After the removal of the photoresist, including another
acetone and isopropyl alcohol treatment, the polished sides of the silicon substrates were
cleaned (simultaneously) by refractive ion etching (45 sccmO2, 5 sccm CF4) for 15 min
at 300 W in an Oxford PlasmaLabSystem 100, followed by thermal annealing of







Figure 3.1: Geometries of the contact on the back side of
the sample. All dimensions in mm. Scale 6:1 (when printed
without scaling onto a DIN EN ISO 216 A4 paper).
1The standard cleaning is performed in an ultrasonic bath of acetone and subsequently isopropyl
alcoholwith only a single sample in onebeaker at a time. Consequently, the sampleswere not simultaneously
in one beaker. However, they were always cleaned in the same batch, i. e. without a break, with the same
chemicals, with the same parameters of the ultrasonic bath, at the same day (mostly within one hour).
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(30 s ramp time, using a susceptor and sapphire plates as protective covers on both sides)
under argon atmosphere in anAnnealsys AS-One 100 rapid thermal processing oven.
All specimens analysed in this work were simultaneously carbon coated utilising mass-
selective ion beam deposition (MSIBD) in the ADONIS accelerator. The coating process
itself and the used set-up are described in detail in [13, pp. 21-24] and [50, pp. 45-47]. In
this paragraph only some specific features of the ADONIS accelerator, that increase the
film homogeneity and reduce parasitic contamination by other species, are summarised.
The separation of masses, through a bending magnet, is exact enough to select a single
isotope for deposition. Using an ion source after Sidenius [167] allows a sufficiently high
current in combination with a low distribution of ion voltages. The identical source of
the acceleration voltage of 30 kV which is used for the extraction is also applied at the
target to decelerate the ions. The usage of an identical source avoids adding a voltage
uncertainty by drift between separate sources. To arrive at the lower, final ion energy, a
second voltage source is connected in series between the original acceleration voltage and
the target. Its uncertainty is negligible against the width of the distribution of ion energies
from the source, which itself has comparably low distribution of ion energies (compare
[50, p. 45]). An electrostatic deflector is used to bent the ion beam by a small angle, prior
to the deposition, in order to filter out neutral particles. Beside two electrostatic lenses to
focus the beam, a quadrupole lens is used to create an as symmetric spot as possible. To
achieve a laterally homogeneous film width, the beam is wobbled by a beam seep which
is designed to leave the angle of incident unchanged.
Prior to the carbon film deposition, the native oxide and other surface contaminants
on the polished side of the silicon substrates were sputtered in situ by 15 mC 40Ar+ ions
with a kinetic energy of 1 keV and normal incident angle onto the silicon surface. The
about 80 nm thick ta-C film was grown at room temperature using 12C+ ions with an
energy of 100 eV which leads to the highest sp3 fraction of around 80 % [13, pp. 63-66].
Two different types of top contacts were deposited on each sample by thermal depos-
ition. Both were deposited through a gold-plated copper shadowmask with circular holes
of 0.9 mm diameter in the Leybold Univex 350 (jointly on the investigated samples).
One top contact variant consists of a 13 nm chrome layer on the carbon thin film, fol-
lowed by a 130 nm gold layer on top. The other variant is composed of a 12 nm titanium
layer on the carbon thin film followed by a 200 nm layer of aluminium on top. During
the evaporation processes the samples were rotated and the sample holder constantly held
at 295 K by water cooling.
The samples were mounted, in the same batch, (compare Figure 3.2) by gluing the
back contacts with conductive silver paste onto two gold-plated copper bars of a printed
circuit board (referred to as sample PCB). Cr/Au top contacts were bonded, in the same
batch, to the gold-plated copper pads on the sample PCB using gold wires with a diameter
of 30 µm, utilising a Kulicke & Soffa 4523 wedge bonder, while the sample holder
was kept at a temperature of 333 K. Ti/Al top contacts were mounted in the same way,
however, with the difference of using aluminium wire with a diameter of 30 µm and a
sample holder at room temperature. As a result, both top contact measurements of one















Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the sample holder.
3.2 Measurement
3.2.1 Impedance setup
The impedance spectra of the samples investigated in this work were determined by a
HP 4284A/001 auto-balancing bridge connected in four-terminal-pair configuration
continuously using 50Ω cables and connectors. In the enclosure, which was connected to
the chassis ground of theHP 4284A/001, double-sided floating shield BNC feedthroughs
were used. As a result, the four terminal configuration [63] was uninterrupted until the
guard ring on the connector PCB (see Figure 3.2), which surrounded the sample PCB. In
addition, the connector PCB was used to connect the four terminals with the gold-coated
copper pads and bars on the sample PCB via bronze fingers. All measurements were
performed at room temperature.
3.2.2 Impedance measurements
The signal level was chosen by measuring the evolution of impedance dependent on
the selected signal level at quasi-static conditions (signal frequency 20 Hz) and zero bias
voltage (where the dependence on voltage of the samples is highest). In agreement with
the voltage dependence of the resistance of the investigated system, this function is
strictly monotonically decreasing with increasing signal level. As a compromise between
measurement accuracy andminimal perturbation, a signal level of 30 mVRMS was selected
for all measurements. The measurement error for each point (frequency, bias voltage,
complex impedance) was calculated according to the manual of the HP 4284A [63].
Hence, the measurement error calculation includes integration time, frequency, bias
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voltage, signal level, cable length, temperature and the value of the measured impedance
itself. The integration time ‘long’ was selected and an average rate of 3 set.
The integration time varies the duration the analogue-digital converter has to
perform its conversion. It is not a constant time but a non-linear function dependent
on the test frequency (at low frequencies also other factors) which strongly increases
towards low frequencies. For the full curve confer to the manual of the HP4284A
auto-balancing bridge [63, chapter 9, p. 23]. As an orientation the dwell time at
20 Hz is up to around 2 s, at 100 Hz the time is typically 1040 ms, at 1 kHz around
830 ms and at all higher frequencies usually 820 ms.
High terminals of the instrument were in all experiments attached to the top contact,
while low terminals where attached to the back contact. Hence, throughout this work
positive externally applied voltages represent a higher potential on the top contact with
respect to the back contact and, consequently, negative bias voltages represent a higher
potential at the back contact in comparison to the top contact.
A complete measurement series of a sample (between 7,000 and 18,200 complex im-
pedance values without accounting for immittances at zero bias voltage) was obtained by
applying the same bias-voltage cycle for each frequency starting with the lowest frequency
of 20 Hz up to the highest frequency of 1 MHz. The cycle of bias voltages was always
performed in 50 mV steps starting from 0 V to the highest voltage Vb,max then to the
lowest voltageVb,min and then back to 0 V. If measured data is in this work plotted dir-
ectly, generally points of both directions are shown simultaneously. A difference between
immittance values measured in forward or backward direction is, however, neither visible
nor significant (only 2 of the 18,200 differences between backward and forward values are
larger than the corresponding mean device measurement error of the respective condi-
tion). If derived values, e. g. deviations to simulated values, are shown, the mean from
forward and reverse direction is used. Since samples with low-doped substrate show a rec-
tifying characteristic, an asymmetric voltage cycle, with maximal voltageVb,max = 8V and
minimal voltageVb,min =−5V, was chosen. For samples with a highly doped substrate
the complete voltage-drop is assumed to be almost entirely at the ta-C layer. Additionally,
the interfaces were expected and confirmed to have much lower breakdown voltages.





3.3.1 Preparation of measurement data for the fit and residual calculus
In order to fit the measured immittance data, it was converted into pairs of resistance and
reactance. In a next step, the measurement error for each value in the pair was determined
according to the specification of the device manufacturer [63]. Since the bias voltage was
changed in forward and backward direction, each condition is measured twice (zero bias
actually three times). As explained above, the actual measurement data is plotted in all
plots containing measured data in this work and it can, hence, be seen that no visible
hysteresis was found in the data.
The representation as resistance and reactance was chosen because it is very convenient
for the model comparison in complex non-linear least-square fits, introduced by J. Mac-
donald and Garber [121]. Complex non-linear least-square fitting is the most commonly
used variant in immittance spectroscopy [114]. In this work, the weighing is, however,
performed differently as compared to works of J. Macdonald, where two separate weight-
ing factors for real and imaginary part of the immittance are used [7]. The approach of
J. Macdonald has the obvious advantage that differences in magnitude of both parts will
be normalised by their error which is of course related to the corresponding magnitude.
On the other hand, as pointed out by Boukamp [12], the individual weighing of each part
would only be correct if both parts were statistically independent of each other. However,
since the Kramers-Kronig relation connects real and imaginary part of the immittance,
meaning their values are not statistically independent, one has to weigh the immittance
deviation vector with one factor and not its components separately. Hence, following the
suggestion of Boukamp, each immittance deviation vector is normalised by the length of
the corresponding error vector. Of course, such a decision might lead to slightly different
fit results, but the specific formulation of the residuum is not essential for the proposed
method in this work. Any residuum that describes deviations plausibly for minimisation
can be used.
3.3.2 Optimising the fit parameters
For the subsequent part of this section following terminology is used (which is, to be
more compact, different to the syntax in any other parts of the book): A pointPi in
the parameter space P for a distinct condition i is an ordered tuple with specific values
for each external parameter. In this work, only bias voltage and frequency are varied.
However, there are other external parameters (e. g. temperature) which are held constant
during the measurement and still used in the calculation of theoretical values for the fit.
Furthermore, there are parameters (e. g. signal oscillation amplitude) which are constant
throughout the experiment but unused in the calculation of model values for the fit. In
principle, there could be even more parameters (e. g. atmospheric pressure) which are
simply not recorded during the measurement, since they are expected to be irrelevant or
negligible for the measurement. For convenience, if a point in parameter space is written
out, only its elements which are varied during the experiment are shown. Furthermore,
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as an approximation, the external parameters themselves are assumed exact.











A (what is called) simulated data point Z (sim)
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, is calculated utilising the given model for the whole system, which is
basically two equations, one for resistance and reactance respectively, derived from the
specific arrangement of components in the circuit and, of course, using the identical
tuple of parametersPi as for the corresponding measurement condition. Except for the
total serial resistance, which is an idealised lumped component, other components in
the circuit are process-specific physical models dependent on external parameters. Their
values for each specific condition i are calculated and used in the equations for resistance
R(sim) and reactance X (sim) of the whole system.
During an iteration of the fitting routine all parameters have defined values. Especially
also the fit parametersF which are varied between the iterative steps and further fixed
values, e. g. natural constants and literature values, denoted by C . Hence, for each
iteration step simulated values for each condition are calculated and compared to the
measured values. The comparison uses following squared residual function (as already





























being the measurement error of the resistance and reactance of the
data point for the i th condition, respectively. Principally, not all functions use the same
parameters from the tuplesPi , Vi ,F ,C , but for convenience (otherwise there would
be even more indices) in these equations all functions get the full parameter tuple and










N ) for all N conditions is minimised by the fitting
routine by variation of the fit parameters in the tupleF .
Specifically for the simulated values, additionally to the fit parametersF and external
parametersPi , the tuple of bias voltage drops Vi over each serial universal Voigt-circuit
element is needed. As indicated, the bias voltage dropsVi are dependent on the condition
i . This is the case, not only since the voltage is inside the tuple of external parameters, but
also because the voltage drops are influenced, for example, by different temperatures. The
voltage-dependent components in a serial piece of the system are, of course, not dependent
on the total bias voltage applied to the entire sample, but instead only the local bias
voltage drop over their specific piece, which cannot be straightforwardly extracted from
the measurement. This bias voltage drop over each specific serial part k of totally M serial
parts is calculated for each condition i through minimisation of the length (Euclidean
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norm) of the tuple∆(V )
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(Pi , UM ,i ,F ,C ) represents the total dc resistance of the kth serial part














(Pi , Uk ,i ,F ,C )
is the total current dependent on the totally externally applied static bias voltage Ubias,i .
The above described calculations are triggered again and again by the fitting routine with
changed fit parametersF up to the point that the length of the residual vector∆res2 is
minimal.3 For simplicity, conditions with an externally applied bias voltage of 0 V are
ignored in the fit.
As explained in section 2.4, an essential idea of the analysis introduced in this work
is the combination of identical fit constants between different models, e. g. a shared
permittivity for the conductive and resistive model or a joint concentration of traps for
two different transport mechanisms. In the simple case of joint parameters, this is realised
by using the same fit parameter f j ∈F in bothmodels. Sometimes also derived quantities
may be assumed identical: for example, the number of charges in the conduction band
might be a shared quantity between resistive and capacitive properties of a depletion layer.
Then, also for performance reasons, the same function to calculate the respective value is
only executed once (per condition) and its result used in both (or potentially even more
joined) models.
2This minimisation is performed using the rootmethod in the optimize library of the SciPy pack-
age (version 0.17.0) which is implemented using a modification of the Powell hybrid method just as in
MINPACK [77].
3This minimisation is performed using the leastsqboundmethod in the leastsqbound library
(version 1.1) which is a wrapper, extending the leastsq optimiser in the optimize library of the SciPy
package (which is, in version 0.17.0, implemented usingMINPACK’s lmdif and lmder algorithms) for
possibility of boundaries as implemented in theMINUIT package [77].
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4 Experimental results and simulations
The presented novel approach of analysing immittance spectra utilising physical models
dependent on external parameters is, in this section, exemplary applied on the metal/ta-
C/p-Si/metal system. The unique features of the approach, especially the possibility to
extract the capacitive and resistive properties of the individual serial pieces as coherent
entities, enabled the verification of a particularly interesting hypothesis: The solely re-
maining quantitative deviation of the Frenkel-Poole model (and its extensions) can be
eliminated by a correct calculation of the internal field and that even without fundament-
ally different assumptions.
In comparison to conventional current-voltage analysis, the knowledge of the immit-
tance spectrum allows distinguishing distinct serial pieces of the system by their corres-
ponding capacitive bypass. On the other hand, electrical-equivalent circuits consisting
solely of idealised lumped components, which are usually used in immittance spectro-
scopy, are ambiguous. Hence, a component of the circuit cannot be uniquely assigned to
a piece in the system. The use of external-parameter-dependent immittance spectra allows
a one-to-one association of different pieces in the systemwith separate components in the
circuit while containing the full current-voltage information. In this section, the applied
bias voltage is the varied external parameter. Consequently, voltage-dependent models
for the resistances and (if necessary) capacitances are used to directly extract the physically
relevant parameters.
The pure assignment of different serial pieces of a sample is possible even without
the use of physical models. In fact, since the utilised model for a specific piece
might not recognise all features, e. g. of the resistance-voltage behaviour, of the
corresponding real-world element, the respective resistance and capacitance itself
could be extracted undistorted by any assumptions, negligences or deficiencies of the
applied model if their values would be redetermined for any condition (to account
for a possible deviation from the typical frequency dependence of a constant phase
element, even for different frequencies). For latter strategy of analysis, the correct
arrangement of idealised-lumped components is crucial, because without parameter
dependence the circuit is (as mentioned above) unfortunately ambiguous. Also
whenmodels are not included, to arrive at the same one-to-one assignment between
idealised lumped components and pieces in the system, the arrangement derived
in chapter 2 must be used, i. e. each serial component is described by a universal
Voigt-circuit element (that is like a conventional Voigt-circuit element, except for
the capacitive part which might be complex instead of purely ideal and may contain
several polarisation processes).
Voltage-dependent immittance spectra do not only allow the separation of serial pieces
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in the system due to their corresponding capacitive bypasses, but they also include the full
resistance-voltage behaviour (i. e. also the complete information of the current-voltage
curve) of each piece. Hence, the presented approach allows the combined analysis of the
resistive and capacitive properties, of each serial piece, as a coherent entity. Consequently,
if, for example, a resistive model depends on a capacitive property of the same piece ,
e. g. its permittivity, it can be extracted directly from the corresponding capacitive part.
Similarly, specific features of a piece might influence both, the capacitive and resistive
properties, of the corresponding piece. In such a case (which is quite frequent) where the
same propertymight be determined separately from analysing either capacitive or resistive
behaviour, the presented approach offers a third opportunity: the joint determination
of the feature from both parts. For example in the analysis of experimental data in this
work, the acceptor concentration that determines the capacitive and resistive properties
of the depletion layer in the low-doped p-type silicon substrate was jointly fitted as a
single parameter that could describe both parts well. The joint value for both parts of the
thin-film permittivity is, as later explained, of paramount importance for the evaluation
of the corrected Frenkel-Poole model, given in this work, and consequently discussed
in its own section. The concept of combining parameters (and respectively correlating
properties) determinative for the behaviour of both parts, capacitive and resistive, can
be used to correlate or cross-check any value affecting both parts, e. g. the thickness of
a film. The extraction of correct values for these parameters is, however, influenced by
the assumed models. Thus, a comparison of the extracted parameters can also be used to
validate the corresponding utilised model itself or its compatibility with the associated
(resistive or capacitive) counterpart.
Both major benefits of the presented approach, the separation of the system into
its serial pieces and the extraction of coherent capacitive and resistive behaviour, make
clear that voltage-dependent immittance spectroscopy offers a valuable complement to
conventional current-voltage analysis without the necessity to create specific samples.
With respect to conventional immittance analysis, the introduction of process-specific
physical models dependent on external parameters leads to unambiguous circuits that
allow the direct extraction of the statistically best guess for fit parameters of the model.
Furthermore, the respective models weight their region of dominance in the external-
parameter-dependent immittance data. As a consequence, data from transition regions
can become an equally well source of information as data from regions that are dominated
by a single process.
The investigated samples show, according to their doping concentration to varying
extent, a significant contribution of a depletion layer in silicon. In the first part of this
chapter, the model for the depletion layer in silicon is explained. Certain simplifications
in the model lead to identifiable deviations between the measured and fitted immittance
spectra. The origin of these deviations could be associated with the presence of traps at
the interface and fixed charges in the thin film. Conventional capacitance-voltage analysis
is shown to highlight its differences to the proposed model. Additionally, the conven-
tional analysis is found leading to similar parameter for (almost) identical assumptions.
Furthermore, for specific extreme cases, the magnitude of the defects at the interface or
fixed charges in the thin film are estimated. Additionally, a depth profile of acceptor
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concentration in the silicon substrate is shown and its validity discussed. It is found that
the substrate has an acceptor concentration within the specification of the manufacturer,
though a high number of defects at the interface or in the insulator lead to a strong
dispersion that seems to require even higher frequencies (than the maximal frequency
of 1 MHz used in this work) to observe an undistorted capacitance-voltage curve which
could be used to extract more accurate doping concentrations.
As already mentioned in the beginning, the benefit of a coherent entity of capacitive
and resistive information is especially useful to validate an assumption about the per-
mittivity in the resistive part. As more thoroughly discussed in section 5.6 (although the
Frenkel-Poole model uses quite basic assumptions that might not be representing the
real situation in the material very well) it was found, within this work, that the single
remaining quantitative discrepancy in the Frenkel-Poole model, between the theoretically
assumed and experimentally obtained barrier-lowering coefficientβ, can be explained
by introducing a correct calculation of the superimposed internal field. This calculation
requires the static permittivity of the material. Due to the above explained fact, that
capacitive and resistive properties are jointly measured, the proposed method of analysis
is uniquely suited to determine whether our correction is sound. For that, the fit quality
and resulting fit parameter values are evaluated for three different models for the thin
film in section 4.2.
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4.1 Differences between the samples and experimental
findings associated with the ta-C/p-Si interface effects
4.1.1 The different substrates, their associated properties and their
description
4.1.1.1 Properties that are identical - a prologue
Before preceding to the details about the intentionally differently selected substrates,
it is important to notice that great care was taken to ensure that all other properties of
the samples are as similar and, hence, as comparable as possible: Samples 1346aCrAu1
and 1346bCrAu4, whose immittances are shown in Figure 4.1, were both synthesised
in the same batch in any production step. That includes every step in the preparation,
i. e. the cleaning procedures, all steps of the metallisation of the back contact and the
reactive-ion etching of the surface, as well as the coating of ta-C with the preceding in-situ
sputtering of the surface. For all processes (except for the standard cleaning procedure,
which is done without sample holder) the samples were mounted on the same sample
holder, specifically including the thin film coating of ta-C. As a result, except for a possible
different thickness of the thin film (due to a potential weak gradient of the thin-film
thickness over the area of the sample holder), the thin ta-C film on the samples is assumed
to have identical properties.
4.1.1.2 The different substrates and the resulting key differences
The ta-C film is grown on p-type silicon substrates with different acceptor concentra-
tions, of which two are exemplary studied within this work. The substrate of sample
1346aCrAu1 has a lower acceptor concentration (sheet resistance according to manufac-
turer 1Ωcm to 10Ωcm) leading to a strong rectifying behaviour due to the formation
of a depletion layer on the silicon side at the ta-C interface (best seen as resistance in the
absolute impedance of positive voltages in the first row of Figure 4.1). Based on the for-
mula of Demoulin and van deWiele [34] and assuming the barrier height extracted from
the resistive properties of the sample (the barrier heights are discussed very thoroughly
later in section 4.1.2.1), it could be estimated that acceptor densities lower than around
5 · 1011 cm−3 would be required for the formation of an inversion layer at the interface.
Although this formula is for regular Schottky diodes, i. e. direct metal/semiconductor
interfaces and consequently not necessarily valid for ta-C/Si structures which have a
rather low conductivity, this is in agreement with the observed capacitance-voltage beha-
viour (see deep depletion in high-frequency curves in Figure 4.12). It is, hence, assumed
that no inversion layer is present in either of the investigated samples at any condition.
As a consequence, the capacitance is modelled to limitlessly decrease with increasing
reverse bias voltage. The substrate of sample 1346bCrAu4 has a much higher acceptor
concentration (sheet resistance according to manufacturer<0.05Ωcm), hence, showing
no rectifying behaviour, but only a small asymmetry between the positive and negative
bias-voltage side in the immittance spectra. As the substrate is p-type silicon as well, the
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Figure 4.1: Bode plots of the measured immittances for samples 1346aCrAu1, with low-doped
substrate (top row), and 1346bCrAu4, with highly doped substrate (middle row). The contour
plots at the bottoms of the plots indicate the relative (for absolute-impedance plots) or absolute
(for phase plots) value of the measurement error calculated according to the specification of the
device manufacturer. The negative bias side of the immittance of 1346bCrAu4, separately shown
in the last row, is assumed to be almost unaffected by remaining depletion layer effects. Hence,
solely these values are used in fits of latter sample, which is modelled without a separate circuit
representing the depletion layer.
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Figure 4.2: (a): Schematic of sample 1346aCrAu1. (a): Schematic of sample 1346bCrAu4, the
length of its depletion layer is expected to be much shorter, so that it only leads to a slight asym-
metry in the resistance-voltage characteristic instead of rectification. (c): Voltage drops over the
different Voigt-circuit elements for sample 1346aCrAu1 usingModel 3 and fit optimised for the
shown sample. (d): As (c) but for sample 1346bCrAu4where the rectifying part is assumed negli-
gible and, consequently, not modelled. The shown voltage drops are based on models and, hence,
their accuracy is based on how well the chosen description resembles the actual system. However,
the observations in themeasured immittance spectra are in agreement with these voltage drops. (e)
A lumped component representation of the model used in this work. The interface description,
surrounded by a violet rectangle, is used when modelling sample 1346aCrAu1. The total serial
resistor Rmisc. combines all serial resistive contributions with cut-off frequencies much higher
than the maximal frequency in the experiment.
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absolute impedance of sample 1346bCrAu4 shown in the middle row of Figure 4.1 is
slightly larger for positive voltages. Since the distortion, due to space-charge effects in
the silicon, should be small for the negative bias-voltage side of the immittance spectra,
this side of sample 1346bCrAu4 is assumed to give almost the raw thin-film immittance.
Hence, its measured immittance for negative bias voltages is explicitly given in the last row
of Figure 4.1. Furthermore, as the depletion layer of this sample is not explicitly modelled:
for sample 1346bCrAu4, generally, only the data for negative bias voltages (shown in the
last row of Figure 4.1) is fitted.
4.1.1.3 Description of the corresponding depletion layers
According to Sze [176, pp. 254-270] there is a suited analytical theory to model the
depletion layer in the low-doped substrate: the thermionic-emission theory of Bethe,
extended to account for Schottky-barrier lowering in reverse bias [176, pp. 270-297]. But
then, no model given in his book [176] is suited for such a high doping concentration
as in 1346bCrAu4. On the one hand, the deviation from symmetry is rather small for
the highly doped sample (compare middle row in Figure 4.1). On the other hand, if the
best suited model (for very high doping concentrations) would be used regardless of the
non-applicability, it would lead to the bizarre situation, that numerous fitting parameters
would be used to describe a very small deviation (potentially even only very roughly, since
no model in [176] is supposed to be suited for the very high doping concentrations in the
substrate of 1346bCrAu4). Going beyond the analytical models given in reference [176]
(more complicated numeric modelling might lead to a well enough description even for
the highly doped sample) would significantly increase the complexity of the calculations.
Though, there is no limit, in the proposed novel method of analysis, for the complexity
of the models and, moreover, the computational requirements are expected to be within
acceptable expenses, there is a point to which the scope of the work must be limited:
The above described systems are used as example to apply the novel method of analysis
on. The properties of the depletion layer in the highly doped silicon are not actually of
interest for this work. It was, hence, decided to model the depletion layer in 1346aCrAu1,
the sample with low-doped substrate, but not in 1346bCrAu4, the sample with highly
doped substrate. The low impurity concentration, as in sample 1346aCrAu1, is more
common in the semiconductor industry, can already be sufficiently well (though not
completely) described by the above mentioned analytic depletion-layer model, and is
also assumed to be of higher scholarly interest. Furthermore, modelling the interface of
1346aCrAu1 already shows that the proposedmethod of analysis is capable of distinguish-
ing different pieces and extract their respective useful parameters. The idea to use higher
doped samples was to obtain the ‘purest possible’ parameters for the thin film. Since the
asymmetry in 1346bCrAu4 would, however, distort the fitting parameters of the thin
film, only its forward biased conditions (as shown in the last row of Figure 4.1) are used
for analysis. Also, for sample 1346aCrAu1, for which the interface shall be modelled,
better models for the depletion layer exist (e. g. confer [180, 185]). It was decided to model
the interface with often utilised analytical models to not unnecessarily complicate this
exemplary application of the novel approach to analyse samples of multiple pieces with
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voltage-dependent immittance measurements. Hence, not the best description possible
for the depletion layer was applied. The description is, however, good enough to give
a first glance of the potential of this novel approach, while already showing that it can
successfully distinguish and describe the interface and bulk parts, though, solving a very
common challenge. Furthermore, perfect description of the interface is not the main goal
of this work. More important is the proof of concept of the novel approach. If the exem-
plary system should be investigated further, introducing a more detailed model would
be recommended and the next logical step. Especially a model that takes the densities of
the traps at the interface and in the thin film into account, should lead to a much better
agreement between the fit and measured data. These traps are assumed to be responsible
for the major deviations of the depletion-layer model, including a flat-band voltage shift,
in this work (confer section 4.1.2). As there is no limit of the complexity of the models, by
the presented approach of analysis with voltage-dependent immittance data, the above
mentioned more sophisticated (numerical [180]) models might be applied.
In summery, although better models for the depletion layer exist, they were not applied
since the focus of this work is the presentation of the new concept of analysis and not
on the perfect description of the exemplary sample system. For the description of the
remaining ‘depletion layer’ in the highly doped substrate,more elaboratemodelswould be
necessary. Because of the abovementioned reasons, itwas decided against the introduction
of those models and instead only the experimental data for negative bias voltages (shown
in the last row of Figure 4.1) were used in the fits for the sample with highly doped
substrate.
4.1.1.4 Assumptions of the used interface model
As explained above, the model describing the immittance of the depletion layer, based
on the thermionic-emission theory for metal-semiconductor contacts [176, pp. 255-258],
considers some, but not all, relevant effects.
A very important feature, that was necessary to achieve an almost perfect fit of the
reverse bias resistance at sufficiently high bias voltages, was the consideration of the
Schottky-barrier lowering. It was modelled as described in the book of Sze [176, pp. 245-
297] or in the work of Hjelmgren [67]. According to Sze [176, pp. 73,96-97,282-284],
edge-leakage currents are ‘the dominant reverse current component’ [176, p. 282]. On
the one hand, it is possible that the rather large contact area in this work, compared to
usually used dimensions in semiconductor devices, significantly reduced the importance
of edge-leakage. On the other hand, it cannot be excluded that all extracted parameters are
distorted since the actual geometric factor might be different from the one assumed (this
aspect is taken up again and discussed considering further arguments at the end of this
section). Even so, the field enhancement at the borders of the geometry used in this work
could only influence the thin film directly. It should be sufficiently reduced towards the ta-
C/Si interface. The fact that the Schottky-barrier lowering, that introduces no additional
fitting parameter and uses solely literature constants, can lead to a correct description
alone, while its voltage dependence is different from that caused by the edge-effect, is a
very strong indication that the edge-effect is indeed not relevant in for the depletion layer
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of the investigated sample structures, though it might still be of significance for the thin
film model.
The intrinsic carrier concentration was taken into account and calculated rather accur-
ately using an empiric formula byMisiakos and Tsamakis [134, Eq. (3)]. Furthermore, the
calculation of the probabilities of occupancy of the acceptor levels as well as the bands
and all derived quantities took the spin into account and used Fermi-Dirac statistics. Also
the band gap was calculated using an empiric formula by Thurmond [179]. The last three
features will becomemore important when the experiment is, as suggested in the outlook,
continued with varied system temperature.
An important feature of the approach of analysis of voltage-dependent immittance
data proposed in this work is that the different pieces, here the depletion layer, are already
isolated by design, i. e. the model accounts for the (within the description) correct voltage
drop, serial resistances and capacitances of other pieces as well as other parallel contri-
butions. As a result, the depletion layer can be modelled without influence by other
parasitic parts (which are accounted for by other models like for the thin film or even
only a serial resistors). This specific advantage becomes especially apparent in section
4.1.2.1, where conventional capacitance-voltage analysis is performed. Although known
as a large error source, many works utilising conventional capacitance-voltage analysis
ignore the serial resistance and parallel leakage. In contrast, both is modelled (even very
sophisticatedly) in the presented approach. If those parasitic contributions are considered
in the conventional capacitance-voltage analysis at all, they are usually added afterwards
as corrections [19].
Like all models in this work, also the depletion-layer description is an effective media
approach.
Though the complexity of the depletion-layer model is not limited by the approach
itself, meaning that while more effects could in principle be added, not all attributes
were taken into account. Very important features that were not taken into account are
associated with defects and their distribution of time constants. All major deviations
that can be observed between the fit and the experimental data are likely caused by
these simplifications (that especially also affect the capacitive model), associated with the
following: defects at the ta-C/Si interface, localised (charged) electronic defects in the
thin film, the assumption of a spatially homogeneous, constant distribution of acceptor
levels of one energy only, while ignoring any other electronically active localised states,
e. g. traps deeper in the band gap. A strong indication for the existence of deeper trap
levels, at the interface but possibly also in the bulk silicon far away from the interface, and
their relevance can be seen in the frequency-dependence of the acceptor concentration,
see Figure 4.14: for low frequencies also deeper traps can charge and discharge during the
cycles of the ac signal. They lead to the higher value of an eective acceptor concentration.
For increasing frequency, lesser deep traps are able to be charged and uncharged until
only the shallow acceptors (most likely the deliberately introduced extrinsic impurities)
remain, leading to the observable lower bound of acceptor density in the plot. All these
ignored types of defects, especially those at the interface and in the thin film, lead to a
significant distortion of the ‘true’ barrier height, easily recognisable in a large difference
between the barrier heights extracted from either capacitive or resistive parts of the sample
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(indicated in Figure 4.13) and pronounced artefacts in the (later explained) conventional
capacitance-voltage analysis, compare Figure 4.16.
Another questionable assumption is that the area of the interface should be of the
same size as the area of the top contact. It seems likely that the true area at the interface is
different to the area of the top contact. Not only because of the expected widening of the
field lines, but evenmuchmore pronounced than already in a symmetric contact geometry
due to the asymmetric geometry, i. e. that the back contact is much larger compared to the
top contact. Furthermore, there are likely surface variations (e. g. local variation in surface
defect density) leading to regions of higher or lower barriers. It seems safe to assume, that
the resistive properties are dominated by the lower barriers, while the capacitive properties
are weighted by the respective ratio of the total area of the corresponding barriers [172].
Additionally, the interface region might not be as flat as expected, also changing surface
defect densities and effective area of the interface. As a result, a deviation of the assumed
area A distorts any (geometry-afflicted) quantity of the interface part.
4.1.1.5 Combined fitting of both samples
Due to the assumed almost identical thin-film properties, the approach was to fit both
samples combinedly (their voltage-dependent immittance spectra are compared in Figure
4.3): while the sample with highly doped substrate 1346bCrAu4, that is always restricted
to its negatively biased side, is modelled with an EEC without the diode circuit in series
to the thin film, the sample with low-doped substrate 1346aCrAu1, on the other hand,
has an additional diode circuit in series. Except for the thickness of the thin film that,
as discussed above, might slightly vary laterally over the sample, and the ideal Ohmic
total serial resistance, that also includes the resistance of the bulk silicon and its back
contact which are both likely influenced by the changed doping concentration, all other
parameters, i. e. the parameters for the immittance of the thin film, are shared for both
samples.
Possible consequences for the serial resistance in the highly doped sample It might be
expected that omitting separate modelling of the remaining depletion-layer contribution
in the highly doped sample system (1346bCrAu4) might lead to an overestimated total
serial resistance R(1346bCrAu4)s in the highly doped sample system with respect to the total
serial resistance R(1346aCrAu1)s in the low-doped sample system (1346aCrAu1). Without this
possible overestimation, the total serial resistance should be lower for the highly doped
sample, because amajor contribution is assumed to be due to the bulk substrate resistance,
which should be decreasing with increasing acceptor concentration. However, at least for
the sample with low-doped substrate, the voltage drop over the depletion-layer part is still
significant, compare forward-bias region in Figure 4.2c. Consequently, though much less
pronounced, the remaining depletion-layer contribution for forward bias voltages of the
highly doped sample, although actually voltage-dependent, might, due to the omitted
part to represent it, be falsely ascribed to the total serial resistance of the highly doped
sample which makes this value possibly incompatible between samples.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.3: Comparison of the measured impedances of samples 1346aCrAu1 (blue, low doped
substrate) and 1346bCrAu4 (red, highly doped substrate) for negative bias voltages at which thin-
film properties are most prominent. Two dimensional projections of the full parameter space
of absolute impedance (a) and phase (b) on the |Z |- f and θ- f planes, respectively, are shown in
Figures (c) and (d). The absolute impedances of sample 1346bCrAu4 are always lower at identical
conditions. Also after the cut-off, the absolute impedance follows a parallel straight line with
lower values as compared to sample 1346aCrAu1, indicating a larger capacitance or, assuming
otherwise identical properties, a smaller thickness of the thin film. A thinner ta-C film, which
might be caused by a slight lateral thickness gradient during the simultaneous deposition process,
would also be in agreement with the generally reduced resistance and the observed steeper slope.
As a result of the simultaneous processing (cf. sections 3.1 and 4.1.1.1), different permittivities or
trap densities should be less likely. Important to note is the obviously depletion-layer-specific
artefactmost prominent in the phase plots, specifically (b): unlike the phase of 1346bCrAu4which
may be interpreted as the sole thin film phase, 1346aCrAu1 shows a fold in the phase that, with
increasing frequency, increases in width and shifts the maximum to absolutely higher voltages. In
this region, plots of sample 1346aCrAu1 show a pronounced deviation. It is shown in this section,
that this artefact (connected to the shift of and stretch-out around the flat-band voltage) is caused
by the influence of interface traps and charged defects in the thin film on the depletion-layer
characteristic, which are currently not included into the depletion-layer description.
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Figure 4.4: The development of fit parameters for the three different models while optimising
for each sample separately as well as combined. The permittivities of the thin film of models 1
and 2 are converted to be comparable with the parameter m that combines the influence of all
permittivities in the barrier-lowering coefficient (including the conversion to internal permittivity).
As explained in the text, the Schottky-barrier heights ΦSK for capacitive and resistive parts are
separately optimised. The (absolutely) larger value for the capacitive part of the model can be
explained by traps at the interface or in the insulator that shift the flat-band voltage towards even
lower bias values. Since the contributions by different types of traps cannot be distinguished
using the available data, it was not necessary to fit the defect concentrations rather than just using
different barrier heights, see section 4.1.2.1.
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In Figure 4.4 both total serial resistances for different models are compared (in the
last two rows). Indeed, for the sample-specific optimisations (in the first two columns
of Figure 4.4), the fit withModel 1 leads to a larger total serial resistance for the highly
doped sample as compared with the low-doped sample, i. e. for Model 1: R(1346bCrAu4)s >
R(1346aCrAu1)s . But, for all other models, where the optimisation was performed separately
for the individual samples, the total serial resistance is lower for the sample with highly
doped substrate, i. e. R(1346bCrAu4)s < R
(1346aCrAu1)
s for Model 2 andModel 3. From the fact
that this larger value for the total serial resistance R(1346bCrAu4)s for the sample with highly
doped substrate seems to be exclusive to the first model, it can be concluded that this
deviation is a result of Model 1 itself rather than caused by the possible overestimation
due to the not separately described depletion layer contribution. In fact, although the
values for the total serial resistance of the sample with highly doped substrate are lower,
for the two other models, the values might still be overestimated, but at least not as much
as to lead to a reversal of the expected sizes. Besides being the only model that leads to the
reversal of the expected sizes of the total serial resistances, there are further arguments
leading to the conclusion that Model 1 does not describe the underlying physics correctly,
see section 4.2 and especially the subsection 4.2.3.
The last column of Figure 4.4 shows the total serial resistances of the samples that were
obtained by a combined optimisation of both of them. As explained in section 4.2.3.2 and
seen directly in resistance-voltage plot of a fit optimised on both samples in Figure 4.23,
although the density of points is identical for both samples, due to the broader range of
applied voltages for the sample with low-doped substrate, joined thin-film parameters are
preferably optimised on the sample with low-doped substrate 1346aCrAu1. This can be
seen in the resistance-voltage curves in Figure 4.23, where the fitted resistance-voltage curve
does not follow the measured data of the sample with highly doped substrate very well,
while the resistance-voltage characteristic of the samplewith low-doped substrate is almost
perfectly reproduced. The total serial resistance is a parameter determined separately for
both samples. In the combined fits, its value is generally higher for the sample with highly
doped substrate as it is in individual fits for the sample alone. This higher value of the total
serial resistance R(1346bCrAu4)s compensates for two conspicuous deviations between fitted
and experimental values of the sample with highly doped substrate 1346bCrAu4, in case
of an optimisation of the combined sum of residuals: First, the deviation of the slope of
the resistance-voltage curve that can still be seen in Figure 4.23. Secondly, and as found by
fitting either only the resistive or capacitive parts of the immittance most importantly, the
higher value compensates for the otherwise larger deviation in the cut-off frequencies. In
the light of this, the generally higher total serial resistance from the combined fits should
not be overrated, as it can be identified as an artefact, caused by differences between the
thin-film pieces in the different samples that evidently cannot be explained by varying
the thickness of the thin film alone. Indeed, this means that the separate fits should
generally be the first choice for the extraction of parameters and, further, that the thin
films of the two samples might not be as similar as previously expected. Assuming the
thickness of the thin film to be the only difference between the thin-film parts of both
samples, hence, seems insufficient. The observed form of deviation, a constant offset
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in the semi-logarithmic resistance-voltage plot indicates a constant value subtracted in
the exponent (as compared to the exponent of the sample with low-doped substrate).
It would, however, be very unusual that the barrier height of the bulk traps in the ta-C,
deposited byMSIBD, could be influenced in that way by the underlying substrate.
In summary, though the effect of omitting the immittance of the interface for the
analysis of the sample with highly doped substrate might lead to an overestimation of the
total serial resistance, it does not lead to such a high value that it becomes larger than the
total serial resistance of the low-doped sample. In all cases where the latter was true, it
could be identified as another artefact, e. g. either of a poor connection between capacitive
and resistive parts of the thin film or as a result of the compensation of the effect that
combined fits always resemble rather the sample with low-doped than the sample with
highly doped substrate.
4.1.2 Deviations in the description of the ta-C/Si interface
In this section, different strategies to handle systematic deviations are presented at the
example of two deviations in sample 1346aCrAu1most likely linked to an insufficient
description of the depletion layer (likely caused by omitting the effects of traps at the
interface and in the thin film). Possible origins of the deviations are presented and used
to motivate the different strategies of dealing with the deviations.
This is done in detail, since for the here proposed analysis of immittance data, jointly
for capacitive and resistive parts and utilising global optimisation using process-specific
external-parameter-dependent physical models, systematic deviations are expected to
occur much more frequently as in the conventional analysis, especially during the process
of finding the correct model. The more frequent occurrence of these deviations should
not lead to an early dismissal of this novel analysis. Conventionally, fits to extract
similar parameters are performed only at a certain region in parameter space, where
the discrepancy from the assumptions of the model are minimal and, hence, a good
agreement can more easily be achieved (e. g. confer the different methods of determining
the barrier height [176, pp. 270-297] where only specific regions are fitted or the fact
that commonly only two frequencies are used to determine trap concentrations and the
flat-band voltage from capacitance-voltage measurements [138, pp. 383-388]). Within the
measured parameter regions of the proposed method, also transition regions between
two different dominant models might occur. Especially and unavoidably also between
resistive and capacitive models that are usually not applied in combination in a single
fit. Hence, unexpected deviations might appear in these, usually neglected, areas. The
decision whether to ignore those regions, extend the model or keep the area of deviation
within the fit (e. g. if the selected model is a first order approximation for the respective
region) depends on the individual situation.
Furthermore, the different methods of determining the identical physical parameter
might lead to methodical discrepancies of the same value: There are only very few ex-
amples where both, capacitive and resistive analysis, is used to extract the same physical
parameters. A very prominent one is the extraction of the properties of interface regions
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Area ignored by the fit






































































Area ignored by the fit
Figure 4.5: Measured and fitted values of absolute impedance and phase for sample 1346aCrAu1
and their corresponding deviations using thin-filmModel 3 in an individual fit of the sample. The
separately given deviation plots are repeated inside the 3D plot as projections above and below
the three-dimensional data. Reasons for the seemingly striking magnitudes in deviation plots are
discussed in subsection 4.2.3.1.
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Figure 4.6: Measured and fitted values of absolute impedance and phase for sample 1346bCrAu4
and their corresponding deviations using thin-filmModel 3 in an individual fit of the sample. The
separately given deviation plots are repeated inside the 3D plot as projections above and below
the three-dimensional data. Reasons for the seemingly striking magnitudes in deviation plots are
discussed in subsection 4.2.3.1.
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between (somewhat different)1 semiconductors or a semiconductor and a metal. Depend-
ent on whether the resistive or the capacitive methods are used, the analysis is performed
either at static conditions or, respectively, at frequencies in the kilo- or megahertz range.
As a result of the disjunct regions in the parameter (here: frequency) space, these models
might not be suited for one another: While in the static case all traps are occupied accord-
ing to the corresponding equilibrium, the (low-frequency) capacitive method measures
the continuous capture and emission of charges in the traps as an additional (displace-
ment) current, often approximated as a capacitor parallel to the actual depletion layer
capacitance. The example continues as a discrepancy between high- and low-frequency
conditions in the corresponding capacitance-voltage characteristics. As a result of the
energetic and spatial distribution of the traps, also the time constants of the traps are
distributed, i. e. the parallel capacitance is dispersive (dependent on frequency), and may
be neglected for sufficiently high frequencies (typically in the MHz range [138]). Models
not incorporating the contribution of these traps will unavoidably lead to different values
of the extracted parameters, e. g. the Schottky-barrier height or the acceptor concentration.
Indeed, commonly used models for capacitance-voltage and current-voltage modelling
do not take the different trap concentrations into account: the resistive and capacitive
approaches to extract the Schottky-barrier height presented in the well known and often
used reference [176, p. 279-288] will lead to increasingly different values for an increasing
interface trap density. As a result, the extracted Schottky-barrier heights of the different
models are not compatible. The conventional strategy in capacitance-voltage analysis is to
calculate the trap densities of the interface and fixed charges in the ‘insulating’ thin film
from the flat-band voltage shift of a high- and a low-frequency curve [138, pp. 462-489].
Although these calculations might not directly have the form of an analytical model,
they might be brought in such a form, provided at least some simplifications are possible,
e. g. the assumption of a spatially homogeneous distribution of traps in the insulator.
Otherwise, numerical models are required. Their application is, as already explained, en-
tirely possible in the presented approach. The discussion about above-mentioned aspects,
capacitive properties of the investigated system as well as conventional capacitance-voltage
measurements in general, will be continued in section 4.1.2.1.
An expected deviation appearing, not only in the presented, but also in the conven-
tional approaches, is due to the design limits of amodel. Sometimes, not all relevant effects
have been or can be recognised. For example, the (resistive and capacitive) depletion-layer
models used here knowingly neglect the variation of the acceptor concentration with
depth, which might not recognise the real situation. In the presented approach, residuals
and deviations are plotted over the external parameters. On the assumption that the
affected regions indicate certain processes or conditions, this might help to identify the
limits of a selected model resulting from false or neglected assumptions.
Finally, at the beginning of the analysis, in most cases, not all relevant models are
already known. Usually, they are identified, and subsequently introduced, in the order of
recognisability and dominance in the measured parameter region. Hence, during this
1Meaning, that the differencemight also be only in the type of doping and not necessarily in completely
different semiconductors.
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process of finding a good enough description (before all necessary models are identi-
fied), systematic deviation will inevitably occur. Their positions in residual or deviation
plots over the external parameters are again supposed to be a valuable resource for the
identification of the physical models or processes missing up to that point.
Handling the different deviations For reasons discussed later in this section, it seems that
the model for the immittance of the interface piece does not describe all observed charac-
teristics (see Figures 4.5, 4.7, 4.9, 4.19 and 4.20). Especially the steep slope of the diode
resistance between 0 V and 1.5 V, designated interface deviation 1 (compare illustra-
tion in Figure 4.8), and possibly also what looks like a capacitance-voltage stretch-out for
forward bias voltages close to 0 V at frequencies above around 10 kHz, designated inter-
face deviation 2 (schematically shown in Figure 4.8), show pronounced deviations.
As a consequence for the interface deviation 1 (present only in sample 1346aCrAu1), its
residuals in the bias-voltage range between 0 V and 1.5 V up to the frequency of 50 kHz,
are not part of the sum of residuals that is minimised by the fitting routine. This leads to
an excellent agreement of the areas of the resistance which are supposed to be actually
described by the model. In Figure 4.9, the reverse-bias resistance is in excellent agreement
with the measured data for voltages sufficiently larger than those of the ignored area.
Not ignoring the region of interface deviation 1 leads to a compromise, minimising the
deviation around zero but, also, leading to a false tendency in the area of high reverse bias
voltage, that in Figure 4.9 has an excellent agreement. Since the depletion-layer model
includes the field-assisted barrier-lowering due to the Schottky effect and the impurities
at and around the interface play a decreasing role with increasing voltage, the model is
assumed to give a better description at high reverse bias voltages. As a result from ignoring
the unsuited region in the fit, the model shows that it can lead to excellent agreement in
the area that it is supposed to describe and also the tendency seems correct. Consequently,
also the parameters extracted from, the suited region of, this fit are assumed to be as
undistorted as possible (without introducing more refined models).
Generally, including a region to the fitted data with a behaviour which cannot be
described by the correspondingly utilised model would distort the fit parameters of the
regions that are actually represented by the model. As a result, the above mentioned
region was excluded from the fit while its hypothetical, however, ignored residuals and
deviations are still given in the correspondingly marked areas in the respective plots. In
the next section, possible reasons for interface deviation 1 are suggested and it is discussed
in detail why this lead to the decision to exclude this region from the fit.
The origins of the second major discrepancy, interface deviation 2, are much clearer as
those of the first one. Due to the form of the deviation and its origin, its residuals remain
in the total sum of residuals. In subsection 4.1.2.1, the likely origin of the deviation is
explained and the corresponding decision to let the affected residuals remain in the fit
argued.
interface deviation 1 and why the affected area is excluded from the fit Interface deviation
1 is caused by a deficiency in the utilised resistivemodel, as can be seen at the suboptimal
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Area ignored by the fit
(a) Model 1, abs. impedance






































































Area ignored by the fit
(b) Model 1, phase


















































































Area ignored by the fit
(c) Model 2, abs. impedance






































































Area ignored by the fit
(d) Model 2, phase














































































Area ignored by the fit
(e) Model 3, abs. impedance






































































Area ignored by the fit
(f) Model 3, phase
Figure 4.7: Deviation plots for absolute impedance and phase, normalised on the respective
device error, for each of the three models, optimised on the shown sample 1346aCrAu1with low-
doped substrate. Interface deviation 1 is inside the region ignored by the fit. Interface deviation
2 can be found starting at negative bias voltages close to zero from frequencies around 10 kHz
and continuously expanding towards more negative bias voltages with increasing frequency. The
affected region for deviation 2 can be seen more clearly in the contour plot in Figure 4.16. Both
deviation regions are further schematically shown in the illustration in Figure 4.8. Reasons for
the seemingly striking magnitudes in deviation plots are discussed in subsection 4.2.3.1.
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Figure 4.8: The regions of interface deviation 1 and 2
shown schematically on the parameter plane spanned by
bias voltage and frequency.
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Figure 4.9: Resistance-voltage curve of sample 1346aCrAu1: Measured data compared with the
simulated data also including its individual contributions. The latter was calculated utilising the
parameters from an individual fit of the corresponding sample using thin-filmModel 3. It can
clearly be seen that the deviation in the ignored area is associated with the resistance. The corres-
ponding voltage drop over the different pieces is shown in Figure 4.2c. The negligible voltage drop
for reverse bias conditions on other circuits than the one of describing diode explains the almost
voltage-independent progression of the thin-film resistance in that region. The abbreviation ‘sim.’
stands for ‘simulated’, ‘tot.’ for ‘total’, ‘resist.’ for ‘resistance’ and ‘meas.’ for ‘measured’.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.10: Bode plot (absolute impedance and phase versus frequency) for the circuit shown as
inset in (b); (a) introduces the key parameters cut-o frequency (COF) and self-resonant frequency
(SRF), furthermore, resistive, capacitive and inductive regions are defined, after [2, p. 64]. In (b)
the response of the circuit for various parallel resistances RP,i is illustrated, after [2, p. 69].
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agreement of the transition from forward to reverse bias in Figure 4.9. Thephase deviation
plots of Figure 4.7 clarify that this is a deviation exclusively associated with the resistive
part, because the discrepancy of the affected area is non-existent at low frequencies. This
is not at all surprising, since at sufficiently low frequencies any part is resistive and the
phase gives no information whether there is an agreement in resistance or not. At higher
frequencies, especially from around 1 kHz up to 50 kHz, there is a pronounced deviation
in the phase. This is a direct consequence of a false resistive description in combination
with an accurate capacitive description. The cut-off frequency, a measure for when the
resistive part ends and the capacitive part begins (see Figure 4.10a), is determined by
both resistance and capacitance. A different resistance leads to a different frequency of
entry in the capacitively dominated region (see Figure 4.10b). Hence, the observed phase
deviation is solely due to the discrepancy in the transition from resistive to capacitive part.
This can be seen by two facts: First, the deviation fades for higher frequencies because of
the correct description of the capacitive part itself. Secondly, the severity of deviation is
coupled to the magnitude of discrepancy of the resistive part, compare with Figure 4.10.
The modelled resistance is too low, as already explained clearly visible in Figure 4.9. With
decreasing resistance the cut-off frequency increases. Hence, the larger the difference of
the simulated resistance (i. e. the lower the simulated resistance compared to the actually
measured one), the later the transition to the capacitive part and, finally, the longer the
frequency region of incorrect phase. This does explain the form of the phase deviation,2
since it is longer in frequency direction the closer the bias voltage converges to zero, just
as the resistance is increasingly underestimated towards zero bias, compare resistance
deviation in Figure 4.9 and range in frequency of the phase discrepancy in Figure 4.7.
The resistive model can obviously not correctly describe the onset of the reverse bias
region. The much steeper slopes in the ignored area are assumed to be associated with
the depletion-layer contribution and would, in consequence, correspond to significantly
higher Schottky-barrier heights as those determined by the current-voltage analysis from
reverse bias voltages greater than around 2 V, i. e. outside of the ignored region. Indeed,
these higher barriers would rather be in the magnitude of the barrier heights extracted
from the capacitive part of themeasurement (see Figure 4.13 and its corresponding section
4.1.2.1). However, these unrealistically large values (compare with other barrier heights
for materials on silicon given in the numerous figures and the table in [176, pp. 270-296])
are likely caused by the negligence of any defects at the interface or in the ‘insulator’,
see section 4.1.2.1. As explained later, this flat-band voltage shift in negative direction is
associated with positively charged defects [138, pp. 423-428]. The same effect, that also
leads to a discrepancy between the barrier heights extracted from resistive or capacitive
methods, might also be explained without any traps at the interface or in the ‘insulator’
but instead by a distribution of Schottky-barrier heights [172]. Latter can, however, not
explain the observed resistive behaviour. For lower bias voltages the slopes are steeper,
indicating a higher Schottky-barrier height. However, there seems to be no reason that
the current should be at first limited by the higher barriers but then only for higher
2At least in a zero order approximation, neglecting the voltage and frequency dependence of the
depletion layer capacitance, which of course influences the form of the deviation as well.
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voltages by the lower barriers. Reasonably, the current should for a parallel arrangement
of resistors, as the different barrier heights are expected to be arranged (because they
represent different parallel paths through the interface), always be limited by the lower
resistances. This deviation, like the other one major discrepancy from the model in the
diode part, might, hence, much more likely be caused by the large number of defects
at, what especially in this case (e. g. due to the synthesis process and omission of any
passivation or annealing processes) clearly is, a non-ideal interface. Possibly, also more
accurate diode models may reduce the deviation. Expected deviations from an ideal,
defect-free, interface are discussed in the next three subsections.
4.1.2.1 Insights from conventional capacitance-voltage analysis
Comparability of the extracted parameters The models for the capacitive and resistive
description of the depletion layer, used in the presented approach, do not include the
effects of traps at the interface or in the insulator. Consequently, for direct comparison
of the extracted parameters, the models chosen for the conventional capacitance-voltage
analysis, performed in this section, do not include these effects either.
Despite the fact that the presence of these defects has significant influence on
the capacitance-voltage characteristic and, as a result, seriously changes the values of
extracted parameters [138], it seems that it is not uncommon to neglect the influence
of defects at the interface or in the insulator, even though the capacitance-voltage
method itself played a crucial role in the history of identifying as well as analysing
traps in the insulator [138, p. 444] and, in fact, an important role in the investigation
of metal/oxide/semiconductor (MOS) structures, in general [161, p. 128]. A possible
explanation is that the improvement of processes development, especially including
procedures for oxide growth, thermal annealing and passivation of defects, lead
to such low concentration that for metal/oxide/silicon devices their consideration
became really unnecessary (according to Schroder the ‘interface trapdensity is usually
negligibly low for properly annealed, high quality SiO2-Si interfaces’ [162, p. 90]).
This might explain why Sze chose to mention the discrepancy between barrier
heights extracted from resistive or capacitive analysis with only two sentences in his
book (see [176, p. 292]). Furthermore, in his description of the capacitance-voltage
method [176, p. 286-288] only the formula ignoring any defects at the interface is
given. Possible distortions of the flat-band voltage extracted fromMott-Schottky
plots are discussed in the work of Cardon and Gomes [19]. Also they seem to see
the usual capacitance-voltage method as being ‘based upon the validity of the Mott-
Schottky relationship’ [19, p. L63], which does neglect any influence of defects.
Subsequently, possible deviations from this ideal relationship are discussed. Also
the publication of Guenther et al. [59], that introduces a more refined approach of
extracting the actual capacitance of the depletion layer from the immittance data,
does ignore the contribution of defects (though, they assume that their approach
should still work when defects are recognised).
In the following paragraph, it is confirmed that the interface properties of the sample
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system are dominated by defects at the interface or in the insulator. Magnitudes for the
defect concentration in the insulator and at the interface are estimated. However, with
the available experimental data (which is neither dependent on temperature nor does it
include a thin-film thickness variation) a differentiation between the two different types
of defects is, unfortunately, not reasonably possible, so that the given magnitudes are
only valid in the extreme cases where only one type of defect is solely responsible for the
interface properties. Generally, the conventional approach cannot gain more information
from the data than the presented approach. Hence, the conventional analysis is not shown
to extract further information, but rather to understand why precisely these values for
the fit parameters were obtained with the presented approach. Any more refined analysis
performed in the conventional way could also be included into the models used in the
novel approach of analysis using voltage-dependent immittance data that is presented in
this work.
Differences to the conventional characterisation of MOS structures The conventional
analysis of capacitance-voltage curves in this section uses the assumption of a parallel
arrangement of a capacitor Cp and a resistor Rp to convert the measured immittance into
a capacitance.
To extract the capacitance for a subsequent capacitance-voltage analysis, it is quite
common to interpret the system as a two component circuit consisting of one resistor
and one capacitor [59]. There are two possible arrangements of the circuit elements: in
series or parallel. The serial arrangement is better suited in a low impedance rage (up
to around 100 kΩ), whereas the parallel representation is preferable at high impedances
(starting from approximately 2 kΩ) [88].
For the intended analysis, the most important region for which the capacitance should
be extracted is the depletion-layer region. It dominates the impedance at bias voltages
larger than −1 V. Most of its low-frequency response has impedances that are much
larger than acceptable for the serial-circuit, i. e. the Rs-Cs, approximation. For the parallel
arrangement, on the other hand, the impedances of the depletion layer are in the required
range for all frequencies. Furthermore, even the impedance of the thin film for sufficiently
small negative bias voltages is within the acceptable region for the Rp-Cp approximation.
Hence, the parallel circuit allows the extraction of the capacitance in the relevant range of
parameters without a potential intermediate change in model. Furthermore, utilising the
serial arrangement of resistor Rs and capacitor Cs is not recommended in this work, since
the thin film is not sufficiently insulating to approximate it as a completely blocking elec-
trode, which is implied by this arrangement (since no current may flow for dc conditions).
Still, the selected parallel two-component approximation cannot describe the system at
high forward bias voltages, where the total serial resistance and the thin-film immittance
dominate the response of the system. Sometimes an addition serial resistance is included
to enhance the description, which can result in more accurate extracted capacitances [138,
pp. 222-226], [59]. If an additional serial resistance to the parallel arrangement is intro-
duced in the conventional approach, at all, it is assumed to be ideal, i. e. not dependent
on voltage and without parallel capacitive bypass. As known from the properties of the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: In (a) a typical frequency-dependent capacitance-voltage characteristic of a MOS
structure from [57], with CO as capacitance of the thermally grown oxide, xO as (silicon)oxide
thickness and NA as the acceptor concentration of the p-type silicon substrate, is shown. The
structure had aluminium contacts. In (b), also from [57], different forms of the MOS response
are categorised. In the low-frequency curve, traps and minority carriers are in equilibrium: for
negative values of the abscissa the majority carriers accumulate at the oxide, for large enough
positive values the inversion sets in, i. e. minority carriers agglomerate at the oxide and can follow
the applied field. As a result, the capacitance at those conditions rises again to the value of the
oxide. For the high-frequency curve, the minority carriers cannot follow the applied ac signal any
longer and their concentration is approximately unchanged in the inversion region. The plateau
capacitance is a consequence of reaching the limit of the depletion-layer width. In the depletion
(today usually called deep depletion [162, p. 71]) case, there are no accumulated minority carriers
at the oxide although the band bending allows for inversion. As a consequence of the missing
screening by minority carriers, the depletion-layer width continuously grows, resulting in the
observed continuously decreasing capacitance. The source of such behaviour can be a leaky oxide
or a bias-voltage sweep so fast that the minority carriers could not follow. All explanations, beside
those explicitly cited from another source, are from Grove et al. [57]. Reprinted from Solid-State
Electronics 8, Grove, Deal, Snow and Sah, ‘Investigation of thermally oxidised silicon surfaces
using metal-oxide-semiconductor structures’, pp. 145-163, Copyright 1965, with permission from
Elsevier.
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Figure 4.12: (a): plot of the parallel capacitance Cp extracted from the measured immittance
utilising the simple, but not uncommon [59], assumption of a parallel arrangement of a single
resistorRp and capacitorCp. (b) shows the samedata, but (as usually for suchplots, compareFigure
4.11) normalised on the thin film capacitance, extracted according to [190] from the experimental
high-frequency limiting capacitance C (exp)∞,tf (the thin film capacitance extracted according to [108]
from the constant phase element is marked in the inset for comparison). A plot including a large
range of normalised capacitance values, that includes the complete forward bias data, is shown as
inset. With increasing frequency, the measured capacitance-voltage curve converges against the
usual characteristic at deep-depletion conditions (compare 4.11b). Latter property is likely caused
by the relatively high conductivity of the insulating thin film [57]. For the lowest frequency (at
20 Hz) the capacitance at high reverse voltages reaches a value comparable with the capacitance of
the thin film (as extracted from the high-frequency-limiting capacitor). This could be explained
with the response of minority carriers at the interface in inversion. However, the characteristic
dent due to the high depletion-layer capacitance is missing and, due to the dispersive thin-film
capacitance the forward-bias capacitance seems overly large. If all these overly large capacitances
for forward bias voltages would be replaced by the one calculated from the static permittivity
extracted according to [190], the convergence of the capacitance against that value can also be
seen in the high-frequency response, this would look a lot more like the expected response of a
MOS diode. Hence, the dispersive nature of the thin-film capacitance, that in consequence leads
to these (apparently) high values, might only cloud the actual response.
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thin film, the serial resistance would for the sample system in this work not at all fulfil
these requirements (the resistance of the thin film reduces from around 5 kΩ to only
500Ω in about 2.5 V), compare Figure 4.9. Consequently, instead of adding an ideal
serial resistor, one with the correct dependence on voltage should be introduced. Adding
the voltage dependence of the thin-film resistance, i. e. introducing external-parameter
dependence to a component, would, however, not be conventional capacitance-voltage
analysis any-longer, but rather the approach for analysing immittance data suggested in
this work.
To sum it up: In the conventional capacitance-voltage analysis very often either the
Rs-Cs or Rp-Cp approach is used. For the above mentioned reason, from these two pos-
sibilities the Rp-Cp variant seems better suited for the investigated system. The selected
parallel arrangement is a sufficient approximation, at least, at high reverse bias voltages
where the voltage drop is supposed to be almost exclusively over the depletion layer,
see Figure 4.2c. In that region, the extracted capacitance should belong entirely to the
depletion layer in the silicon, since it is by far the most dominant part of the immit-
tance, compare its resistance with those of other components in Figure 4.9. For lower
bias voltages, the rapidly decreasing serial resistance of the amorphous layer and, later
for even lower bias voltages, also the total serial resistance become increasingly import-
ant. This leads to deviations from the expected capacitance-voltage characteristics in the
corresponding range of voltages.
In principle, one could have the idea to describe sample 1346aCrAu1 in terms of
a metal/insulator/semiconductor (MIS) structure. Exemplary capacitance-voltage re-
sponses for low- and high-frequencies of the likely most thoroughly investigated MIS
structure, the metal/oxide/silicon (MOS), are shown in Figure 4.11. However, the ex-
perimentally obtained characteristics, for the samples investigated in this work, are very
different from those conventionally observed, see Figure 4.12.
One important cause for the deviation is the distinctly different insulator. It is much
more conductive than the thermally grown oxide layers in usual MOS devices. At room
temperature, silicon oxide has a resistivity in the range of 1014 Ωcm to 1016 Ωcm [176, p.
852], while tetrahedral-amorphous carbon (synthesised as in this work) has a resistivity
(in the limit towards 0 V, hence, at its maximum) of only 107 Ωcm [68]. As a result, ta-C
can, unlike the silicon-oxide layer in conventional MOS structures, not be approximated
as completely blocking. In consequence, the ‘insulating’ layer might be too leaky for
a formation of an inversion layer at high reverse bias voltages or the agglomeration for
forward bias voltages. This is expected to have a severe influence on the capacitance, since
the beforementioned layers in the semiconductorwith their counterparts on the electrode
on the opposite site of the insulator are the reasons to measure the oxide capacitance at
sufficiently high bias voltages in the respective directions.
Furthermore, the capacitance of the insulator (investigated in this work) is highly
dispersive: In the conventional characteristic in Figure 4.11a the oxide capacitance variation
in a frequency range from 10 Hz to 105 Hz is negligible. In Figure 4.12, a frequency
range from 20 Hz to 106 Hz is shown. The dispersion is much larger even omitting the
dispersion at very low frequencies that is depicted in the inset.
Another major difference, might be due to a higher concentration of interface defects
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as well as trapped charges in the ta-C, that are expected due to different growth process
(thermal oxidation versus MSIBD). Their influence on the capacitance-voltage character-
istic is further investigated later in this section. Then again, silicon oxide is a much better
insulator and is expected to have even fewer carriers above the mobility edge. Therefore,
the possibly higher number of charged defects in ta-C might be better screened by the
larger number of mobile charge carriers. Furthermore, due to the higher conductivity
those charged defects, which are also traps for charge carriers can be better reached by the
latter and, consequently, neutralised.
The curvature on the reverse bias side shows a capacitance continuously decreasing
with voltage, rather than a plateau. As can be seen in Figure 4.11b this corresponds to
the effect called deep depletion, i. e. there is no inversion layer of accumulated minority
carriers at the interface [57]. Since each bias step takes at least a dwell in the order of a few
seconds, this indicates that the insulator, ta-C, is too leaky for a minority carrier build up
at the interface. On the other hand, the lowest-frequency response reaches the capacitance
of the thin film at higher reverse bias voltages, if one assumes that the extraction from the
high-frequency-limiting capacitor according to reference [190] is correct. Then this could
be explained by an inversion layer of accumulated minority carriers at the interface.
Assessment of the acceptor concentration determined by the fit Within the alreadymen-
tioned limits, the slope in a Mott-Schottky (C−2-V ) plot can be used to determine the
concentration of acceptors in the semiconductor [138, pp. 383-385]. Such plot of the
measured parallel capacitance Cp of sample 1346aCrAu1 are shown in Figure 4.13. Exem-
plary, two different depths in the semiconductor (represented by two different regions of
voltages) are fitted. It is found that the slopes are dependent on frequency. Furthermore,
that the fits do not intersect at the same point on the abscissa. Finally, the slope, and
consequently the acceptor concentration, seems to be dependent on the depth in the
semiconductor, i. e. the applied bias voltage.
The direction of the flat-band voltage shift and its dependence on frequency As already
brought up in the last paragraph, the presence of defects at the interface and in the
insulator leads to a shift of the flat-band voltage and stretch-out of the voltage scale [161].
In this paragraph, these effects are discussed in greater detail. Figure 4.13 shows aMott-
Schottky plot, i. e. the reciprocal squared capacitanceC−2p plotted over the applied voltage
V , using the capacitance extracted from the immittance assuming a simple conventional
Rp-Cp circuit approximation. While the slopes in this simple model, as already explained,
can be utilised to calculate the doping concentration in thematerial, the abscissa intercepts
may, with the formula given in the inset, be used to calculate the flat-band voltage. In
this case, the flat-band voltage obviously shows a frequency-dependent shift.
The shift in flat-band voltage was not directly expressed as defect density (neither
in this conventional analysis nor in the proposed model utilising external-parameter
dependence of physical models for analysis of immittance spectra), because it is, with the
data at hand, not possible to distinguish whether the traps are located at the interface or
if they are fixed charges in the insulator (compare different methods of analysis to obtain
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Figure 4.13: Conventional capacitance-voltage analysis (a) evaluated at relatively large bias
voltages, i. e. the depletion-layer width oscillates around a region relatively far from the interface,
and (b) assessed at bias voltages associated with a region of oscillation close to the interface. In the
rather unrealistic ideal case of no defects at the interface or in the insulator, the intersection with
the abscissa in the Mott-Schottky plots determines the flat-band voltage, from which the barrier
height can be determined. The formula utilised and shown in the inset ignores the contribution
of any defects at the interface or in the insulator (as do the resistive and capacitive models utilised
in the presented approach, see the beginning of section 4.1.2.1 to understand why). The analysis
was performed for several frequencies. In (b), where the slope at low voltages is evaluated, part of
the capacitive behaviour falls into the region ignored by the fit, which is indicated by colouring
the corresponding lines light-blue. The range of the abscissa intercepts is marked in red. On
the one hand, the applied model, utilised in the analysis proposed in this work, assumes only a
single effective acceptor concentration for the whole depletion-layer range as well as two effective
barrier heights for the capacitive and resistive model, respectively. The corresponding fit results
(converted to flat-band voltages) are shown in blue (capacitive) and green (resistive) on the abscissa.
Unlike the fits shown here, the approach proposed in this work, bases its fit parameters on all fitted
points and is, further, not limited to the very simple circuit models of conventional capacitance-
voltage analysis. The plots shown above do not follow the ideal Mott-Schottky behaviour, but
instead show different slopes (potentially corresponding to different acceptor concentrations) and
a relatively broad range of abscissa intercepts. Such deviations are not uncommon and categorised
by Dutioit et al. [35].
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Figure 4.14: The acceptor concentrations obtained using equation (4.1) by derivation of the
Mott-Schottky plot shown in 4.13 for the entire depletion-layer region (a) and around zero bias in
detail (b). With increasing frequency the ‘misleading’ contribution by interface traps and fixed
charges in the insulator diminishes. The models used in the proposed approach for immittance
analysis assume only one acceptor concentration and no dispersion due to other defects (neither
at the interface nor in the insulator). It is, hence, no surprise that the consequently fitted ‘effective
acceptor concentration’, that is shown as dark-blue arrow in the plot, lies within the rather broad
region of determined concentrations. Since the acceptor concentration is decreasingly influenced
for higher frequencies (as a consequence of the time constants of the involved traps), the high-
frequency value should be closer to the ‘true’ acceptor concentration (though the stretch-out
correction given in equation (4.2) indicates a further reduced value). Latter acceptor concentration
is approximately 106 cm−3 which corresponds to a resistivity of around 1.45Ωcm and is, hence,
within the range given by the manufacturer indicated in blue in (a).
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the corresponding densities in [161]). Energetically distributed defect states throughout
the complete band gap at the interface can lead to an asymmetric stretch-out that at least
partially behaves like a voltage shift. If the energetic centre of gravity of acceptor-like and
donor-like states is at a different depth in the gap, resulting to in each case different (mean)
time constants, the shift as well as stretch-out character varies over frequency, independent
of the types of the defects: whether they are in the insulator or at the interface. In general,
any positive charges in the insulator or (since the contribution from interface charges has
the same sign in equations (10)-(12) in [161]) at the interface shift the flat-band voltage to
more negative bias voltages as compared to a defect-less situation, while negative charges
shift towards more positive bias voltages [138, pp. 423-428], independent of the type
of the semiconductor the depletion layer is in. As can be seen in Figure 4.13a, for the
experimental data of sample 1346aCrAu1 the flat-band voltage-shift increases to even
lower bias voltages with rising frequency. This could be explained by following situation:
First, more positively defects have to be present, since the flat-band voltage seems already
at low frequencies unusually large, indicating an excess of positive charges. Now to the
second part, that the flat-band-voltage shifts further into the negative direction, with
increasing frequency: This could indicate that the positive charges are at low frequencies
partially screened or filled, so that not all contribute to the shift. At higher frequencies,
the process shielding the effect of the positive charges continuously decreases, indicating
that the time constants of this process are in the investigated frequency range. The whole
effect of flat-band voltage shifting might further be complicated by a stretch-out due to
the thermal equilibrium occupation of interface and charged defect states with respect to
the slowly varying bias voltage. As not only one kind of defect is present, both effects are
much more complicated for the investigated samples as for typical examples given in the
literature, e. g. in reference [161]. The complicated observed behaviour is, actually, not
uncommon [35]. Dutoit et al. categorise typically observed deviations from the expected
Mott-Schottky behaviour. Lattermay be found solely for interfaceswhere even the defects
caused by the unavoidable change of materials themselves [185] are passivated. Even the
specific frequency dependence of the voltage shift, found for the samples investigated in
this work, has already been observed by Khan et al. [89], as a matter of fact, for diamond-
like carbon. They argue that the effect is due to tunnelling into traps in the insulator,
which gives an exponential distribution of time constants, rather than due to a stretch-out
caused by interface traps [89]. This is explained by the fact that for a stretch-out the
threshold voltage would stay the same for different frequencies, while only the flat-band
voltage has the exponential time-constant dependence [89]. Indeed, in this work, the
threshold voltage seem to be independent of frequency. Furthermore, the frequency
dispersion is larger in, what could be, accumulation3 than in depletion, compare Figure
4.11.
The dependence of the slope in Mott-Schottky plots on the bias voltage As already men-
tioned, the slope, and consequently the acceptor concentration, seems to be dependent
3Due to the high conductivity of the insulator, a high rate of charges escaping the (spatial) region of
accumulation, close to the interface, has to be accounted for.
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on the depth in the semiconductor, i. e. the applied bias voltage. The Mott-Schottky
plots have been derived by the bias voltage and the obtained ‘slopes’ used to calculate the











with acceptor concentration NA (whereas there is a discussion whether this should rather
be the majority-carrier concentration than the doping density [162, pp. 61-68]), a relative
permittivity of silicon ǫ(Si)r = 11.9 [176, p. 850] and the hat over the capacitance Ĉ
indicating a capacitance per area. The result is shown in Figure 4.14, in comparison with
the range of resistivities according to the specifications of the wafer manufacturer and the
value extracted from the fit using the novel approach presented in this work. As already
expected from the obvious frequency dependence in the slopes (compare Figure 4.13),
the acceptor concentrations seem dispersive, as well. This might, however, be a deception
due to the negligence of any defects other than the acceptor states. Assuming, there are
interface traps: At sufficiently low frequencies, these traps might be filled and emptied
fast enough, that they are more or less occupied according to the thermal equilibrium.
The charging and discharging of these traps leads to an additional current, that may
(approximatively) be represented by a capacitor in parallel to the one of the depletion
layer [138, pp. 181-212]. If there are various trap levels, corresponding to different time
constants, the latter capacitance is frequency dependent [138, pp. 181-212]. As a result, with
increasing frequency only a reduced number of deep levels can contribute, reducing the
capacitance corresponding to the interface traps or fixed charges in the insulator. At high
enough frequencies, the interface traps (or fixed charges in the insulator) cannot follow the
applied ac signal any longer and their contribution becomes minimal (or even negligible).
This trend is in agreement with the dispersion of the acceptor concentration in Figure
4.14. The acceptor concentration extracted from the 1 MHz response is already within
the specified region of acceptor concentration of the manufacturer. The capacitance
model used in the fit of the approach presented in this work is also based on the basic
Mott-Schottky relation that neglects the presence of interface states. Furthermore, it
assumes a homogeneous distribution of acceptor concentration independent of depth.
It is, hence, no surprise that the single eective acceptor concentration fitted within the
above described limits of the above mentioned model would lead to a value in-between
the frequency- and voltage-dependent acceptor concentrations. This value is shown as
blue arrow in 4.14a.
Even the high-frequency curve does, however, not give the correct concentrations of
acceptors in the semiconductor (confer [138, pp. 385-388]). True, the omitted traps are
too slow to follow the high-frequency ac signal and do not contribute to the measured
capacitance in that range any longer, but the bias voltage is, neither usually nor in this
experiment, varied as fast as the ac signal. Hence, the slow bias voltage changes are not
only compensated by a change in charge density in the depletion layer, but also by the
change in interface (or fixed insulator) charge density [138, p. 387]. This leads to a ‘stretch-
out’ of the high-frequency capacitance-voltage curve along the voltage axis, resulting in a
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decreasing slope of the capacitance-voltage curve of the depletion regime [138, p. 387].
The formula in equation (4.1) can be corrected for this stretch-out by introducing the







with the low-/high-frequency capacitance Ĉlf/hf and the insulator capacitance Ĉins (all
per area). Since the parallel capacitance in forward bias, shown in Figure 4.12, cannot be
interpreted straight-forwardly as insulator capacitance, latter is, hence, rather estimated
from the static permittivity of the thin film utilising the novel approach presented in this
work. Depending on the chosen model to extract the static permittivity, the factor in
equation (4.2) becomes approximately 60 % (extracted according to [190], ǫ(tf)r,stat ≈ 4.2→
Cins ≈ 300pF) or almost unity (permittivity assumed to be increasing due to hopping
conductivity [108], ǫ(tf)r,stat ≈ 250→Cins ≈ 18nF). These different approaches to extract
the static permittivity of the thin film are a main topic of this work and discussed in
much greater detail later, including in sections 5.3 and 5.6.3. Consequently, the acceptor
concentration might be even lower and, with that, closer to the centre of the range
specified by the manufacturer. There are even more corrections to make the description
of the interface more realistic and the consequently extracted parameters more accurate
[138, 162, 161], which will not be applied in this work. Again, all these more refined
calculations could be introduced to the model(s) in the presented approach.
Another possible contribution to the frequency dependence of the acceptor concen-
tration could be the due to different acceptor-like trap levels with varying depth into
the band gap in the silicon bulk. For the same argument as for the interface traps, those
‘deeper’ trap levels might be filled and emptied for certain frequencies until they cannot
follow any longer. This would lead to a similar effect. The density of these traps are,
however, likely not as large as those concentrations at the interface.
Yet another important factor to obtain a quantitatively correct acceptor concentration
is the accuracy of the assumed area. In all formulae to calculate the acceptor concentration
from a capacitance-voltage measurement, even in the correction factor to compensate
for the stretch-out at high frequencies, the area is a factor. There are many obstacles to
overcome gaining the ‘true’ interface area, see the paragraph 4.1.1.4.
So far, the focus of the analysis of the acceptor concentrations in Figure 4.12 has been on
the frequency dependence. Now, it will be on the variations in the acceptor concentration
with applied bias, which, finally, shall be translated in a depth profile of the acceptor
concentrations. As already explained, at sufficiently high reverse voltages, the depletion-
layer immittance should be the dominating contribution and the assumed Rp-Cp model
is a sufficiently good approximation, so that the extracted capacitance is in that region
indeed the one of the interface without too much influence of other parts of the sample.
Like mentioned before, the capturing and emission of charges from traps at the interface
(or in the insulator, or other traps in the bulk than the acceptor states) still influences
the capacitance at all reverse bias voltages, so that it is dispersive. At sufficiently high
reverse bias voltages, the acceptor concentrations are at least independent of voltage.
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This is seen as indication that far away from the interface the wafer is homogeneously
doped, likely even in the acceptor concentration specified by the manufacturer. More
interesting than its dependence on bias voltage is the acceptor concentration as a function
of depth in the silicon. Luckily, the calculation of the depth does not depend on the
bias voltage. Hence, the frequency-dependent shift of the flat-band voltage (likely due
to traps at the interface or in the insulator) does not falsify the resulting depth scale.
However, the calculation of the depth scale requires the capacitance of the thin film Ĉtf.
A wrong thin film capacitance leads to a shift in the depth scale. The comparison of
Figure 4.12b with Figure 4.11 makes clear, that the correct value for Ĉtf cannot as easy
be determined for the investigated system, as for conventional MOS structures. The
capacitance-voltage curve at the highest frequency (1 MHz) comes closest to one of the
expected behaviours shown in Figure 4.11b. It looks like a high-frequency deep-depletion
response, which is in principle fortunate, since in deep depletion the depletion-layer
width w is continuously growing so that the depth profiling can advance into spatially
deeper regions of the semiconductor. Furthermore, the 1 MHz capacitance-voltage curve
is theoretically least affected by the interface traps. As a result, the depth profile is based
on the highest-frequency capacitance-voltage curve. The depth w into the semiconductor
can be directly calculated from the measured capacitances [138, p. 285]








The maximum in capacitance of the highest-frequency curve C (1MHz)max ≈ 443pF is as-
sumed to be the capacitance of the thin film Ĉtf in equation (4.3). The maximum is at a
voltage of about−2.8 V. Not only for higher (as expected from the usual capacitance-
voltage behaviour shown in Figure 4.11), but also for lower bias voltages the capacitance is
decreasing. This is assumed to be an effect of the increasing influence of the total serial
resistance (compare voltage drops in Figure 4.2c) and, hence, not shown (a capacitance
decrease in that direction leads to an opposite sign in the doping concentration, repres-
enting donor states). It should be kept in mind that the maximal resistance C (1MHz)max is
still in the dispersive region, i. e. it has not yet arrived at its high-frequency limit, that
is supposed to be around 300 pF. Hence, there might be an offset to the actual depth.
Since the capacitance is directly used (and not their derivative) to determine the depth
scale, neither the offset due to the flat-band voltage shift nor the stretch-out in its scale
will have an effect on the depth scale itself. However, the acceptor concentration itself
is calculated from the derivative of the squared reciprocal capacitance with respect to





. Hence, the values for the doping concentration are affected by the
stretch-out. Since none of the measured low-frequency responses showed a behaviour
similar to the expected one, the stretch-out correction of the acceptor concentration using
low- and high-frequency values could not be performed.
In summary, the depth was calculated according to equation (4.3) for the response at
the highest frequency (of 1 MHz, see Figure 4.12) and assuming its maximal capacitance
to be the one for the thin film Ĉtf, though the dispersion is likely not finished at this
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Figure 4.15: Depth profile of the acceptor concentration extracted from the highest-frequency
1 MHz capacitance-voltage curve, assuming its maximal capacitance was the one of the insulator
(knowingly ignoring the facts that the dispersion of the insulator capacitancewas likely not finished
at 1 MHz, that due to the simplified Rp-Cp circuit the capacitance values become increasingly
unreliable for voltages below zero and that not necessarily all acceptor-like states are fully depleted.)
Any stretch-out or shift in the voltage does not affect the depth itself, since it is calculated from
the capacitance value itself. Stretch-out and shift of the voltage axis will, however, effect the
acceptor concentration. The prominent peak in the depth profile is corresponding to a peak in the
acceptor-concentration-voltage curve closely below zero bias (compare Figure 4.16). The extrinsic
Debye length, given in the plots, is considered to give the magnitude of the depth resolution in
such plots [162, pp. 65-67]. Spatial variations of doping profiles below this distance cannot be
resolved by capacitance-voltage measurements. The high values towards zero and the subsequent
valley are expected artefacts when neglecting interface effects and assuming complete depletion
[162, p. 68].
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frequency (potentially resulting in a constant offset of the depth scale). Using this in
combination with the acceptor concentrations shown in Figure 4.14, that are (for the
above explained reasons) calculated without correcting for the probable stretch-out on
the voltage axis (potentially resulting in distortion in the concentrations), leads to the
depth profile of acceptor concentration shown in Figure 4.15. Further to the profile, the
extrinsic Debye length λ(ext)
D
is shown in the plots. These depth profiles are very similar to
those shown in [162, p. 68], where certain artefacts of the used approximation are shown.
From the comparison with the plots in the reference, it seems probable that the observed
dent (roughly between 100 nm to 800 nm) is due to the presence of interface traps and,
furthermore, that the increase in acceptor concentration is an artefact of the depletion
approximation.
The resolution of the depth profile is expected to be limited to this length or at least














with the donor concentration ND [162, p. 67]. For sample 1346aCrAu1 the extrinsic
Debye length is around 41 nm.
For all frequencies the acceptor calculations depicted in Figure 4.14 show a high peak
around zero that is with increasing frequencies shifting from a bias voltage of roughly
250 mV, at low frequencies, to a bias voltage of approximately−50 mV, at 1 MHz. This
shifting peak is magnified in Figure 4.14b and can also be identified as a line in the contour
plot in Figure 4.16. It becomes obvious in the latter plot, as well, that the peak is not
always in positive direction. This might indicate, that this peak is actually caused by
defects at the interface and not deeper in the semiconductor. The different voltages and
frequencies might then select the energetic depth in the band rather than the spatial
depth in the semiconductor. Then again, this peak, which is around −50 mV for the
capacitances obtained at 1 MHz is the very prominent peak at a depth of approximately
560 nm. This also means that all acceptor concentrations in the depth profile left of it
belong to the bias voltages below zero. As a consequence of assuming solely a Rp -Cp
circuit, this region might be influenced by the thin film as well as the total serial resistance
and, consequently, these values might either not really be inside the semiconductor or
they might not represent the depth profile correctly. There is no process step that is
expected to cause a high doping concentration at a depth of 560 nm. Furthermore, the
peak is not for all frequencies registered as acceptor-like but sometimes also as donor-like
state, see Figure 4.14b. Consequently, it rather is supposed to be due to themany expected
energy levels of the defects at the interface. In this context, such artefacts can be seen in
reference [176, pp. 287-288].
Magnitudes for defect concentrations causing the flat-band voltage shift assuming differ-
ent extreme-case scenarios The negligence of interface as well as insulator traps affects
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Figure 4.16: While the upper plot repeats Figure 4.14a (all relevant information for the upper
plot can, hence, be found in its corresponding caption), the lower plot shows the extracted values
as a contour plot. Notable features are the peak around zero that shifts only very slightly with
frequency (while its type varies between acceptor and donor-like for different frequencies) and
the transition to a very high capacitance (region dominated by the thin film) with a preceding
valley that shifts strongly in negative voltage direction with increasing frequency. Latter might be
associated with an exponential time-constant distribution indicating a contribution of defects
in the insulator (with increasing time constant for deeper traps) while former may be associated
with defects located directly at the interface.
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models at different frequencies, i. e. especially also resistive and capacitive models, differ-
ently. The association of the differences with different types of traps is sadly not possible
with the obtained data. Hence, since it is unclear which type of defects are the source, or
better what fraction of the shift is caused by which defect, it was decided against fitting
only one barrier height and a defect concentration that could explain the discrepancy.
Instead, two barrier heights are extracted, one for the resistive response at one ‘effective’
barrier height for the capacitive response. Both (capacitive and resistive)models ignore the
contribution of interface as well as insulator traps. The resistive barrier height is around
0.641 eVwhile the capacitive one is in the order of 2.8 eV. The difference between barrier
heights∆φ is about 2.16 eV. Assuming this difference would be caused solely by charges
in the insulator (and, further, there are no states at the interface), their concentration
would be about 8 · 1016 cm−3.





withCins as the capacitance from the insulator [138, p. 426]. An insulator capacitance
of 300 pF is assumed. To convert the total number of acceptor-like defects in the
insulator into a defect concentration, the cylindrical volumeV(cyl.)
ins
of the insulator
beneath themetal top contactwith ahomogeneous distributionof defects is assumed
for normalisation. This approximation completely ignores a potential weighting
of the effect of the traps due to their individual distances from the interface and








Both types of traps can (assuming equal sign of charge) contribute in the same way to a
flat-band voltage shift [138, p. 466], so that in the second extreme case, that there are no
defects in the insulator but instead all at the interface, the only thing that changes with
respect to equation (4.4) is the normalisation. Instead of normalising on the volume, all
traps are now assumed to be at the interface of tetrahedral-amorphous carbon and silicon.
The area of the interface is assumed to be identical to the area of the top contact. As a
result, an interface state density of 6 · 1011 cm−2 is determined. This value is (keeping in
mind the rough process of deposition in comparison to thermally growing an oxide film)
surprisingly, close to interface defect densities obtained for thermally grown silicon oxide
layers, compare values in [57].
Other effects not recognised by the utilised capacitive models Beside neglecting the con-
tributions of the different types of defects, other assumptions were made when determ-
ining the barrier height from the intercept. Due to the focus on the novel approach
presented here, this conventional analysis does (actually, like most publications) not use
all possible tweaks and extensions to compensate for deviations caused by not exclusively
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measuring the isolated capacitive response of the depletion layer. As mentioned in the
introduction of the section about conventional capacitance-voltage analysis, the results
are extracted to understand and compare them to the novel approach.
Unlike in themodel for the novel approachwhich assumes a serial resistor and a resistive
as well as a capacitive model for the thin film, the conventional analysis in this section
does not assume any resistance or capacitance in series to the parallel pair of resistor and
capacitor that is assumed to represent the depletion-layer properties. Since the voltage
drop over the thin film is dependent on the total of externally applied bias (compare
Figures 4.2c), which is ignored by the conventional analysis, the observed stretch-out
and shift of the flat-band voltage are expected to be influenced by neglecting the correct
voltage drops over the different parts of the system.
Additionally, in both types of analysis, the models assume that all acceptor states are
completely ionised. Furthermore, a spatially homogeneous distribution of those states
is assumed, which seems, considering the results from the conventional analysis, to be a
quite good approximation deep enough in the semiconductor. As already mentioned in
paragraph 4.1.1.4, the knowledge of the area of the interface A is critical, since it affects
almost all extracted quantities. Unlike in the presented approach, in the conventional
analysis the voltage-dependent barrier lowering was not taken into account in any calcu-
lation.
4.1.2.2 Interface deviation 2 and its potential origins
In this paragraph, possible reasons for interface deviation 2 are discussed. Some facts were
already mentioned in the last section that addressed the conventional capacitance-voltage
analysis of the experimental data.
Distinctions to the other deviation The residuals of the region that is possibly affected by
a dispersive flat-band voltage shift are not excluded in the fit, although they are expected
to distort the parameters especially of the capacitive part of the thin film. The mentioned
deviation is present in both samples, although its severity seems less for the highly doped
sample. A distinct difference to the ignored region of the low-doped sample around
interface deviation 1 is that the deviation 2 is only present in the capacitive region and leads
to overestimation for one voltage side, but underestimation for the other. Hence, unlike
for the other deviation, the used model seems to be a valid zero-order approximation.
Consequently, it was assessed that the differences of the used model to the real situation
could be identified more clearly by explicitly including that region and observing its
residuals or deviation plots.
Possible reasons for the deviation Possible reasons for the deviation might be a pro-
nounced capacitance-voltage stretch-out due to the extremely high number of interface
defects expected by 100 eV carbon ion deposition or by fixed charges in the respective
amorphous thin film. A capacitance-voltage stretch-out is quite usual for any interface
due to unavoidable interface defects active in the respective frequency range (see [185] for
the fact that defect states exist at interfaces and [161] that interface defect-states lead to a
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capacitance-voltage stretch-out). As compared to interfaces created by other methods,
ion-beam deposition with 100 eV carbon ions is expected to create more damages close
to the overall more disordered interface. Furthermore, the ta-C film itself is under a lot
of stress which also affects the substrate. To avoid changes in the electrical properties
of the thin film, the samples were neither annealed nor passivated. As a result of the
abovementioned differences to usual interfaces, a much higher number of interface defect
is expected. Since the intensity of the capacitance-voltage stretch-out is a measure for
the amount of electrically active interface states or fixed charges in the insulator (confer
[161] and [138, pp. 424-428]), it is expected to be even more pronounced for the invest-
igated samples than for usual interfaces. Khan et al. [89] explored the possibility that
the frequency-dependent flat-band voltage shift is only similar to a capacitance-voltage
stretch-out, but shows some distinct differences that are supposed to indicate that the
origin of this behaviour are fixed charges in the insulator rather than states at the interface
(though also the states in the insulator have to be in the vicinity of the interface). The
observed exponential distribution of time-constants (its beginning can be seen in the
contour plot in Figure 4.16) is supposed to be a typical consequence of the different
depths of traps in the insulator. The frequency-independent threshold voltage, visible in
the resistive properties, should be another clue supposing this interpretation rather than
the capacitance-voltage stretch-out.
Different barrier heights from resistive and capacitive properties To extract an identical
value for the barrier height from capacitance-voltage and current-voltage measurements
the interface has to be very clean [176, pp. 292-293]. Contaminants at the interface,
intervening insulating layers, edge leakage current or deep impurity levels can cause large
differences between the barrier heights for each different method of extraction [176,
pp. 292-293]. The barrier height obtained from capacitance-voltage measurements is
usually higher than the one determined by current-voltage measurements [172]. Most
interpretations of this feature are associated with disorder, e. g. a distribution of barrier
heights by surface inhomogeneity, contaminants or roughness, or intervening insulating
layers (since for some nanometres the carbon mixes with the silicon, this might appeal as
a thin amorphous SiC interlayer) [172]. Such systematic deviations between the different
measurement methods are usually investigated at well prepared, thermally annealed
interfaces (at least in comparison to the samples investigated in this work). Considering
this, it seems consistent that classical capacitance-voltage analysis of the investigated
samples, showed, in agreement with the parameter obtained from the immittance model
fit, a much higher increased Schottky-barrier height (about four times the current-voltage
value) in comparison to the oversize (up to about 20%) observed by Song et al. [172]. The
presence of a high number of interface states as well as a high number of fixed charges in
the insulator are expected to strongly influence the properties of the interface immittance.
It would be surprising not to find a strong capacitance-voltage stretch-out in such a
system.
Independent of whether the real barrier height is closer to the value obtained by the
capacitive or current-voltage analysis (latter seems more likely), the flat-band condition
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(which determines when the depletion layer really vanishes) lies in the negative voltage
range. Since the voltage drop over the thin-film piece is significantly larger in that region
(compare Figure 4.2c), the voltage drop over the depletion layer is rather small in compar-
ison. The observed capacitive deviation for negative voltages might, however, still belong
to the depletion layer because the voltage drop over the interface has not yet reached the
flat-band condition so that the voltage drop might still be large enough to charge and
discharge a significant amount of charges at the interface. Furthermore, the mentioned
feature around 100 kHz does not extent much further into the negative-voltage range
than the lowest determined barrier height. The effect must, however, not necessarily be a
capacitance-voltage stretch-out, though this seems still the most likely explanation, but
could potentially also be just another manifestation of the poor description of the deple-
tion layer around low voltages. The capacitance-voltage analysis shows a strong increase in
apparent doping concentration for regions closer to the interface. If changes in the defect
concentration were the cause, they would have to be associated with the interface defects
created by the ion-beam deposition, rather than the intentional acceptor concentration
of the substrate, since the feature is present in both samples and, hence, independent
on the initial impurity concentration. Whether this increase is really connected to any
real traps at all, can not be assessed from the capacitance-voltage analysis in this work.
Muchmore elaborate modelling would be required. This is, however, not justified within
this work, which focuses on a completely different approach and shows a conventional
capacitance-voltage characterisation just as a demonstration of usual analysis as well as to
compare the results on the same basis of assumptions.
Exploration of different possibilities including reasons for a change in sign of the deviation
at sufficiently larger bias voltages Although it might, in light of all of the above argu-
ments, be tempting and also likely to be correct to identify the deviation, at forward bias
voltages and higher frequencies, solely as a capacitance-voltage stretch-out (a regular one
or a dispersive stretch-out with the properties according to Khan et al. [89]), it might yet
be due to other effects: The parameters of the proposed models seem to adjust to have a
higher absolute impedance at low forward voltages and a lower value at higher forward
bias voltages (compare Figure 4.7). Latter voltages seem too high to be still associatedwith
charging and discharging the interface defects. Either this is just an effect by the fit that
tries to find a compromise to minimise the deviation or it is an indication that the model
is missing a higher-order effect like a voltage-dependent capacitance. Considering that the
voltage dependence is rarely considered in immittance spectroscopy (commonmodels
for bulk capacitance do not include bias-voltage dependence, as well), a bulk capacitance
in a non-polar material with such a high sensitivity to the applied voltage seems surpris-
ing.4 Another cause of such a behaviour could be a highly voltage-dependent resonance
4Long has considered the voltage dependence in the pair-approximation model, due to the necessity
to account for the relatively high fields at low temperatures [104]. This is caused by the limit of low-field
approximation which decreases with temperature, since eEz dz ® kBT with the applied field (without
loss of generality assumed solely in z-direction) Ez and thickness dz . In this context, Long mentions the
remaining demand of field-dependent characterisations. It should however be noted that no static bias was
discussed in the manuscript of Long. The field was rather considered to be caused by the oscillating part of
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with a time constant in the investigated frequency range. Indeed, a capacitance-voltage
stretch-out would just be an example for such an effect caused by the interface. But it
does not necessarily have to be due to interface defects, though bulk mechanism are not
expected to be sensitive to voltages. Finally, such a behaviour may also be explained by
another generalised Voigt-circuit element in series with the others. However, against this
last explanation for the deviation speaks that its resistance would have to be at least in
the order of the rather high Frenkel-Poole resistance around 0 V. Ignoring such a large
resistance should, on the other hand, have a more pronounced impact. The back-contact
interface resistance that could in principle become that large, should increase with higher
absolute voltages and, hence, have a low value around zero, but instead a higher value for
more negative bias voltages. Moreover, the resistance of the back contact was separately
voltage-dependently analysed to be negligible in the used voltages. Another cause for the
additional generalised Voigt-circuit, a yet unknown bulk part, is not that likely, since it
requires a voltage dependence significantly stronger than that of the Frenkel-Poole part.
The cause of this deviation is also not too important, since this work does not focus
on a perfect understanding of this particular material system, but instead, on presenting
the novel analysing technique based on a modified voltage-dependent immittance meas-
urements that gives unambiguous circuits and insights in the underlying physics while
allowing simultaneous consistency check of static and dynamic parts of the appliedmodel.
In fact, it can be seen that the structural ambiguity of circuits for a system as depicted in
Figure 1.1, which is unavoidable for EECs consisting only of idealised lumped components,
can already be removed with models only roughly approximating the specific pieces. Also
the above mentioned joined fitting of parameters shared between resistive and capacitive
models, could be illustrated already using the utilised models with their limits.
4.1.2.3 Comparability of the different samples
Since the substrates (though from the same manufacturer) are from different ingots,
other differences might principally be possible, although the surface preparation was
identical (and the investigated samples always in the same batch, see section 3.1). However,
different ingots are not necessary to explain the observed differences: Interface deviation
2 is (for the reason explained above) very likely caused by the charging and discharging
of states at or close to the interface, and should, hence, not be influenced too much by
the bulk doping concentration. Consequently, it is consistent that this deviation from
the model may be seen in both samples (see Figures 4.7 and 4.18) because, although the
higher acceptor concentration might significantly reduce the depletion-layer width, the
potentially responsible states at the interface or in charged defects in the insulator should
have very similar characteristics between the samples. Latter is expecteddue to the identical
processing of both samples. In the case of this deviation especially due to the simultaneous
cleaning of the surface with refractive ion etching, the in situ argon sputtering prior to the
coating and the subsequent ion beam deposition of carbon (in all mentioned processes
the samples were next to each other on the sample holder). Furthermore, the deviation
the signal.
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is much less pronounced in the highly doped sample 1346bCrAu4, although in this
case the depletion layer was not modelled at all, which may in comparison with sample
1346aCrAu1 (where the depletion layer has been modelled with its voltage-dependent
capacitance) might lead to an overly conspicuous appearance of this deviation. The low
severity of deviation 2 in sample1346bCrAu4maybe seen especiallywell in the comparison
of phases between both samples in shown Figure 4.3 and can, additionally to the reasons
given above, be explained by the reduced voltage drop over the interface in this sample.
The phase of the highly doped sample seems as an almost undisturbed continuation of the
phase corresponding to the thin-film immittance. Beside the slight variation in depletion
layer deviation 2 and the obviously different properties with respect to rectification,
the thin-film part has a principally lower absolute impedance, also in the region of the
capacitive decrease. This could indicate a slightly smaller film thickness of the highly
doped sample in comparison to the low-doped sample.
To rule out that neither a potentially wrong assumption of comparability between
the samples nor a poor model quality hide the effect of the different models the fits for
each model are performed separately for both samples and in combination (compare fit
parameters of the different scenarios in Figure 4.4). As a side effect, the comparability of
the samples dependent on the chosen model is evaluated as well.
InVariant A only the residuals of the highly doped sample 1346bCrAu4, with negligible
rectifying behaviour, are minimised.
In Variant B only the residuals of the low-doped sample 1346aCrAu1, with strong
rectifying behaviour, are minimised.
In Variant C the fit is performed to minimise the residuals of both samples. Since the
density ofmeasurement points is identical, the residuals of both samples are equally
weighted (still using the corresponding errors for normalisation). To compensate
for different substrate resistances and a potential variation in the thickness of the
ion-beam deposited thin film, the serial resistances and the thin-film thicknesses
remain separate fit parameters for the samples in combined fits.
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4.2 Evaluation of different models for the thin film
In this section, different variants of describing the immittance of the thin film are presen-
ted and their quality of description of themeasured data assessed. The differences between
those models are their connection of the resistive and capacitive part of the thin-film
immittance. The novel approach of voltage-dependent immittance analysis, presented in
this work, that gains all needed data in a single experiment resulting in a coherent entity of
capacitive and resistive information, allows this correlation in a consistency probably never
reached before . Using this connection of resistive and capacitive part, it will be shown
that a correct conversion of the externally applied potential difference to the internal
field, accounting for the polarisability of the surrounding media, could resolve an over 50
years old, yet unresolved, quantitative discrepancy between the theoretically predicted
and the experimentally observed barrier-lowering coefficient that has been identified by
many authors as the (only remaining) main discrepancy of the Frenkel-Poole model.5
Since these new findings do not resolve the questionable fundamental assumptions of
the Frenkel-Poole model, it is all the more surprising that this theory can, despite its often
criticised simple and semi-classical basis, lead to a quantitatively correct description of
the measured immittances (reasons why this model leads to good agreement despite its
fundamental shortcomings are proposed in section 5.6.4).
In order to understand the selection of the different variants of thin-film models, it is
important to be aware of the historic challenge of the discrepancy between theoretically
predicted and observed barrier-lowering coefficients in all Frenkel-Poole model variants
up to the present day. Hence, in the first subsection a short summary anticipates the
later given, more thorough explanation of the omitted permittivity in the conversion
from applied potential difference to the internal field observed by the mobile charge
carrier. The detailed discussion, including a review of major steps in the development of
the Frenkel-Poole model over the years, is given in the discussion in section 5.6.3. In the
second subsection the above mentioned model variants for the immittance of the thin
film are introduced. In the third subsection the residuals of fits for distinct samples, fitted
separately or combined, are compared utilising different models (connections of resistive
and capacitive parts).
4.2.1 Solving the historic challenge of the prediction of too steep slopes
The barrier-lowering coefficient determines the slope in a Schottky plot, i. e. plotting
log J versus
p
E , for sufficiently large fields. It has been found that its experimentally
determined value deviates from the theoretically predicted one. As all other values in the
barrier-lowering coefficient are natural constants, the discrepancies are typically mapped
5Almost all publications about the Frenkel-Poole model from the 1960’s on at least mention this
discrepancy. In many works the deviation is the centre of the discussion, e. g. including [129, 61, 80, 170, 60,
72, 81, 28, 32]. Others directly present it as a major problem [144, 163]. There are different approaches that
eliminate the low-field discrepancy, that was previously considered the only other large deviation, making
the quantitative difference between observed and calculated barrier lowering even the only remaining
quantitative challenge faced by the Frenkel-Poole model.
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completely onto the relative permittivity. Hence, the (in comparison to the theoretically
predicted value) too shallow slopes that are observed in experiments are often interpreted
as permittivities larger than the respective literature values from optical frequencies. As
serial parts are explicitly taken into account in this work, a reduced voltage drop at the
thin film could not explain the, in comparison to the predicted value, shallower slope
obtained using the usual interpretation.
In the Frenkel-Poole model, the electric field seen by the escaping charge carrier (see
Figure 4.17) is composed of the Coulombic potential and the superimposed linear field
caused by the externally applied potential difference. For each of the two contributions
to the field, perceived by the electron (or hole) exiting the trap, different time scales and,
hence, distinct permittivities are relevant. The specific frequency ranges for the distinct
parts of the potential landscape, resulting in potentially different permittivities will each
be derived in the following two paragraphs. The consequent thoughts are consistent with,
but as a result also limited to, the assumptions within the concept of the Frenkel-Poole
model. This includes the persistent principle assumption, that remained unchanged over
all extensions of the Frenkel-Poole model, that the current in the system is limited by the
number of ‘quasi-free’ mobile charge carriers and that the field-assisted de-trapping of
these trapped charge carriers is the fundamentally important process which leads to the
resulting current-voltage relation. Consequently, the Frenkel-Poole model, as well as most
of its extended versions, focuses on the process of the emission of trapped mobile charges
into the conductive band, while there are only few works debating the fate of the mobile
charges after the de-trapping process (for a discussion of different possible scenarios of
fate for the mobile charges after the emission into the conductive band confer [144]).
Continuing in this legitimately debatable concept, the potential landscape discussed in
the following paragraphs is the based on the perspective of a single mobile charge exiting
the trap, i. e. this is not necessarily the potential around the trap in general, which would
for example be perceived by a ‘quasi-free’ mobile charge while passing by the trap.
Within the above explained concept, the Coulombic part of the field is caused by the
attractive interaction between the exiting mobile charge carrier and its oppositely charged
immobile trap. This part of the total potential landscape, in this form, only exists for the
short amount of timewhile themobile charge carrier is exiting the range of influence of the
attractive electromagnetic field caused by its former immobile trap. For the same reasons
as described above, it is only consistent to also estimate the relevant time scale, the mobile
charge carrier perceives the attractive force of the trap, in the same spirit of assumptions
as the Frenkel-Poole model. Furthermore, the calculation is oriented at the (within the
above described scope indeed realistic and for the characteristic of ta-C relevant) example
given in Figure 4.17. With the given conditions, the distance of the barrier maximum
from the trap centre in z direction zmax is about 12 nm. The minimal energy needed to













in the example is around 202 meV, where the initial barrier height eΦ(FP)
bar,0
was assumed
to be 250 meV. From that, the minimal velocity of an electron (assuming unchanged
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Figure 4.17: Example of the potential landscape (in z direction) assumed by the classical Frenkel-
Poole model (and correct calculation of the internal field) in a fictive material with relative permit-
tivity ǫ(stat)r = ǫ
(dyn)
r = 5, a resulting internal field of 2 MVm−1 (a field present, for example, if a
voltage of 1 V dropped over 100 nm of the fictive material), and a trap depth of 250 meV beneath
the respective conductive band or mobility edge. The boundaries and any other traps are assumed
to be in infinite distance.
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mass me)
6 classically capable of exiting the trap in z direction can, in agreement with the












example, its minimal necessary velocity in z direction is about 266.6 kms−1. Assuming
this is the slowest possible speed, the maximal time to pass through the maximum of
the energetic barrier, and hence exit the attractive region of the potential, the maximal
time of exiting the barrier tmax is calculated as tmax =
zmax
vmin
. In the given example, the
maximal time to exit the trap, hence, the maximal duration of interaction between the
immobile trap and the exiting mobile charge is 45 fs. Behind the energetic maximum the
Coulombic interaction becomes negligible. As a result, an infimum for the frequency
range relevant for the Coulombic interaction and, hence, for the permittivity can be
estimated as f ≥ fmin =
1
tmax
. In this example the infimum of the frequency range is about
22 THz. Comparison with the frequency ranges of different plateaus of the permittivity
in Figure 5.2, it can be confirmed that the dynamic permittivity, for visible light, should
be used in the Coulombic part since it is just above the ionic resonance, especially for a
material like ta-C which is supposed to have no ionic polarisation. The above calculation,
to determine the relevant frequency region, is brutally crude: no quantummechanics, no
relativistic effects considered (vmin ∼
1
1000
c0), effective media approximation, Coulombic
potential assumed, only in z direction, but the treatment is in the spirit of and suitable for
the Frenkel-Poole model that imposes very similar restrictions and, hence, self-consistent.
Now to the above mentioned second term describing the superimposed static field
caused by the applied potential dierence: Within the framework of classical electro-
dynamics and continuous-media approximation, the unavoidable polarisation of the
surrounding medium (represented by a relative permittivity larger than unity7), causes
the charge to perceive different fields inside medium with respect to vacuum, though ex-
ternally applied fieldEext and geometry are assumed to be identical. Although required by
classical electrodynamics to convert the externally applied potentialVext (hereVtf) to the
internal fieldEint [150], that is the static component of the field actually seen by themobile
charge exiting the immobile trap inside the medium, for the superimposed static field
the permittivity of the material has never been considered before (for a detailed overview,
including various references, of the missing permittivity and how the publications were
missing a constant factor of the size of the forgotten permittivity confer section 5.6.3). The
source of this contribution to the potential landscape is the applied potential difference
that leads to a voltage drop Vtf over the thin film. Beginning with the publication of
Frenkel [46], all works extending and most works using the Frenkel-Poole model were
formulated using geometry-less quantities, e. g. conductivityσ , current density J and field
E instead of resistance R, current I and potential differenceV . The used geometry-less
formulae were correct (and of course also the author of this work encourages the use of
6Typically, effective masses in insulating or semiconducting solids are lighter. Hence, this assumption
gives a tendentiously lower estimate for the minimal velocity.
7Frequency ranges much outside of those relevant for the scope of this work or other exotic exceptions
with permittivities smaller than unity are explicitly ignored in this explanation (e. g. metamaterials [157] or
some permittivities for x-ray-frequencies [171]).
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geometry-less quantities). However, the problem lied in the conversion of the applied
field, that was rarely explicitly given since the originally measured quantities like current
or voltage were not mentioned any-longer at all. In those works where the conversion









where dtf is the thickness of the thin film. As indicated in equation (4.5), this particular
calculation generally gives the external field which is identical to the internal field only in
free space, where ǫ(vac)r ≡ 1. In those other cases where the conversion was not described,
the static permittivity ǫ(stat)
r,tf
was neither given, quoted, fitted, estimated, determined by
a measurement nor mentioned at all. Combined with the fact that the permittivities
extracted form the fitted barrier-lowering coefficient were overestimated as well, it is
assumed that also these publications did not calculate the internal field. For that matter,
the latest publication explicitlymentioning the conversion, still not taking the permittivity
into account, is from 2015 [163]. The charge carrier influenced by the applied field can,
however, not perceive the external field, but only the internal field. Since the Frenkel-
Poole model describes an effect in a medium (not in free space) which generally has a








In the very early work by Pool [149] , who still used the relation between current and
voltage, he directly comments on omitting this permittivity since the behaviour should
only be described qualitatively. Later works (e. g. [144, 163]), however, criticise the
quantitative difference of the predicted versus the measured slope, while still omitting the
important factor of the static permittivity for the superimposed linear field. Again, using
the geometry-less quantities is not the issue, that is actually better than using harder to
compare geometry-afflicted observables, however, it might have lead to overlooking the
missing permittivity, as the conversion from the original observables was conventionally
omitted and also since these originallymeasured observableswere not any-longer explicitly
shown.
In contrast to the Coulombic potential, which is dynamically generated by the interac-
tion of the mobile charge carriermoving out of the trap, the externally applied potential
difference is supposed to be stationary, meaning that the field is assumed to be applied
long enough so that all polarisation processes in the respective materials finished their
rearrangement or reorientation. In this case, the internal field is reduced as compared to
the externally applied field by the static polarisation of the surrounding material. Hence,
the calculation of the internal field uses the static permittivity ǫ(stat)r .
The static permittivity is the sum of all permittivities caused by all (higher) resonances
(confer section 2.1.3.1). In the case that there are no more resonances for lower frequencies
than those causing the dynamic permittivity, the static permittivity would be identical to
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the dynamic one. It cannot be lower. As a result, the works omitting that permittivity
would at least make an error of the factor of the square root of the dynamic permittivity,
but entirely possible one of a higher factor (factors with respect to the barrier-lowering
coefficient). Since the static permittivity is a divisor to the potential difference that follows
in the square root after the barrier-lowering coefficient, its negligence would lead to an
overestimation of the permittivity in the barrier-lowering coefficient or, if the permittivity
is not varied but taken from literature, to a too steep slope in a Schottky plot.
In summary, the until now omitted static permittivity ǫ(stat)r necessary to calculate
the internal field Eint, which represents the effective field that the mobile charge can
actually perceive from the originally applied potential differenceVtf, may explain the often
observed and criticised deviation of the barrier-lowering coefficient. The three different
models (presented in the next subsection and visualised in Table 4.1) are specifically
designed to, on the one hand, experimentally verify the correctness of this assumption
and, on the other hand, ascertain whether the static permittivity should be extracted from
the constant phase element or the experimental high-frequency limiting capacitance.
An important recognition, discussed in detail in section 5.6, is that for both assump-
tions, a Coulombic trap potential and the mean internal field to be equal to the local field,
the electrons contributing to the Frenkel-Poole process have to be in excited trap states.
4.2.2 The different models for the thin film
As explained before, the different models for the thin film exclusively vary the connection
between the capacitive and the resistive part in the description. It is found that the
introduction of the correct determination of the internal field seems to resolve the, at least
over 50 years old challenge of, quantitative discrepancy between theoretically calculated
and experimentally determined barrier-lowering coefficient in the Frenkel-Poole model,
while giving a reasonable value for the permittivity of the material.
Specifically the novel approach of voltage-dependent immittance analysis, presented
in this work, made the missing factor apparent and allowed simultaneously to evaluate
the compatibility between the capacitive and resistive model. Conventional approaches
measure solely the static current-voltage behaviour or only the immittance response
at a single bias voltage. One key idea of the presented approach is to determine the
immittance spectra for a range of bias voltages. As the dc resistance is part of each spectra
(assuming that low frequencies are part of the spectra), the full information of the current-
voltage behaviour is included. Since the spectra also include the capacitive bypasses and
the different bias voltages emphasise distinct pieces according to the correspondingly
varying voltage drop over the specific piece, the serial pieces of a system can be separated
(also without explicitly using external-parameter-dependent physical models which is,
though not utilised here, explained in detail in section 5.5). Consequently, their specific
permittivities, like the one of the thin film which is relevant for this subsection, can be
determined.
Another key idea of the proposed approach is connecting resistive and capacitive
models of each significant piece of the system. In this way, it cannot only be checked
whether the capacitive or resistive model are separately applicable to a piece, but (without
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Table 4.1: Visualisation of the connections between resistive and capacitive parts of the thin-film
circuit in the different models (other serial generalised Voigt-circuit elements remain unchanged).
The models are designed to evaluate if the proposed revision of the Frenkel-Poole model can
resolve (the ongoing discussion about) the discrepancy between experimentally observed and
theoretically predicted barrier-lowering coefficient as well as, if confirmed, whether to extract
the static permittivity from the constant phase element or the ideal high-frequency limiting
capacitance.
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accidental influence of other pieces in the system) also whether the models are compatible
to each other at all. Latter can be determined by fitting parameters that appear in both,
the capacitive and the resistive model, as a single parameter for both models together.
Although this combined analysis seems to be an obvious step, usually the capacitive
and resistive parts are analysed separately and only afterwards the respective results are
compared. Most likely also, because voltage-dependent immittance measurements are
already unusual on their own, in other contexts than capacitance-voltage analysis. For
the heavily investigated system of semiconductor interfaces, on the other hand, the same
parameter of the Schottky barrier height is known to have different values when it is
extracted either from capacitive or resistive properties as long as interface traps or charged
defects in the insulator are not included in the models (e. g. confer [172, 189, 128] for the
discrepancies and [138, 162, 161] for how to convert the different flat-band voltages for
high and low frequencies into defects in the insulator or traps at the interface), which is
why in this specific case, the presumably shared parameter had to be interpreted as two
separate parameters (the different results, for a combined value or two separate values
of the Schottky-barrier height extracted from capacitive or resistive properties and its
reasons, are further discussed in section 2.4.1). As a result of taking these steps on a new
ground for other models, it must be evaluated if these shared parameters, present in
both, capacitive and resistive models, are comparable at all and, if so, which fulfil this
requirement. For the thin film this concerns the dynamic and static permittivity.
The resistive part is described by the Frenkel-Poole model. This current-voltage (and
-temperature) behaviour of ta-C has been identified in numerous publications (e. g. [38],
[168, 91]8, [90], [53], [132]), in general, and for samples synthesised in the same set-up
by Ronning et al. [156], Hofsäss [68] and Brötzmann et al. [15], in particular. Especially
for the dynamic permittivity, in the barrier-lowering coefficient, the systematic deviation
from literature values, obtained through optical measurements, is a well known problem
for the Frenkel-Poole model in general. Furthermore, there are eligible doubts (discussed
in section 5.6 and specifically in its subsection 5.6.2) that the bulk dynamic permittivity of
the material as well as the assumed Coulombic potential, leading to this specific barrier-
lowering coefficient in the first place, are at all physically reasonable assumptions [80, 163].
Hence, the interpretation of the dynamic permittivity in the barrier-lowering coefficient
is questionable.
As mentioned before, in this work, a corrected conversion from applied potential dif-
ference to the internal electrical field is suggested. Since the Frenkel-Poole model assumes
a stationary superimposed applied field, this calculation involves the static permittiv-
ity. The measurements of the impedance of the thin film piece (see Figure 4.1) show a
constant-phase behaviour in the frequency range from around 5 kHz to 1 MHz. There
are various different explanations for such a constant-phase behaviour at low frequencies
[107, 108, 190], that are discussed in detail in section 5.3. The most common explanation
is the appearance of the Maxwell-Wagner effect [187, 107, 108, 190]. It leads to the obser-
vation of apparently large permittivities for low frequencies and is caused by interfaces of
8Inbothworks the authors interpret their findings as Schottky-emissionprocess since they are obviously
unaware that the observed deviation in the barrier-lowering coefficient is normal.
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two or more ‘materials’ of either different sized permittivities of usual magnitude (with
identical conductivities) or identical permittivities of normal magnitude in combination
with different conductivities (of usual size) or a combination of both [187]. A typical
structure where a single solid alone can lead to theMaxwell-Wagner effect is a polycrys-
talline microstructure (which was already suggestively described in the original work of
Wagner by spheres of different conductivity and permittivity as the surrounding matrix)
[187]. Furthermore, with the usual approaches it is very difficult to measure the isolated
contribution of a separate piece alone, that is without the parasitic Maxwell-Wagner
contribution of at least the interfaces at the contacting electrodes. As a consequence
(according to Young and Frederikse not only because of the proper Maxwell-Wagner
effect in its narrower sense, confer to the discussion in section 5.3), the low-frequency part
is in general omitted for the determination of the static permittivity [190]. However, in
the here investigated case of ta-C, there are three clues indicating that the constant phase
element, observed at low frequencies, is not caused by the Maxwell-Wagner effect:
First, due to the new approach of analysing voltage-dependent immittance spectra,
in this work, different serial contributions can be separated (a novelty previous works
did not have). Hence, the constant phase element should exclusively describe the ta-C
film withoutMaxwell-Wagner effects at interfaces to different materials that could lead to
apparently large permittivities at low frequencies. Secondly, ta-C itself might have certain
regions of slightly varied properties caused by unavoidable statistical fluctuations, but
as an amorphous material it is not supposed to have any real internal borders, like grain
boundaries in a polycrystalline material. Thirdly, as also supported by the observation
of Frenkel-Poole conduction (and variable-range hopping at lower temperatures [50,
pp. 63-108]) [107, 108], ta-C falls in the quite large group of materials that observe the
so-called ‘universal response’ [148, 84, 78, 79]. This ac conductivity effect caused by the
dominance of localised states in the transport and a certain element of disorder, leads
to a constant phase behaviour at low frequencies [84, 78, 79, 107, 108]. According to
Lunkenheimer [107, 108], this effect leads to an actual increase in permittivity towards
lower frequencies.
It remains, however, unclear if this part of the permittivity should be considered a
real and not an apparent contribution to the bulk static permittivity. It seems to be
caused by an effect inherent to the bulk and not by the interfaces (Maxwell-Wagner
polarisation) which are in this work explicitly taken into account. Also, it seems plausible
to assume that pronounced ac conductivity properties exist in this material. The ac
conductivity is defined in a way that it is closely associated to the permittivity (confer
[40] as well as equations (2.9a) and (2.9b) with the corresponding paragraph in 2.1.3.2),
but this is just a convention that interprets any part of the dielectric term in equation
(2.3) as the frequency-dependent contribution to the conductivity, while excluding the dc
contribution. Just as the convention excludes the static conductivity σdc in the real part of
the ac conductivityσ ′ac, the conversion back into the complex permittivitymight generally
include contributions that are actually from the retarded response of the free current. As
was already elaborated in the theory, in section 2.1.2 andwill be discussed in section 5.4, the
convention always maps the complete parts (i. e. any frequency-dependent contribution)
to one of each other, and thatmight not necessarily represent the real contributions of the
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different parts. The very fundamental question arises, how a frequency-dependent part of
the free current can or should be distinguished and separated from the permittivity. The
form of the Kramers-Kronig relation requires that all frequency-dependent contributions
are included in their respective parts. Hence, a retarded conduction process should
contribute to polarisation if it cannot follow the applied field any longer. The constant
ignorance of the low-frequency contributions of any material whether it observes ac
conductivity or not [190] indicates that it is not easy to determine which contributions
to the permittivity are apparent and which true. Hence, whether this constant-phase
behaviour, assumed to be caused by the conduction processes in the material, is really an
effective contribution to the static permittivity and, consequently, influences the internal
field is discussed in section 5.3. The uncertainty about whether the universal response
leads to a real (and not just another apparent) contribution to the static permittivity,
consequently, manifests itself in the presence of two different models to extract the static
permittivity.
In summary, this leads to two questions that should be answered by the three different
models: First, does the correct calculation of the internal field in the Frenkel-Poole model
solve the quantitative discrepancy between the experimentally observed and the predicted
barrier-lowering coefficient at all? And, if yes, is the static permittivity extracted from a
region described by a constant phase element, either caused by aMaxwell-Wagner effect
or, more likely, as a consequence of hopping conduction, a valid summand in the static
permittivity or not?
Threemodels, depicted inTable 4.1, are proposed to introduce the connection between
the above described permittivities in the Frenkel-Poole model and the determined capa-
citances of the thin film:
InModel 1, it is assumed that the dynamic permittivity in the barrier-lowering coeffi-
cient is identical to the one in the parallel experimental high-frequency limiting capacit-





. The static permittivity is supposed to be the sum of the already
mentioned dynamic permittivity ǫ(exp)r,∞ and the real part of the permittivity extracted from






. There are several
requirements for this model that might not be fulfilled: First, the idea behind the Frenkel-
Poole model must be correct at all, e. g. the assumption of Coulombic traps and that the
conduction process in thematerial is limited by the number of electrons in the conductive
band which are field-assisted thermally excited from the aforementioned traps. Secondly,
the dynamic permittivity for the ‘relatively large’whole thin-film volumemust be identical
to the permittivity of the local ‘relatively small’ volume around the trap. Otherwise, the
constant in the barrier-lowering coefficient should be some effective local permittivity
that could have a very different value, more accurately describing the local environment
around the trap. Thirdly, it must be possible to extract the dynamic permittivity from the
experimental high-frequency-limiting capacitor. For the investigated thin-film material,
it is quite reasonable to assume that the value of the dynamic permittivity extracted
from this capacitor remains unchanged up to the frequencies relevant for the Coulombic
interaction, since most polarisation processes with intermediate resonances are not at
all or not significantly present in an amorphous material with covalent bonds and only
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The current-voltage relation follows a log(I )-
p
(V )-law. Ø Ø Ø
The general idea of the Frenkel-Poole model is rudimentary correct. Ø Ø
The connection, of the dynamic permittivity with the voltage depend-
ence of the resistance, as described by the Frenkel-Poole model is valid.
Ø Ø
The correction to calculate the internal field using the static permittivity
is valid.
Ø Ø
The relevant dynamic permittivity can be extracted from the high-
frequency-limiting capacitor.
Ø Ø
The effective medium approximation is still valid in the local environ-
ment of the trap, i. e. local and global relative permittivity are identical.
Ø Ø
The constant phase element is a genuine contribution to the bulk static
permittivity of the thin film.
Ø
The constant phase element behaves like a relaxational and not like a
resonant dispersion.
Ø
The bulk static permittivity of the thin film should be extracted from the
high-frequency-limiting capacitor instead of from the constant phase
element.
Ø
The static and the relevant dynamic permittivity are approximately
identical in ta-C, i. e. there are no polarisation mechanisms with res-
onances between their frequencies that give relevant contributions.
Ø
Table 4.2: Assumptions that are required for each model and, hence, verified if the sum of
residuals of the corresponding model is not significantly higher than the model(s) with more
degrees of freedom. Since already the invalidity of one of the several assumptions should lead to
significant deviation and, in consequence, dismissal of the respective model, which assumptions
was incorrect cannot be determined without further investigations. Another fourth model which
did not even require log(I )-
p
(V ) behaviour but only a weaker log(I )-V ξ relation, did obtain
ξ ≈ 0.5 and, hence, shows no visible difference to the third model. In consequence, its results are
not shown.
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one element. Fourthly, the constant phase element has to be a contribution to the static
permittivity at all. Finally, as usual in this frequency range, a relaxational rather than a
resonant dispersion is assumed. This means that the total real part of the permittivity
step of the resonance corresponding to the constant phase element is a summand in the
static permittivity. As already explained, the low-frequency regime, at which the constant
phase element is observed, is usually strongly influenced by contributions of interfacial
polarisability [190], also caused by random inhomogeneities in the dielectric and the
interface. Such contributions are not part of the bulk static permittivity responsible for
the lowered internal field as compared to the external field [190].
As the last two requirements of Model 1 might be invalid, inModel 2 it is assumed
that the permittivity extracted from the constant phase element is not comparable with
the missing summand for the static permittivity. As a result, the dynamic permittivity is






r,∞,tf. This is in agreement with the suggestion by Young and Frederikse
who assess that ‘it usually is impossible to measure the static dielectric constant in the low
frequency range’ [190, p. 317]. Furthermore, this is exactly howYoung andFrederikse [190]
extracted the static permittivity of many solids, including different allotropes of carbon.
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would be used. Since, in direct comparison
with Model 1, the parameters of the constant phase element can be varied freely from the
resistive part of the thin film, the degrees of freedom of the fit are increased with respect
to Model 1. This model still needs to meet the requirement that the local and the global
dynamic permittivities are comparable, i. e. the effective-medium assumption should not
break. Furthermore, the connection, between the barrier-lowering coefficient and the
permittivity, as suggested by the Frenkel-Poole model (including the corrections of this
work) must still be valid. This also implies that the assumptions of the Frenkel-Poole are
not completely unjustified. Moreover, it has as well to be true, that the permittivity for
the relevant frequencies can be extracted from the experimental high-frequency-limiting
capacitor after all.
If one of these requirements would not be justified, the permittivity extracted form
the capacitance should not be connected to the resistive Frenkel-Poole model at all. This
possibility is taken into account withModel 3. Consequently, the dynamic permittivity
was removed from the exponent (equivalent to setting it one in the barrier-lowering
coefficient) and instead a free divisor m was introduced that divides the barrier-lowering
coefficient (hence the parameter m is not inside the square root). This parameter is
independent of any capacitive element. There is no restriction imposed on it by any other
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element. As a result, in Model 3 resistive part and capacitive part of the thin film are
completely independent. As compared toModel 1 these are two and in comparison to
Model 2 one more degrees of freedom for the fit. Model 3 makes the parameters in the
exponent essentially free, however, the form of the relation between current and voltage,
I ∼V exp(
p
V ), remains fixed.
To permit further variance, at least to some extent, in the connection between current
and voltage, inModel 4, another free parameter ξ that allowed the power of the field in









with ξ = 1
2
. However, the fitting routine did not change the parameter
significantly from 0.5, so that showing the results of model 4 (indistinguishable from
those of Model 3) was omitted. Hence, even if the extremest point of view, that the idea
of Frenkel is totally wrong, was true, it still seems that the current-voltage relation follows
a I ∼V exp(
p
V ) law for high applied fields.
Finally, Model 3 has enough degrees of freedom to cover the case that only the current-
voltage relation is correct, too. If no other model than this, without any connection to
the measured permittivity, could fit the measured data well, this would also indicate that
the suggested correction to calculate the internal field would not solve the problem of
the too high barrier-lowering coefficient. It would of course further indicate that the
Frenkel-Poole model does not describe the underlying physics at all.
4.2.3 Evaluation of the residuals of the fits for different models and
samples
4.2.3.1 Residuals and deviations normalised on the device error plotted over the external
parameters
In Figure 4.18 the external-parameter-dependent deviations of absolute impedance and
phase, normalised on their respective device errors, for the three different models are
compared. In order to exclude potential influences arising from a combined optimisation
of both samples, the shown deviations were obtained for optimisations specifically of
sample 1346bCrAu4, i. e. the one that does not have a pronounced rectifying behaviour.
Similarly, deviations plots for sample 1346aCrAu1were already shown in 4.7. In Figures
4.19 and 4.20 residuals are plotted over the external parameters for each model and
optimisation of each sample separately as well as combined.
About the magnitudes of the device-error-normalised deviations The magnitudes of the
deviations due to the normalisation with the device errors might be misleading. As can
be seen in the contours of Figure 4.1 a deviation unit in the absolute impedance plots is
comparable to 1 %, so that the deviation scale reaches from−35 % to 35 %.
Why only normalised deviations are shown is illustrated at the following example:
Regarding the deviations of the phase without normalisation on the device error, the
most prominent deviations would be seen for low frequencies, where the expected
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(a) Model 1, abs. impedance























































(b) Model 1, phase







































































(c) Model 2, abs. impedance























































(d) Model 2, phase







































































(e) Model 3, abs. impedance























































(f) Model 3, phase
Figure 4.18: Deviation plots for absolute impedance and phase, normalised on the respective
device error, for each of the three models, optimised on the shown sample 1346bCrAu4. Reasons
for the seemingly striking magnitudes in deviation plots are discussed in subsection 4.2.3.1.
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(a) 1346bCrAu4, Model 1



















(b) 1346bCrAu4, Model 2



















(c) 1346bCrAu4, Model 3



























Residuals ignored by the fit
(d) 1346aCrAu1, Model 1




























(e) 1346aCrAu1, Model 2




























(f) 1346aCrAu1, Model 3
Figure 4.19: All residual plots use the scale given in Figure 4.20g. The residuals of which sample
were optimised for andwhichmodel was selected is given in the subcaption. In (a)-(c) the contours
plots of the residuals of sample 1346bCrAu4 and in (d)-(f) the ones of sample 1346aCrAu1 are
depicted. Indicated residual regions of sample 1346aCrAu1 are ignored in the fit. Contours in
this Figure only show fits optimised for a single sample. In Figure 4.20 joint optimisations for
both samples can be found.
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(a) both, Model 1



















(b) both, Model 2



















(c) both, Model 3



























Residuals ignored by the fit
(d) both, Model 1



























Residuals ignored by the fit
(e) both, Model 2



























Residuals ignored by the fit
(f) both, model
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
Scale of residuals
(g)
Figure 4.20: (a)-(f): Contour plots of the residuals using differentmodelswhile always optimising
jointly for both samples. In (a)-(c) the contours plots of the residuals of sample 1346bCrAu4 and
in (d)-(f) the ones of sample 1346aCrAu1 are depicted. The used model is given in the subcaption.
Indicated residual regions of sample 1346aCrAu1 are ignored in the fit. Contours in these Figure
only show fits optimised for both samples. In Figure 4.19 separate optimisations of single samples
can be found. (g): Scale that is used for all plots in this Figure and Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.21: Key values of the residual distributions (as they were given to the fitting routine, i. e.
without residuals of the ignored region) to asses the quality of the fits for different scenarios. The
three main columns indicate on which sum of residuals the fit routine was optimising: only for
sample 1346bCrAu4, solely for sample 1346aCrAu1 or both combined. In these main columns
the statistics of the residual distributions of each sample and the combination are separately given
while highlighting the residual distribution key parameters that were optimised for in the fit with
a blue box and light blue background behind the subcolumns title. Each of these subcolumns is
divided in three different models that were assumed in the corresponding fit. Example: The fifth
distribution from the left, visualised by its key parameters, are the residuals of sample 1346aCrAu1
for performing a fit usingModel 2 only optimising on the residuals of sample 1346bCrAu4, i. e.
the calculated residual distribution is shown for sample 1346aCrAu1 while actually the other
sample was fitted using Model 2.
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Figure 4.22: Distributions of residuals, including those in the region ignored by the fit (as marked
in the detailed residual plots in Figures 4.19 and 4.20). The residual distributions of the combined
fit are shown per sample.
phase is zero. Themeasured phases, in this region, are very small but not exactly zero
whereas the simulated values really are zero (within the machine precision). Hence,
the relative deviations in that region are of the order of unity, i. e. 100 %. Since the
‘actually relevant’ deviations are, as alreadymentioned above, inside a−35 % to 35 %
interval, they would be hard to separate from this ‘irrelevant noise’ that is a result of
the finite measurement error.
The error of the phase calculated according to the specifications of the manufacturer is
relatively small. Although its value is highest for what is expected to be a purely resistive
plateau at low frequencies (compare with the example above), the observed invariably
statistical variation of the measured phase seems to be significantly larger than the error
given by the manufacturer. Even so, the weighting due to the variation of the magnitude
for different regions of bias, frequency and complex impedance values seems to reflect
the size of the statistical variation correctly. As indicated by the resulting deviation plots
where all relevant deviations are clearly visible. Determination of a correction factor
for the device error would dissolve the probable overestimation of the model error. It
would, however, neither change the physical understanding of the system nor, since it is
probably only a constant factor, alter the regions where the chosen models deviate from
the measured behaviour. Moreover, as mentioned above, all relevant deviations are well
recognisable.
From the contour plots of the phase error in Figure 4.1, it can be seen that the absolute
value of the phase error is quite small. As a result, the highest point of normalised
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deviation in Figure 4.18b, that lies in an area of systematic deviation (with a measured
feature that cannot be described by our model), corresponds to a relative deviation from
the measured value of 34 %, in Figure 4.18f even ‘only’ 18 %. That is why one should not
be confused by the high numbers in the scale of the phase deviation plots. Hence, it was
chosen to postpone above mentioned cosmetic changes of the statistics for a later time
while, for now, concentrating on the physical interpretation.
The deviations of absolute impedance forModel 1, compare Figure 4.18a, show that
using the permittivity extracted from the constant phase element in both, resistive and
capacitive, parts of the thin filmmodels leads to a compromise with a poor description of
either part. In combination with Figure 4.4, it can be seen that the relative permittivity
of the resistive part must be around 4.2. As part of the exponent, the resistivity, and
with that the overall impedance, is very sensitive to this parameter. A connection with
the permittivity of the constant phase element, as introduced in Model 1, forces its
permittivity to a much too low value. As can be seen in the development of the real part
of the permittivity of the constant phase element for sample 1346bCrAu4 in Figure 4.4,
after releasing this connection its value becomes much (by around a factor of 20) higher
and then remains on that high level for both other models.
To obtain the permittivity in the barrier-lowering coefficient comparable to the almost
always used Frenkel-Poole model with a faulty conversion of the applied field, one has
to square the values given at the row of factor m in Figure 4.4. Thus, using the conven-
tional model with faulty conversion of the applied field, the permittivity would range
approximately from 16 to 20, for which even the lowest value is unreasonably large.
A very important result with respect to the permittivity correction may be noted
in Figure 4.4: While the fit parameters for the permittivity extracted from the high-
frequency-limiting capacitor C (exp)∞ is inModel 3 completely independent from the value
m in the resistive model, their fitted values are for a fit of sample 1346bCrAu4 comparable
(as indicated by including the permittivity value extracted from the capacitive part in
the same row of Figure 4.4 as the parameter m). Obtaining similar values for the same
parameter in distinct contributions (resistive versus capacitive) in a free fit may be seen
as an indication that the correction of the Frenkel-Poole model, proposed in this work,
actually resolves the usually observed discrepancy. That this similarity is obtained only in
the fit for sample with highly doped substrate might be ascribed to the strong influence of
the flat-band voltage shift and capacitive stretch-out from the depletion layer that reaches
far into the negative bias voltage region and is assumed to distort the extracted thin-film
capacitance (compare Figure 4.3).
4.2.3.2 Comparison of the overall fit quality for different samples and models
In the last section, different models to describe the measured data were proposed. As
explained, each of these models is associated with different interpretations of the underly-
ing physics. One of the aims of this section is to compare the goodnesses of the fits to
decide which of the models describes the measured data correctly, and in consequence
test whether the introduced correction in the Frenkel-Poole model leads to a quantitat-
ively correct barrier-lowering coefficient. Ideally, this comparison of the quality of the fit
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should be possible across the fits of different samples as well as combined fits.
In order to meet these self-imposed requirements, in the first part of this section, it will
be explained, what distribution of residuals is expected and why the deviations from the
model are, in this case, not normally distributed. Before finally comparing the different
fits, a general introduction in the chosen visualisation of the fit quality is given, which
shall allow us to compare the different fits comprehensively over multiple samples and
models. Reasons for and possible difficulties of the chosen representation are discussed.
Expected distribution of the residuals To perform a least-square regression analysis, the
deviations from the model function are usually assumed to be normally distributed
(with zero mean) per value and uniformly between values (with suitable normalisation,
resulting in an identical normal distribution around zero for each error) [131, pp. 104-
105 and pp. 168-169] Meaning, that there is no more information in the deviations (the
deviations arise only by chance), also implying that the model function has to describe
all aspects of the measured data to be fitted. Only in this case (potentially with suitable
normalisation), the residuals would be χ 2 distributed.
The χ 2 distribution is only mentioned in this context because many authors give
theχ 2 value after a fit of immittance datawith an EEC to show the significance of the
fit. Indeed, since EECs are used only to fit a spectrum recorded at one condition, the
deviations from themodel can for a well designed circuit be assumed solely statistical
in nature and normally distributed. In this case, and assuming a high enough
number of data points [29], the χ 2 test can be used to quantify the goodness of
a fit. Due to the circuit ambiguity, the goodness of a fit itself does unfortunately
not guarantee that the chosen representation of circuit elements is representing the
underlying physics, or in the words of D.Macdonald ‘while the analogmay produce
plots that are impressive in their fit to the experimental data, they do little to advance
the science’ [110].
The non-normally distributed errors do, however, not make the least square estimator a
bad choice [131, pp. 409-411]. The heteroscedasticity (variation in variance for different
conditions) and correlation between errors, both due to systematic deviations, on the
other hand, do [131, pp. 409-411]. None of the utilised models describes all features of the
measured data. This can be seen by the regions of systematic deviation, e. g. in Figures 4.19,
4.20 or any of the other plots comparing measured and simulated values over the external
parameters. This has consequences for the statistical analysis as well as its representation:
Obviously, the residuals might no longer be χ 2 distributed. The heteroscedasticity is
not connected to the measurement error (compare Figures 4.1 with 4.7 and 4.18) and can
consequently not be dissolved byweightingwith the latter. Since there are several (but not
many) distinct regions of systematic deviationwith specific severity of discrepancy, each of
them could enter as a separate mode additional to the statistic deviations. Consequently,
the distribution must be assumed to be multimodal. That this is actually the case can,
for example, be seen in the histogram-like data representation in Figure 4.22 (as already
mentioned, the visualisation will be explained in detail below): The residuals for the fits
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of sample 1346aCrAu1 (located in the middle black-framed box of Figure 4.22), clearly
show two distinctly distinguishable hills. Actually, neither a mean with its standard
derivative nor a notched box plot is a suited representation of multimodal distributions.
Histograms or better yet extraction and separate analysis of the regions of deviationwould
be a better approach from the standpoint of statistical analysis, but only if including better
models (which can likely explain at least some of the observed deviations), which is always
preferable, was not possible. In an even better way than histograms, namely connected
to their corresponding regions in external-parameter space which allow extraction of
physical explanations, the separate deviations can be seen in the contour plots (or residual
plots) and are well explained in the corresponding parts of this chapter. The distributions
are visualised without their conditions solely for the purpose of quick comparisons across
different models and samples. Since the distribution is asymmetric (skewed), extremely
long-tailed and can only lead to positive real values, displaying them with notched box
plots is still preferable to a mean standard derivative representation.
Another consequence of the systematic deviation is not only the display of the distribu-
tion, but also the fact that the residuals do not strictly fulfil the requirements to perform
a least-square regression on them. The deviations, which cannot be explained within
the models, might, hence, influence the fit result. There are other regression estimators
than the ordinary least-square method, which are potentially more robust against outliers
[158]. However, it is assumed that none of the other regression estimators could reduce
the effect of the deviation as much as the elimination of the deviations themselves by a
better description would. In this work, a novel method of analysing immittance spectra
is proposed. At some points, it was explicitly decided against using even more advanced
models, because the perfect description of the exemplary used material system is not a
primary goal of the example (e. g. see sections 4.1.1.3, 4.1.1.5 or 2.4.1, especially also in-
cluding 2.4.1.3). It would be inconsistent to utilise highly advanced regression estimators
which are, judging from pathological mathematical examples (which might not even be
significant for such specific systematic deviations), more robust against outlier, whereas
they could potentially just be eliminated by including, so far, deliberately ignored more
elaborate models for the different pieces. The ordinary least-square regression estimator
is, on the other hand, relatively straightforward, very common and easy to understand,
i. e. the influence of the estimator by certain kinds of deviation easily comprehensible.
Moreover, the author has, within the field of immittance spectra, never seen the use of any
other regression estimator. Potentially, because non-linear least-square analysis has been
explicitly modified to fit complex immittance values [121] (this method is today found
under the designation CNLS fitting for complex non-linear least-square fitting [7, pp. 194-
204]). As explained in section 3.3.1, the complex extension of non-linear least-square
fitting itself has raised question of the weighting for which no unique answer within the
field exists. It is, consequently, without further research not easy to determine whether
the more robust regression estimators maintain their superior robustness in combination
with the selected complex extension, especially with the (controversial) weighting factor.
For all the above reasons and since the estimator is only used to obtain the fit parameters,
but explicitly not to evaluate quality of the fit itself (this is done with histograms and
box plots in section 4.2 and, hence, not relying on the regression estimator itself), it was
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decided against more elaborate regression estimators.
Visualisation of the residual distributions for direct comparison across samples and mod-
els In order to compare the fit qualities spanned over the different samples as well as
several models, two things have to be achieved: First, a measure for the goodness for
each approximation has to be established. Secondly, a criterion to decide, whether a fit
quality is significantly different to another, is needed. Preferably, both should lead to a
visualisation of the fit quality that make them easy to compare with each other.
In Figures 4.22 and 4.21 the distributions of the residuals and their key parameters are
shown. All fits were performed by minimising the sum of the corresponding squared
residuals. That is why the mean, an otherwise unsuited value for such broad asymmetric
distributions, is shown as one of the key parameters of each distribution: it is nothing else
than the sum of residuals normalised for the number of points (at least if the residuals are
really those summed for the fitting routine as in the case of the residuals in Figure 4.21).
Hence, the square of its value, multiplied with the corresponding number of points, is
the parameter minimised by the fitting routine.
Fitting both samples combined, means that the sum of all residuals (of both samples
except the ignored region) is minimised. As the density of the measurement points
is identical, no additional weighting factor (supplementary to the already used error
normalisation) between the samples was introduced. Unlike in Figure 4.21, where the
residuals of the regions ignored in the fit are not shown (i. e. selected distributions in
Figure 4.21 show the actual distribution relevant to the fit), in Figure 4.22 the residuals of
those regions ignored in the fit are included to calculate the visualised key parameters of
the distribution. Furthermore, in Figure 4.22 residuals of different samples are always
shown separately, also in the case of the combined optimisation of both samples. Meaning,
that in contrast to the fits of single samples, the sample-specific mean does not have the
same importance in Figure 4.22 .
In both Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.21 the distribution of residuals is depicted on the left
and key parameters of the respective distribution are shown in a notched box plot on the
right side (critics about this display for multivariate distribution was already given above).
The convention in all notched box plot in this work is the following: Whiskers represent
the range of the residual distribution without outliers. The box shows the range between
the first and third quantile. The notch is at the median, the notch width indicates its
confidence interval. The mean is depicted by a filled diamond and additionally by a
line extending into the distribution. The upper triangles represent the maximum (filled
triangle) and 99 % percentile (semi-filled triangle). Analogously, the lower triangles the
minimum and the 1 % percentile. Important: The residual distributions of Figure 4.22
include the areas ignored by the fitting routine, which can lead to additional outliers and
broader distribution as compared to those of Figure 4.22 that only includes residuals
given to the fitting routine.
The plots of deviation contours, residuals and the visualisation of the residuals as histo-
gram as well as notched box plot are used to visualise whether a change inmodel improves
or deteriorates the quality of the fit significantly as compared to another representation.
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For example, the fit quality of sample 1346bCrAu4 in Figures 4.19 and 4.20 improves
fromModel 2 to Model 3 only very slightly (the slight changes might be seen best in the
deviation plots 4.18). The quality of the fit has to improve, or at least stay the same, since
the degree of freedom increases while the model keeps otherwise identical. The intention
of the visualisation as box plots is to have ameasure for the significance of the changes. For
the present distributions the standard deviation would not be a suited measure. Whether
the width of the interquartile range is a good measure or not is debatable, however, it is
at least a key size to orientate the decision at.
For sample 1346bCrAu4 it is decided that Model 1 leads to a significantly poorer de-
scription thanModel 2 or 3 while, on the other hand, the improvement does not increase
significantly fromModel 2 to Model 3.
The differences betweenModel 1 and the others are deemed significant, because
of following properties: The mean of the residual distribution usingModel 1 lies
outside of the interquartile range of models 2 and 3 and is in the top third of its
interquartile range while it is almost centred in the others (see Figure 4.21). It
is almost half a interquartile range of Models 2 and 3 larger in Model 1. Also, the
interquartile range forModel 1 is about one half larger as for the residual distribution
using the other models. The median of the residual distribution of Model 1 is raised
about one half of an interquartile range of Model 2 or 3. The range of residual
distribution of Model 1 without outliers is almost reaching the value of the 99 %-
percentiles of the other distributions.
Both results can also be seen in the strong change of the form of the distribution from
Model 1 to Model 2 and its almost unchanged form fromModel 2 to 3.
The distributions of sample 1346aCrAu1 for the different models are very similar.
A very outstanding shared feature is their very long tail towards high residuals. Since
the tail remains (almost) identical for fits with the different models, these residuals are
apparently associated with deviations not addressed by the different models. Examination
of Figure 4.19 clarifies that this feature can be connected with an almost unchanged
pronounced deviation just below zero bias voltage with increasing severity towards higher
frequencies. The deviation is not addressed by any of the three models. The reasons
for these deviations and why no model is covering for them is discussed above in the
discussion about interface deviation 2. Finally, it is ascertained that the different models,
for the thin-film permittivity connection between its resistive and capacitive part, fit the
measured data at this feature equally well.
As expected, the residuals for the minimisation of the combined sum of both residuals,
the residuals are worse than when fitted for each of the separate samples alone. While
the increase in the quality of the fit fromModel 1 to Model 2 and its constancy between
models 2 and 3 is still visible, all has been overlapped by another deviation significantly
broadening the ‘main hill’ of the deviation. Although the density of points is identical
for both samples, meaning that the same parameter ranges of the samples have identical
numbers of points, the bias voltage ranges are different. The reason is that the bias-voltage
range for the same feature (the forward bias region dominated by the thin-film immittance
and influenced by the total serial resistance) is larger for the low-doped sample than for
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Figure 4.23: The voltage-dependent resistance at forward bias voltages for the samples with high-
(red) and low-doped substrate (blue) in comparison. A combined fit of both samples with the same
density of points optimises the thin-film parameters to preferably fit the sample with low-doped
substrate, because of its larger measurement range. The comparability of these samples, created in
the same batch, was discussed above. The almost parallel trend of the measured data sets of both
samples could correspond to a constant offset in the exponent, e. g. a different barrier height, or
another factor before the exponential term, e. g. a varied zero-field conductivity. Both exemplary
explanations are actually not expected for a film synthesised in the same batch (i. e. all process
steps were performed simultaneously for the shown samples, see sections 3.1 and 4.1.1.1).
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the highly doped sample. Though, despite the fact that the density of points is identical,
the regions for which the same part of the model dominates are different. More precisely,
the impedance of the thin film is the major contribution from −2.5 V to 0 V for the
highly doped sample while the range of domination for the low-doped sample is larger,
namely from−5 V to about−1 V. Hence, although the density of points is identical, if
the characteristics of this part would be different, for each sample the combined sum of
residuals would have more residuals from the low-doped sample for the affected part of
the model than for the highly doped one. In consequence, a compromise fit parameter
value would be closer to the optimal value of the sample with low-doped substrate. And
this is exactly what is observed. The resistance-voltage behaviour is optimised preferably
approximating sample 1346aCrAu1 and not sample 1346bCrAu4, see Figure 4.23. The
resulting deviation in all residual distributions of sample 1346bCrAu4 is causing the very
broad hill in the residuals superimposing the usual deviations of the differentmodels. The
caused major deviation can also be clearly seen in the first row of Figure 4.20 that shows
the residuals of sample 1346bCrAu4 for each model when optimising for the combined
sum of residuals of both samples. This unwanted but accepted weighting also expresses
itself in the significantly larger mean and median values for this sample. The mean and
median values of sample 1346aCrAu1, on the other hand, are not significantly worse than
for the sample-specific fits. Though, the form of the almost bimodal looking distribution
for the sample-specific plot changes into a broader hill spanning the range of the former
both. The observed deviations for both samples due to the combined optimisation can
be directly compared in Figure 4.20. While the second row of residuals for sample-specific
plots of sample 1346aCrAu1 remains almost unchanged as compared to the residuals
of the combined optimisation shown in the last row, the sample-specific fits of sample
1346bCrAu4 in row one, look much brighter as those in row three, that are the result of
the combined optimisation.
This cast doubts on whether the comparability between the samples is allowed with
the thin film thickness (and the total serial resistance) being the only possible difference
between them. Since the only intentional difference between the samples is the substrate,
the cause should lie within that scope, however, the form of the deviation does, at least
not straightforwardly, point to some obvious substrate related property. A top contact
diameter of 0.9 mm should be large enough to average out statistical deviations of the
amorphous film and interface roughness, which are all suspected to be below the µm
range.
Another approach of assessing the comparability is pursued in Figure 4.21. All residuals
shown in this plot do not contain the area ignored by the fit. Hence, the sum of the square
of these residuals represents actually the values the fitting routine minimises. Except for
the fact that the ignored area is not contained in Figure 4.21, but is included in Figure
4.22, the residuals in both Figures are calculated based on the same fit results. After the
sample-specific fits were performed, their respective fit parameters were fixed and only the
remaining parameters optimised against the respective other sample. As a result, not only
the residuals of the primarily optimised sample are shown, but also the residuals of the
remaining sample and the distributions of all residuals of both samples together. In the
first of the three main parts of Figure 4.21, the residuals are primarily optimised on sample
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1346bCrAu4, with low-doped substrate, which is indicated by the blue box around its
respective residuals. Its respective residuals for each model are shown in the first three
notched box plots with the according data on the left. These optimised residuals are also
always highlighted by changing the line colour of the surrounding box to blue. The next
three representations (containing the data on the left and the notched box on the right
side) of residual distributions show the result for sample 1346aCrAu1 where only the
diode parameters and its serial resistance were fitted, while all thin-film parameters are
still optimised on sample 1346bCrAu4. All residuals together give the combined residual
distribution of both samples and are given in the last three data sets of the first third. The
subsequent third is optimised for sample 1346aCrAu1. Its data sets for each model fit
are represented by the tree notched box plots in the mid-position. Left of those are the
ones of sample 1346bCrAu4with parameters from the diode sample, except for the fitted
serial resistance. Right of the optimised residuals are again the combined distributions
for each model. In the last third, the residuals of both plots combined are optimised. In
fact, the mean shown in the last three distributions, which as mentioned before represent
the residuals of both samples combined, is the square root of the normalised parameter
that is minimised by the fit for combined fitting of both samples. In the first and second
sub-third of that last third, the distributions of the individual sample are given.
One major message of Figure 4.21 is, again, that the parameters obtained by fitting
the one sample do not describe the other sample very well. The different samples are
qualitatively very similar, but seem quantitatively not comparable. At least when using
the proposed models, with their known restrictions, one sample should not be used
as reference for the other. There is, of course, still the possibility that the deviation in
forward bias, that makes both samples quantitatively incompatible, is caused by ignoring
certain effects in the interface model (e. g. contributions by fixed charges in the insulator
or defects at the interface). However, especially since the discrepancy is affecting the
resistive properties, the voltage-range of the constant offset in Figure 4.23 seems too large
(since the effect of defects only ranges below−2 V for high frequencies). At this point, it
cannot be decided whether the observed derivations are either caused by a disregarded
property of the system, i. e. some unexpected effect of the different doping concentrations
in the substrates, or if the reproducibility in the same batch is really that low. Maybe
the preparation in the same batch was not enough to reduce pre-existing differences of
the samples in addition to the doping-concentration, however that could cause this kind
of deviation. As already mentioned for the interpretation of Figure 4.22, it can be seen
especially clearly in Figure 4.21 that sample 1346bCrAu4 with its lower number of points
for the same feature, while still having the same density of points, has a reduced impact
on shared fitting parameters than the sample 1346aCrAu1. In cases of combined fits, its
residual distribution changes the most.
The change fromModel 1 to Model 2 increases the goodness of the fit significantly
for sample 1346bCrAu4, while the change fromModel 2 to model three seems to have
no significant effect. For sample 1346aCrAu1 on the other hand all models lead to an
approximately equally good fit. Though, from a close look to the distribution, it can be
seen, that the lower hill of the (approximately) bimodal distribution increases notably
fromModel 1 to Model 2, while remaining almost unchanged fromModel 2 toModel
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3. This might indicate that, although some regions of strong deviations were neither
included in the fit nor the shown residual distribution, the more frequent deviations for
the rectifying sample mask the change of goodness of the fit due to the different models.
The latter is definitely the case for the combined fitting of both samples.
Findings of comparing the different fits
Results of combined fitting Themeasurements of both samples have the same density
of points. However, the part of the parameters space dominated by the thin-film contri-
bution, the forward-bias region, is larger for the sample with low-doped substrate. As
a result, combined fitting bases the optimisation mainly on sample 1346aCrAu1, with
low-doped substrate, while the properties of the thin film from sample 1346bCrAu4,
with highly doped substrate, are recognised only to a lesser extent. This effect leads to
a much worse approximation of the thin-film part in both samples than any change in
model. The analysis of the model quality should, hence, not be based on the distribution
of combined fits.
Comparison between the models Model 1 is significantly worse in describing the re-
siduals of sample 1346bCrAu4 than Models 2 and 3. Both latter models lead to almost
indistinguishable fit quality. This observation can be confirmed with the changes in fit
parameters in Figure 4.4. The resistive properties are much more sensitive to changes
of the permittivity then the capacitive part. This forces a value of around 4.2 for the
relative permittivity affected factor m in the exponent of the Frenkel-Poole model. All
fit parameters for sample 1346bCrAu4 change massively fromModel 1 to Model 2 and
barely fromModel 2 to Model 3. As Model 1 describes the experimental data significantly
worse and leads to very different fit parameters as compared to both other models, it is
concluded that the static permittivity should not be calculated from the constant phase
element parameters. This is in agreement with the suggested method to extract the static
permittivity according to Young and Frederikse [190]. Above result is further discussed
and brought in context with the literature in section 5.6.3. The differences in fit quality
between Model 2 and 3 are not significant for any sample. While its fit parameters are
also very similar for sample 1346bCrAu4, there seems to be a trade-off between capacitive
parameters of the thin film for sample 1346aCrAu1. It should however be noted (see
Figure 4.5) that the capacitive part of the thin-film-dominated region for latter sample is
recorded only in its beginning. Consequently, the fit parameters for sample 1346bCrAu4
are considered more reliable. Another finding is that there seems to be little to none
trade-off between the thin-film-dominated parameter regions and the diode part. This
underlines one of the mentioned advantage of the presented approach of analysing im-
mittance data, e. g. over conventional current-voltage analysis: the separability of different
parts.
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4.2.3.3 The correct calculation of the internal field
The different models represent distinct connections between the resistive and capacitive
part of the thin film. The only difference betweenModel 1 and 2 is a different way of cal-
culating the static permittivity. OnlyModel 3 does not connect the permittivity extracted
from the capacitive data with the resistive part at all. It was found that Model 2 describes
the immittance of the thin film equally well asModel 3. Consequently, the correct calcula-
tion of the internal field proposed in this work seems to resolve the decade-old problem of
a quantitative difference between the observed and theoretically derived barrier-lowering
coefficient. Interestingly, the quantitative deviation could be resolved within the concept
of the semi-classical Frenkel-Poole model, without including fundamentally different
physics, e. g. correct quantum-mechanical calculation of the problem. As previously
explained, already the publication by Poole mentions, the negligence of the permittivity,
i. e. the weakening of the field by the polarisation in the dielectric, though quantitative
description was never seen as a goal in his work. The extraction of the static permittivity
ignoring the first frequencies of the dispersive region, that isModel 2, is in agreement with
the conventional way of extracting the static permittivity [190]. The first dispersive region
of frequencies is often superimposed byMaxwell-Wagner response of the interfaces [190].
For the approach presented in this work, straight-forward Maxwell-Wagner response
caused by the ta-C/Si interface is already included in the model, while other interfaces
seem to have a negligible immittance contribution. Possible reasons why the dispersive
region might not be a contribution to the bulk static permittivity of the thin film are dis-
cussed in section 5.3. In section 5.6.4 it is speculated why the Frenkel-Poole model can lead
to a quantitatively correct description of the experimentally observed behaviour despite
its approximations that ignore, not only the correct quantum-mechanical description,
but also the ‘true’ local potential landscape. In a covalently bound material the latter is
expected to show a strong dependence on direction and, hence, supposed not to be well




5.1 Comparing the presented approach with other methods of
analysis
Two major categories of modelling immittance spectra may, utilising the terminology
of Grimnes and Martinsen [56, pp. 284-286], be distinguished: descriptive versus ex-
planatory models. None of them is better or worse than the other. Which of them is
suited, is based entirely on the application, i. e. the goals of the investigation. In industrial
scenarios, it is often not important to understand the cause of the response of a system or
specific device, but rather to know the response under certain conditions of stimulation.
In such a case, a preferably compact (in case of an embedded in-operando analysis also easy
to calculate) descriptive model, for the specified region of operation, is favourable. This
‘equivalent’ is then used as representative of the specific device for calculations of larger
circuits. While this is completely legitimate for a descriptive application, it is questionable
to associate different components of such a circuit with specific real corporal pieces of the
system and, in consequence, extract physical parameters from a descriptive model. The
criticisms of D. Macdonald of using ‘analogs’ refers to this interpretation of underlying
physics from descriptive models and the ‘tendency to declare the first analog that is found
to account for the impedance data to be the “model”’ [110]. Such ‘analogs’ usually take
the form of electrical equivalent circuits (EECs). The latter may in principle also be
designed to represent the underlying physics and are, hence and due to their common
usage, compared with the approach introduced in this work in the next subsection.
However, this work focuses on finding explanatory models. These models help to
understand the underlying mechanisms and should allow the extraction of meaningful
physical parameters, like an impurity concentration, a barrier height or amobility. Next to
the approach of developing models introduced in this work, also Poisson-Nernst-Planck
models1 belong to the class of explanatory models in the field of immittance spectroscopy.
These models are compared in the second subsection of this chapter.
A general challenge in the analysis of immittance spectra (and one reason why it might
not be obvious at a first glance that only an equivalent is regarded) is that only the response
of the full system under investigation is known, while the details of the constituting pieces
remain hidden. In other words, the response of a whole (linear) system is described by
one complex value, i. e. one immittance value, per condition. Without further knowledge
of the underlying system, the resulting black box could have many possible arrangements
1In this work only those distinct analytic solutions of the Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations that were
intended for the analysis of immittance spectra are compared, see section 5.1.2 for details.
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leading to the observed immittance. Such a black box could be modelled with conven-
tional EECs, i. e. those only consisting of idealised lumped components. The circuit with
the least components that has a sufficiently similar response can then be used as equivalent
for the investigated system. The indirect analysis of any system under investigation is an
unavoidable fundamental restriction of immittance spectroscopy. As mentioned above, a
descriptive model can not be used to extract fundamental information of the underly-
ing system directly. Instead, an explanatory model, which is in most situations almost
impossible to find only relying on the immittance data, is required. Hence, without any
prior knowledge, e. g. by combination with other measurements, it would be impossible
to extract any relevant underlying parameters. Fortunately, a situation where there is
not any further information besides the immittance spectrum of a system is (at least in
scientific investigations) rather unusual.
Typically the different pieces of a system are known, for example because the setup of
an experiment or the synthesis of a sample is known. Different semi-circles in a Nyquist
plot may then be associated with distinct serial pieces. Subsequent analysis of the separate
contributions may then allow to extract physically relevant information.
As already mentioned, the most commonmethod of analysing immittance spectra is
utilising conventional EECs [110]. As known already for a long time [192], arrangements
of lumped components are ambiguous, i. e. the same number of differently arranged
components can approximate the immittance spectra equally well. Extracting parameters
from an accidentally wrong arrangement would result in, at least, distorted parameters.
Furthermore, when fitting capacitances and resistances, it is not easy to recognise whether
an arrangement, correctly representing the underlying physics, i. e. where each component
represents an underlying physical process, was chosen. It seems that in many cases the
analysis ends with the resistances and capacitive values fitted using the first circuit that
could approximate the measured data, although such quantities are not that meaningful
[110]. Furthermore, identical materials are often described by different arrangements
of the corresponding idealised lumped components (e. g. see the example in Figure 1.1)
which makes the comparison of results from different scientists very difficult.
There are other models to analyse immittance data beyond conventional EECs. In this
work, a model is presented that is based on modelling immittance spectra with lumped
components. In this light, the given comparison is restricted to models that take the form
of lumped components, as well: for one thing, the most common method of analysis
utilising EECs consisting of idealised lumped components, for another thing, Poisson-
Nernst-Planckmodels that take the form of lumped components. The latter concept tries
to solve one of the challenges in the analysis of immittance spectroscopy which is also tar-
geted in the approach presented in this work: the extraction of relevant physicochemical
parameters. Principally, Poisson-Nernst-Planck models encompass a much broader field
than those specific solutions [74, 75, 116, 22, 76, 117, 120, 112, 119] compared in this work
and associated with this term in the context of immittance spectroscopy. Instead of using
the mentioned specific solutions that take the form of lumped components (compare
also [115]) the differential equation system of Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations can be
combined with finite-element methods to model almost arbitrary geometries and forms
(e. g. microscopic grains in some bulk material) of specific parts, within continuity and
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mean-field approximation. For high frequencies, also the locally different concentrations
of mobile charges may be investigated (though, at some frequency, it may become ne-
cessary to take the inductive properties into account, as well). Using spatially extended
modelling is not only very interesting (since spatial distributions of field and current
might be seen directly), but can certainly lead to more realistic models as any lumped-
circuit approximation. The approach presented in this work is neither supposed to nor
can it replace a well made spatially extended Poisson-Nernst-Planckmodel. The presented
approach is rather supposed to exhaust modelling with lumped components. In fact,
even the specific solution of Poisson-Nernst-Planck models, that are specifically intended
to describe immittance spectra (they can be applied without changes to almost all typical
immittance measurements) and are available in a freely-downloadable fit software since
about 1992, are rarely used [119]. Spatially extended Poisson-Nernst-Planck models are in
comparison muchmore elaborate to apply than these specific solutions. Hence, although
these spatially extended models have certainly a lot of potential, there seems still to be
demand for lumped-component models that can extract relevant physical parameters. In
order to do that, resistances and capacitances have to be replaced or converted into more
meaningful parameters. Preferably, these quantities should be comparable between other
experiments and the obtained arrangement of circuit elements shall be unambiguous.
Furthermore, the resulting arrangement should resemble the underlying physics which
means that the different components of the circuit should be one-to-one associated with
the underlying physical processes.
With regard to these requirements, the approach presented in this work is, in the
following subsection, first compared to conventional EECs, the most common means of
analysing immittance data. In the following subsection, a comparison is made between
the presented approach and specific solutions of Poisson-Nernst-Planck models for im-
mittance spectroscopy that take the form of lumped components. Also a possible com-
bination between Poisson-Nernst-Planck models and the fundamental concept of this
work, to include external-parameter-dependent process-specific physical models directly
in the model and perform global fits over the full parameter range, is suggested. This is
found to be a promising path to take for the future of the analysis of immittance spectra.
5.1.1 Comparison with conventional EECs
5.1.1.1 Conceptual main differences between the approaches
The most commonmethod of analysis of measured immittance data uses conventional
EECs [110], i. e. circuits consisting only of idealised lumped components. These idealised
lumped components, e. g. ideal resistors, ideal capacitors and constant phase elements,
(except for the latter which is, at least, a frequency-dependent capacitor) do not include
any dependence on external parameters. Assuming a correct number and arrangement of
the components as well as no parallel transport processes in the system, a conventional
EEC can have a one-to-one association between one circuit component and one process
in the system. In this case and assuming that the values of each component represent
solely the intended process (which is, as explained below, not simple to achieve in an
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EEC), (a component of) the EEC does not solely emulate the response of the system,
but is a physical model, though a simple one. Only then, each component is a first-
order approximation of the response of a specific part, e. g. a resistance is a first-order
approximation of a current transport process and, hence, a physical model, though one
without dependence of external parameters.
5.1.1.2 Challenges using conventional EECs and resolving them by the presented
approach
Circuit ambiguity The variety of above-mentioned assumptions presages the challenges,
one is confronted with, when using EECs as valid physical models that enable extraction
of relevant parameters or understanding of underlying physical processes. As mentioned
before, a prominent problem is the ambiguity of circuits that consist only of idealised
lumped components [114]. Different arrangements of the components can lead to an
equally well agreement with the measured data [192]. Consequently, identification of the
correct arrangement is a challenge. J. Macdonald [114] suggested that measurement over a
range of temperatures or potentials (bias voltages) might help to establish which of several
possible arrangements might be the physical reasonable one. This is also the direction
the presented approach takes. However, not all arrangements are equally likely from
the start: with the theoretical deviation of an universal EEC for a single homogeneous
piece (see section 2.2) and their arrangement for multiple parts (compare section 2.3),
many ordinarily used arrangements (including the one shown in [114, Figure 8] and
its interpretation of components) became already theoretically less likely. Variation of
external parameters and modelling using conventional EECs can help to identify the
correct structure, but since the various contributions may react in their distinct way onto
the variation, an exclusive association of different processes to the components in the
circuit is still not an easy task. The certain behaviour of a resistance as expected for a
specific process might only show that the component is predominately representing the
specific process but not necessarily exclusively. Unlike in the proposedmethod of analysis,
where the actual model with its dependencies is included as a circuit component and
which substantially restricts its possible behaviour, in a conventional EEC the probability
that a componentmight still partially ‘absorb’ the response of other process is significantly
higher. This also means that some mistakes in the arrangement might not be as easy to
find since they get more easily absorbed by other components. Though this problem
is not completely resolved with the proposed method (since it is present in any fit), its
much more restrictive properties, combined with the fact that only physical parameters
are fitted and not a resistance for each condition, makes false association less likely. A
conscientiously assessment of the used models, the arrangement of components and the
fit result (obviously not always given [110]) is necessary for any model, also when using
the presented approach (which makes accidentally wrong arrangements easier to find,
though).
A typical goal of immittance spectroscopy in science is (or rather it should be, compare
[110]) the extraction of certain relevant parameter(s) of the underlying system instead of
just finding suitable resistances and capacitances for some arrangement. Extraction of the
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correct value for the parameter(s) is only possible in EECs where the component really
represent the properties of the specific process. In this case, the parameters are extracted
in a subsequent step form the value of the component or the progression of its values
over a varied external parameter under the assumption of a certain model for the process.
Parallel processes Especially complicated, when analysing using conventional EECs,
are parallel process. Ideal parallel capacitors or resistors simply conflate into a single
component, respectively. Consequently, there is no deviation that would alert one about
the joined fit of two processes. Decoupling may again be achieved by variation of external
parameters or by determining the other processes with alternate methods. Using the
proposed method of analysis, an initially assumed single process could not describe the
external-parameter dependence correctly and leads to systematic deviations. From these,
the requirement of a parallel process can be seen. This means one is immediately alerted
about the missing process. Furthermore, the parallel process may even be identified by
the progression of the deviations with certain external parameters.
Many fit parameters required to model multi-condition measurements conventionally An-
other consequence of using conventional EECs, present for analysis under different
conditions (sets of external-parameter values), that was already implied in the last para-
graph, is a larger amount of fitted values (compare Figure 5.1). For each condition every
component in the circuit (sometimes a subgroup of components might be assumed
constant under certain external-parameter variations) may have different values. Since
the fits for each condition are independent of each other, the contributions of a process
might shift between different components, i. e. through this intermediate step of fitting
resistances and capacitances information may be lost.
The fit of external-parameter-dependent physical models, on the other hand, connects
the different conditions. Since not resistances and capacitances, but the underlying para-
meters responsible for their values are fitted, fewer parameters are necessary. Furthermore,
the restrictions of themodels reduce the ‘absorption’ of deficiencies in themodel (missing
processes, bad descriptions, wrong models for other parts). If, despite the restrictions,
deficiencies are ‘absorbed’ the underlying parameters make spotting this problemmore
easy by resulting in suspicious values. The sensitivity for wrong values of a resistance,
that even contains the geometry, might not be as high as for a quantity embedded in a
more vivid physical concept (and the assessment of meaningfulness of such a resistance is
often omitted [110]). In Figure 5.1 the reduced amount of fitting parameters of the novel
presented approach is compared with the number of fitting parameters required using a
conventional EEC for the analysis.
5.1.1.3 Different types of analysis for different situations
Despite its obvious disadvantages, when the goal is gaining an understanding of the
underlying physical processes or the extraction of relevant parameters, modelling with
conventional EECs can still be useful and in some cases even superior.
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Figure 5.1: The number of fit parameters us-
ing analysis with conventional EECs in com-
parison to the suggested approach for the typ-
ical example of a depletion layer under plaus-
ible parameter ranges (10 temperatures and 50
bias voltages). The assumed circuit and the
parameter ranges are indicated in the upper
part of the figure. Each coloured square in the
lower part represents a fit parameter. Red col-
our indicates that the fit parameter represents
a resistive property, blue colour correspond-
ingly indicates a capacitive property (both col-
ours consequently indicate that the parameter
is used in models for capacitive as well as res-
istive properties). The squares for the novel
approach are bigger just to increase visibility.
The acceptor concentration is not really a ‘lit-
erature constant’ but a value that may be given
by the manufacturer. Since the manufacturer
only gave a rather broad range of resistivities
for the low-doped wafer used in this work, it
was also a fit parameter in this particular case
(meaning twice as many parameters were fit-
ted for the depletion layer part: two instead of
one). To summarise, the use of the novel ap-
proach presented in this work can significantly
reduce the amount of fit parameters, in com-
parison with conventional EECs while further
eliminating circuit ambiguity (thereby leading
to a correct assignment of contributions by the
different parts to the specific circuit compon-
ents) and extracting relevant parameters dir-
ectly (without a potential loss of information
by the intermediate step of fitting resistances
and capacitances). Similar illustration already
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The presented approach might be seen as supplement to using conventional EECs.
In the moment of analysing the experimental data for the first time and without an
idea of what processes might be involved a conventional EEC can be a good point to
start. Subsequently, the presented approach might be applied (step by step replacing
idealised components) to extract parameters of the underlying system or separate parallel
processes. If the system is not alreadywell knownor the assignmentwas not already gained
in another way, the novel approach might also help to find a circuit with one-to-one
assignment between processes circuit components.
There are systems which do not fulfil the requirements for the presented approach
to be useful. Batteries, for example, are usually characterised using the open-circuit
potential and under normal operation conditions. Varying the temperature in a battery
test significantly from the point of operation might help identify processes but can also
activate completely different processes (which are never relevant in its normal operation)
that might even irreversibly change the properties of the sample. Generally, it makes
no sense to apply the presented approach on any system that gets inevitably changed
permanently by applying the different conditions.
In some situations analysis using conventional EECs might be superior to the presen-
ted approach. The components do not impose as many restrictions as physical models
dependent on external parameters. Their values are redetermined for every condition and
almost any arrangement can be used. All these liberties can be used to achieve a better
agreement with the measured data. As already explained many times in this work, the
circuit ambiguity (that is unavoidable in circuits solely using idealised lumped compon-
ents) makes it difficult to determine whether the chosen arrangement of components
has anything to do with the real structure of underlying processes. Hence, if under-
standing the underlying physics is less important as accurate emulation of the sample
and saving data points for each condition, conventional EECs may be superior to the
presented approach. Although separate values for the components at each condition
have to be known, the computation of such linear EECs may be performed faster than
the calculation of external-parameter-dependent physical models, which are often non-
linear and involve rather often exponential functions or square roots. Consequently, in
highly-specialised embedded devices, e. g. a battery management system in an electric car,
where the integration of complex floating-point units is expensive and would otherwise
be unnecessary, a conventional EEC might be advantageous. At least as long the range of
external parameters is not too large, requiring too many sets of saved values (compare
with paragraph 5.1.1.2 and Figure 5.1).
5.1.1.4 Introducing process-specific external-parameter dependent physical models after
an analysis using conventional EECs
One approach, to extract relevant physical parameters from conventional EECs, might
be to start the analysis using conventional EECs and subsequently use physical models
to analyse the progression of a certain component with variation of external parameters.
This way allows determining whether the chosen arrangement of components represents
the underlying physics correctly or at least whether one component may (dominantly)
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represent a certain process. This is actually not a dierent approach but rather a properly
finished analysis using conventional EECs [110]. A final result of an analysis is supposed to
be a specific, relevant and (between different works) comparable property, e. g. a reaction
rate or a doping concentration, but not a resistance.
In comparison with the presented approach, this complete analysis using conventional
EECs has still some drawbacks. If some component was accidentally omitted or there are
(at that time) unexplainable contributions, other elements in the circuit might absorb
these contributions. A certain components that is still dominated by one process would
contain other contributions which distort the extracted values. Suppose the arrangement
and number of circuit components would correctly represent the underlying physics,
which can, as explained before in the absence of restrictions due to specific external-
parameter dependence, not be guaranteed in the first part of analysis without models
(further, parallel processes would necessarily be lumped together). Assuming the same
models are used, due to the fitting in two steps (one intermediate step for resistances and
capacitances) either the resulting parameters are identical or worse, because of a loss of
information in the intermediate step. Since the correct association is in particular difficult
in transition regions, they are usually excluded from such an analysis. A lower number
of data points used for the analysis also means a loss in information and consequently
lower confidence in the fitted parameters. The global fits based on circuits with external-
parameter-dependent models, on the other hand, can use all data points, also those in
transition regions, to find the best guess for the parameter. In summary, using conven-
tional EECs followed by the analysis with physical models can at best lead to equally
good guesses for the parameters. Due to a possible loss of information, the result is likely
less accurate. An exception may exist if the utilised physical model is only very rough
approximations of the observed situation. In such a case, especially if only specific pieces
in series to the ‘weak’ model are of interest, it may be better to use an idealised lumped
component instead of the ‘weak’ description, because it will fully absorb the (irrelevant)
serial contribution. Then the parameters of the actual process(es) of interest may be less
distorted. It is, however, required to know that the above mentioned situation of rough
model is indeed the problem. Unless the system under investigation and its impedance
response are really well understood, it may be easily overlooked that actually some other
model has a bad description or some process is missing. A potential approach with ‘weak’
models might be to find the correct arrangement with this approach and subsequently
use the circuit as a conventional EEC to fit the data. This ensures a one-to-one assignment
of processes and circuit components and fit values without the (negative) influence of
the ‘weak’ model.
5.1.1.5 The presented approach, its benefits, requirements and new possibilities
The approach presented in this work and its benefits In thepresented approach, idealised
lumped components are exchanged by process-specific physical models dependent on
external parameters. Due to their restricted dependencies, this promotes a one-to-one
assignment between circuit components and processes in the system. All conditions are
fitted in a single global fit of underlying physical parameters, directly, instead of resistances
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and capacitances. The dependencies of the model weight the region of dominance of the
different parameters, since only residuals in the regions that may be affected by the model
can be changed by the corresponding parameters.
In the experiment in this work, for example, the Schottky barrier height can only
influence the reverse bias region. Fitting only forward bias values, the assumed error
of the fit parameter would be very large, since its variation would have little effect.
Although the fitting routine minimises the sum of residuals and does not see the
different regions of deviation, the fact that the significance of certain parameters
is restricted to specific regions decouples the parameters. This means that models
acting in disjunct regions cannot influence the respective parameters of the other
model.
Since the dependence on external parameters is a property of the respective model, trans-
ition regionsmay be included in the determination of the fit parameters. Some parameters
may even be involved in both, resistive and capacitive models, leading, on the one hand,
to an assessment of compatibility between the different models and, on the other hand,
to a consistent value for both parts validating the chosen description even further.
This circumstance was exploited in the part of the experiment where the addi-
tional factor for the barrier-lowering coefficient and the correct calculation of the
internal field was investigated (see section 4.2). The permittivity is expected to be
more accurately extracted from the capacitive properties of the thin film. In the
Frenkel-Poole model it is, however, also present in the resistive part. By introducing
a correction to calculate the internal field, the permittivity extracted (according
to Young and Frederikse [190]) from the capacitive part of the thin film lead to
a quantitatively correct description of the Frenkel-Poole model. This means that
capacitive and resistive models are compatible and that the resistive model seems to
describe the underlying process, at least, essentially correct.
As a result, the obtained fit parameters, which are physically relevant parameters of the
process, may statistically be better guesses as compared to a subsequent analysis of the
resistances and capacitive values.
Using the same models, the intermediate step over resistances and capacitances
can only retain the same information or lead to a loss of it.
Additionally, due to the connection to the underlying physical concept over- or underes-
timated values might be detected more easily.
In section 4.1.2.1, the source of the extracted acceptor concentration and flat-band
voltage shift could be understood and its valuewas found to be in agreementwith the
information about the acceptor concentration of the manufacturer and the voltage
shift was estimated as interface traps or fixed insulator charges with concentrations
in agreementwith the values from the literature. However, repeating the experiment
with measurements dependent on temperature and thin-film thickness would allow
even better modelling and, consequently, more accurate parameters.
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Furthermore, the external-parameter dependence of the models and fixed parameters
like literature constants, i. e. their restrictions, lead to a correct arrangement of circuit
components and systematic deviations in the residual plot allow identification of missing
processes or properties.
The remaining deviations suggest a flat-band voltage shift with exponential de-
pendence on frequency. This might indicate that traps in the thin film, close to the
interface, play a role in the voltage shift, since their time constants vary exponentially
with depth. Furthermore, the deviations in the intermediate steps before arriving at
this model already helped in its refinement.
Requirements An obvious requirement of the novel approach of analysing immittance
data, presented in this work, is the necessity to perform measurements for a range of
external parameters, i. e. for multiple conditions. Furthermore, the varied external para-
meters should be capable of decoupling the involved processes: The models (which are
required to exist or be devised, as well) must dependent on the chosen parameters and
their reaction should be sufficiently different to separate distinct processes (especially
for parallel ones). Sufficiently different should not imply completely varied powers of a
parameter. Depending on the measurement range even a different factor in front of the
parameter might be enough to separate the processes.
It is neither necessary (but of course beneficial) to know every process in the system
nor to replace every circuit component by a model. Only the relevant contributions, that
are those which are dominant and/or of interest (for which parameters shall be extracted)
are recommended to be exchanged by external-parameter-dependent models. In a well-
designed experiment, the parts of interest should be the dominant contributors to the
immittance. Of course, there are sometimes reasons why above condition is not fulfilled:
in such a case, the dynamic of the measurement limits the accuracy of the parameters of
interest. Finally, it is at least easier to investigate a system using immittance spectroscopy
with some prior knowledge about the system (immittance spectroscopy is not a good
choice for a completely unknown sample).
New possibilities in the analysis This paragraph does not list all new possibilities of
the approach (more features are mentioned in section 6.2) but one specific advantage
concerning the process of finding a correct model. In conventional analysis, there are no
restrictions imposed on the component values. Resistances and capacitances are fitted
separately for each condition with the mere goal of minimising the deviation at every
condition individually. If a process has no specific component in the circuit representing
it, other parts may ‘absorb’ the consequential deviation. Dependent on the progression
of the deviation with the varied external parameters the compensation may appear on
several components with varying intensity. This makes it hard to identify or even realise
the missing process. In the presented approach, external-parameter-dependent physical
models restrict the possibility, of absorbing wrong arrangements or missing processes,
significantly. Even more so, because joined parameters are used within different models
for the same piece. As a result, the agreement might not be as good as using conventional
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EECs. However, the deviations from an omitted component or wrong arrangement leads
to systematic deviations. Dependent on the external-parameter-dependence of an omitted
process, deviations (or residuals) will vary their magnitude with the conditions. A plot
of deviations (preferably normalised on the measurement error, otherwise one may be
hunting ghosts) or residuals over the external-parameter space can give valuable insights
to identify missing processes, inadequate descriptions (like omitting interface traps or
fixed charges in the thin film) or wrong arrangements.
5.1.2 Comparison with the analysis of immittance data using specific
Poisson-Nernst-Planck models
5.1.2.1 Introduction
For systems that have one piece with a single dominating transport process for each of
the up to two types of charge carriers with opposing sign and arbitrary valence, specific
process-independent solutions of Poisson-Nernst-Planck models, that are compared with
the presented approach in this subsection, allow extracting relevant physicochemical
parameters, for the corresponding piece, from immittance data.2 It is not unusual to
account for other pieces of the systemwith idealised lumped components, i. e. the selected
specific process-independent solutions of Poisson-Nernst-Planckmodel is one component
in a circuit consisting otherwise only of idealised components [115].
Process-specific versus process-independent In this context, process independence in-
dicates (confer [119]) that it is neither distinguished nor necessary to know what the exact
types of propagation of the charge carriers are, e. g. whether the charges move by small
ions migrating through interstitial sites of a crystalline solid, electrons thermally excited
into the conduction band, charges hopping through localised states or mobile ions in an
electrolyte. The Poisson-Nernst-Planck models discussed in this work extract parameters
including mobilities, charge carrier concentrations and their valence. Identifying the
origins of, for example, the mobility is neither necessary to know for the Poisson-Nernst-
Planck models, shown in this work, nor extracted by them. Subsequent analysis of the
parameters can, however, be utilised to narrow down the processes, e. g. the mobility of
ions migrating in a solid is expected to be much lower than electrons in a conduction
band.
In the novel approach presented in this work, process-specific physical models de-
pendent on external parameters are used to globally fit immittance spectra for multiple
conditions. Each model carries an underlying physical concept of, to remain with the
example of mobility, how the carriers propagate. The assumption of the specific process is
actually what determines the distinct dependence on external parameters. The differences
between the models described above are summarised as being process-independent or
process-specific. In Table 5.1 examples for process-specific models important in CMOS
technology are given.
2For an introduction in the use of Poisson-Nernst-Planck models in the field of immittance spectro-
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Table 5.1: Exemplary list after [23] (not intended to be exhaustive) of process-specific physical
models dependent on external parameters for current transport processes in solids and at their
interfaces, which are commonly found in dielectric films in CMOS technology. Each model is
connected with an underlying concept and, consequently, certain assumptions. Furthermore,
these models are non-linearly dependent on the applied field, underlining how important it was
to allow for non-linear field-dependence in the conversion from Maxwell’s equation of total
current density to an electrical equivalent circuit. The used symbols have following meaning: µ
electron drift mobility, NC density of states in the condition band, eΦT trap energy level, ǫ
(dyn)
r
dynamic relative permittivity (at frequencies of visible light), a mean hopping distance, n electron
concentration in the conduction band, ν frequency of thermal vibration of electrons at trap sites,
d thickness of dielectric thin film, A∗ effective Richardson constant, eΦB Schottky barrier height,
h Planck constant, m∗
T
tunnelling effective mass in the dielectric
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The specific Poisson-Nernst-Planck models discussed in this work This work follows
the usual conventions in the context of immittance spectroscopy regarding the term
‘Poisson-Nernst-Planck model’ which restricts it to specific solutions derived to analyse
immittance spectra using lumped components, like the specific solutions derived in [116,
117, 120]. In general, Poisson-Nernst-Planck models may encompass any model, especially
including those using finite-element methods, that describes the (spatially resolved) ion
or charge flux considering the gradient of concentration, the influence of the electric field
and, possibly, chemical reactions. Meaning that general Poisson-Nernst-Planck models
are extremely versatile and limited only by the assumptions of an effective-medium
and by disregarding the spatial extent of the charge carriers (which may, however, be
specifically important for electrochemical experiments with ions in an electrolyte where
agglomeration of molecules at the electrodes has a significant influence on the measured
immittance)3.
In combination with finite-element methods complex inhomogeneous media with
arbitrary geometries may be modelled. However, though some properties are known,
e. g. the distribution of grain sizes and their respective properties, the actual form of an
underlying inhomogeneous material is usually unknown. Hence, such an approach is
limited to simulate random structures with similar properties, e. g. generating a structure
with identical grain-size distribution and corresponding phase and orientation properties,
which only emulates the actual situation in a ‘real’ sample. Furthermore, the actual size
of the sample might be too large while the important structures are too small to simulate
a full-sized system in the necessary detail, i. e. a macroscopic piece of a nano-crystalline
material. Instead, a smaller volume of only few detailed structures might be simulated
and the result respectively scaled.
It should be possible to include any process that can be embedded within an effective-
medium approach in such models, also those with non-linear dependence on the field
like the Frenkel-Poole conduction process. It could be introduced as carrier generation
rate of an element dependent on its local internal field (generation and recombination
of charges was introduced in [120], but without utilising local properties as the internal
field). Similarly, electrode limited processes, like Schottky emission, may be included in
Poisson-Nernst-Planck models by respective boundary conditions or field-dependent
rates of injection from the electrodes (electrode-discharge effects have been introduced in
[117], but without dependence of the local field at the interface).
The general idea of this work, i. e. introducing process-specific physical models de-
pendent on external parameters, can, as indicated in the above examples, be combined
with finite-element models. It may even be the next logical step and possibly very fruitful,
especially when dealing with inhomogeneous systems. However, such intriguing future
advancements of this concept of analysing immittance data lie outside of the scope of this
3At interfaces between electrical and ionic conductors so-called electrical double layers form which
have a very significant capacitive contribution and importance in many electrochemical applications. The
structural and, consequently, the derived electrical properties of electrochemical double layers require a
realistic modulation of the agglomeration of ions at the interface which should, as it turns out, recognise




work, which primarily focuses on the first step of utilising external-parameter-dependent
physical models, namely, analysis based on lumped components. As already mentioned,
there are specific solutions of spatially extended Poisson-Nernst-Planck models that take
the form of lumped components. Exactly those models are advertised to be used in the
analysis of immittance spectra [119]. Consequently, the comparison of the novel approach
presented in this work with Poisson-Nernst-Planck models is restricted to those that take
the form of lumped components.
Historical development towards Poisson-Nernst-Planck models utilisable in the analysis of
immittance spectra This is only a very short summary of the historical development of
Poisson-Nernst-Planck models. It is focused exclusively on key points in the development
of models specifically designed for the application in immittance spectroscopy. The
first Nernst-Planck solutions that took time dependence into account and calculated
polarisation response were developed in 1933 by Jaffé [74, 75]. These works did not take
carrier generation or recombination into account, but instead assumed constant numbers
for both. In the first work [74], the discharge at the electrodes was forbidden which
makes the presence of a dc current impossible. In the second publication [75], another
type of ion species (‘Ionen zweiter Art’) was introduced that could discharge at or traverse
through the electrodes. In 1952 Chang together with the author of the first works refined
the previous model by introducing more realistic boundary conditions that would be
suited for the description of electrolytic solutions [22]. Therefore, the discharge at the
electrodes is assumed to be a rate process. In the second publication of this series Jaffé and
Rider [76] introduced different mobilities for positive and negatively charged ions since
this let to a more satisfactory agreement with presented experimental results. The works
of Jaffé and its coworkers were further refined in 1953 by J. Macdonald [116] especially
by assuming partial dissociation of positive and negative ions from a neutral species and
taking recombination of carriers into account. Furthermore, for the first time the Poisson
equation was properly included. In 1978 the description of the situation in electrolytes
and semiconductors was again improved [120]. Charge carriers were now assumed to have
arbitrary valence and, further, to recombination to as well as generation from neutral
centres, charges can be emitted or absorbed from immobile donor or acceptor like centres.
As illustrated, Poisson-Nernst-Planck models for the analysis of immittance data have
an already more than eighty year old tradition and became incrementally refined, e. g.
to include dc bias [45] or to account for anomalous diffusion processes [122]. However,
they have not yet found widespread application for the analysis of immittance data [119].
5.1.2.2 Advantages of Poisson-Nernst-Planck models over conventional EECs
Instead of resistances and capacitances, Poisson-Nernst-Planck models extract physico-
chemical properties on the basis of underlying assumptions. Typical parameters defining
a Poisson-Nernst-Planck model which can, consequently, be determined in fits (some
parameters are coupled, i. e. not all of them can be jointly fitted, the corresponding
counterpart should be known) are [115]: the concentration of dissociable entities, valence
number ratio between the two species, their corresponding mobilities, generation and
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recombination rates, reaction rates at the electrodes.4 If the extracted values are really
connected to the underlying mechanisms (challenges achieving this are discussed below)
they are much more meaningful than resistances and capacitances. Furthermore, there is
no intermediate step of fitting EECs that may lead to loss of information.
5.1.2.3 The dangers of extracting effective values
In the last paragraph, it was established that the extracted parameters itself can bemeaning-
ful physicochemical parameters. This is, however, only the case if the extracted parameters
actually correspond to some ‘real’ feature of the underlying process. For this, two con-
ditions have to be fulfilled: First, the Poisson-Nernst-Planck model must be capable to
describe the corresponding part of the system at all. Secondly, exclusively the immittance
of this part must be associated with the fit parameters of the Poisson-Nernst-Planck
model. Otherwise, effective parameters might be extracted which might not even give
any indication that they have nothing to do with the real properties of the component.
The exclusive association is challenging, because currently used lumped-component
Poisson-Nernst-Planck models do not include external-parameter dependence. Just as in
the case of conventional EECs, it can, because no restrictions through specific depend-
encies are imposed, not be ensured that the lumped Poisson-Nernst-Planck component
really describes exclusively the intended piece of the system. If by accident, contributions
of multiple components are interpreted by the Poisson-Nernst-Planck model, it might
simply ‘absorb’ the distortion of the false contributions. It is entirely possible that these
extracted eective parameters might not be conspicuous at all. As a result, reasonable
looking parameters might be extracted which might actually not correspond at all to any
‘true’ underlying property. Even if it could be ensured that only one part of the system
is exclusively analysed with the Poisson-Nernst-Planck model, this part would have to
fulfil certain requirements to extract relevant physicochemical parameters and not only
effective ones. The part should at most have two types of charge carriers with opposing
charge (they can be generated or recombined if necessary) whereas the charge injection
may be limited by the electrodes (defined by specific rates). The boundary conditions
have to be fulfilled. Without external-parameter dependence theremight be no indication
whether these requirements are not met or not.
An example that could exist in that form: assume a material where the transport
is in parallel by two very different processes, a Frenkel-Poole conduction process and
variable range hopping, both with electrons. Without external-parameter dependence,
it is not possible to decouple two parallel Poisson-Nernst-Planck models. Additionally,
without further knowledge only one transport process might be assumed. Fitting with a
Poisson-Nernst-Planck model and assuming one mobile species, namely the electrons,
effective parameters would be gained for the mobility, concentration, valence, etc. When
varying the temperature, these effective parameters would change, however the involved
underlying processes, their actual parameter and the fact itself that two processes are
4Here, the more common experimental situation is assumed, where the dimensions, e. g. the distance




involved would not be indicated. One could assume two mobile species (since they are
not generated from each other with two concentrations and without generation and
recombination), though they are actually not of opposing signs. With some knowledge,
e. g. of the different mobilities or concentrations, the other parameters of the two sets
may then possibly be associated with the different processes. Using the analytic solutions
of Poisson-Nernst-Planck models for immittance spectroscopy, it would however not
work for more species. So if an electrolytic solution with two solved species, e. g. NaCl
and CaSO4, is analysed, the parameters are inevitably effective values.
The result of the Poisson-Nernst-Planck models is compared with the novel approach
presented in this work in the previous example. Of course, external parameters have to
be varied, e. g. temperature and bias. One might assume a Frenkel-Poole conduction
process. After fitting the experimental data and analysing the residuals onemight find that
this alone could not describe the experimental findings. Hence, variable-range hopping
is added and one finds that the residuals do not require another process. With a bit
more effort the fit does now agree with the experimental data, just as in the case of the
Poisson-Nernst-Planck model before. However, the result contains more information as
the models are more restrictive. Since the parameters of the Frenkel-Poole model were
fitted for multiple temperatures and voltages, the activation energy and defect centre
concentration may be extracted. Latter can then be compared with the density of centres
determined form themeanhoppingdistance to determinewhether or not the same centres
that emit charges into the conductive band could principally also be those dominating
the hopping contribution.
In summary, a good fit of a Poisson-Nernst-Planck model does not necessarily mean
that the extracted parameters are really representing some underlying property. Any
deviations could be absorbed by effective parameters. It is, hence, necessary to acquire
some previous knowledge about the system under investigation. This could be the case
for electrolytic solutions. Still, including external-parameter dependence can be utilised
also in electrolytes. Similar to the field-dependent emission of a charge carrier from a trap,
the dissociation of weak electrolytes has a field-dependence [144].
5.1.2.4 Describing parallel charge transport processes
Poisson-Nernst-Planckmodels can describe transport processeswith onemobile charge by
assigning its mobility, concentration of charge carriers, valence etc. As mentioned above,
these parameters describe the transport of charges independent of the actual process
itself. Meaning that, for example, subsequent tunnelling through localised states (that is
hopping) would be assigned an appropriate mobility. Actual underlying process-specific
parameters, e. g. the mean hopping distance, would not be extracted. Also two charge
species with opposing sign can be well described. However, again without extracting
the process-specific parameters. Except for an electrolytic solution with no more than
one dissociated electrolyte species (it is one specific case the lumped Poisson-Nernst-
Planck models were designed for) would be described well and the parameters would
be appropriate for the underlying process. More then two charge transport processes or
more than two types of ions in the solution cannot be described without fitting effective
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values. Lumped Poisson-Nernst-Planck models cannot be arranged in parallel because
their values would be coupled.
5.1.2.5 Decoupling multiple parallel transport processes and extracting process-specific
parameters
There are two possibilities that enable decoupling of multiple different transport pro-
cesses and extraction of process-specific underlying parameters: using the novel approach
presented in this work or using a combination of its main idea, i. e. including process-
specific physical models dependent on external parameters, with Poisson-Nernst-Planck
models.
Using the novel approach presented in this work First, the transport processes depend-
ent on external parameters is included as parallel resistors in the universal Voigt-circuit
element that is supposed to describe the respective piece of the system (other parts are
similarly modelled). Secondly, the parameters that cannot or should not be taken from
literature or other sources are globally fitted. In the example given above, the concentra-
tion of defects that participate in the hopping process (derived from the mean hopping
distance), the density of traps from which electrons are thermally excited into the con-
ductive band as well as the corresponding energy barrier can be obtained. A comparable
concentration may indicate that the involved traps could be identical. If possible, inter-
process correlations should be utilised, e. g. the permittivity from the parallel capacitance
can be used as joined constant for the permittivity in the barrier-lowering coefficient.
Combining the main idea of the novel approach presented in this work and Poisson-Nernst-
Planck models The second method of analysis to decouple the parallel transport pro-
cesses in the given example is a combination of the general idea of the presented approach
with the Poisson-Nernst-Planck models. Sometimes specific physical processes may be as-
sumed to determine certain internal properties of the system. In the example given above,
the internal property of the number of charge carriers in the conduction band were sup-
posed to follow a specific process, the field-assisted thermal emission (i. e. Frenkel-Poole
model). Also the process of injection at the electrodes and its dependence on external para-
meters, like temperature and applied field, might be known. The central idea of this work,
utilising process-specific physical models with their dependence on external parameters,
can also be used to extend Poisson-Nernst-Planckmodels. Including these process-specific
properties in conventional EECs allows decoupling of parallel processes or finding correct
arrangements of components to obtain a one-to-one assignment of physical processes
and circuit components, while also allowing global fitting over immittance spectra of
various different conditions. Using the corresponding external-parameter-dependent
physical processes to calculate the properties used in the Poisson-Nernst-Planck models,
e. g. the temperature and field dependence of the concentration of charge carriers of one
species, of its mobility or the injection rate at the electrodes, evokes similar advantages
as in the case of the conventional EECs. In this way, also Poisson-Nernst-Planck models
could be used in global fits over various conditions. Furthermore, parallel processes with
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sufficiently different dependencies of the parameters of the Poisson-Nernst-Planck model
can be decoupled. Also, possible intra-model coupling would be reduced.
In the example of a n-type semiconductor, mobility and number of mobile charge
carriers is dependent on the temperature and total donor concentration [71, pp. 416-427].
Instead of fitting the mobilities directly, e. g. n mobilities for n different temperatures,
one inserts the correspondingmodel for themobility in the Poisson-Nernst-Planckmodel.
This enhanced Poisson-Nernst-Planck model only fits the parameters of the underlying
models necessary to subsequently calculate the number of carriers and their mobility for
the various temperatures. The donor concentration, in particular, is a parameter acting on
both, the mobility and the number of electrons in the conduction band [71, pp. 416-427],
that may be extracted by varying the temperature in the relevant range. It is, hence, an
example for a parameter that connects two distinct properties in the Poisson-Nernst-
Planckmodel and, in this way, enforces self-consistency. Such restrictions can help finding
the correct arrangements of components also when they are part of a Poisson-Nernst-
Planck model element. Furthermore, also the distortion by other contributions can be
reduced in that way. Similarly to the above mentioned example, restrictions through
external-parameter dependencies can be employed for other materials and processes, too.
Process-specific physical models with their external-parameter-dependence should be
included in an as early stage of the analysis as possible. They allow a drastic reduction
of fit parameters for the analysis of measurements under various conditions and allow
global fitting of all immittance spectra at once. This reduces accidental association of
distorting contributions from other elements and can, hence, lead to better estimates
for the physicochemical parameters. Since the models also carry a physical concept, the
successful application also means understanding the underlying physics of the system
and possible connections of one or more different models with the same constants checks
not only the compatibility of the models with each other, but also the consistency of the
assumptions about the underlying system itself.
There are two reasons why a fit (with the novel approach proposed in this work) of
the enhanced Poisson-Nernst-Planck model does not resemble the experimental data
although the theoretically derived arrangement (compare section 2.2) was used: First,
the model itself cannot be applied on the intended piece of the system, hence extracted
parameters would not make sense anyway. Another process must be responsible and
different descriptions may be tried. Secondly, the system consists of more or less parts
than expected, i. e. the number of components is not correct. Maybe another process is
missing. Just as in the case of the novel approach proposed in this work, evaluation of the
residuals over the external-parameters might help in this identification.
Although (systematic) deviations might be perceived as negative at first glance, more
information can be gained in comparison to conventional Poisson-Nernst-Planck models.
The latter would just, without warning, map any deviating behaviour on its parameters.
That would mean that the extracted parameters are only effective quantities with values
actually not present anywhere in the system. In other words, although process-specific
external-parameter-dependent physical models impose more restrictions and can, in
consequence, lead to worse approximations of the measured data, their application is
easier to validate and a good description also likely means a good understanding of the
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system. However, in comparison to conventional Poisson-Nernst-Planck models which
require only a single condition, to apply the enhanced Poisson-Nernst-Planck model (or
the novel approach proposed in this work), immittance spectra have to be obtained for a
large enough number of sufficiently different conditions.
5.1.2.6 Summary
Whether the novel approach of analysing immittance data, directly, or in, the above
explained, combination with Poisson-Nernst-Planck models is used, the consideration of
external-parameter-dependence decouples parallel processes, allows global fitting, auto-
matically weights the regions of importance for the specific parameters which in the end
result in both, potentially better guesses and improved understanding of the underlying
physics. In contrast to conventional Poisson-Nernst-Planck models, these process-specific
approaches facilitate that not only effective parameters are extracted. Hence, whether the
processes are assumed correctly is assessed as well (also indicating a valid understanding of
the underlying physics) and, finally, other process-specific parameters, e. g. the energetic
levels of the defects involved in the charge carrier emission may be obtained additionally.
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5.2 Benefits of the new model using the example of
metal/ta-C/Si heterostructures
In order to resolve a quantitative deviation between the measured barrier-lowering coeffi-
cient and its prediction by the Frenkel-Poole model, the calculation of the superimposed
linear field was corrected. Instead of using the external field (which cannot be seen by a
charge between plates that are filled with a dielectric) the internal field was introduced.
Already without this correction, the Frenkel-Poole model that describes field-dependent
resistive properties does include a parameter of the respective dielectric part of the ma-
terial, namely, the dynamic permittivity. The above mentioned correction additionally
includes a dependence on static permittivity to determine the resistive characteristic of the
thin film. As already explained before, in such a situation the novel approach presented
in this work (which uses external-parameter-dependent process-specific physical models
to extract relevant parameters in global fits with joined parameters, as the mentioned per-
mittivities, and includes the full information of a current-voltage analysis) can especially
display its advantages: while different pieces can be separated, joint parameters, especially
spanning over resistive and dielectric properties, can be used within the specific pieces.
If the found models can successfully describe the immittance spectra, the used process-
specific descriptions are compatible and the intended piece is investigated with minimal
distortion by accidental contributions of other processes. It is, hence, also unlikely that
another piece is described or that the models only fit accidentally.
In contrast to a conventional current-voltage characterisation, the different serial pieces
can be separated by the specific parallel capacitive bypasses. The capacitance and resistance
of the depletion layer, both dependent on voltage, are fitted by parameters which are
physically relevant and better comparable as resistances and capacitances: the (effective)
acceptor concentration (which is jointly used for the capacitive and resistive part), two
Schottky barrier heights (since the voltage shift was not explicitly ascribed to either inter-
face defects or fixed charges in the thin film, two barriers were determined, alternatively
one barrier height and one defect concentration could be fitted) and the constant-phase
characteristic (which is almost unity and was fitted mainly to confirm that). It is hence
(almost) impossible that the fitted immittance does not belong to a depletion layer. If
this piece would really have been important in this investigation, even more elaborate
models could be applied leading to yet more meaningful parameters, potentially includ-
ing more information about the involved defects. Using this ‘unfinished’ depletion-layer
model is still helpful to gasp the potential of the novel approach of analysing immittance
spectra presented in this work: Missing features of the depletion-layer description, e. g.
the omitted defects at the interface and in the thin film, could be associated with specific
regions found in the corresponding plots of deviations and residuals over the external
parameters. Although the fit might have absorbed certain fractions of the deviations in
the parameters of the utilised models, it could be seen how well their restrictive nature
protects the models from absorbing other contributions. The presented approach is,
hence, very useful to spot incomplete descriptions of certain processes or to find out if
some are missing completely. It is also expected to be quite successful in the extraction of
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parameters with low distortion from fragmentary models, since the approach does not
tend to absorb too much of the distortions unaccounted in the model.
In the thin-film circuit, only the resistance is voltage dependent, while the capacitive
part is constant. The fact that the permittivities of the constant capacitive component
and the voltage-dependent resistor could be connected and both together describe the ob-
served behaviour (complementary to the depletion layer part) very well, strongly suggests
a correct identification of the underlying processes in the system. A requirement for the
connection described above was the introduced correction to calculate the superimposed
field in the Frenkel-Poolemodel, with it, the resistive part is compatiblewith the capacitive
model (i. e. the permittivity). A similar confident decoupling of the different parts would
not have been possible using conventional current-voltage analysis. Later characteristic is
completely contained within the voltage-dependent immittance spectra.
In addition to the better separation andmore confident identification of processes, the
involvement of the permittivity in resistive and capacitive part was especially important
to test the proposed correction. Three different connections between the resistive and
capacitive part were compared. The first two tested different ways of extracting the
capacitance. The third assumed no connection between both parts at all. Why the
presented approach was optimal for testing these three hypotheses is explained in the
following part of the discussion.
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Figure 5.2: The classification in different contributions and their corresponding typical frequency
ranges (apparently in Hz) from Young and Frederikse [190]. The interfacial polarisation αint
is supposed to occur in the measurement range of this work (20 Hz to 1 MHz). According to
Young and Frederikse ‘The real value of the [static] dielectric constant excludes the interfacial
polarisation’ [190]. Reprinted from Young and Frederikse (1973): ‘Compilation of the Static
Dielectric Constant of Inorganic Solids’. Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data, 2(2),
pp. 313-409, with the permission of AIP Publishing.
5.3 Extracting the bulk static permittivity of ta-C
There are various reasons to obtain unusually high (ǫr ¦ 100) or at least apparently high
values of the permittivity at low frequencies [108]. The most common effect of appar-
ently large permittivities, known already for a very long time, is the Maxwell-Wagner
effect which belongs to the group of interface polarisations [187, 106, 108]. Essentially,
the presence of (microscopic) regions of different permittivities or conductivities, which
on their own have usual magnitudes, can in combination lead to apparently very large
permittivity of the whole system, especially at low frequencies [187, 106]. These interface
polarisations5 explicitly include those caused by depletion layers, atmetal contacts or grain
boundaries [190, 108], which are in this work summarised as external origins of interfacial
polarisation. According to Young and Frederikse [190], also the defects, such as voids,
dislocations, clusters of vacancies, interstitials or impurities can lead to the accumulation
of charges in the bulk of the dielectric and contribute to the interfacial polarisability, here
internal interfacial polarisability. All these interface polarisations are very common effects
which supposingly do not contribute to the true bulk static permittivity [190]. In the
5Although the effect leading to the apparently large permittivities is, fundamentally, still the Maxwell-
Wagner effect, this work follows the convention of Young and Frederikse [190] to use the more general
term of interfacial polarisation for interfaces like depletion layers and grain boundaries. This should reflect
the importance of the statistical character of these interfaces, which leads to a much more complicated
frequency dependence and characteristic differences from the original Maxwell-Wagner model.
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compilation of static permittivities from the National Bureau of Standards [190], today
called the National Institute of Standards and Technology, it says: ‘All these mechanisms
contribute to the interfacial polarisability αint. As a result one often observes at low
frequencies dielectric constants much in excess of the real value for the pure bulk material.
(The real value of the dielectric constant excludes the interfacial polarisation.) Because of
this effect it usually is impossible to measure the static dielectric constant in the low fre-
quency range; for the great majority of substances the measurement has been performed
at 103 Hz or higher (sometimes as high as 108 or 109 Hz)’. The observation that the per-
mittivity extracted from the constant phase element is too large to correspond to the static
permittivity (which is assumed in the corrected version of the Frenkel-Poole model) is,
hence, in agreement with the interpretation of Young and Frederikse. Furthermore, their
method of extracting the static permittivity at higher frequencies, after the contribution
of the interfacial polarisation becomes negligible (as shown in Figure 5.2), corresponds to
extracting the static permittivity from the experimental high-frequency-limiting capacitor
C (exp)
tf,∞ . As a result, according to the interpretation of Young and Frederikse, not Model 1
but Model 2 extracts the ‘true’ static permittivity of the material. As can be seen by the
deviations of Model 1 and in agreement with their prediction, the permittivity extracted
from the constant phase element is too large while the permittivity extracted from the
high-frequency-limiting capacitor C (exp)
tf,∞ has just the right value to resolve a decade-old
quantitative deviation of the Frenkel-Poole model.
In Model 2, the permittivity from the experimental high-frequency-limiting capacitor
C (exp)
tf,∞ is not only used as static permittivity, but also as an approximation for the dynamic
permittivity. Why this is expected to be a good approximation is explained in this para-
graph, by discussing one resonance in Figure 5.2, and its respective contribution to the
permittivity, after another. A covalently bound material, like ta-C, is not expected to
have relevant amount of molecular dipoles that could be oriented. Consequently, the
process responsible for dipolar or orientational polarisability αdip in Figure 5.2, should
either give little or no contribution to the permittivity at all. The same should apply for
the subsequent ionic polarisability αion (again in Figure 5.2), since ta-C is a material of one
atom species only, the carbon atoms are covalently bound and under the conditions of
the experiment rarely expected to be ionised. Furthermore, the number of contaminants
for mass-selective ion-beam deposition which may lead to bonds with potentially ionic
character is expected to be not particularly high, even especially low in comparison to the
majority of other deposition methods,6 as well. It is, hence, within this context entirely
possible that the permittivity relevant for the Coulombic contribution to the potential
of the exiting mobile charge, the dynamic permittivity, is for ta-C almost the same as the
static permittivity, for frequencies higher than the supposed (confer [190]) to be excluded
interfacial polarisation . Hence, by determining the static permittivity with the procedure
as suggested by Young and Frederikse and by assuming that the dipolar and ionic con-
tributions to the permittivity are negligible for ta-C (which is for the above mentioned
6Specifically for ta-C mass-selective ion-beam deposition leads to the films with highest sp3 content
[154] and lowest impurity content [101, pp. 211-213].
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reasons quite reasonable), the calculation for the internal field leads to a quantitatively
correct slope of the Frenkel-Poole model.
Unlike in this work, to determine the permittivities, or the dielectric spectrum of a
material, usually the, in that case, ‘parasitic’ contributions like space-charge layers are not
explicitly modelled. Of course, for this alternative goal, the structure of the sample is
optimised to prevent parasitic pieces. Still, these parasitic contributions at low frequencies,
associated with interfacial polarisation by Young and Frederikse, seem to be unavoidable
[190, 106, 108]. In fact, most large permittivities at low frequency can be explained mostly
by Maxwell-Wagner contributions [106], specifically by those caused by ‘depletion layers
at the interface between sample and contacts or at grain boundaries’ [106]. In the present
work, no (non-metallic) piece of the system is expected to have grains, and hence also
no grain boundaries. Unlike for the usual method of determining permittivities, in
this work, different pieces of the sample have been explicitly modelled. As a result, the
different permittivity contributions to the total system by the thin film itself and the
depletion layer in the substrate have been explicitly taken into account. The apparently
large permittivity of the system ta-C/p-Si caused by the Maxwell-Wagner effect between
silicon and ta-C has, hence, been accounted for. With the analysis in previous works
[2] and by unpublished results of current-voltage analysis of the annealed aluminium
back contacts, it can be deduced that there is no depletion layer at the Al/p-Si back
contact side. Different top-contact material systems of Al/Ti and Au/Cr each on the
ta-C film have lead to no significant differences in the immittance response. This, at least,
indicates that there is no significant depletion-layer formation at the metal/ta-C interface.
Depletion layers in disordered materials, like ta-C, that observe defect-driven conduction
mechanism are, also due to the very high number of defects and their presence at almost
all energies, anyway unlikely [80]. Still, quite unlike the ta-C/p-Si interface, where the
different permittivities are explicitly considered, the (abrupt) permittivity transition, at
both metallic contact sides of the system, has been ignored. Then again, they do not lead
to large contributions to the resistance and, consequently, only have a very small ratio of
voltage drop. More importantly, the constant phase element relevant in this context is
identified as the dielectric contribution parallel to the Frenkel-Poole conductivity and,
hence, associated with the bulk or at least internal contribution of the thin film. Meaning
that, if this apparently large permittivity at low frequencies would be caused by the
interfacial polarisation, its source should rather be the inhomogeneities inside the ta-
C bulk, i. e. the internal interfacial polarisation. Due to the amorphous nature of the
carbon film neither sharp gradients in the permittivity, as for grain boundaries, nor large
variations in permittivity at different locations in the film, like for crystalline materials
that can appear in different phases, are expected.
One possible explanation could be that the interfacial polarisation at those other
interfaces is falsely identified as a contribution parallel to the Frenkel-Poole conduction
that describes dominant conduction process in the ta-C bulk. This seems, however,
unlikely, since the assumption of this voltage-independent constant phase element parallel
to the Frenkel-Poole resistance with very specific voltage dependence leads to a correct
cut-off frequency for almost all bias voltages. Additionally, these different interfaces
are, on the one hand, known to have only little contribution to the resistance, with the
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consequence of a very low voltage drop, and, on the other hand, it is extremely unlikely
that their voltage dependence should be similar to the one of the Frenkel-Poole process
of the ta-C bulk.
Believing (for the moment that the circuit assumed in this work is correct) that the
constant phase element is parallel to the Frenkel-Poole resistance, another possible ex-
planation of falsely assuming the constant phase element to be a ta-C bulk property,
could be caused by the misconception that the Frenkel-Poole effect would describe the
bulk conduction, while it would actually be an interface effect. The possibility of an
interface effect at the silicon side can be excluded by the fact that conductive ion tracks
can be formed in ta-C [127, 188]. Assuming that what is identified as the Frenkel-Poole
behaviour would be an interface and not a bulk effect: As there is no other significant
resistance (for highly doped substrate) the bulk conductivity of the ta-C must be quite
high. Furthermore, in this case, the ion tracks would not shortcut the highly conductive
ta-C, but only very locally reduce the high resistance at the ta-C/Si interface. Since ta-C
would in this scenario have a large bulk conductivity, the reduction of the resistance at
the interface by an ion impact could impossibly lead to a very sharp (few nanometres
diameter) island of high conductivity at the top surface of ta-C. Quite the opposite, the
sharp conductive ‘hole’ in the interface would be smeared out by the good conduction of
the ta-C bulk and, in the end, only a globally higher conductivity could be measured. The
remaining interface is the one at the surface of the ta-C. It seems unlikely that the interface
at the top of ta-C should show the same high-resistive characteristic for different metal
contacts, including planar Al/Ti and Au/Cr contacts, wolfram- and diamond-coated
AFM tips, and more contact materials used by other researchers finding the same current-
density-voltage properties [21, 38, 132, 53], but exhibit no significant interface resistance at
the substrate side (of the amorphous carbon). As already mentioned, electrode effects are
not expected to be prominent in disordered materials, anyway [80].
Finally, having dismissed external interface-related effects, it can be assumed that the
constant phase element really describes the low-frequency contribution of the bulk ta-C.
From the list of other explanations given in reference [108] only one explanation remains:
the already mentioned power-law derived by Jonscher [84] for a large variety of materials,
hence termed ‘universal dielectric response’, only sharing the property that they are in
some way disordered. This effect is associated with charge transport involving localised
states. It leads to very high permittivities but also involves a very large loss ratio. It is in
agreement with the presence of the Frenkel-Poole conduction and other properties of
the material, like its amorphous nature and the fact that its Fermi level is inside the gap
(i. e. beneath the mobility edge / conductive band), extremely likely, that ta-C should
exhibit the universal dielectric response and that the observed constant phase element is
its result.
In the end, three possible explanations are remaining: Either internal interfacial polar-
isation by slight random internal fluctuations that are, due to the amorphous nature of
the material, expected much less sharp, not as pronounced and with much smaller spatial
extent than grains. Or the much more likely, even surprising if not present, universal
response due to the charge transport involving localised states with a certain randomness.
Assuming the cause of the oversized permittivity is indeed, as expected, due to the
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latter: although a large part of the permittivity is associated with loss, the real part of
the permittivity is still much larger than 10. This is not in agreement with the suggested
correction for the calculation of the internal field in the Frenkel-Poole model. Hence, this
could mean that the suggested correction does not fix the quantitative problems of the
Frenkel-Poole model. On the other hand, this part of the permittivity spectra is generally
not used to determine the bulk static permittivities [190]. This was justified with the
association of the corresponding response at low frequencies with interfacial polarisation
[190]. The correctness of this assumptionmight neither have been nor be universally true.
It is entirely possible, that the obtained high permittivities were not always connected to
interface effects, especially since the low-frequency part was in general just discarded (see
reference [190]). According to Young and Frederikse [190], this type of polarisation is
also caused by voids (probably generalising vacancies and clusters of such), dislocations,
impurities or interstitials. All these nanoscopic defects cannot (explicitly) be described
with effective media approaches. As a consequence, the effects of these localised defects
cannot have anything to do with the (original form of) Maxwell-Wagner effect, that is
based on effective media approximations and necessarily requires the resulting effective
large-scale quantities like permittivity and conductivity. Hence, it may be interesting to
further investigate whether the very lossy, but still high real permittivity values, due to
hopping conduction, are contributing to the static permittivity in a way that they lower
the internal field for a charge in the material or that they are not really a part of the static
permittivity. It may have been oversimplified to generally associate the low-frequency part
with interfacial polarisation and, consequently, to disregard it. There may be other effects
not part of the static permittivity leading to apparently large real parts of the permittivity.
So far, the different interfaces which have only little resistance and, hence, negligible
voltage drop were not considered to be a source of the capacitive dispersion for low
frequencies. In principle, however, any capture and emission process of a trap leads to a
contribution to the dielectric current. The voltage drop over the different components
indicates not only their respective regions of dominance, but also that the fields in these
regions are correspondingly higher than in the others under respective conditions. What
if already the low field at other interfaces, while the major part of the voltage drops over
the thin film, is enough to charge or discharge the traps close to the interface? For example,
at the generally low-resistive back contact, consisting of an annealed aluminium/silicon,
theremight still be a high number of electrically active defects. Supposing they are shallow
enough, they might be charged and discharged while there is almost no voltage drop
around their region. If now a condition is selected where the voltage drop is primarily
over the thin film but the defects close to the back contact were charged and discharged
due to the applied signal, this would be falsely interpreted as a contribution to the thin
film. The question is: Knowing that the signal amplitude is only 30 mVRMS and the
major part of this rather small voltage drops over the thin film, can the remaining fraction
still influence the occupation statistics at another part enough to lead to a significant
contribution to the dielectric current? If the answer would be yes, this could lead to a
dispersion that is not actually in the thin film, but would seem that way. The interface
at the back contact was just an example for the purpose of illustration. In the case that
this effect exists, any region of defects which changes the occupation statistics due to this
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fraction of the applied signal could lead to such a false contribution as explained above.
Another explanation would be the form of the polarisation resonance. At these low
frequencies, the change in permittivity is usually assumed to have the form of relaxational
dispersion instead of a resonant dispersion. Resonant dispersion would lead to very large
permittivities around the resonance while the permittivity step between both sides far
from the resonance, the actual contribution to the static permittivity, is much smaller
(compare resonant dispersion at the ionic resonance in Figure 5.2 where the permittivity
values for frequencies just below the centre of the resonance are much higher than the
true contribution). The dispersion corresponding to the dipole relaxation in the same
figure is a relaxational dispersion: its permittivity neither over- nor undershoots around
the resonance.
An explanation why the higher permittivity values extracted from the constant phase
element would have no effect on the barrier-lowering, though they would be caused
by the contribution of hopping conduction in the ta-C, could be a thin-film-specific
effect. In section 4.2 the distance of the maximum of the barrier height was estimated
to be around 12 nm in a material with a relative permittivity ǫr = 5 and an internal
field corresponding to a voltage drop of 1 V over 100 nm thin film. Assuming, although
this distance decreases for higher fields and increases for lower fields, this might be a
relevant magnitude. The Coulombic traps in the thin film would have to be separated
by at least 24 nm from each other to avoid an influence between them that would be
strong enough to lead to serious deviation from the Frenkel-Poole model. The thickness
of the thin film is, depending on the sample, supposed to be between 60 nm to 80 nm.
This work uses the advanced Frenkel-Poole model by Connell et al. [28] which includes
a three-dimensional Coulombic potential. Like most extension of the Frenkel-Poole
model, the introduction of the three-dimensional potential landscape is still based on
the idea of Jonscher [80]. This means that the linear superimposed field is, without loss
of generality assumed in only one effective direction, while its effect on the otherwise
Coulombic potential is calculated with respect to the angle in field direction (followed by
integrating the escape probability over the sphere with the respective barrier heights). In
this work, the internal field is assumed for the linear superimposed field while the rest of
the calculation remains identical. For the investigated isotropic, homogeneousmaterial,
neglecting the influence of neighbouring traps, the field can safely be assumed to be
directed normal to the sandwiched structure of the system, i. e. orthogonal to the lateral
side of the thin film. Due to this fact, only very few (in the mean between one to two)
traps are before or after a specific trap in the field direction. Assuming that the same traps
that lead to the dispersive contribution of the capacitance at low frequencies are those
responsible for the Frenkel-Poole effect, the low number of those traps in the relevant
direction (normal to the thin film surface) may break the eective medium approach,
i. e. the polarisation due to hopping might still be significant due to the relatively large
lateral dimensions leading to a high number of contributing hopping centres for the
measurement of the total capacitance of the complete thin film. For an individual trap,
however, the contribution in the relevant direction would only be caused by few hopping
centres, probably not enough to allow assuming the extracted effective permittivity,
especially since for the usually utilised pair approximation the dipole is assumed to be
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due to two hopping centres [104]. The possible explanation given above, that might not
necessarily be the true situation, belongs to a whole class of scenarios that are all based on
the fact that the effective media approximation breaks. A very simple and even extremer
version of the latter example would be that the thin film could in lateral direction be
divided into many cubes of two types with similar frequency: one would be a Frenkel-
Poole-like conductor with the permittivity without low-frequency polarisation by charge
movement in traps and the second typewould contain defects that lead to a distribution of
polarisation processes in latter low-frequency regime, but had no conductive contribution
whatsoever. Additionally, the defects responsible for the polarisation in the second type
of cubes should be too far from any neighbouring traps responsible for conductive
contributions. The result would be a constant-phase response for the dielectric properties.
The traps involved in conduction (in type 1 cubes), on the other hand, would not perceive
the low-frequency permittivity caused by the low-frequency polarisation in the type 2
cubes. This is, of course, a pathological example which would not exist in a real-world
material. As explained later, the Barton-Nakajima-Namikawa relation given in equation
6.1 even indicates that (a subgroup of) the same defects responsible for the conduction in
a material are also those involved in the polarisation of disordered materials. However,
from the fact that dielectric properties are much less dependent on external parameters,
like the temperature, as corresponding conductive properties [37], it may be deduced
that static conduction involves also contributions of very slow jumps (a theory already
mentioned by [80]). These unlikely jumps are frozen long before the highly probable
jumps responsible for the constant-phase behaviour freeze. Hence, only a smaller number
of traps is responsible for the dielectric properties. Since a thin film is investigated, in the
direction of the applied field only few of these defects responsible for the constant-phase
behaviour are in series to the many defects involved in the static conduction process. As a
consequence, latter might not perceive the high low-frequency permittivity caused by
hopping processes. Although none of the above examples may be present in exactly the
described variant in the material, these examples shall stress one very important point:
awareness of deviations caused by utilising the eective media approach, which could explain
the absence of the high values of relative permittivity, observed in the low-frequency
dielectric response, in the actual static relative permittivity used in the model for the
conduction process.
Since the actual origin of the constant phase behaviour is not yet entirely clear, a
straight forward extraction of a permittivity from the constant phase element might
not necessarily be correct. Models with distributions of resistivity but permittivity of
normal magnitude can lead to an apparently high value for the permittivity [65]. At the
end, fluctuations of resistance in the amorphous bulk could explain the apparently high
permittivity values.
In summary, the low-frequency region associated with the response of the constant
phase element is usually not regarded as a part of the bulk static permittivity [190]. There
are specific exceptions that could appear for the investigated disordered system, since it has
a charge transport mechanism based on localised states [108]. The proposed correction of
the Frenkel-Poole model leads, for the first time, to a quantitatively correct description of
themeasured data, if the extraction is performed according to reference [190], i. e. ignoring
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the dispersive capacitance at very low frequencies. This indicates that the constant phase
element is either not connected to the bulk static permittivity or, if it is, that this part
of the bulk static permittivity plays no role in the calculation of the internal field (some
possible reasons for both are given above).
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5.4 The exclusive separation of the total current density into
static conduction processes and dielectric processes
As explained in 2.1.2, the two terms on the right-hand side in the equation (3.1b) (repeated
below) for the total current density
J̃tot(t , Ẽ,P̃ ) = J̃
(stat)
free
(Ẽ,P̃ )+ ∂ D̃(t , Ẽ,P̃ )
∂ t
, (3.1b)
are assumed to exclusively represent either dc or ac properties of the non-magnetic piece
of material. From its first definition on, this exclusive separation is followed through
until the interpretation as electrical equivalent circuit, i. e. an interpretation as lumped
components for an actually spatially extended piece of material. As a result, the static
resistor Rstat(V ,P ) is assumed to be caused solely by the dc transport process(es), while
both dynamic components Rdyn(ω,V ,P ) and X ′C(ω,V ,P ), in either parallel or serial
arrangement, are associated with the dielectric properties only. From this assumption fol-
lows that the static resistance has to be parallel to the dynamic components (independent
on their arrangement), since it is the only remaining resistance for zero frequency. The
dielectric part necessarily has, independent on whether the circuits for its polarisation
processes are arranged in their parallel or serial representations, an infinite immittance
at zero frequency. Any magnetic contribution, unavoidably present for any material
including those with relative magnetic permeability of unity (µr = 1) is neglected. In
systems with low conductivity (e. g. non-metals), which are usually investigated by im-
mittance spectroscopy, this assumption is quite reasonable. It makes however clear that
this separation (which also assumes the free current density Jfree to be independent of
frequency), the negligence of any magnetic contributions and, especially, ignoring the
spatial dependence of these quantities, can only be an approximation.
The assumption of a frequency-independent free current density Jfree was necessary, be-
cause including external-parameter dependence is the central idea of this novel approach,
and most available external-parameter-dependent conduction models are only designed
for the case of static conduction. In fact, the free current density Jfree is dependent on
frequency and its association with the dc conductivity, as already done by Jonscher [78],
is only an approximation. In the next section, it will be discussed up to what frequency
the dc model may still be used. It is found that assuming the dc conductivity as source
for the free current density Jfree is valid for a rather large frequency range that very likely
includes all frequencies usually used for immittance spectroscopy.
It should, however, be noted that all discussions about the frequency dependence
of the free current density Jfree do not affect the present version of the immittance
simulation used. Currently, the simulation only uses the bias voltage to calculate
the free-current contribution (more precisely the static resistance of each compon-
ent). This is a typical small-signal approximation which, consequently, ignores the
potentially asymmetric behaviour of the conductivity model in the voltage range
of the oscillation. Due to the non-linearity and asymmetry of the model, the mean
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conductivity might be different to the conductivity of the mean voltage. Further-
more, the varying voltage will also vary the voltage drop over every serial circuit
component which makes the calculation of the real conductivity for each time step
rather expensive.
Besides the breakdown of actually static conductionmodels, which seems to be outside
the frequency range relevant for immittance spectroscopy, the free current density Jfree
becomes also frequency dependent because spatial dimensions and magnetic effects are
ignored. With increasing frequency the ‘skin effect’ (see [95] and [62, p. 45]) becomes
increasingly important, i. e. the self-induced magnetic filed induces a current that reduces
current flow in the centre of a conductor. As a result, the effective area of the conductor
is decreasing with increasing frequency (since the current in field direction is only flowing
in a region, close to the surface of the conductor, which decreases with frequency). When
concentrating exclusively on Maxwell’s generalisation of Ampere’s law without spatial
dimensions, e. g. assuming lumped components, this effect will appear as a decrease in
the amplitude of the free current density Jfree with increasing frequency. Since this effect
does involve the creation of a magnetic field from the current through the conductor and
induction of an eddy current in the same material, it only plays a role in good conductors.
Those are rarely investigated in immittance spectroscopy, except in the field of engineering.
5.4.1 Using static current models for the free current
This exclusive separation has also been used by Jonscher [78, pp. 40-41]. He associated
the dc conductivity σdc with the free current, i. e.
Jfree = σdcE,
where σdc is assumed a purely real constant that would be obtained under steady-state
conditions at infinite time, i. e. σdc is independent of frequency [78, pp. 40-41].
7 The
calculation of the free current Jfree via Ohm’s law was already introduced by Maxwell
[126]. Furthermore, Maxwell also ascribed the polarisation to the dielectric displacement
[126]. On the other hand, Maxwell only mentions the proportionality between the free
current Jfree and the applied field (‘electromotive force’) and, in this context, introduces
the reciprocal of the specific resistivity (‘specific resistance’) ρ as proportionality constant




Maxwell did neither specify whether the specific resistivity should be a constant, inde-
pendent on frequency, or even identical to the dc value [126]. This work adopts the
exclusive separation and, consequently, the interpretation of the free current Jfree by
Jonscher [78]. Otherwise, the conversion into frequency domain would have also lead to
an imaginary component of the free current, i. e. in quadrature with the driving field, and
7As in the derivation, the material is assumed homogeneous and isotropic. If not mentioned explicitly,
the assumptions of the derivation are used also in this section.
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frequency dependence (also of the derived components) resulting in a different electrical
equivalent circuit. The derivation would have been more complicated, but still possible.
There is, however, another reason why the exclusive separation of dc and ac contributions
is used although it is only an approximation: in the following part of the section, it will
be shown that within the frequency range of dielectric relaxation, i. e. the range relevant
for immittance spectroscopy, the assumption of the exclusive separation of dc and ac
contributions is a valid approximation.
The above mentioned fact, that this exclusive separation is an approximation, becomes
apparent when frequency dependence is introduced for the static transport process.
The frequency dependence becomes unavoidable, because the dependence on external
parameters, that is included, can lead to an implicit frequency dependence. Generally,
the resistivity might be dependent on the applied field, which is a quantity that is varied
(periodically) in the experiment with varying frequency. A dc conductivity model, which
usually assumes the system has reached its steady state (under static conditions), would
independent of frequency lead to purely real values for the resistance, only. The response
of a purely real-valued resistor, however, would be always in phase with the driving
field and result in the equilibrium current of the currently applied field at any time,
independent of the frequency of the signal. In the following paragraphs it is assessed
up to which frequency the approximation of utilising the dc model may be assumed
valid. There are two very different types of conduction that are considered separately:
conduction through delocalised and localised states.
The situation is well investigated for the former case: metallic conduction, i. e. conduc-
tion through delocalised states (e. g. confer [143, pp. 16-22]). In a basic description, the
equation of motion for a charged particle is assumed to consist of the constant accelera-
tion due to the applied field and a frictional term that reduced the speed of the particle
through collisions [143, pp. 16-22]. The mean-time between collisions is reciprocally
linked to the dampening constant of the friction term. In a typical conductor it is of the
order of 10−14 s, e. g. for copper τ = 2.4 · 10−14 s [143, pp. 16-22]. From such mean times
between collisions and other material specific parameters the plasma frequency can be de-
termined [143, pp. 16-22]. It is found, that the conductivity of a metal may be considered
independent of frequency as long as it is sufficiently lower than the corresponding plasma
frequency which is in the terahertz range for typical metals [143, pp. 16-22]. Hence, the
form of electrical equivalent circuit proposed in this work can, for a metallic part of the
system, be used in all typical frequency ranges of immittance spectroscopy.
As shown in this and the two following paragraph, in parts with conduction involving
localised states, this separation remains valid up to frequencies sufficiently lower than
those at whichmodulation quanta are absorbed or emitted by the charge. At a first glance
one might think that the lifetime of a trap, that is the time a charge carrier occupies a trap
before it is released, might be connected to the high-frequency limit of the approximation
in a material where charge transport is dominated by processes involving localised defects
(for simplicity, but without the loss of generality, only one type of trap is assumed). Using
the lifetime of the charge carrier in the trap (in combination with the corresponding trap
density, energy differences, possible final states, recapture probability, etc.), a net jump
rate ri for charges successfully leaving the trap in a unit volume can be derived. As no
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quantitative result shall be calculated, it is here not relevant what fraction of these jumps
lead to an actual contribution to the current, as a result, without the loss of generality
the net jump rate ri should only include the fraction of those jumps that do contribute.
Generally, the jump rate may be influenced by external parameter, e. g. the applied field
or the temperature. Consequently, it is implicitly dependent on time. It is not explicitly
dependent on time, because the trap should not memorise prior conditions, the trap
system shall be time invariant (the derivation was restricted to a non-ferroelectric, non-
magneticmaterial). Thismeans that the probability of leaving the trap has as such no time
dependence, i. e. applying the same conditions today, tomorrow any other day will result
in the same probability. Of course, changing the conditions may change the probability,
e. g. a higher temperature could lead to an increased jump probability. Using the familiar
syntax of this work for parameter dependence while additionally stressing the fact that the
parameters themselves are explicitly dependent on time the jump rate might be written as
ri

Ẽ(t ),P̃ (t )

. To calculate the number of successful jumps ni in a time interval (t1, t2)






Ẽ(t ),P̃ (t )

dt . (5.1)
For increasing frequency the length of the time interval, at which the condition can be
assumed constant, decreases. However, the calculation of the total number of successful
jumps ni remains valid, even when the length of the time interval falls below the mean
lifetime (but is still above the already mentioned actual limit), because, as long as the
number of traps is sufficiently high, the corresponding fraction of them still performs
jumps, i. e. the number of successful jumps will decrease, but according to the ratio of the
constant condition. For example, if the field is applied for only a tenth of the time to have
N successful jumps, in the mean only N
10
of the jumps occur. Hence, interval length below
the mean jump rate (but above the frequencies for absorption or emission of modulation
quanta for the charge) result in a reduced current, but do not represent a general limit.
Another important time constant for conduction processes involving localised states
is the traversal time. This is the time the trapped charge requires actually passing through
the barrier [16]. Usually this time is much shorter than the lifetime of an occupant in the
trap [3]. In their work [16], Büttiker and Landauer discuss the influence of electrical fields
varying with time on the barrier and the corresponding traversal time through it. They
find that, as long as no modulation quanta is transferred, the barrier remains effectively
the same. There are two cases: First, the applied signal has a low frequency, with a huge
wavelength in comparison to the barrier width, in this case the situation for the charge
looks like the respective static condition. Second, the applied signal has a wavelength in
the order of or sufficiently higher than the barrier width, corresponding to a frequency
in the order of or higher than the inverse of the traversal time. In latter case, the barrier
becomes actually modulated, but the relevant effective barrier remains identical. As a
result the frequency range of validity (of utilising a dc model while ignoring any delay for
the resistance) is not dependent on the traversal time (confer [16]).
Finally, if the frequency reaches a range where modulation quanta are absorbed or
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emitted by the charge carrier, the probability of passing through the barrier is changed
[16]. At such frequencies the rate integrated in (5.1) deviates from the dc behaviour
and the approximation becomes invalid. It is entirely possible that this frequency is
lower than the inverse of the traversal time. The moment, modulation quanta become
important, is not only when the proposed approximation breaks, but also the upper
frequency limit of the range at which immittance spectroscopy is typically performed.
According to the definition by Jonscher [78, p. 6], dielectric relaxation is observed in
the ‘“low-frequency” sub-quantum’ limit and, hence, ends below the above described
frequency range of charges interacting with modulation quanta. As a consequence, for
frequencies around or larger than this limit, the static conductivity σdc has to be replaced
by a dynamic conductivity that recognises the frequency of the applied signal and allows a
delayed response (an imaginary part that represents the component of the conductivity in
quadrature to the driving field). In the limit of low frequencies the dynamic conductivity
must converge against the static conductivity. At the above described high-frequency
limit the question arises how to separate the response into dc and ac part. It might well
be that such a separation is neither needed nor possible any longer. Also, the effect of
dissipative tunnelling through the barrier was recognised in the work of Büttiker and
Landauer [16]. While this would lead to longer traversal times, it does not change the
above derivation of the frequency limit.
Regarding the influence of dissipation: the processes of overcoming a barrier
by thermal emission, thermionic emission or even through tunnelling are usually
dissipative, e. g. they involve absorption or emission of a phonon or photon. Even
for tunnelling processes, because initial and final states may not be of an identical
type and, hence, require the absorption or emission of a phonon or photon to
conserve momentum or energy [37]. The statement of Jonscher that the frequency
range of dielectric relaxation is in the ‘subquantum limit’ is of course not intended
to restrict in this context.
This section does only assess the applicability of dc models to correctly account for
their contribution to the free current density Jfree in situations with ac signals. It does not
asses whether they correctly contribute to the polarisation. Staying within the example of
transport through randomly arranged localised states: The random arrangement of these
traps leads to the formation of percolation paths through the material. With increasing
frequency some jumps in these paths might become almost impossible to overcome. The
charges trapped in a region of more easy jumps will then align their spatial distribution
in the available traps with the applied field while other traps remain unfilled and, hence,
represent a certain net charge. The movement of the remaining empty traps with the
applied field can be interpreted as the alignment of bound charges with the applied field.
Furthermore, this process is, in almost all cases, lossy. With increasing frequency the
regions of possible jumps become smaller and smaller, until reaching the limit of this
polarisation process: the pair approximation. In this high-frequency limit a single mobile
charge is aligning between only two traps. After this most elementary form of dipoles
by traps cannot follow the applied field any longer, the contribution by hopping ceases.
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5.4 Exclusive separation into static conduction processes and dielectric processes
In the presented assessment of the frequency limit of the actual dc conduction model,
this conversion from free-current contribution to a dielectric contribution was ignored
entirely. In fact, a part (probably even the major part) of the measured constant phase
element is very likely due to this effect (compare the discussion about the value of the
static permittivity in section 5.6.3). A static conduction model does not include this
potentially important feature. In the reviews of Long [104] and Elliott [40] various
models to describe the ac contribution of randomly arranged traps are discussed. A
microscopic unified theory that can explain both, conductive and dielectric processes
jointly, is however still missing and deemed one of the major challenges in solid state
physics (see section 6.2.4).
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5.5 The underappreciated method: Enhancing current-voltage
analysis using voltage-dependent immittance
spectroscopy
5.5.1 Goals of conventional current-voltage analysis
Current-voltage characterisation is very common method of analysis which is applies to
many very different material systems. A very prominent application is the identification of
charge-transport processes (i. e. understanding the underlying physics) and the subsequent
determination of its relevant parameters, e. g. Schottky-barrier height, concentration and
energetic distance of donor or acceptor levels from the mobility edge, other activation
energies with the help of temperature dependence (confer [176, pp. 84-96, 254-270,
279-286, 402-405]). Of course many parameters, including the given examples, may
potentially be determined independently using distinct, sometimes better suited,methods
of measurement. Still, current-voltage analysis is a very common and accepted method
which is very often used to extract parameters of the charge-transport process, especially
in combination with temperature dependence.
5.5.2 Challenges in conventional current-voltage analysis
Only very rarely all pieces of interest can be studied separately. One notable, quite
common, challenge is the agglomeration or depletion of charges around the interfaces,
leading to unavoidable as well as significant contributions in the current-voltage relation.
There is no shortage of awareness of the presence of these barriers, but the magnitude of
their contributions seems sometimes underestimated.
5.5.3 Immittance spectroscopy as logical consequence? Similarities
between the different measurements.
In this section, it will be shown that voltage-(and temperature-) dependent immittance
spectroscopy can improve the processes of identifying the charge-transport process as well
as the subsequent parameter extraction. Voltage-dependent immittance spectroscopy
contains the capacitive response of the system further to the full (see details in 5.5.7)
information of the corresponding current-voltage analysis while it adds, except for the
different but very similar measurement setup, no additional requirements with respect
to the sample. The basic idea is that the capacitive information can be used to distinguish
and separately extract different serial impedances. In consequence, the current-voltage
curve (plus any other external parameter dependence) can be separately extracted for each
serial piece. The knowledge of specific models for the different resistances or capacitances
is not mandatory, but can improve the differentiation.
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5.5.4 Solution by immittance spectroscopy
With the complementary frequency information, this new approach allows distinguishing
different contributions to the measured current-voltage characteristic. A typical serial
distortion is caused by additional resistances through space charges at the interfaces.
A very common problem, which is already manageable without additional frequency-
dependent information, is to reduce the influence of contacts. This can, in usual current-
voltage analysis, already be done in two ways:
First, by utilising selected materials at the contacts, often in combination with specific
pretreatments of the surfaces prior to metallisation and possibly complicated subsequent
annealing programs (e. g. confer [6] for an overview of Ohmic contacts for III-V com-
pound semiconductors). While these processes are known for common materials and
anyway necessary to develop devices, in science one is often confronted with materials for
which such processes are not yet known. Developing low-Ohmic contacts for such latter
cases may be a tedious and lengthy process.
Secondly, which is normal procedure, by performing a measurement using the four-
point probe method [162, pp. 2-21]. In this way the contribution of the contacts can (in
many cases) be removed, since the measurement of the voltage-drop is separated from
the current measurement. With the goal on gaining knowledge about a material rather
than developing a device, the four-terminal sensing can in most cases render the step of
finding low-Ohmic contacts unnecessary.
Our approach offers a third method of separation by utilising the distinct capacitive
bypasses of the corresponding pieces. This can be useful in the (admittedly) rare cases
where a four-point probe method is not applicable and, more importantly as explained
below, when the relevant piece of interest is itself a (hetero)structure consisting of several
homogeneous pieces.
As distinguishes from the four-point probe method, the presented approach is not
limited to eliminate the serial resistance contribution of contacts, but can be used to
distinguish various serial pieces. Hence, the benefits of this approach emerge primarily
for more complicated sample structures with several serial pieces. Unlike for the four-
point probemethodwhich eliminates the (parasitic) distribution, the presented approach
allows separate extraction of all individual distributions. For example, if the investigated
system is a more complicated structure of several layers. It might be desired to characterise
the bulk contributions of each layer and its interfaces separately. Instead of synthesising
different samples to study each interface and each bulk material separately, the pile of all
layers can be measured together and different contributions extracted.
5.5.5 Requirements for and limits of the distinction of different pieces
using immittance spectroscopy
A necessary prerequisite remaining is that at least at some point in parameter space the
piece(s) of interest must have a significant contribution. The presented approach requires
a measurable contribution of the piece(s) of interest in the total impedance of the system.
With decreasing impedance ratio, of the piece(s) of the sample that should be extracted
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normalised on the total impedance of the system, the dynamic of the extracted data for
the piece(s) of interest decreases. In addition to the increasing dynamic requirements,
natural limits in the maximal applicable (total) bias voltage, usually because of some
threshold at which the sample (or some piece of it) gets irreversibly damaged, might
significantly reduce the possible voltage range for the piece(s) of interest, for a decreasing
impedance ratio. Hence, for the explained method of extraction to work, the impedance
of interest should not have little contribution as compared to other serial pieces of the
system. Otherwise, the extraction of the current-voltage characteristic of the piece(s) of
interest becomes increasingly difficult.
For example, if the piece of interest is the bulk of material X and the metal contacts
at both sides form a depletion layer in X that is very high-Ohmic in comparison to the
resistance of the bulk ofX, this approachmight not help to avoid developing a low-Ohmic
contact on X. For positive and negative voltages, the depletion-layer width would be
increased on one side and take the major part of the voltage drop. Further to whether the
bulk resistance can be extracted at all, which depends on the dynamic of the measurement
setup, the voltage range of the current-voltage curve would be limited to the maximal
and minimal voltage drop of the corresponding part. Hence, for the given example, it
might still be necessary to find a way of creating a low-Ohmic contact to the material X.
In summery, the piece(s) to be extracted needs to be a significant or, better, dominant
contributor to the total impedance. In any other case, the parasitic contributions have to
be reduced, e. g. , continuing in the context of the example given in the introduction of
this subsection, better contacts or samples for the separate parts alone are imperative.
Not always parasitic effects are, as contact resistances, in series to the piece(s) of interest.
Other, typically parallel examples are: conductive bypasses through grain boundaries, the
surface or randomly arranged ‘percolation paths’ of higher conductivity. Grain boundar-
ies can of course also present barriers for charge carriers with very low conductivity. If
these alternate paths are arranged in parallel, only the dependence on external parameters
can decouple the different contributions. Just as in the case of a pure current-voltage
measurement. Hence, in this situation, the additional capacitive information can only
help by ensuring that there are no serial contributions, but does not enhance differen-
tiating the distinct parallel parts. Furthermore, also potential capacitances arranged in
parallel can only be distinguished by additional parameter dependence.
5.5.6 The concept of distinguishing serial pieces explained
The concept of identifying serial pieces of a system using impedance spectroscopy is
not new. The semicircle representation, introduced by K. Cole8 for permittivities and
Nyquist [139] for impedances, in the impedance plane allows direct identification different
serial pieces and their key parameters, since each (generalised) Voigt-circuit element is
represented by a separate semicircle in the complex impedance plane (e. g. confer [7, pp.
14-20]).
8This representation was originally already introduced by K. Cole [24] alone. It is however usually
referred to as Cole-Cole plot, since the two brothers worked together from 1931 and, since then, published
together several well-known publication using these plots [26].
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The extraction of individual current-voltage curves for each serial piece, proposed
in this work, is based on the above-mentioned, already known and often used method
of separating serial pieces due to their distinct capacitance-resistance characteristic in
impedance plane plots. To arrive at current-voltage curves, the bias voltage applied to
the total system has to be varied. The voltage drops over the individual serial pieces
determine the voltage ranges of the corresponding current-voltage curve. This leads, as
already mentioned above, to a restriction of the voltage range to the voltage drops at the
respective piece. The distinct serial pieces are described by the generalised Voigt-type
circuits, introduced and explained in detail in section 2.2, see also Figure 2.6. Preferably,
external-parameter-dependent models, representing the underlying physics, should be
used for all components. Without physical models, the association of the different serial
contributions to actual pieces of the system and the tracking of its changes over the range
of different conditionsmay bemore difficult. As long as themodelling scheme introduced
in the theory section is followed, mainly, because the association of the different semi-
circles, while they change their properties under the varied external conditions, might be
ambiguous and the consistency check of capacitive and resistive part is not possible. Intro-
duction of physical models with their corresponding, typically quite unique, dependence
on external parameters, as described in theory section, automatically associates different
contributions with underlying physical processes. This typically allows deducing the
origin of the contribution.
5.5.7 Possible restrictions using immittance measurements
It was already mentioned at some passages in this work, that the full current-voltage
characteristic of the sample is included in the voltage-dependent immittance spectrum.
In this subsection, the limits of validity of this statement are defined. The restricting
property in this context is the finite accuracy of any measurement.
A source measurement units which is specifically built to perform current-voltage
characterisations may in comparison to, for example, an auto-balancing bridge, which
measures immittances, be capable to measure smaller currents or may have a higher range
in general.
Furthermore, an immittance measurement on principle always needs a signal that
varies (most often periodically) in time. Such a signal might lead to an increased deviation
from the ‘true’ static resistance of the investigated system. However, at least at sufficiently
high temperatures the signal variation is usually restricted to amplitudes smaller than
the thermal voltage kbT
e
, so that the influence may be neglected. Additionally, it is good
practice to characterise the measured immittance dependent on the oscillating amplitude
and choose one in the region of saturation at the low amplitude side. If possible this test
should be performed in the region most strongly dependent on voltage. Furthermore, a
higher dependence on the oscillating signal might be expected around (absolutely) small
bias voltages, since this leads to a large ratio of signal amplitude per offset voltage.
For very high resistances (i. e. low currents) the immittance might already at very low
frequencies contain a significant imaginary contribution. Dependent on the remaining
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dynamic of the measurement for the real part and the accuracy of the phase at low
frequencies (as can be seen in the Figures 4.1 the accuracy of the phase is decreasing with
lower frequencies) themeasured static currentmay have a higher uncertainty as compared
to a measurement with a source measurement unit.
In summary, the full current-voltage characteristic is contained in voltage-dependent
immittance spectra only in the limit of infinitesimally small measurement error and signal
amplitude. For any real device it has to be decided whether the dynamics, specific ranges
or accuracies are sufficient for the experiment (as it would be necessary for any source
measurement unit, as well).
5.5.8 Additional benefits
It is worth mentioning that the capacitances contain the additional information about
either the permittivity or the thickness of the corresponding piece (assuming the area
is known). If models are used, this allows correlations between resistive and capacitive
parts as discussed in section 2.4. In this work, the extracted permittivity could be utilised
successfully for the calculation of the internal electric field. Furthermore, the resistive
and capacitive models of the depletion layer use, with one justified exception (see section
2.4), the same parameters. Since the measured data can be well approximated by the
combination of these models, this means that they are both compatible with each other
in that respect and, furthermore, that it is unlikely that the process has mistakenly been
selected.
It is also conceivable that for different thin-film thicknesses and identical contact
areas (assuming no significant deviation of the lateral spatial extent of the field), the
extracted capacitance values could be used as measure for the film thickness, missing only
a constant factor to the thickness. The resistance for the corresponding piece could be
normalised by the capacitance divided by the permittivity of free space, hence, eliminating
any geometrical contribution.
There is still more information that can be extracted from the capacitive part, even
without using specific models:
Bulk capacitances should be almost independent of the applied voltage as compared
to the capacitances at the interfaces that are results of band bending and, hence, usually
more strongly dependent on the applied voltage. Consequently, the voltage dependence
of the extracted capacitances can be utilised to distinguish between interface and bulk
processes, also for the parallel resistance. Offering a straight-forward solution for the,
since then almost forgotten, struggle about whether a process is electrode or bulk limited,
is especially relevant when differentiating between the Frenkel-Poole or Schottky emission
process [85, 80, 170, 129].
Interfaces do not necessarily have to be at heterojunctions, i. e. at the borders between
different materials. Crystalline materials can consist of grains. Consequently, the con-
duction can either be preferably through the grain boundaries or hindered, e. g. by
space-charge layers, at the grain interfaces. If a certain element of disorder is present,
statistically, more conductive pathways may form, leading to a conductive bypass of the
actual media. Depending on the geometry of the sample and the investigated material,
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(a) Extracted thin-film current and resistance;
square-root of voltage on abscissa in upper
plot.
































(b) Extracted interface current and resistance
Figure 5.3: Example of current- and resistance-voltage curves extracted form experimental voltage-
dependent immittance data (here from sample 1346aCrAu1 interpreted with fit variant B and
model 3) using global fits with process-specific external-parameter-dependent physical models.
In this particular case, the global fit extracts the relevant parameters of the models directly. As a
result, the data for the plots is calculated by inserting the extracted fit parameters into the model
functions. Alternatively, different serial resistance contributions can (due to distinct combinations
of capacitive bypass and resistance, i. e. unique cut-off frequencies) be extracted with conventional
EECs. Since latter are ambiguous, correct arrangement is rather hard to verify (see 5.1.1). However,
usual process-specific models may not explain all observed features. In such a case, the extracted
parameters may, depending on the extend of the deviation, not represent ‘actual’ values. Then and
if it can somehow be verified that the conventional EEC is arranged correctly, a conventional EEC
may extract less distorted resistance-voltage curves (i. e. curves independent on process-specific
model assumptions).
the surface can be a conductive bypass, as well. Immittance spectroscopy cannot (or at
least not straightforwardly) isolate the contribution of these parasitic effects. However,
the frequency dependence and the magnitude of the permittivity can at least indicate
the presence of the above mentioned structures (confer [107, 108]). In combination
with temperature-dependence, the different activation energies might be decouples and
possibly, if the distribution is not too large, trapping and detrapping rates might become
apparent, which may be correlated with the activation energies.
5.5.9 Extraction of the current-voltage curves of individual pieces of the
ta-C/p-Si system
In this work, global fits over all conditions with models were used to directly extract the
relevant parameters. This has the advantage that for this specific model of the whole
system good guesses for the fitted parametersmay be extracted. Furthermore, the different
processes are now identified. It is still possible that limits in the model could be partially
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absorbed by distortion of other fit parameters (though as explained before to a much
lesser extent than for other models, see section 5.1). Especially, because selected models do
not describe all observed features. A model that does not restrict the voltage dependence
of the resistances while, further, utilising the obtained arrangement of components may
lead to a more correct assignment of serial resistance contributions to the separate pieces,
since it is not forced to follow some specific voltage dependence while the determined
capacitive bypasses separate the different contributions.
For this case, where the fit parameters of all process-specific physical models dependent
on external parameters were directly obtained, the separate current-voltage relations are
simply plots of the corresponding models with the respective parameters. The extracted
current-voltage curves of the thin film and the depletion layer are given in Figure 5.3.
5.5.10 Avoidable mistakes
It seems that a usual approach to identify the transport process in a material is current-
voltage-temperature characterisation using static voltages. An additional analysis with
frequency-dependent response seems not as common, except for the characterisation of
depletion layers or doping levels [138]. One of the reasons might be that the permittivity
is not (assumed to be) relevant. Even if that would be the case, while working with
metal/ta-C/Si heterostructures the author found that ac analysis is useful, independently
of whether the frequency dependence or permittivity of the material is of interest or not.
Measuring solely the static resistance, one can often not distinguish the serial pieces of
the system under investigation. While focusing on the piece of interest in the sample, the
resistance of contacts or other unexpected effects of interfaces might be underestimated.
As a result, the model for the expected process for the single material is fitted to the
measured data for the complete system. This leads to distortion of the fitted parameters.
One example is the analysis of metal/ta-C/Si/metal and metal/BN/ZnO/metal het-
erostructures that has been revisited by Brötzmann and co-workers [14, 15]. Before the
work of Brötzmann et al. ., researchers actually interested in fitting the rectifying be-
haviour at the semiconductor interfaces, were frequently not taking into account the
serial resistances due to contacts and the (often) high-Ohmic semiconductors directly.
Instead, the ideality factor in the Schottky-diode model was exploited, to absorb the
missing serial pieces, using much larger values than the highest theoretically explainable
factor of two. By increasing the value of the ideality factor, the voltage drop over the diode
could be decreased. This necessity is an indication for serially arranged resistances, since
the actual voltage drop seems to be smaller than the complete applied voltage. Although
the arrangement of components was still not entirely correct, Brötzmann et al. could
use ideal diodes (that is without using unrealistically large ideality factors) by adding a
Frenkel-Poole resistance in series to the diode, that accounts for the current-voltage de-
pendence of the large-band-gap semiconductors, and another Ohmic resistance in series,
that would account for the contact resistances (although not including their voltage
dependence). If the measurement had been combined with or replaced by immittance
analysis the above mentioned frequent violations of the ideality factors (identified by
Brötzmann et al. ) could have been avoided, in the first place. As explained above, the
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different serial pieces of the system have unique capacitances: The capacitance of the
contacts and the interface between the semiconductors are typically much larger than the
bulk capacitances and, furthermore, voltage-dependent. The voltage-dependence on the
other hand should be different due to the different contact types of metal/semiconductor
and semiconductor/semiconductor interface. Additionally to being independent of
voltage and smaller, the capacitances of the two bulk materials are very different since the
substrate is much thicker than the thin film of the large-band-gap semiconductor. So
even without directly including models and performing the novel approach of analysis
presented in this thesis, the ac characterisation would already have been beneficial. It
would have resulted in at least three different Voigt-circuit elements (or three different
semicircles in a Cole-Cole plot) that would have indicated at least three different resistors
in series and it would have been clear, that fitting the total resistance with one model (in
this case a non-ideal diode with arbitrary ideality factor to compensate for missing serial
pieces) could not work. Forminimal overhead, the additional immittance spectrum could
have been even been performed for a single set of external parameters, still immediately
giving the number of distinct serial pieces that have to be taken into account. Recog-
nising the usefulness of immittance spectroscopy in its simplest form complementary to
static current-voltage analysis, immittance spectroscopy seems to be an under-appreciated
method. On the other hand, the presented, more complex, analysis of immittance spectra
could replace the static current voltage characterisation altogether.
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5.6 The Frenkel-Poole model
The Frenkel-Poole model designates a class of semi-classical explanations for the field
dependence of bulk conductivity in (disordered) insulators, or semiconductors, all based
on the field-assisted thermal ionisation of charges from electrically active defects into
conductive bands. Mainly the exclusive assumption of thermal activation over the barrier
delimits it from other bulk transport processes connected to localised states, e. g. tunnel-
ling or phonon-assisted tunnelling. The initial derivation of the Frenkel-Poole model, on
which all subsequent extensions are based on, was introduced by Frenkel in 1938 [46].9
In this publication, Frenkel mentioned the empirical relation of σ = σ0 exp(αE) for the
dependence of the conductivity σ on the electric field E , determined by Poole. In his
publication from 1916 [149], Poole found I =A ·V exp(B ·V ) as relation between
current I and voltageV of a mica film.10
Although all subsequent theoretical derivations, including the one by Frenkel [46], pre-
dict a somewhat different relation between current and voltage, Poole already introduced
important interpretations explaining why an exponential behaviour was observed in the
experiment: He suggested that the transport in the material is limited by the number
of charge carriers that could contribute to the conduction process. Furthermore, the
exponential behaviour was associated with the Maxwell distribution of carrier velocit-
ies. Narrowed to only the few electrons (the most energetic in the distribution) in an
insulator that have enough energy to escape their bond to a specific atom. Although
his argumentation is from our 100 year later perspective not in all details on the current
state of research, the basic idea, that the exponential formulation is associated with the
probability of charge carriers to escape by thermal activation and that the limited num-
ber of these carriers which can contribute leads to the observed voltage-dependent bulk
conductivity in corresponding materials, is still the interpretation of the more advanced
models derived from the Frenkel-Poole model today.
Unlike the work of Poole which was focused more on the experimental part, Frenkel
[46] concentrated on deriving a semi-classical, microscopic model to explain the field
dependence of the conductivity. Again, the conductivity was assumed to be limited by
the number of carriers in the conductive band (e. g. conduction band or delocalised states
beyond themobility edge). Frenkel further assumed, that the charge carriers are thermally
excited into the conductive band from states that are neutral when occupied. The po-
tential of the trap was assumed Coulombic and lowered by the superimposed applied
field. A critical discussion of the appropriateness of the assumptions, their consequences,
improvements of the model introduced over time and its remaining limits is given in the
following parts of the section.
Another very important remark in the publication of Poole [149], especially in the
9The theory was published in detail in Tech. Phys. U. S. S. R 5 (1938) p. 685 which is not as easy to get
as the usually cited letter to the editor in Phys. Rev. The latter contains a short summery of the derivation,
so that understanding the origins and assumptions behind the model are comprehensible.
10In the expressionsA ,B , σ0 and α are constants and, from comparison,A ≡ σ0 ·
A
d
andB ≡ αǫr·d ,
with area A, thickness d and relative permittivity ǫr (assuming a simple parallel-plate symmetry with
A≫ d 2).
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context of one of the findings in this work, is a footnote: Since the goal of his fundamental
work was finding a qualitative rather than a quantitative relation between current and
voltage he explicitly neglects the ‘internal field due to the polarisation [...] as [...] it will not
affect the form of the result’. Interestingly, except of two works [151, 32] that recognised
what they call ‘internal field’ by including contributions of neighbouring defects in the
(three-dimensional) local environment directly as additional linear fields with arbitrary
angle to the externally applied field, the internal field was not even mentioned in sub-
sequent works. None of the publications after Poole, including [151, 32], seemed to have
used the permittivity of the polarisable media to convert the externally applied field into
the internal field (in the proper meaning of the word in the context of electrodynamics,
i. e. the mean field inside the polarisable media). On the contrary, many authors found







than the theoretically calculated one.
Neglecting the reduction of the field Eint =
Eext
ǫ(stat)r
that a charge perceives in a polarisable
material (i. e. ǫ(stat)r > 1) would result in an apparently lower barrier-lowering coefficientβ,
sometimes interpreted in an unexpectedly large relative permittivity ǫ(dyn)r .11 In this work,
the influence of the polarisation of the surrounding material on the barrier-lowering
coefficient shall be recognised (consistently with the Frenkel-Poole model still within
the mean-field approximation and ignoring the influence of the exiting charge on the
surrounding polarisable media). Since impedance spectroscopy allows combined meas-
urement of the static current-voltage relation and the permittivity, it offers a unique
opportunity to validate the assumption (and evaluate different possible ways to extract
the static permittivity). The assessment of the different models using experimental data
can be found in section 4.2. Possible explanations why the Frenkel-Poole model works
despite its fundamental deficiencies (deficiencies are listed in section 5.6.2) are given in
5.6.4. Before this, the development of the Frenkel-Poole model over time is introduced
in this subsection. Different enhancements are shown, several subsequent extensions
were combined to the three-dimensional approach on which this work is based on. Other
enhancements were not directly applied but are still relevant to understand how different
omitted effects, e. g. of the fields of neighbouring defects, affect the current-voltage rela-
tion. Some of these lead to interesting arguments that may also be applied in the context
of this approach.
5.6.1 Advancements of the Frenkel-Poole model
The original model published by Frenkel 1938 [46] was one dimensional. In 1967 Jonscher
[80] extended the model to three dimensions, by introducing an appropriate lowering
of the Coulombic potential in other directions of the forward hemisphere (around the
11The term in the exponent for the field-dependent barrier lowering including the effect of polarisation










. Hence, ignoring the relative static permittivity ǫ(stat)r could be




applied field) and integrating over the escape probabilities of the complete forward
hemisphere. This was only one of several aspects of the publication of Jonscher. Maybe
that is why one sometimes finds authors giving Hartke, who performed exclusively that
exactly same derivation in 1968 [60], as source of the three-dimensional extension of
the Frenkel-Poole model. Also all subsequent models by Hill [64], Ieda et al. [72],
Connell et al. [28], Martin at al. [125], Potemski andWilamowski [151] and Dallacasa and
Paracchini [32] are three dimensional.
Besides the obviously more realistic description of the situation in the material, this
advancement also addressed one of two major deviations of the original Frenkel-Poole
model from the experimentally observed behaviour: the deviation at small fields. Until the
works ofHill and Ieda et al. the conduction process at low fields had always been described
apart from the mechanism at high fields [64, 72]. Experimental data, on the other hand,
show almost identical activation energies for high and low fields [72], indicating that the
low-field process should be connected with the thermally activated escape from the same
defects. Unlike expected from the original model, the conductivity at low fields converges
against a constant, higher value as predicted [151]. Every new variant of the Frenkel-Poole
model shown here has lead to an improvement of the behaviour for low applied fields as
compared to the initial theory (not necessarily each other), i. e. brings the theory closer to
the experimentally observed behaviour around zero applied field[32].
After the introduction of three dimensionality, the next major extension concerned
the charge exiting in directions of the backward hemisphere. Originally it has been as-
sumed that the charge cannot escape in backward direction [46]. According to Hill [64],
the three dimensional extensions by Jonscher [80] and Hartke [60] implicitly assumed
that the emission probability in reverse direction remains constant with a probability
exp(− Ei
kBT
), where Ei is the ionisation energy of the trap. Re-examining both works, it is
found that Hills assessment is only correct for the work of Hartke. Jonscher, like Frenkel,
ignores emissions in backward direction (though, since the model is three-dimensional,
this time the complete backward hemisphere is ignored). Hill [64] assumed that the
barrier in the reverse direction increased in the same amount that it is lowered at the
forward site. There is, however, a distinct difference between the forward and the back-
ward site. At the forward site, there is a maximal barrier height to overcome, while in
the reverse direction the barrier is continuously increasing with distance. As noted by
Connell et al. [28] neither assuming no change in barrier height in the reverse hemi-
sphere nor considering the same amount of increase as decrease in the corresponding
forward direction is appropriate. They propose to calculate the escape probability in
reverse direction by integrating over the continuously decreasing probabilities of escape in
reverse direction. Connell et al. could show, that approximating the backward-emission
probability with its low-field approximation will always give an error below 6%. Ieda
et al. [72] proposed a distance from the ionised centre rδ =
e2
4πǫ0ǫrδ
at which a particle
should be considered free. The energy δ should be sufficiently small, that a phonon
would likely raise an electron only that small energy below the conductive band in the
delocalised state, hence, in the order of the thermal energy kBT . The barrier height (i. e.
the energetic distance to the ground state) at the projection of the distances±rδ in the
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corresponding hemispheres is then used to calculate the emission probabilities. Pai [144]
not only criticises the arbitrary choice of the cut-off energy δ , but also the possibility to
manipulate Frenkel-Poole barrier-lowering coefficient freely with this constant, since it
introduces a free offset to the exponent. Not exploiting this energy cut-off, the solution
gives approximately the same characteristic as the extension of the Frenkel-Poole model
derived by Connell et al. [144].
The alternative construction by Potemski andWilamowski [151] in 1985 takes a com-
pletely different path than the extensions of the Frenkel-Poole model above. They ex-
tended the original model by Frenkel to include the influence of local fields caused by
statistically distributed charged centres in the material. Using vector sums of the different
fields (hence, allowing for arbitrary angles) acting on the potential around the trap, this
is also a three-dimensional extension. Like the other extensions to three dimensions,
it leads to Ohmic behaviour and increased zero-field conductivity as compared to the
expected value from the original model if the applied field is much smaller than the local
field. For fields significantly larger than the internal field, this extended model shows the
conventional Frenkel-Poole behaviour. A remaining challenge is the unknown local-field
distribution. In the absence of a better alternative, they assume the local field to be equally
probable in every direction and a direction-independent mean value of the field strength.
Using these assumptions, the mean local field may be extracted. For their measurement
of CdF2:Y this leads to local field strengths around 10
3 Vcm−1. The same idea of includ-
ing the local fields by other randomly distributed charge centres was implemented by
Dallacasa and Paracchini in 1987 [32]. Using an approximated result in the end and a
slightly different derivation, this work arrives at local field strengths around 104 Vcm−1
for CdF2:Y crystals. The comparability of the samples of both publication cannot be
assessed from the sparse information about the samples in the work of Potemski and
Wilamowski [151]. Although both theories include important properties, that can be
expected to play a significant role in the local potential environment around the trap
while simultaneously making it more realistic, the theories (as well as the others) are
unable to include the strong directional dependence of the bonds that are present in
many investigated materials. Both works include, for a specific trap, only a local field in
one direction superimposed to the applied field and, still, the Coulombic potential. Up
to now, all models are therefore restricted to describe the situation inmaterials with either
weakly oriented bonds or materials where the central part of the potential of strongly
oriented bonds can be reduced to its role as origin of the binding energy. The two lat-
ter models may then be suited especially in those situations mentioned above, where a
high concentration of defects renders the recognition of contributions by neighbouring
defects important. Tetrahedral amorphous carbon, an example which shows Frenkel-
Poole behaviour, has covalent bonds which are strongly directional, whilst due to its
amorphous characteristic many possible defect types with very different and complicated
local potential environments around the trap are thinkable. Hence, extraction of more
detailed information about the local structure around the defects might, due to the many
possible very different individual local situations, not be possible. An exception would
be, if the distance of the bound charge carrier is rather large from the centre, so that the
complicated local fields can be approximated by a (screened) Coulombic field. A very
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large volume of localisation of the charge bound to the trap would render comparable
permittivities possible in the first place, as well. For an amorphous system this could also
validate the assumption of isotropy. In this context, it may be important to note that
Frenkel-Poole conduction is observed for various, very different, materials (e. g. Si2N4
[175], Ta2O5 [129, 170, 60], SiO [170, 80, 60], Al2O3 [60], layered crystalline solids [GaTe,
CaSe] [82], ta-C [68] and many others) The asymmetric central potential of a covalent
bond, and consequently also of highly localised structural defects that are expected to
be a significant source of deep-level trap states in otherwise intrinsic materials, is very
sensitive even to slight changes of the involved species [41, pp. 281-334]. From the fact that
the Frenkel-Poole effect is observed almost universally for a wide variety of materials it
may, hence, be deduced that the very different central potential parts of the traps do not
dominate the response of this high-temperature process. A more thorough discussion of
the local environment is given in section 5.6.2, which critically reviews the assumptions of
the different models, and section 5.6.4, where the actual local potential is described and
speculated why the Frenkel-Poole models leads to a good description despite its deficits.
In 1967, Simmons [170] is the first to analyse the energetic distribution and the oc-
cupation statistics of traps as well as donor states in the band gap in the context of
Frenkel-Poole conduction. One of his assumptions is that the traps which experience
field-assisted barrier-lowering are not necessarily the donor states. Consequently, different
concentrations of trap- versus donor-states and their energetic arrangement, to themselves
as well as with respect to the Fermi level, are discussed. An important finding is that, de-
pendent on energetic arrangement and concentration of the respective states, the barrier
lowering and the initial barrier height are, within the scope of the usual Frenkel-Poole
effect, divided by a factor of one or two. This is essential, because the Schottky-emission
model (an electrode limited process) has the identical current-voltage relation as the
Frenkel-Poole model (a bulk-limited phenomenon) except for a barrier-lowering coef-
ficient of half the size of the initial Frenkel-Poole model. Hence, Simmons could show,
that the value of the barrier-lowering coefficient cannot be used to interpret whether a
bulk- or electrode-limited process is observed. Furthermore, this is a possible explanation
for the typical observation of shallower slopes.
To decide whether the measured conductivity is electrode or bulk limited, Mead [129]
has suggested a method which does not require the knowledge of the film thickness.
However, due to the high density of states in the band gap, amorphous materials, for
which Frenkel-Poole conductivity is often observed, rarely are electrode limited [83]. As
confirmed also in this work, the difference between a chromium/gold top contact and an
aluminium/titanium top contact on tetrahedral amorphous carbon were negligible.
The work by Connell et al. [28] picks up the occupation statistics of the traps and their
energetic distribution from Simmons [170] while discussing it from the standpoint of
compensation between acceptor and donor levels. Furthermore, they clear up with the
commonmisconception that finding a single activation energy indicates one energetic
distance of the traps to the conductive band. A single activation energy can also be found
for a continuous distribution of donor levels, as it would be expected in an amorphous
semiconductor. The degree of compensation, in such a more complicated system, then
leads to a continuous factor m ∈ [1,2] by which initial barrier and barrier-lowering
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coefficient are divided.
As distinguished from other extensions of the Frenkel-Poole model, Connell et al. [28]
andHill [64] are not focusing on the single trap alone. The fate of the charge carrier after
leaving the trap is analysed in more detail. In the usual Frenkel-Poole model, the distance
of the local maximum of the potential that has to be overcome by the charge to exit the
trap increases with decreasing field. Assuming more than few traps in the material, there
is a minimal field at which the barrier for the charge is already in the next trap. At this
point the original Frenkel-Poole model breaks. The model derived by Connell et al. does
in the limit of low fields converge against an Ohmic conductivity which is in agreement
with the experimental observations.
Pai [144] criticises for all above mentioned extensions from before 1975 that the details
of the escape process itself have not been considered. Using a similarly old theory, as the
Frenkel-Poolemodel, byOnsager [142, 141], whichwas intended to describe the separation
of the individual ions in dilute electrolytic solution and, further, assuming one species as
fixed, a similar characteristic as the Frenkel-Poole behaviour can be derived [144].
5.6.2 Description of the local environment and general restrictions of the
model
Despite all its extensions, the Frenkel-Poole model maintained some systematic limits.
Most advancements of the model tackle the details of the escape or introduce more
refined statistics. However, its characteristic form is primarily caused by the local potential
landscape and sometimes also by the fate of the charge carrier after exiting the trap. The
use of the Coulombic potential would rather be expected for very shallow traps whereas
the observation demand deeper traps and their form is expected to deviate significantly
from the Coulomb potential [80]. Except for Martin et al. [125] who investigated non-
Coulombic potentials (Yukawa, polarisation and dipole potential), the other variants
of the Frenkel-Poole model assume Coulombic traps. These forms of the potential are
the basis for deriving the specific current-voltage behaviour. The problem of expecting
Coulombic traps in thesematerials is probably one of themost criticised assumptions, e. g.
already by Jonscher [80]. Considering the usually amorphous or extremely disordered
nature of the materials, the assumed highly symmetric and long-ranged trap forms by
Martin et al.may seem also not as likely. As will be explained in section 5.6.4, traps due
to structural defects, which likely are those relevant in undoped tetrahedral amorphous
carbon, are deeper, much more localised and have a very different local potential than
those shallow traps that can, at least in some materials, be explained by Coulombic
potentials.
In almost all advancements, the superimposed electrical field is approximated as the
mean-field that uniformly drops over the material, ignoring the lowering of the internal
field by the surrounding polarising media. Some authors [151, 32] assume superimposed
local fields caused by neighbouring defects which is certainly an important improvement
because the fields of neighbouring defects might be quite high as compared to the applied
field. As the local structure around a trap is essentially unknown, the addition of the
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local environment is connected to an introduction of further fitting parameters which
do, however, not enable extraction of the form of the local potential itself, but only
a mean field effect. Furthermore, from the works of Potemski and Wilamowski [151]
as well as Dallacasa and Paracchini [32], it is found that such superimposed fields of
neighbouring defects only influence the low-field properties, by, on the one hand, leading
to a approximatelyOhmic behaviour for small fields, and, on the other hand, determining
the field strength at which the transition between Frenkel-Poole behaviour and Ohmic
part begins. The slope at high fields, the second major deviation, is not affected by these
corrections.
Another point of critic is that the Frenkel-Poolemodel is a semi-classicalmodel that uses
Boltzmann statistics. Even in theworkof Simmons [170], whowas the first to introduce an
otherwise statistically correct calculation of the probability of occupation that recognised
the presence of multiple trap states, and later extension by Connell et al. [28] which
also allowed for compensation by different types of traps. The Frenkel-Poole model is
restricted to thermal activation over the barrier and ignores any quantum-mechanical
processes like (phonon-assisted) tunnelling.
Using the Frenkel-Poole model to describe experimental conductivity data, there are
usually twomajor quantitative deviations: the experimental data shows an approximately
Ohmic behaviour for low fields and a shallower slope as predicted [48]. For both, many
explanations have been suggested. The former could be explained by three dimensional
extensions of the geometry with [151, 32] or without [80, 60, 64, 72, 28, 125] taking
additional local fields by neighbouring defects into account. For the deviation in the
slope, Simmons [170] proposed the already mentioned compensation effect of different
states in the band gap while Jonscher [81] introduced an effective temperature and Ieda
[72] a truncation parameter. Interestingly, though this is a quantitative problem, it seems
that none of the works have correctly calculated the internal field that is superimposed
on the potential of the trap. Some of the times, probably because the static permittivity
necessary to calculate the internal field was unknown and not determined. Since the
static permittivity necessary to calculate the internal field cannot be smaller than the
dynamic permittivity, without the need of any further information, at least a square root
of the extracted oversized permittivity could have been performed. Unlike most others,
Hartman et al. [61] determined the low-frequency permittivity but then did not use
it to calculate the internal field (commendably they describe how they performed the
conversion from external potential difference to internal field). As will be explained in
detail in the next part of this section, the static permittivity is a significant factor, that
might be seen as neglected divisor, in the barrier-lowering coefficient. It further has the
correct magnitude to resolve the usually observed (and last remaining) deviation of the
Frenkel-Poole description from experimental data.
As already mentioned, various different materials show a bulk conductivity that has
Frenkel-Poole behaviour. A necessary prerequisite is a low mobility of electrons, since
heating of the free-carrier system is a competing process that depends on the square of
the field E2 and leads to impact ionisation, while field-enhanced barrier-lowering only
shows square-root dependence of the field
p
E [82]. Hence, a Frenkel-Poole behaviour at
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high fields is often observed for amorphous materials, though, there are also crystalline
examples [85, 137]. Since disorder typically leads to lowmobilities, it is not surprising that
many materials displaying Frenkel-Poole conduction are disordered in some way.
5.6.3 The omitted factor: the static permittivity
As mentioned before, Poole [149], in his intention of finding a purely qualitative descrip-
tion for the field-dependent conductivity, consciously omitted calculating the internal
field that is caused by the polarisation in thematerial. In contrast to Poole, the subsequent
publications that intended to extend the theoretical model, including the original work of
Frenkel, did not use quantities that include geometry, e. g. current I and voltageV , but
rather geometry-free values, like conductivity σ , current density J and the electric field E ,
directly [149, 46, 80, 170, 60, 72, 64, 28, 144, 151, 32]. Whether these theoretical works also
compared their results with experimental data or experimentalists used the Frenkel-Poole
model, the data was usually plotted over geometry-free quantities as well. Sadly, the
calculation to arrive at the geometry-free values was almost never given. However, in
most works, the static permittivity of the material investigation was neither determined
nor cited. Also, there was no mention of any factoring in of the geometry deviating from
a large-area cylinder etc. Hence, it is likely that the simplest assumptions were made. As a
result, it may be assumed that the ‘field’ which is usually one plotting parameter is simply





with voltageV and plate distance d . This interpretation is supported by the fact that the
comparably new work of Schroeder from 2015 [163], also explicitly mentions equation
(5.2) as the way the superimposed linear field is calculated.
In every Frenkel-Poole model, the potential landscape is described from the perspective
of the charge carrier. The Coulomb potential is a result of the attractive interaction with
the positively charged trap that the exiting charge carrier senses. The superimposed field
acting on the charge carrier and deforming the Coulombic potential (as described in the
Frenkel-Poole models) is, however, not the externally applied field. The electric field given
in equation (5.2) would act on a particle between the large-area (non-parallel field lines at
the borders can be neglected) plane-parallel plates only in the vacuum, that is without the
presence of matter. Inserting a material, especially a dielectric (which most of the materials
exhibiting Frenkel-Poole behaviour are) leads to a polarisation of the material and results





with the static permittivity ǫ(stat)r , since the Frenkel-Poole model assumes equilibrium
analysis (the given internal field is the mean field in the material, see section 5.6.3.1 for
reasons why no Lorentz field contribution is expected). Poole [149] explicitly neglected
the internal field calculation since only a qualitative relation should be derived, however,
most of their subsequent works emphasise the shallower slope as theoretically expected
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[48, 170, 72, 64, 81, 144] as one of the most prominent quantitative deviations of the
Frenkel-Poole model from experimental observation. Surprisingly, Hartman et al. [61]
even measured the static permittivity, but did not use it to calculate the correct internal
field (the used formula is written explicitly in this case). The dynamic permittivity is
the only ‘free’ parameter in the slope of the Frenkel-Poole model. If the consistency of
the slope is checked using alternate (e. g. optical) measurements, an increased size of the
dynamic permittivity is found. The problem of deviations of the slope exists until today
and is even given as the motivation for the study of Schroeder in 2015 [163].
The mentioned deviation is usually not in the order of a different magnitude which
makes it even more surprising, that the static superimposed field was never (correctly)
calculated.12 The permittivity at optical frequencies is typically lower than the static
permittivity. The latter, however, must (due to causality [78, pp. 36-52]) not be smaller
than the dynamic permittivity so that ǫ(stat)r ≥ ǫ(dyn)r . Hence, in the limit, the smallest
possible static permittivity is equal to the dynamic permittivity. If the static permittivity
is unknown, the too large wrongly-assumed dynamic permittivity obtained using the
usual external field calculation may be corrected at least by taking its square root.
In contrast to most works applying the Frenkel-Poole model, in this work bias-voltage-
dependent immittance spectra were measured. Unlike for static current-voltage analysis,
in addition to the (static) current-voltage behaviour itself the capacitance is contained in
the measured data. Instead of fitting the capacitance separately from the parameters for
the resistance model, it was tried to combine the parameters in both models: analogue
to the depletion layer, where parameters like the acceptor concentration are present
in both the resistance and capacitance model and, hence, fitted as a single parameter.
Three models, two with different origin of the static permittivity and one without any
connection between resistive and capacitive part, were compared (see section 4.2).
Indeed, the correlation between the permittivities in the Frenkel-Poole model and the
corresponding capacitive bypass could be quantitatively confirmed (see section 4.2.3).
It was found that the static permittivity had to be extracted as explained by Young and
Frederikse in their ‘Compilation of the Static Dielectric Constant of Inorganic Solids’
[190]. The straightforward extraction from the constant phase element was not possible,
which is not too surprising since, dependent on the cause for the constant phase element,
interpretations of its values can be very different (explicitly including situations where
distributions of regular-sized resistances and capacitances can lead to apparently large
permittivities [65]). The inability to include the constant phase element suggests either
that a Maxwell-Wagner effect was neglected in the model or that it may be caused by
charging and discharging defects in some part. The latter most likely in the thin film
itself, since the effect would in this case correspond to a parallel capacitance and, further,
because the region of major importance for the parameters of the thin film is, naturally,
greatest when the voltage drop is dominant over itself, i. e. assuming a constant number of
defects (a constant capacitance), the moved charges would be maximal when the voltage
12This work, within the spirit of the Frenkel-Poole model, explicitly ignores the influence of the exiting
electron on the surrounding polarisable material, but only considers the effect of the surrounding media
on the interaction of the charge with the trap.
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amplitude around the defects is highest. More details about the result can be found in
subsection 4.2.3, where the residual distributions of the different models are evaluated. A
more detailed analysis, why it is believed that the extraction after Young and Frederikse
[190] is more likely as assuming that the permittivity is increasing towards low frequencies
due to hopping conduction, is given in 5.3
5.6.3.1 Reasons for the absence of the Lorentz field
In 1916, Lorentz devised a method to calculate the local field experienced by an electron
of an atom on a lattice side in an undistorted cubic crystal [105, pp. 137-139,305-308].
One might think that the local field, experienced by an electron in an atom on a lattice
side, should be equal to the mean internal field Eint = Eext + Epol which is a sum of




(the minus sign causes, in conventional materials, a lower internal field Eint
in comparison to the externally applied field). However, by removing a sphere of the
material around the corresponding electron in a thought experiment and separate analysis
of both pieces, the material with a spherical hole and the sphere of the material, Lorentz
[105, pp. 137-139,305-308] found that the electron experiences a field additionally to the
internal field. This field is called Lorentz field. Due to the high symmetry of the cubic
lattice, the near field Enear, caused by the neighbouring atoms, is cancelled [105, p. 308].
The Lorentz field ELorentz =
P
3ε0
is oriented in the direction of the applied field. Finally,













In this work the Frenkel-Poole conduction was corrected by superimposing themean
internal field instead of the external field over theCoulombic trap potential. It is discussed
below, why in this specific case of a Coulombic (hence, long-ranged in comparison to
an inter-atomic distance) trap in an amorphous material, the local field without the
Coulombic part is equal to the mean internal field, i. e. why there is no contribution by
the Lorentz field. An explicit mathematical proof for this statement, or why the approach
by Lorentz is not suited for any situation involving an impurity, i. e. a non-ideal lattice, is
given by Geifman et al. [51]. In the following paragraphs, key arguments are presented
that lead to an understanding of the reasons why the Lorentz field is negligible in the case
of Frenkel-Poole conduction.
A general discrepancy between the Frenkel-Poole conductor considered here, in com-
parison to the material investigated by Lorentz, is that the near field contributions can
no longer be omitted. Lorentz could only neglect them, since each dipole moment is
assumed identical for the cubically arranged dipoles and due to the high symmetry of the
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crystal [105, p. 308] [51]. The amorphous material is indeed isotropic for large distances
from an arbitrary point, but locally very different potential landscapes are expected.
Another point is, that the calculation by Lorentz [105, pp. 137-139,305-308] was not
intended to calculate the local field around an impurity or a trap, but in a highly symmetric
point of an undistorted crystal. This also includes the idea, that the dipoles are small in
comparison to their distance. A scenariowhere the distance between the opposing charges
of some dipoles spans multiples of the usual length of the other dipoles (i. e. multiples of
the lattice constants), as it is the case in the Coulombic potential of the traps contributing
to the Frenkel-Poole conduction (see next subsection), was not intended. It is not only a
result of the calculation by Geifman et al. [51], but also explicable to assume that a loosely
bound and, hence, sufficiently delocalised electron wave function would perceive the
mean internal field instead of the local field found at a lattice side. According to Geifman
et al. , even a state radius in the order of the lattice constant would be sufficiently large to
validly neglect the Lorentz field contribution.
Furthermore, as indicated by Ibach and Lüth [71, p. 375], in the limit of high dilution,
the local effect of neighbouring dipoles might be omitted. Of course, the amorphous
material itself is not at all diluted. However, one might apply a similar trick as Lorentz
himself [105, pp. 137-139,305-308] who, in a thought experiment, separated pieces of the
material, performed a distinct calculation per piece and, finally, rejoined them exploiting
superposition of the fields.13 Instead of utilising two layers (in Lorentz thought experi-
ment, contributions of free space and the material), here, three layers are assumed: 1. free
space, 2. the material without those traps contributing to Frenkel-Poole conduction
and 3. a relatively diluted material consisting only of those traps. The latter material is
extremely sparse and its contribution to the total polarisation may be assumed small in
comparison to layer 2. Furthermore, its traps may be, due to their high distances, regarded
as independent. As a consequence, the local field at a dipole of this layer is its external
field, corresponding to the internal field of the trapless material, i. e. layer 2.
As a result, the local field perceived by an electron contributing to the Frenkel-Poole
conduction is the mean internal field, dominated by the properties of the amorphous
material excluding the respective traps. This simplified treatment is in accordance, with
the results of Geifman et al. [51]. It has to be emphasised, that the electrons involved in
the Frenkel-Poole conduction should be in excited states, i. e. sufficiently loosely bound,
e. g. over several inter-atomic distances. In fact, the calculation by Geifman et al. [51]
shows that already a state radius in the order of one lattice constant is sufficient to render
the Lorentz field negligible. In this case, assuming the electrons to be in excited trap states
is a consequence in order to validly assume that the electrons see the mean internal field.
This is consistent with the result in the following subsection, where the assumption of a
Coulombic potential also forces the criteria that only electrons in excited trap states may
contribute to the Frenkel-Poole conduction.
13As in the theory of Lorentz, also this discussion assumes linearity.
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5.6.4 The surprisingly good description by the Frenkel-Poole model: An
endeavour to understand why it can, despite its simple theoretical
basis, lead to quantitatively correct results
The novel approach presented in this work allows the joint extraction of conductive and
dielectric properties of serial pieces of the sample. It is, hence, predestined to analyse
models in which both, conductive and dielectric quantities, are jointly parameters. The
Frenkel-Poole model falls into that category, since the dynamic permittivity is supposed
to be a factor in the barrier-lowering coefficient (more precisely its square root in the
denominator, confer to the beginning of this section). Up to now, there was a well-known
(confer [129, 61, 80, 170, 60, 72, 81, 28, 32, 144, 163]) quantitative discrepancy between
the theoretical barrier-lowering coefficient and the experimentally observed slopes in
ln(J )-
p
E plots (mentioned in almost all publications that either enhance or discuss the
Frenkel-Poole model thoroughly, see introductory remarks in section 4.2). In this work,
it was suggested that the deviation of the slopes might not have been due to the value
of the barrier-lowering coefficient itself, but because of the conversion of the externally
applied voltage into the superimposed internal field (this is the field actually seen by a
charge in a polarising media14). So far the superimposed linear field has been calculated
ignoring the polarising character of the material itself. However, in any other case than
free space, the permittivity (in the relevant frequency range) has to be used to calculate
the internal field, which is the linear part of the field seen by the charge carrier escaping
the trap (see subsection 5.6.3). It could be shown experimentally (see section 4.2) that
the correct conversion of the voltage drop into the internal applied field (using the static
permittivity extracted according to Young and Frederikse [190], see section 5.6.3) lead to
the quantitatively correct slope. With this correction the last common deviation of the
Frenkel-Poole model has been eliminated.
Probably the most interesting, maybe even surprising, fact about this finding is that
the suggested correction of the Frenkel-Poole model resolves the quantitative deviations
within the concept of this semi-classical model,without the demand ofmore sophisticated
physical theory and despite all shortcomings of the local description of the potential (for
a list of shortcomings see 5.6.2). In this subsection, it is speculated why the Frenkel-Poole
model can lead to a quantitatively correct description of the conductive behaviour of
the material despite its ‘simple’ concept with known shortcomings. Essential points of
criticism are the, supposingly, poor description of the local environment of the trap and
the restriction to a pure classical process of overcoming the barrier.
5.6.4.1 The local potential landscape
An expected point of critic is the correctness of the local potential landscape assumed
by the Frenkel-Poole model. In the first part of this subsection, it is assessed for what
kind of materials the Frenkel-Poole model might be relevant at all. Then the focus is on
tetrahedral (amorphous) materials and possible traps in these materials. In the following
14Neglecting the effect of the exiting charge itself on the surrounding polarisable media.
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part remaining eligible critic on the postulated potential landscape is discussed, before a
possible explanation why the Coulombic potentials can, despite that critic, possibly still
be assumed. Within this explanation, the structure of deep defects and how they might
look like is thoroughly discussed (and literature hints for further reading, especially about
the calculation, are given). Finally, an overview of important steps in the historic progress
on the model for the local environment of the trap in the Frenkel-Poole model is given.
There are basically two classes of defects: shallow defects and deep defects. Shallow
defects can (in certain cases) be sufficiently well approximated with the effective-mass
theory [191]. Such defects have only energetically shallow levels, i. e. the distances from
the states to the conductive band are low [191]. This is accompanied by a wide binding
distance, e. g. hundred atomic distances, between the centre of the immobile trap and
the mobile charge [191]. Shallow defects can under certain conditions (state close to
a non-degenerate, isotropic band, e. g. donors in GaAs) be well described assuming a
Coulombic potential and result in a behaviour similar to the binding of an electron in a,
correspondingly large, hydrogen atom [191]. The shallow character is, for example, typical
for some extrinsic impurities from neighbouring groups (hence, a rather unexpected
type of defect in an undoped material) [41, pp. 311-320]. Another interesting point is
made theoretically by Yu and Cardona [191] who find that it is possible that the excited
states can be described well by a hydrogenic model although the ground state has a
different form. This is also experimentally confirmed by the findings of Grimmreiss and
Skarstam [55] who found that the excited states of deep centres show energy differences
corresponding to a Rydberg series. Such shallow potential landscapes are actually similar
to the assumptions of the Frenkel-Poole model. However, would such shallow levels
exist in large-enough quantities, charges would easily overcome the barrier thermally,
already at temperatures below room temperature, and the field assistance would not be
necessary. Hence, systems with shallow traps would likely not show conduction based
on the Frenkel-Poole model (which assumes a lack of carriers in the conductive band)
at room temperature, but rather behave like doped semiconductors. Also the lack of a
well-defined effective mass in non-crystalline solids makes hydrogen-type models useless
for such materials [94, p. 98]. Furthermore, in amorphous materials, where the Frenkel-
Poole behaviour is often observed also in the intrinsic case [85], another type of defect
(subsequently discussed) is much more likely. As a consequence of all reasons above,
shallow hydrogenic donors can be excluded to play a role.
The Frenkel-Poole model assumes that the conduction is limited by the number of
charge carriers in the conductive band and that those charges are field-assistedly emitted
from traps [46]. Hence, the relevant materials cannot be metals. Consequently, those ma-
terials exhibiting Frenkel-Poole conduction must have strongly directional and localised
bonds [71, pp. 2-3]. Although ionic compounds or materials with distinct ionic character
might also observe Frenkel-Poole conduction, other processes might be increasingly rel-
evant in such materials. Consequently, the focus in this work is primarily on covalently
bound materials (which might also be compounds that have bonds with negligible ionic
character). The tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) thin film, investigated in this work,
is a typical representative of covalently bound materials. It is, furthermore, a predestined
material to analyse the Frenkel-Poole effect very purely. Its amorphous character makes
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all long-range quantities isotropic resulting in a much simpler description as compared
to crystalline materials with specific properties in different orientations. Another con-
sequence is that there are no grains (and respectively no grain boundaries), dislocations or
stacking faults. Due to the used method of deposition, the film can be assumed monoiso-
topic (only 12C) and to contain only very few contaminants from other materials [101,
pp. 211-213]. Since the thin film is monoatomic, it can be assumed free of typical ionic
(or polaronic) effects. Furthermore, antisite defects, agglomerates of one species or other
deviations from stoichiometry can be neglected.
The nature of an amorphous material is that its elements have no long range order [71,
p. 21]. Especially carbon shows a high versatility with respect to its configurations: it can
form thermally stable bondswith one, two and three pairs of electrons [154]. Additionally,
even usingMSIBD synthesis, tetrahedral (pointing to the configuration for sp3 bonds)
amorphous carbon still contains a significant content of sp2 bonds [154]. Even without
these specific properties of carbon (which makes its simulation more complicated as
compared to amorphous silicon [94, p. 56]), the amorphous structure leads inevitably to
geometric distortions (with respect to their respective ideal crystalline structures), like
‘vacancies’, other configurations or dangling bonds [94, pp. 24-25 and pp. 86-101]. This
geometric diversity is assumed to lead to the expected distribution of localised states in the
‘forbidden gap’ [94, pp. 86-101]. The Frenkel-Poole model requires localised defect states
beneath (or above) the conductive band that are neutral when occupied and chargedwhen
empty [46]. Furthermore, the long-range attraction between the mobile charge carrier
and the trap should be Coulombic. Due to the lack of alternatives (see above) and in agree-
ment with the usual assumptions about sources of traps in covalent amorphous materials
[94, pp. 86-101], localised defects, like dangling bonds, are assumed the primary source for
those states relevant for the Frenkel-Poole model in ta-C. Although the properties of the
defect can not be straightforwardly determined, these kinds of defects are usually much
deeper in the forbidden gap and highly localised, e. g. in the order of one atom distance
[191, 41]. Consequently, their states, especially the state(s) of the level in the ‘forbidden
gap’, cannot be calculated using the effective mass theory. How dangling bonds may lead
to a state in the forbidden gap and which physical processes are relevant to get the actual
energetic depth from the conductive band is (at least basically) explained, on the example
of a vacancy in crystalline silicon, in Figure 5.4. Of course, the explanation in Figure 5.4 is
purely qualitative. Even for the system in the example, crystalline silicon, more elabor-
ate approaches are necessary for quantitatively reasonably realistic binding energies [41,
pp. 285-289]. Those might be based on Green’s function tight binding calculations that
were introduced by Hjalmarson and co-workers [66] (this original work of Hjalmarson
et al. still ignores important effects, including Hubbard corrections and Jahn-Teller shifts
[41, pp. 309-317]). Additionally, the expected situation in tetrahedral amorphous carbon
is, due to the higher stability of all three spn-hybridisations (n ∈ {1,2,3}), in comparison
with silicon more complicated [94, p. 56]. The choice of the example should also not
indicate that vacancy-like states are expected to constitute the majority of defects in tetra-
hedral amorphous carbon (or any other tetrahedral amorphous system for that matter).
However, in a covalently bound amorphous material, like ta-C, the dangling hybrids








Figure 5.4: This image (and all information in this caption is after [41, pp. 285-289]) provides
a qualitatively (the illustration is based on the defect molecule model which can not describe
all aspects, models that are quantitatively close to measured values are given in the text) correct
physical picture of the electronic structure of a vacancy in a crystalline group-IV elemental semi-
conductor (from now on assumed to be silicon) with a schematic representation of the four
electrons of the defect molecule. From left to right: In the first part, the undistorted case is
shown. As can be seen in the upper part, the silicon atom is in its place and provides its four outer
electrons in the, for sp3-hybridisation, expected tetrahedral arrangement to form σ -bonds with
its second-nearest neighbours. Consequently, all eight electrons from the four bonds are valence
electrons and occupy states in the valence band (electronic states are also only schematically in
this figure). In the middle part of the illustration, the central silicon atom (more precisely an
atom from sublattice 1 at R= 0 in the primitive unit cell) and its electrons have been removed
without regarding any reconstruction, so that the hybrid orbitals from the four outer atoms point
inwards without corresponding partners. These dangling hybrids actually also influence the other
hybrids of the same atoms, the nearest neighbours, atoms further away and also lead to changes
in the inter-atomic distances. All these effects, except the possibility of the dangling hybrids to
interact with themselves (in the next picture), are ignored within this purely qualitative picture.
In the energetic picture without the interaction between themselves (and within this very limited
model), the levels are in the middle of the band gap. In the last part, the dangling hybrids can
interact with each other (only). This leads to a splitting of the energy into two eigenvalues for four
eigenfunctions: one eigenfunction with A1-symmetry (resembles an s-orbital of the silicon) and
three eigenfunctions in the T2-symmetry group (similar to the three p-orbitals of silicon). Within
the used defect molecule model, the absolute energetic positions with respect to the band edges of
the undisturbed crystal cannot be determined. From experimental observations and using more
exact calculations, it can be shown that the A1-level can be found in the valence band and the
T2-levels in the gap. Hence, the T2-levels are the deep levels in the valence band.
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vacancy, which is strictly speaking even only defined for crystalline systems). Some aspects
of the crude example might, hence, still give insights to the expected form of traps in
ta-C. As can be seen from the example in Figure 5.4, the localisation is on the order of an
atomic distance. More accurate calculations by Bernholc et al. [9, 8] confirm the localised
character and, furthermore, the symmetries obtained in the example (although there
is also another E-symmetry state with d-like character and the symmetries are slightly
distorted).15 A typical challenge faced for these deep defects is the accurate calculation
of binding energies. The potential landscape of deep centres consist of two parts: a
long-range part and the short-ranged central-cell potential [66]. For deep-level traps the
short-range potential alone is sufficiently strong to bind a state [66]. In consequence, the
energetic position of the trap in the band gap is mostly determined by the short-range
potential [66] while the long-range potential might only give corrections [41, p. 282].
In summary, distortions expected in tetrahedral-amorphous systems in sufficient quant-
ity are dangling hybrids or other local arrangements of carbon (sp1- or sp2-bonded geo-
metries). None of these are expected to lead to shallow acceptor- or donor-like states,
furthermore, the effective mass theory cannot be applied since the concept of effective
mass is not applicable to such amorphous systems [94, p. 98]. Since any system with
a sufficient amount of shallow levels would not require field-assisted barrier lowering,
anyway, only deep levels can be responsible in any material for which Frenkel-Poole con-
duction is relevant. Deep levels are, however, as explained, extremely localised (around
one atomic distance) and their form is mainly based on the orbital geometries of the
host materials [66]. To calculate their energetic states and central parts of the poten-
tial, assumption of a Coulombic potential is insufficient. For the long-range part only a
(screened) Coulombic potential might be assumed (although there can be defects without
any Coulombic long-range potential [41, p. 313]).
The above described properties of deep centres in the band gap are very important
to calculate the energetic distances from the band gap, to understand their often not
spherical symmetry and gain knowledge about their charge states. They are also important
for any tunnelling process, including phonon-assisted tunnelling (already even to know
the higher states in the potential), because initial and final state are needed to calculate the
transition matrix element.However, the often criticised simplicity of the Frenkel-Poole
model[80] that crudely neglects any quantum-mechanical processes in the escape of the
mobile charge from the trap, might in fact be the reason why the model can actually gain
quantitatively correct results (if the suggested correction is applied). The Frenkel-Poole
model exclusively assumes classical thermal emission over the barrier (also in all of its
extended version mentioned within this work). This basic thermal emission process
alone depends only on the height of the barrier. The other assumption required by the
Frenkel-Poole model is the field-assisted lowering of the potential. Since the result in this
work was quantitatively correct assuming a Coulombic potential based on the dynamic
permittivity of the bulk (the static field part is not relevant in this context), in this case,
15The calculated charge densities of the different eigenfunctions of a vacancy in a bulk silicon crystal
can are well illustrated in Figures 4 to 8 of reference [8]. Figure 9 in the same reference places the state in
the band diagram for the vicinity of the vacancy.
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a long-ranged Coulombic potential over many atomic distances should be necessary.
Suppose an electron is trapped in a deep level of a dangling bond. Assume further, the
region is (on a large scale) neutral since the trapped electron is actually one of the four
outer electrons of the atom (which has in this case no partner at one side). To leave the
trap the electron has of course to leave the binding central part of the potential, but
further, when it leaves the atommisses one electron. Consequently, the leaving electron
perceives, after it already left the central part of the potential, an attractive force pulling it
back in the direction of atom. Though the central part of the potential dominates the
bound state, binding energy etc., in order to really leave the area of the trap and contribute
to the current (enter an extended state), the electron must additionally overcome the
attractive, possibly Coulombic, contribution. Assuming the atom with one electron
missing really has an effective charge of+e and the mobile charge of−e . Furthermore,
the electron has thermally enough energy to leave the central potential and can reach large
distances from this central potential. In this case, the electron could perceive a Coulombic
attraction in an effective medium with the corresponding bulk dynamic permittivity. A
superimposed static field would respectively lower the Coulombic barrier in the forward-
hemisphere directions, while it would increase the barrier in reverse-hemisphere directions
(confer discussion about three-dimensional extensions of the Frenkel-Poole model in
5.6.1). The Frenkel-Poolemodel, despite all its shortcomings, can describe such a situation,
because it just needs the binding energy (not its complicated origin) and requires the final
barrier (at long distances and at its highest point) to be Coulombic. This Coulombic
potential is then lowered respectively by the applied field. The Frenkel-Poole model, in
its usual form, cannot describe situations where the inner potential leads to the highest
point of the barrier. For a non-Coulombic barrier, the lowering would lead to very
different results, further, in the very localised (potentially asymmetric) central potential,
the effect of the field would influence the bound states directly and should rather be
considered in the calculation of the eigenstates and eigenfunctions of the trap as static
perturbation potential (in fact, in every case the static field may affect the traps as an
additional perturbation). An empiric fact supports the possible interpretation, that the
inner potential is only of secondary importance and may, as approximation, be reduced
to its binding energy: Frenkel-Poole behaviour is obtained for very different materials.
The inner part of the potential is extremely sensitive to any changes, e. g. different types
of atoms. The binding energy and the local potential landscape should for those different
materials, hence, be very different. Yet, the Frenkel-Poolemodel can still be applied by only
changing the parameters for the barrier-lowering coefficient and the initial barrier. Both
must actually be barriers that can be overcome thermally, because temperature dependent
measurements can be used to extract the resulting barrier per voltage as activation energy.
Furthermore, an investigation of excited states at deep centres in sulphur- and selenium-
doped silicon seems to confirm the suggestion in this subsection: the behaviour of their
excited states seem to correspond to those predicted by a hydrogenic defect model [55].
The empirical situation described above regarding most materials displaying Frenkel-
Poole conduction and the observation that extended states in deep traps may perceive a
Coulombic potential, combined with the findings in this work, can be seen as a strong
indication of the minor importance of the core potential for anything but the binding
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energy itself.
The findings in this work also specify what kind of Frenkel-Poole model describes the
experimental data correctly. The long-range potential should actually be Coulombic (the
three-dimensionalmodel byConnell et al. [28]was utilised,more details in the subsequent
paragraph, where also opinions of other authors involved with the advancement of the
Frenkel-Poole model are shown) and the distance must be large enough so that the bulk
permittivity of ta-C obtained from the combinedmeasurement of the dielectric properties
is already valid. Any non-isotropic characteristics of the inner potential itself plays no
role, because within this model it can be reduced to the energetic level of the trap. In an
amorphous system the long-range potential should be spherically symmetric around the
immobile charge centre, as assumed by using the model of Connell et al. as basis for the
corrected model.
This section is supposed to explain the observed fact that the Frenkel-Poole model
could describe the experimentally obtained data, after introducing a correction for the
calculation of the internal field, using the combinedly extracted bulk permittivity (with
reasonable size) without the usual deviation from the calculated barrier-lowering coeffi-
cient. This is, as already mentioned, a surprise since the Frenkel-Poole model has some
known shortcomings that were often supposed to be the reasons for the observed devi-
ations. After the introduction of the corrected calculation of the internal applied field
(this did not introduce a completely new physical approach, quantummechanics etc.,
this correction is within the scope of the theory), one was faced with the fact that the
Frenkel-Poole model could actually describe the experimental data using the constants
that were supposed to be applied. The ideas in this section are the first steps in under-
standing why this theory might work. They may mark the direction of the explanation.
But they are probably not a final answer to that question.
Assessments of other authors about the validity of the Frenkel-Poole model With the
work of Connell et al. [28] the realism of the assumption of a Coulombic potential undis-
torted by neighbouring traps seems exhausted. The influence of other traps (interestingly
for this case the designation ‘internal field’ is often used and should not be confused with
the approach introduced in this work) was investigated by Potemski andWilamowski
[151] as well as Dallacasa and Paracchini [32]. As already more thoroughly explained
in section 5.6.1, it was found that for sufficiently large volumes (i. e. high numbers of
considered traps) the influence of these traps can be assumed isotropic and results in a
mean-field contribution (this can change if spatial and angular confinements exist). This
mean internal field only influences the current-voltage curve in regions where its absolute
value is higher than the one of the externally applied field and results in a flattening of
the current-voltage characteristic towards low fields but no change in slope [151].
In addition to the question if the Coulombic form is influenced by nearby states, one
might ask whether the basic assumption of a Coulombic potential is suited at all.
A possible explanation was given above, why the Frenkel-Poole model could lead to
quantitatively correct results, though the inner (binding) parts of the potentials of deep
traps are usually non-Coulombic. This question has, of course, not just emerged, it was
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already discussed for a long time. Since up to now, there were deviations in the barrier-
lowering coefficient, these were often mentioned as a result of the ‘oversimplified’[80]
assumptions, including that of a Coulombic potential. As the correction in the calcu-
lation of the applied internal field, found in this work, eliminates this discrepancy, this
argumentation ceases to apply (at least for ta-C). Consequently, the above given, possible
explanation was found. Below justifications of other authors are given that go beyond
the oversimplification of the model. The idea of a separation into long- and short-range
contributions has already been suggested [186]. Furthermore, other potential forms are
analysed [125] and found to give similar results (though not similar enough to explain
the quantitative compliance as found in this work using any other potential than the
Coulombic potential).
Already Jonscher [80] suggested that central and outer potential form might be differ-
ent, e. g. a steeper inner potential and a Coulombic form for higher distances. According
to Vincent et al. [186], the ‘same∆Ei [barrier lowering as in the Coulombic case]
16 is
expected for any deep level, as soon as the edge of the potential well is Coulombic (i.e., at
a large distance from the centre), whatever the central part of this potential is’. Besides
investigating different forms of potential, including square wells and Dirac delta function
potentials, they also consider other mechanisms of leaving the trap, apart from thermal ac-
tivation, namely tunnelling and phonon-assisted tunnelling. Martin et al. [125] complete
the investigation by Vincent et al. by considering even more non-Coulombic potential
types, i. e. the Yukawa potential (a shielded Coulombic potential), the dipole potential
and the polarisation potential. Interestingly, the obtained emission probability enhance-
ments with respect to the applied field still have qualitatively a high resemblance with the
three-dimensional Coulombic result. It is, however, important to note that the assumed
base potentials (without the directional applied field) are still isotropic and do, hence,
not recognise the required non-rotational symmetry by an assumed covalently bound
material. Another reason, why the actual potential landscape of a deep trap in a covalently
bound systemmight not be too important can be derived from a note by Vincent et al.
[186]: They mention that a high doping density may lead to very high internal fields that
may no longer be neglected or may even dominate the local potential environment of
the trap (according to Vincent et al. orders of 108 Vm−1 are typical at a net doping level
ND−NA = 1018 cm−3 and bias voltages of−3 V). In large enough volumes of materials
with very high numbers of charged defects, e. g. amorphousmaterials, the fields by nearby
defects may in the mean be assumed equally likely distributed over all angles, like in the
models of Potemski andWilamowski [151] or Dallacasa and Paracchini [32]. Due to their
large field strengths, they might dominate the local potential around the trap. However,
the findings in the above mentioned sources indicate that the slope at high fields is not
as much affected, but rather the low-field part. Furthermore, in amorphous systems,
the directional bondings are randomly oriented with respect to the applied field. All
orientations of the local geometry with respect to the applied field are equally likely and
any asymmetric potential could than be described by effective symmetric potentials. Both
effects might lead to the fact that in the mean, the local geometry of the undisturbed
16note from the author
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potential plays only a minor role. However, the found permittivity that is in agreement
with the bulk permittivity suggests that the potential is not effective.
Dangers of generalisation The findings of this work raise hope that the Frenkel-Poole
model, with the correction introduced in this work, may indeed capture the important
underlyingproperties responsible for current transport at height temperatures inmaterials
with lowmobilities. A temperature-dependent analysis is highly suggested as a next step to
verify the corrections. It is, however, important to notice that the findings are so far only
based on the analysis of ta-C.Mainly, because voltage-dependent immittance spectroscopy,
which allows the connection of dielectric and electric properties (see section 2.4) and was
the key piece of the puzzle in resolving the decade-old deviation in the Frenkel-Poole
model, is rarely performed at all. Consequently, to determine whether Frenkel-Poole
conduction may really be used as explanation for the static charge transport in a material,
it is (in the opinion of the author) essential that the dielectric and electric properties
obtained in an identical setup at the same sample, preferably in a single measurement,
are jointly analysed sharing the relative permittivity between conductive and capacitive
models. This work does not deem the use of the Frenkel-Poole model valid for any other
materials. For materials, where no connections between the barrier-lowering coefficient
and permittivity can be found as straightforwardly as in the presented experiments, this
does not mean that the Frenkel-Poole model might be completely wrong, but other
assumptions, e. g. about the symmetry of the trap potentials, might have to be considered.
Without a sound explanation of the possibly effective barrier-lowering coefficient, any
interpretations of the extracted parameters are, in the opinion of the author, dangerous.
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6.1 Summary
Anovel method of interpreting immittance spectra using process-specific physical models
dependent on external parameters is presented. Not only does it resolve many inher-
ent drawbacks of conventional immittance analysis, i. e. using EECs, but it also offers
advantages over the analysis with Poisson-Nernst-Planck models. Voltage-dependent
immittance spectra contain the full information of the corresponding current-voltage
measurement. In contrast to the latter, different serial contributions to the total resistance
may be distinguished by their capacitive bypasses. Both, the resistive and the capacitive
part of each serial piece, jointly lead to distinct cut-off frequencies. Furthermore, due
to the knowledge of the capacitances of each serial piece, their respective permittivities
may be extracted. This can be especially useful if the conduction model for the parallel
resistor depends on the permittivity. This work exploited the above described feature of
the analysis with immittance spectra to separate the immittance of the depletion layer
(in silicon) from the thin-film immittance and to validate a proposed correction of the
Frenkel-Poole model. It was found that, by using the internal field as the one superim-
posed to the Coulombic potential of the trap, a decades-old discrepancy in predicted
and measured barrier-lowering coefficient could be resolved. Since three-dimensional
modelling of the local potential landscape around the trap already solved the other ma-
jor remaining discrepancy, this suggestion eliminates the last common deviation of the
Frenkel-Poole model. It might seem surprising that the Frenkel-Poole model can predict
the current-voltage relation in many very different materials reasonably well, despite its
very simple, potentially not too realistic assumptions of the local potential environment
around the trap and its restriction to a classical description. A first step to understand
why this model, despite its deficiencies, may give such a successful description is ventured
in section 5.6.4.
6.1.1 Benefits of this work for the analysis of immittance spectra
The most common method of analysis in immittance spectroscopy is using EECs consist-
ing solely of idealised lumped components [110]. Such circuits are, however, ambiguous,
i. e. different arrangements of components can give identical immittance spectra for all
frequencies [114]. Consequently, a specific component might not represent one underly-
ing physical process, but may instead be influenced by several processes, possibly even
from different homogeneous pieces of the system. As a result, the extraction of relevant
physical parameters of the processes in the system can be complicated. This may in fact
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be the reason, why extraction of the relevant parameters is rarely done and why many
analyses with EECs stop after resistances and capacitances have been fitted [110]. Another
consequence of using EECs consisting solely of idealised lumped components, is a very
large number of fit parameters when the system is investigated under varying external
parameters, e. g. for different voltages and temperatures. For each condition, new values
have to be fitted for every resistance and capacitive element in the system. Unlike EECs,
immittancemodels based on the above described specific solutions Poisson-Nernst-Planck
equations for immittance spectroscopy aim to extract physically reasonable parameters
that are comparable between different experiments. However, these models are process-
independent [119] whichmay result in effective parameters, e. g. independent of the actual
underlying process of charge propagation a (potentially effective) mobility is assigned
which might not actually exist as a mobility, in the underling system, as such. Since no
dependence on external parameters is included, parallel processes cannot be distinguished
and, without indication, effective parameters combining several parallel processes may be
extracted. Another consequence of the absence of external-parameter dependence is that
for each of multiple conditions a separate set of parameters has to be obtained.
One of the major goals of this work is to offer a novel approach that allows understand-
ing the underlying physical processes in the system under investigation. This includes
identification of the involved processes and extraction of their relevant parameters (i. e.
doping concentrations and activation energies instead of resistances and capacitances)
with minimal distortion by other contributions. In order to do that, it is necessary to
reach a one-to-one assignment between physical processes and components in the circuit.
Introducing process-specific physical models dependent on external parameters to replace
the idealised circuit components allows fitting the relevant parameters directly in global
fits over all parameters. For example, instead of fitting a resistance for each temperature,
the corresponding activation energy of the process1 is fitted which then ideally, if the
model is correctly chosen, characterises the temperature dependence without the need for
parameters per condition. Another effect of using those models, instead of idealised com-
ponents, is that their ability to ‘absorb’ different contributions is, in comparison, much
more restricted. This has two positive consequences: First, if a model can describe the
corresponding contribution of one serial piece or, even better, if resistive and capacitive
properties of one serial piece can be described with shared parameters, it is very likely that
these processes are actually relevant for the serial piece, i. e. the model does usually not fit
by accident. Secondly, since the dependence on external parameters is a distinct property
of the model, parallel processes with different dependence on external parameters (which
could in an analysis with conventional EECs only be distinguished afterwards by fitting
the condition-dependent resistance with the models) may distort the parameters of the
model but cannot be completely absorbed.
In the application of the novel approach to the ta-C/p-Si system in this work, the
capacitance and resistance of the depletion layer in silicon is dependent on voltage. Both
1This is only an example, of course, a model does need more parameters, e. g. at least the pre-factor to
the exponential function with the activation energy. However, ideally the corresponding set of parameters
then describes the response of the model for all conditions, i. e. the set is valid independent of the external
parameters and not fitted per condition.
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contributions were described by the corresponding models. The parameter of acceptor
concentration was shared between both models. Together, the models could describe the
observed depletion-layer behaviour very well within the limits of the models. Hence, the
contribution could be identified as resulting from the depletion layer in silicon. However,
since the models did neither include a description for effects caused by interface defects
nor charged defects in the thin film, deviations were expected and observed. This could be
seen, on the one hand, because the barrier height of the capacitive and resistive part was
different (the number of interface or charged defects in the insulator is calculated from this
difference) and, on the other hand, from typical deviations in a plot of the residuals over
the external parameters. Furthermore, the identification of the deviations was confirmed
by classical capacitance-voltage analysis. Neither the models for the depletion layer nor
for the thin film ‘absorbed’ these deviations, at least not significantly. It can, hence be
deduced that the presented approach allows identifying missing processes or incomplete
descriptions from the plots of residuals over the external parameter and, further, shows
that the extracted relevant parameters are, at least in this case, not too distorted by such
model deficiencies. The model for the thin-film immittance consists of the corrected
Frenkel-Pool model, to describe the resistive properties, a constant phase element that is
independent of voltage and a high-frequency limiting capacitor, also voltage-independent.
The voltage independence of the capacitive parts is expected for a bulk part and can be seen
as additional confirmation that the bulk thin-film properties were described. In addition
to dependence on voltage, bulk permittivities are also less temperature-dependent as
their resistive counterparts [37]. The permittivity extracted from the high-frequency
limiting capacitor, as it is supposed to be extracted according to Young and Frederikse
[190], was jointly fitted as a single parameter with the permittivity in the Frenkel-Poole
model (Model 2). It could be shown, that the correction of the Frenkel-Poole model using
the permittivity extracted from the capacitive part, describes the thin-film piece equally
well as a model (Model 3) where both permittivities may be chosen independent from
each other (since the factor in the exponent of the Frenkel-Poole model is completely free,
this also includes the case where the correction introduced in this work is not correct).
Furthermore, for the sample with highly-doped substrate which shows dominantly the
thin-film immittance, the fit determined similar values for both permittivities when they
were fitted independent of each other as two separate values.
With respect to models for the analysis of immittance spectra based on the Poisson-
Nernst-Planck equations, it was suggested to combine that concept with the presented
approach by including process-specific physical models for the parameters of the Poisson-
Nernst-Planck models, e. g. an external-parameter-dependent model for the number of
mobile ions (for example thermal activated or field-assisted). This way, effective paramet-
ers resulting frommultiple parallel processes may be easier to detect and the number of
parameters, which was similar to the case of conventional EECs one set of fit parameters
per condition, would be greatly reduced. Furthermore, the underlying processes would
be known.
In summary, evidently relevant physical parameters, like the acceptor concentration of
silicon or permittivity of the thin film, can be extracted directly by global fits and describe
the system under investigation for the whole parameter space. Consequently, the number
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of parameters to describe the sample could be significantly reduced (to only one set of
relevant model parameters) with respect to conventional EECs which determine values
for each component per condition. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the process-
specific physical models with their specific dependence on external parameters are not
prone to the absorption of contributions from other processes or incomplete descriptions.
This allows determining the missing contributions from the residual plots and means
that the extracted parameters are only weakly distorted by incomplete modelling of the
system. Each relevant serial piece of the system could be described by a pair of reasonable
capacitive and resistivemodelswith shared parameters. For example, the fact that the both,
voltage-dependent capacitance and voltage-dependent resistance, of the depletion layer
used the same reasonable value for the acceptor concentration which was independently
confirmed by conventional capacitance-voltage analysis, the same literature values for the
permittivity, the effective masses, the band gap (all for silicon). This makes it virtually
impossible that the described part is not a depletion layer in silicon. Similarly, the thin film
could be described with the same reasonable value for the permittivity for both, resistive
and capacitive part. All models together could describe the experimentally observed
response of the system quite well and remaining discrepancies could be identified. As
a result, the presented approach accomplishes the targeted main goal of understanding
the underlying processes as well as the extraction of relevant physical parameters that are
comparable between different experiments while being minimal distorted by incomplete
descriptions due to missing or oversimplified models.
6.1.2 Benefits of this work for conventional current-voltage analysis
As explained above, voltage-dependent immittance spectra principally contain the full
current-voltage information (see section 5.5.7). Except for the different measurement
setup itself, the sample geometry may remain unchanged, since contact geometries for
conventional current-voltage analysis are usually compatible with immittance spectro-
scopy. The possibility to separate the response of distinct serial pieces of the system
allows easy removal of serial parasitic contribution. For this separation, knowledge of
models to describe the parasitic pieces is not necessary. As already explained, separation of
serial components is also possible for conventional EECs, however, with the mentioned
drawbacks like fit parameter sets per condition. Nevertheless, if the goal is simply the
removal of parasitic parts in an otherwise simple system, the parasitic parts may be mod-
elled by idealised lumped components to get rid of their contribution and extract the
intended current-voltage relation free of any disturbances. Of course, due to the ambi-
guity of conventional EECs, the correct arrangement has to be verified beforehand, e. g.
by the presented approach. As previously mentioned, the additional information from
capacitive bypasses can be used further to distinguish bulk and interface contributions
(by the magnitude of capacitance and its dependence on voltage) as well as to extract
the permittivity if the film thickness is known (or vice versa). The confidence in the
identification of different pieces and the parameters may be further increased by using
process-specific physical models dependent on external parameters not only for the resist-
ances but also the capacitive parts. Parameters shared by both parts may than be joined to
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a single parameter. This also tests the compatibility of both models. If the corresponding
combined parameter(s) work equally well as single parameters an accidental association of
the respective serial part is even less likely and the confidence of the relevance and correct
value of the extracted parameter is higher.
6.1.3 Benefits of this work for the Frenkel-Poole model
This work suggests a correction in the Frenkel-Poole model: In it, the Coulombic barrier
of a trap is lowered by a superimposed field caused by a linear voltage dropV over the





with film thickness d . However (as already mentioned in the paper by Poole [149] who
was only interested in a qualitative description and, hence, ignored this parameter), the
mean field strength inside a polarisable material (ǫr > 1) is not given by the external field





Most of the above mentioned features were utilised in this work to describe the ta-C/p-
Si system. Voltage-dependent models were introduced for the resistance as well as for
the capacitive part of the depletion layer. Both use the same acceptor concentration as
single joined parameter and its value is verified by a separately performed conventional
capacitance-voltage analysis. The depletion-layer piece is in series, and hence separated,
from the thin filmwhich is described by a Frenkel-Poole resistance that uses the permittiv-
ity, extracted from the parallel high-frequency limiting capacitor, in its barrier-lowering
coefficient as well as for the calculation of the internal field (Model 2). A connection
between the constant phase element and the permittivity in the resistive part (Model 1)
lead to a significantly higher deviation of the description from the measured spectra. This
is in agreement with the suggestion of Young and Frederikse [190] of how to extract the
static permittivity from a material. They emphasise that the constant-phase behaviour at
low frequencies (up to either 1 kHz or sometimes even as high as 1GHz) is not connected
to the static permittivity. The third model, where there was no connection whatsoever
between any of the capacitive elements and the resistance of the thin film and each of
the parameters could be varied completely independent could not lead to a significantly
better result thanModel 2. Indeed, even without any connection between the permittiv-
ity extracted from the high-frequency limiting capacitor and in the Frenkel-Poole model
(i. e. Model 3), comparable values were fitted for both parameters in case of the sample
with highly-doped silicon substrate (which is dominated by the thin-film immittance and
has except a slight asymmetry no visible rectification effect). All remaining deviations
could clearly be ascribed to the omission of contributions by interface traps and charged
defects in the thin film. Since the properties of the (well-studied) depletion layer in
silicon was not the focus of this work, it was decided against further refinement of the
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used depletion-layer models. As already mentioned, the presented approach does not
tend to ‘absorb’ contributions from other pieces. Consequently, this allowed an isolated
study of the thin-film piece. The fact that the permittivity and resistive properties can be
determined in a single measurement with this approach makes it the unique method to
verify our hypothesis.
The suggested correction still remains within the original concept of the Frenkel-Poole
model: a continuous medium approach using a simple Boltzmann factor, i. e. only the
maximum of the barrier and not its actual form is relevant (within some limits, since
the model of Connell et al. [28] is used as basis for our correction), without taking
quantum-mechanical effects into account and using a simplified description of the po-
tential landscape around the trap (see section 5.6.1, 5.6.2 and 5.6.4). It is, hence, rather
surprising that this simple correction could finally explain the last remaining quantitat-
ive deviation of the Frenkel-Poole model. Possible explanations, why the Frenkel-Poole
model with the suggested correction fits the experimental datawell is given in section 5.6.4.
It is interesting to note that despite all its deficiencies, many very different materials have
(except for the factor in the barrier-lowering coefficient potentially explained and resolved
in this work) a Frenkel-Poole current-voltage relation. This can be seen as an indication
that the actual form of core potential, which is essential for a correct determination of
the binding energy and very sensitively dependent on the involved materials [66, 41, 94],
might not be as important for the current-transport process at sufficiently high temperat-
ures, so that it may be reduced to the binding energy. Otherwise, its distinct form for the
very different materials should have at least some measurable effect. Furthermore, the
work of Grimmeiss [55] for sulphur and selenium in silicon shows that excited states at
deep centres may well be resulting from the hydrogenic outer potential. All this may be
seen as strong indication for a dominant importance of the outer potential in such cases.
Which would consequently explain the successful description with generally similar and
very simple assumptions for the local potential landscape, especially the Coulombic trap





Already now, the calculation for the (complex) values of the fit in this work uses the
non-linear character of the models to determine the resistances and capacitances at each
bias voltage. Although the theoretical fundamentals for large-signal analysis, i. e. taking
higher harmonic (non-sinusoidal) responses as a consequence of applying finite signal
levels onto non-linear functions into account, were laid in this work: so far, the amplitude
of the applied signal remains unused in the calculation of fit values. As a consequence,
the performed analysis corresponds to small-signal approximation around certain points
of operation: Each condition corresponds to an operation point for which external-
parameter-dependent resistances and capacitive values are determined. The immittance
response for the sinusoidal signal at these operation points then assumes a linear re-
sponse, i. e. one that only contains the amplitude and phase of the first harmonic. This
approximation is only correct for sufficiently small signals (compare 2.1.5).
Experimentally, the signal level was chosen from a plot of the absolute impedance over
the amplitude. For decreasing amplitudes, the measured value approaches a constant
corresponding to the small-signal impedance. From this plot for both samples at key
conditions with strong impact of the non-linearity on the response, but also regarding the
measurement error, an amplitude of 30 mVRMS was chosen (see section 3.2.2). Utilising
this procedure to select the amplitude justifies small-signal analysis for the measurements
in this work. However, since process-specific physical models dependent on external para-
meters were introduced to understand the underlying mechanisms, it seems only logical
to use their poly-harmonic response as further point of reference for the involved pro-
cesses. Furthermore, higher signal amplitudes enhance the accuracy of the measurement
with an auto-balancing bridge.
A possible next step towards large-signal analysis could be to obtain the resistances and
capacitances of the models by determining their mean response with an integration of
their respective functions over their fraction of the (oscillating) voltage drop within one
amplitude. For non-linear behaviours this would give the correct offset of the response, a
first order approximation (compare the offset in the large-signal response of 2.5 which is
the zero-frequency contribution in the Fourier spectrum in 2.5b). Fourier transformation
of a full amplitude would also contain higher harmonics. However, both calculations
are only intermediate steps since charging and discharging effects of the capacitors are
not taken into account. Furthermore, these intermediate approaches are not too easy to
calculate, since the respective voltage drops of the serial pieces are not known beforehand.
A full large-signal calculation could be performed by a simulation of the whole system in
time domain, including the charge states of the capacitive elements and the voltage drops
in each time step over the serial pieces. The calculation expenses are, however, expected to
be rather large, particularly because the transient behaviour has to be calculated as well.
As already explained in section 2.1.5, the large-signal calculation could still be applied to
conventional immittancemeasurements, which do not include higher harmonics, because
it could correctly calculate the reduced contribution to the fundamental frequency. It
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seems, however, that such expensive calculations are only justified if the measurement
also includes the higher harmonics, which is not the case for the current set-up. Real large-
signal analysis can, hence, only unfold its full potential if the current experimental set-up
would be updated with instruments that can measure the response of higher harmonics.
Furthermore, the devices should be sufficiently sensitive in order to measure responses of
samples with impedances of over 1 MΩ. The higher the frequencies get, the more limited
the possible range of sample impedances (typically narrowing down on 50Ω or 75Ω)
becomes.
This investigation would be an especially interesting continuation of the experiments,
since the resistivemodelswere usually not designed for timely varied voltages. As described
in section 5.4, inprinciple themodels shouldbe reasonable approximations for frequencies
below the absorption or emission ofmodulation quanta, which should be at much higher
frequencies than usual impedance experiments. However, this was, up to now, never
experimentally verified and would, hence, be a really interesting test of the expected
behaviour. The answer of this question is tight-knit with the challenge of finding a
unified microscopic theory for ac and dc processes in solid materials, presented in section
6.2.4.
6.2.2 Temperature-dependence
Another important improvement regarding the measurement set-up would be the intro-
duction of temperature dependence. All process-specific physical models with depend-
ence on external parameters used in the current model for the system are dependent on
temperature. Unfortunately, without the knowledge of the temperature behaviour some
parameters could not yet be decoupled, e. g. the activation energy in the Frenkel-Poole
model. Apart from the decoupling of more parameter, the novel approach in general,
benefits from an increased number of varied external parameters: e. g. if the model is
consistent for different voltages and temperatures, possibly even connected over joined
parameters with other parallel processes, the confidence of understanding the corres-
ponding part further increases while the accidental ‘absorption’ of other contribution
decreases.
6.2.3 Better model for the exemplary investigated system
If onewould really like to pursue the goal of understanding the ta-C/p-Si system in greater
detail (whichwasnot the goal of thiswork), further enhancements of themodelwould still
be possible. Especially by a better description of interface traps and charged defects in the
insulator. So far, two different barrier heights for the capacitive and resistive description of
the depletion layer are used. However, it can be clearly seen that the number of interface
defects and charged defect in the insulator that contribute to the interface capacitance
is strongly dependent on frequency. The amount of charges through this process of
charging and discharging traps is, consequently, also dispersive. Since the charges are
directly connected to the shift of the flat-band voltage, the usage of only one constant shift
(which is in this work represented by the two separate barrier heights for capacitive and
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resistive part) cannot correctly describe the observed behaviour. Introducing a frequency-
dependent flat-band voltage shift may be used to not only increase the quality of the
description itself, but also to help understanding the energetic or spatial distribution of
the involved states at the interface. As already mentioned in sections 2.4.1.3 and 4.1.1.3
there are yet much more elaborate and expectedly more accurate models for the interface
available.
Besides the interface model, also the description of the thin film part can still be
enhanced. In this case, the introduction of temperature-dependence mentioned in the
last subsection should accompany this improvement. The constant phase element of the
thin film might be replaced with models for hopping polarisation processes (e. g. from
[40] and [104]). This might give the energetic properties of the involved traps and their
corresponding concentration. These values might in the spirit of the proposed model
(confer section 2.4) be combined with the resistive properties of the thin film. Although,
a sound combination of microscopic models for the conducive and polarising properties
of a disordered material is still a subject of research, as can be seen in the next subsection.
6.2.4 A unified microscopic theory for ac and dc properties of disordered
materials
As explained in section 5.3 and in the works of Long [104], Elliott [40], Dyre [37] and
Lunkenheimer [106, 108], materials with charge transport dominantly through localised
states display the ‘universal capacitive behaviour’ discovered by Jonscher [84]. It involves
an approximate [37] power-law dependence of both parts of the complex permittivity on
frequency with approximately fixed ratio of dielectric loss [108]. Besides the connection
of this characteristic feature of the permittivity with the charge-transport process through
localised states by coincidental observation, there is also an empirical formula for the
quantitative connection: The so called Barton-Nakajima-Namikawa relation connects
the dc conductivity σstat to the strength of the dielectric relaxation∆ǫ= ǫ
′(ω0)− ǫ′(ω1)
(withω0 a frequency before andω1 a frequency after the respective dielectric relaxation,
e. g. the static permittivity ǫstat and the permittivity ǫ∞ extracted from the high-frequency-
limiting capacitor C∞) and the frequency of the loss peakωmax, i. e.
σstat∝∆ǫωmax. (6.1)
The proportionality constant for this relation is a temperature-independent quantity in
the order of unity [36]. In particular, equation (6.1) implies that both processes, for dc
conductivity and dielectric relaxation, have the same activation energy [36]. The Barton-
Nakajima-Namikawa relation has been found for a wide variety of different materials:
amorphous solids, ionic glasses, single crystals, polymers, micro-porous systems and
proteins in hydrated state [182]. Although the above mentioned quantitative (empiric)
relation exists between dc and ac properties of such (mostly) disordered materials, there
is still no microscopic unified theory. It has been suggested that finding this unified
theory is one of the major challenges of solid state physics [118] and Phillips saw it 1994
even as ‘most important unsolved problem in physics today’ [147]. Although these
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assessments might be exaggerated, they make clear that researchers in this field are longing
for a solution of this problem. Indeed, all empirical evidence suggests that current dc
models for conductivity are missing features that become important for timely varying
signals. The observation in this work that the low-frequency permittivity, extracted from
the constant phase element, is larger than the conventionally, i. e. according to Young
and Frederikse [190], obtained static permittivity also indicates the demand for such a
unified model. The proposed method of analysis in this work should have eliminated the
Maxwell-Wagner effect which is typically mentioned as argument to discard these high
values of the permittivity at low frequencies. However, as it became clear in this work,
although the Maxwell-Wagner effect was eliminated, the permittivities at low frequencies
are still too high. As a result, the usual explanation for discarding these low-frequency
values is not always justified, and other reasons have to be found.
The approach presented in this work is uniquely suited to study this ‘most import-
ant unsolved problem in physics today’ [147], since ac and dc properties are jointly
measured, consequently compatible as well as self-consistent, and can be separately as-
signed to distinct pieces of the system. So far investigations in this field are limited to
temperature-dependent measurements. In many materials, field-assisted barrier-lowering
can be observed. It is, hence, expected that a unified theory should also include voltage
dependence. Instead of fitting a resistance for each temperature (as it is done up to
now for the dc contribution), models should be directly included into the circuit that
derives the resistance for various conditions, including more external parameters than
solely the different temperatures. With the presented approach, a convenient basis for
further research towards a unified theory of ac and dc properties is now available: A
connection of resistive and capacitive parts of one single piece of the system (the thin
film) via the permittivity which is valid for various external conditions using a single set
of model specific parameters instead of new sets of fit values at each condition has already
been demonstrated in this work. Further connections between resistive and capacitive
properties could be found for the interface part. Hence, it could be demonstrated that
the proposed novel method of analysis allows joint extraction of consistent electric and
dielectric properties simultaneously. Furthermore, the model would be directly included
as a circuit component and instead of fitting resistances and capacitances the underlying
microscopic properties would be determined directly.
Beside the usedmethods, the investigated thin-filmmaterial, ta-C, offers an exceptional
opportunity for the study of a unified theory for ac and dc properties of disordered solids
(as explained in greater detail in section 1.3). It is intrinsic (i. e. not doped), monoisotopic
and due to the synthesis method also almost without foreign atoms. Furthermore, it has
solely non-polar bonds and is, due to its amorphous structure, isotropic.
The above mentioned temperature-dependent set-up would however be an essential
requirement for this research project. In a first step, parallel low-temperature dc-transport
processes for the thin film have to be included as supplement to the Frenkel-Poole mech-
anism. Ideally, correlations are already possible between the different dc models, e. g. a
specific defect level involved in both processes simultaneously, maybe in combination
with the permittivity extracted from the parallel high-frequency-limiting capacitor. Latter
are expected to be much less dependent on temperature and their capacitive representa-
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tion, as explained in chapter 2, must be parallel to all transport mechanisms (for the fact
that dielectric properties usually are less dependent on temperature in comparison to
their parallel conduction processes, confer [36]). Then, the universal dielectric response
behaviour would not be described by a constant phase element but more specific models,
e. g. for jumps of mobile charge carriers between neighbouring traps. The temperat-
ure dependence of such a model may indicate similar activation energies as compared
to the resistive models. Also hopping distances and number of involved traps may be
correlated. Unified models may include the number of involved defects or probably
even properties of the distribution of barriers themselves, because ac processes involve
primarily probable jumps while the properties of dc processes are dominated by the
barriers hard-to-overcome. Since the described frequency response is present in various
different materials, finding a unified theory seems, for the beginning, most promising in
a material as essential as the mass-selective ion beam deposited ta-C (i. e. only one atom
species, hence non-polar bonds, even monoisotopic and with a low number of foreign
atoms etc., see above) and with a measurement approach uniquely suited to combine dc
and ac properties.
6.2.5 Finite-element models
Another possible direction to continue the research is the combinationwith finite-element
methods. As a consequence of the transition from combustion to electrical engines,
because of an increased amount of mobile electronic devices, but also due to an increase
of renewable energy sources with their requirement of energy storage, the enhancement
of battery performance has become an essential task. A better understanding of the
ageing processes in the battery requires refined models that allow identification of the
weak parts in a battery systems and recognition of wear processes. In such a case the
combination of the main concept of the presented approach with finite-element methods
may be promising. For each finite element, the locally applied field can, for example, be
used to determine the conductivity, number of emitted charges or dissociation rate from
field-dependent models. Using the resulting models, a spatially distributed model of a
battery cell can be constructed.
6.2.6 Verifying the findings with other materials
Surprisingly, by a correction (introduced in this work, see sections 4.2 and 5.6) of the
calculation for the field around the trap due to the externally applied potential difference,
a valid connection between the permittivity of a material (here ta-C), extracted from
dielectric properties, could be made with the permittivity in the Frenkel-Poole model,
which is describing solely resistive properties. This link is not as obvious as its sounds,
since the deviation between these two quantities is as old as the Frenkel-Poole model
and considered the one remaining deviation of the Frenkel-Poole model (confer 5.6).
Furthermore, the fundamental assumptions of the Frenkel-Poole model are still very
simple, especially the assumptions about the local potential environment around the trap
(compare 5.6.2). Although the experimental data in this work suggests that our correction
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can resolve this deviation (confer 4.2), the measurements in this work are limited to
one material, namely ta-C, and do not include temperature-dependence. Hence, the
discovered correction might still fit only due to an accidentally similar factor which could
actually have another cause. After adding temperature dependence, as mentioned above,
the next important step is to verify this finding by testing also other materials that observe
Frenkel-Poole behaviour. The immediately next investigated systems should be chosen
carefully, i. e. without adding significantly different features that potentially lead to
alternate processes: At first, a restriction to materials with covalent bonds (preferably a
single species) would be preferable, since this eliminates competing processes involving
polaronic transport. Also, homogeneous amorphous materials are predestined since
isotropy may be assumed. As a consequence of the suggestions above, there are no
dislocations, negligible impurity concentration and no volumes with one atomic species
of the compound agglomerated. The system should either be restricted to intrinsic,
structural localised defects or doping with a single species that solely leads to sufficiently
deep, i. e. localised, traps, but not both. This way the traps involved in the Frenkel-Poole
process may be identified more easily.
Furthermore, the parallel constant phase model may be more refined. The constant
phase element is only an empiric description, there are, however, microscopic models
that result in such a behaviour (e. g. see [104] and [40]). These models depend on
microscopic properties such as trap densities and activation energies (which would again
require temperature-dependence). This would possibly allow connecting properties of
the constant phase part with the Frenkel-Poole model. For now, these elements are not
connected.
6.2.7 Introduction of more robust regression estimators
The robustness of a regression estimator describes the strength of influence of outliers on
the fit parameters [158, pp. 9-10]. The propertymay be quantified by the breakdownpoint
[158, pp. 9-10]. Simply speaking, it is defined over the smallest fraction of outliers which
can cause the estimator to take on values arbitrarily far from the regression coefficients
(these were called fit parameters in this work) of untainted data points [158, pp. 9-10].
Hence, a more robust estimator is, assuming the same number of outliers, expected to
result in fit parameters more closely to the ‘true’ ones as a less robust estimator.
For a number of reasons, a least-square estimator is used in this work. More precisely,
the complex non-linear least-square estimator which was defined by J. Macdonald and
Garber [121] specifically for the analysis of immittance data. It seems to be the only
regression estimator used in the field of immittance spectroscopy and was, hence, for
better comparabilitywith otherworks also chosenhere. Furthermore, least-square analysis
is very commonand is, consequently, expected to require no additional initial adoption for
users of this novel approach of analysis. Although the least-square estimator is commonly
used and there exist specific adjustments for its usage in the analysis of immittance data,
with respect to robustness, it is a terrible choice and better suited estimators are available.
In the case of the least-square estimator, alreadywith one outlier the regression coefficients
can be arbitrarily manipulated, i. e. its breakdown point is zero [158, pp. 9-10].
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Using the method of analysing immittance spectra (with process-specific physical mod-
els dependent on external parameters) proposed in this work, deviations are much more
likely as in the generic models, utilising idealised lumped components, in conventional
analysis of immittance spectra with EECs. The reasons for this are: First, that the utilised
model is supposed to fit not only one spectrum per condition, but jointly spectra for every
condition simultaneously. Secondly, the form of the models is much more restrictive
as for idealised lumped components, i. e. deviations are not easily absorbed. Thirdly, as
a consequence of using potentially unfinished models during the analysis, where sub-
sequently more and more processes are identified and their respective models added, a lot
of deviations are expected to be present. Finally, even for a finished model that essentially
describes all processes, certain aspects of the observed behaviourmay still not be described
properly, e. g. due to the (at least at first) unavoidably idealised assumptions of any model.
All the above mentioned deviations are not statistical in nature, but instead systematic
deviations due to a (to a certain extent) incomplete physical theory. The occurrence of
these deviations is likely also not at random positions in a residual plot over the different
conditions. Instead, certain regions of (smooth) deviations may be expected. In this work,
the influence of defects in the insulator or traps at the interface on the characteristics of
the depletion layer has, for reasons given in sections 4.1.1.3 and 2.4.1, not been conclus-
ively described. This lead to the pronounced deviations between the observed and the
calculated immittance response (compare section 4.1.2). As can be seen in section 4.1.2
this resulted in closed regions of deviation with steady curvature (meaning there is not a
strong up and down in the corresponding regions, but they rather look like a smooth hill
or valley).
One of the strengths of the proposed method of analysis, in comparison to conven-
tional analysis, is the low absorption of parasitic deviations (see section 5.1.1). Hence, this
model is either less likely to, or does only in a lesser extent, change fit parameters to absorb
a deviation incompatible with the model. However, with other regression estimators,
this important feature (that among other things helps to identify missing processes or
model deficiencies) might be further extended.
The above described deviations are not outliers. However, it is conceivable that a more
robust regression estimator might, also in this case, result in fit parameters more closely to
the values that belong to the data connected to the pure model assumptions. Of course,
these more robust estimators neither can nor should replace improvements of the model
itself, but there is no reason against complementary usage of more robust estimators. As a
next step for a general enhancement of the proposed method of analysing immittance
data, more robust regression estimators may be introduced. Potentially, one may also
introduce weighting and decrease the importance for regions of deviation. Doing this
manually is, however, risky since one may accidentally remove important regions falsely
identified as not described within the currently applied model and, in consequence, push
the fit in a direction that leads further away from the ‘true’ parameters. Also, some
objective condition to introduce as well as select the level of weighting should be chosen
to make a transparent selection of regions expected to be not explainable within the used
theory.
An expected challenge in introducing more robust estimators is the uncertainty of the
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influence of the specific extensions to account for complex immittance values. Due to
an unavoidable generality in the research of robust estimators (which may be applied
for very different purposes), the specific consequences of using the complex extension
(usually used within the field immittance spectroscopy) may not be straightforwardly
predictable.
6.2.8 Ion tracks
This work introduces a new method of analysis, using voltage-dependent immittance
spectra that allows separating specific parts. It connects dielectric and electric properties
of those parts by introducing process-specific external-parameter-dependent physical
models and jointly fitting their parameters. The selection of ta-C as the investigated thin
filmmaterial was not by accident. When a swift heavy ion passes through ta-C nanoscopic
conductive paths are generated [127, 188]. Indeed, long-term goal is to understand the
conduction properties of such conductive ion tracks in ta-C, especially also those which
are interrupted by insulating materials that do not form conductive paths. In the first
step, resistive and capacitive properties of the macroscopic films (ta-C and potential
insulating parts) should be known separately. This step is now achieved by the current
work, though temperature dependent characterisation is still pending. After irradiation of
samples with swift heavy ions, in the next step, the temperature- and voltage-dependent
resistive properties of the ion tracks should be measured by conductive atomic-force
microscopy. The latter has also already been done (see exemplary results in Figure 6.1
which shows characteristics of ion tracks in ta-C, created by irradiation with 30 MeV C2+60
fullerenes), but is, due to its different scope, not included in this work. Therefore, in a
temperature range from 176 K to 296 K the same region of 18 ion tracks has been observed
with a conductive atomic-force microscope. For nine temperatures voltage-dependent
current maps (voltage ranging from−4 V to 4 V with 0.1 V steps) have been measured.
In the intermediate temperatures 137 current maps at 3 V have been recorded. At least
eleven identical ion tracks were recorded in every measurements. Now, the dielectric
and resistive properties of the corresponding thin films are known. Furthermore, the
conductive properties of the ion tracks are known. Finally, a macroscopic measurement
of irradiated samples may than be performed. The results consist of the known resistive
properties of the thin films and the conductive tracks (with known track density), of the
known dielectric properties of the thin films and the sole unknown dielectric properties
of the ion tracks (possibly intentionally interrupted by insulating films). In principle, it






































































































































































Figure 6.1: (a)-(c) show the region of the swift heavy ion irradiated sample 1339b that was
measured with a conductive AFM at different temperatures and bias voltages (see section 6.2.8).
While (a) illustrates the investigated area so far in the whole experiment, (b) shows an actual
measurement of the topography and (c) the corresponding current map. The current-voltage
characteristics for different temperatures are exemplary shown for track 2 in (d). As can be seen in
(e) and (f) the response of the different traps in this region is very similar: The black area is themean
of the conductivities of track 1 to 10 (combined) enclosed by the corresponding standard deviation.
The red area is the weighted arithmetic mean of these combined track conductivities with its
variance. The green to blue error bars in subfigure (e) are those from tracks 1 to 10, individually at
296 K. In subfigure (f) the mean values of individual tracks are shown additionally to the errors.
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